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Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests!

I am very much pleased to welcome the participants of the
Climpara-94 International Symposium in Moscow on behalf of the NIIR
management.

It was no accident that NIIR was among those who initiated and
organized this Symposium. During many decades the Institute has been a
diversified scientific and research center of the Ministry of the Posts and
Telecommunications in the former USSR, and at present the Ministry of
Telecommunications of the Russian Federation; it has been and is
responsible for the development and introduction of terrestrial and satellite
radio communication and broadcasting systems. Obviously, the creation of
these radio systems would have been impossible without input data on
radio wave propagation over the vast territory of the former USSR with a
great variety of climatic and topographical conditions.

NIIR began to study metric, decimetric and centimeter waves in the
late 40--s in the context of designing analogue line - of - sight radio relay
systems and terrestrial television and sound broadcasting systems.

As regards line - of- sight radio relay systems, radio wave
propagation experiments were carried out in the frequency range of 2-30
GHz in the central European areas of Russia, in the Volga region, the
Baltic Republics, Belorussia, Ukraine, the Black Sea coast in the Caucasus,
in the Alpine areas in Kirgizia. The experiments were conducted on more
than 60 paths. Beside studies on signal and noise statistics, aerological
tropospheric sounding data were statistically processed and rain rates were
measured for a detailed mapping of the USSR territory based on vertical
refractive gradient distributions and precipitation rates. As a result of these
studies, a calculation procedure for line - of - sight radio relay links was
developed. This procedure allows for various fading mechanisms
(diffraction, tropospheric and surface refraction, rain attenuation).

The above procedure was widely used in the former USSR by all
organizations and institutions engaged in designing line - of - sight radio
relay links having a total length of about 200000 km. At present the
procedure is being updated to include the fading frequency selectivity
effect -on high - rate digital microwave systems in different climatic
regions.

The second important direction in the experimental studies covered
forward tropospheric propagation. These studies began in the late 40-s
and were made over the whole territory of the former USSR: in the central
European areas of Russia, in Siberia, the Far East, the Baltic Republics,
over the Caspian and Black Seas as well as in the polar regions on
different paths ranging from 50 km to 1100 km. They were used as a basis
for developing a calculation method for tropospheric communication links.
Presently, the total length of operating troposcatter links in Russia
designed by this method is about 14 000 km. The first tropospheric link
was commissioned in 1956.



There were also studies on centimeter and decimetric wave
diffraction and scattering by mountain ridges at a distance of up to 800
km. These studies contributed to the construction of high-capacity long-
distance communication links, in particular a 800 km link between the
USSR and India.

Comprehensive studies on anomalous troposcatter propagation were
carried out with reference to electromagnetic compatibility problems. The
studies of many years were performed in different areas of the former
USSR at frequencies ranging from 6 GHz to 60 MHz over the sea and over
the land on paths of up to 1000 km. As a result, a technique for calculating
interfering signals was designed for the entire country allowing for climatic
and geographical features of different areas.

Long--term investigations were also conducted at the International
Experimental Satellite Communication Center (IESCC) in Dubna that was
built within the framework of the Intercosmos Cooperation Program for the
countries of Eastern Europe and was a NIIR division. The Center was put
into operation in 1982 and experts from Bulgaria, Hungary, Germany,
Poland, Russia and Czechia participated in the experiments.

In 1983- 1990 the down - link radio wave propagation at 11 GHz
was studied in Dubna and in the Black Sea coast in the Caucasus and
experiments on terrestrial paths were carried out at 11 GHz, 20 GHz and
30 GHz with concurrent rain rate and hydrometeors measurements.
Radiometric attenuation measurements at 12 GHz were also made.

These experimental studies resulted in a large amount of
information that was used for the development of procedures required for
a computation of satellite and terrestrial link attenuation statistics.

The above investigations were to a great extent concerned with a
study of climatic effects on radio wave propagation which is the subject
matter of the present Symposium.

Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that this summary of the activities
that were and are conducted in NIIR on the tropospheric radio wave
propagation is expedient because the results of these studies apply to
various radio climatic zones and conditions and, hopefully, they will be
useful for the participants of the Symposium in developing methods for
global predictions of tropospheric propagation conditions.

In conclusion I wish the Symposium every success.

Y.B.Zoubarev

Director of the NIIR, Professor



PREFACE

This symposium comes at a time when there is great potential for the mapping of
climate-dependant radiometeorological parameters that are needed for the prediction of
performance of radiowave communications. The same parameters have similar value to
those involved in climatic studies and hydrological forecasting. Russia has considerable
data relevant to these studies and we are fortunate to have the Radio Research and
Development Institute (NIIR) as hosts.

Commission F (Wave Propagation and Remote Sensing) of the International
Union for Radio Science (URSI) is closely concerned with various aspects of the scientific
research described at this symposium which is sponsored by URSI Commission F, by the
World Climatic Research Programme and by URSI Young Scientist funding. In addition,
we wish to thank the US Air Force European Office of Aerospace Research and
Development for its contribution to the success of this conference. The work is very
relevant to the needs of the Radiocommunication Sector of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU-R),but, whilst the whole objective is towards practical
predictions, the symposium is essentially science-oriented. The background is outlined in
the opening paper.
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ABSTRACT modelling, global circulation models
(GCMs), hydrology, climatology, etc.,

This paper summarizes the objectives of notably through the WMO's World Climate
CLIMPARA'94 and the framework of the workshop. Research Programme (WCRP), GEWEX,
The areas of possible scientific cooperation and and the Global Precipitation Climatology
exchange between workers in the areas of radiowave Project (GPCP).
propagation, remote sensing, meteorology and
climatology are reviewed. - Those concerned with related space-borne

remote sensing of the atmosphere using both
Keywords: Workshop Objectives, Radiowave active and passive instruments.
propagation, Climatology, Meteorology, Remote
Sensing The radio-science and radio-engineering communities

around the world have expended much energy,
ingenuity and expertise in developing methods for the

1. INTRODUCTION prediction of various characteristics or the propagation
of radiowaves in non-ionised media. However, the

This paper is intended to set the scene for the extent to which these characteristics may be expected
symposium and to outline some objectives. The to vary from one region of the world to another is still
purpose is to examine what radio-meteorological far from clear.
parameters may best be used to predict radiowave
propagation characteristics, how they vary with In the field of meteorology, the development of
climate and how best they may be mapped on a world sophisticated numerical meso-scale models that
scale. Also, consideration should be given to how increase the resolution of current operational
climatologists and hydrologists may gain from (and numerical forecast algorithms may be in the near
contribute to) these studies. Presentation sessions, future supply very powerful tools also for the area of
poster sessions and workshop sessions will be used to radiometeorology or wave propagation. Very early
exchange ideas and information between the following attempts with resolutions of around 100 km yield
different scientific communities: already very encouraging results even for forecasting

propagation losses (Ref. 1).
- Those conducting radiowave propagation
measurements and/or related ground-based On the other hand, the high time resolution data
remote sensing of the atmosphere (e.g. of observed for long periods by the wave propagation
precipitation, precipitable water, cloud liquid community may be of interest to the climatology
water, refractive index, etc.) and concerned scientific community in projects like the Global
with preparing climatic maps of parameters Precipitation Climatology Project (Ref 2, 3 4).
relevant to the prediction of radiowave
propagation characteristics, notably through New spacecraft or instruments like the joint
the Radiocommunications Sector of the ITU NASA/NASDA TRMM or ESA's MIMR (that will fly
(1TU-R) and URSI. in METOP) will offer new opportunities to measure

globally meteorological and climatological parameters
- Those performing research in atmospheric that are also of interest to wave propagation.
physics using numerical techniques relevant
to precipitation, cloud physics, meso-scale The present symposium should give a forum to



compare experiences and exchange points of view regions are now beginning to produce results, and
between these different communities and especially these were the basis for an URSI Commission F
with our colleagues in Central and Eastern Europe. Special Open Symposium on "Regional Factors in

Predicting Radiowave Attenuation due to Rain" which

2. CLIMATIC PARAMETERS was held in Rio de Janeiro in December 1990 (Ref 5).
The 51 participants at the Open Symposium came

Most of the electromagnetic effects due to atmospheric from 15 countries, and it was arranged that the
phenomena are well understood; however, most of the symposium was followed immediately by two
models used are either empirical or physico-empirical, concurrent meetings of those closely concerned with
i.e. they are based on relevant physical parameters these issues in two Working Parties of ITU-R Study
(some of which are radiometeorological) but made to Group 5. This enhanced the exchange of ideas and
fit propagation data, for areas where data are available, information on the theme of the symposium between
through the use of suitable coefficients. Suitable the URSI and ITU-R communities.
choices of coefficients and physical parameters, in
general, should enable good predictions to be made of Prediction of attenuation due to rain has had a large
a radio variable on a given path if the related amount of attention in both ITU-R and URSI
radiometeorological data are available for that path. Commission F, and the databases now have
This can be done for areas where there is sufficiently considerable information to draw it on, but quantifying
good statistical data collected for both the radio its climatic variability in terms of a set of Climatic
variable and the radiometeorological parameters. Parameters is still an area that requires a lot of effort.

Many people have worked hard to produce good maps
This approach is dictated by both the limited of rainfall rate data, but something similar may be
knowledge of atmospheric conditions at any instant needed to characterise the horizontal and vertical
and by the resouces necessary to derive the complete structures of rain to take account of tropical storms
statistical information from the complete instantaneous and monsoons and to contrast these with rain
data if the latter were available. structures of temperate regions. Clearly this is not a

simple matter, and the means of collection of data
The radiometeorological variables vary with climate need a lot of attenmtion. Due to its global approach,
and may be called "Climatic Parameters". The remote sensing of the atmosphere from space may in
development of the computing capability as well as the future be a prime source for this type of data.
space-borne remote sensing and numerical Numerical meteorology, with its drive towards ever
meteorology may before long yield global data for increasing spatial and time resolutions, may also bring
these Climatic Parameters. very important contributions in the near future.

Progress and understanding in examining effects of Very comparable considerations have now become
Climatic Parameters may be most advanced on apparent in the prediction of signal levels likely to
attenuation due to rain. During the last two decades, cause transhorizon co-channel interference, with a
a number of methods have been produced for the reappraisal of data and prediction methods. World
prediction of cumulative distribution statistics of such mapping of radio refractive index parameters is giving
attenuation at frequencies above 10 GHz, (ITU-R a means of steering prediction methods for interference
having to produce one for universal application). For in clear-air conditions in terms of Climatic Parameters.
terrestrial paths, most methods start from (i) the In addition, both within URSI and ITU-R there are
rainfall rate at a point that is exceeded for a given time those interested in collaborating on Climatic
percentage of concern and (ii) the effective proportion Parameters in relation to other refractive index effects
of the path over which that rainfall rate may be (notably multipath), but it is still difficult to see what
assumed to apply. For Earth-space paths, an will be the radio-meteorological steering parameters.
additional factor has been used to give (iii) the Obvious ones are (i) surface refractivity (which may
effective height over which the rainfall rate may be largely be an indication of high humidity), (ii)
assumed to exist. The first of these may already be probability of occurrence of refractive index
mapped on a world-wide basis, but characteristics of lapse-rates in excess of 100 N/km in the first 100 m
raincell widths, separation and heights are less well height (which may need to be remapped with new and
known. Due to the serious lack of sufficient measured improved data from around the world) and (iii)
rainfall and path attenuation data from various areas of refi-active index lapse-rates in the first kilometre. Any
the world from which model improvements might be clunatic variability in diameter and height of raincells
made, the prediction methods have generally not been is important in the prediction of interference levels
able to take numerical account of a priori differences that may occur due to scatter from rain and other
between climates (e.g. prevalence of monsoon or hydrometeors.
cyclone rain).

All these considerations of the influence of Climatic
A number of new measurements in low-latitude Parameters are at an early stage, but exploration of the



potential for such factors was the basis for a Workshop model. In this case, it may be that future 3D rainfall
held immediately following on the Commission F measurements from space will enable very good global
Triennial Symposium at Ravenscar in the UK in June data to be derived of such a'parameter, despite the fact
1992 (Ref. 6). The objective of the Workshop was to that it does not necessarilly constitute a continuous
examine the extent to which radio-meteorological column of rain up to that height.
parameters needed for world-wide methods of
predicting radiowave propag-ion characteristics in In principle, if all relevant radiometeorological
non-ionised media can be characterised on a climatic parameters had been measured over 3D space with
basis. Some 42 people participated, from 23 sufficient tiiae-space sampling and for a sufficient
organisations in 15 countries, and discussion was in length of time, forward prediction for a radio path by
the areas of (i) rain effects (attenuation and scatter) a mathematical wave model could be as dependable as
and (ii) clear-air effects (ducting and multipath). It was using direct statistics of past data from radio statistics.
recognised that only an initial examination of the In practice it is expected that Climatic Parameters will
situation could be made at this short Workshop be needed with prediction models, possibly as a direct
meeting input (just as a terrain database may be used as a direct

input).
In the matter of attenuation due to rain, there was
some doubt as to whether the horizontal and vertical 3. MAPPING
distributions of rainfall rate were of any major concern
compared with the dependence on radio frequency Rainfall may be mapped on a world-wide basis.
and rainfall rate. Better world-wide mapping of the Examples of such an exercise are the 1TU-R rainzone
latter is essential. On Earth-space paths, the effects of and the (IPCP rain height maps, and the several rain
elevation angle in intercepting one or more raincells climatologies available in the literature; however, with
was felt to be of major importance. A considerable the exception of the GPCP maps, they all lack a
difficulty was in getting stable data for comparison consistent approach based on rain data and not on
between regions, the time and spatial variability (and other related 'general climatological parameters to
possibly microclimate effects) being large. This define the rain regimes or rainfall characteristics.
problem is less severe when, for instance, investigating Unfortunately, the time resolution of the GPCP maps
effects of rainfall rates using concurrent data. Lack of is, at the moment, not high enough for radio-
data to test prediction methods, together with meteorological applications.
uncertainty of rain cell sizes, was a major bar to
developing Climatic Parameters for hydrometeor Any prediction model is only as good as its input
scatter. Many such Parameters were considered to be parameters. This obvious statement leads to the
important. development of accurate radio-

climatological/meteorological mapping if any basic
Climatic Parameters certainly strongly influence the improvement in the accuracy of prediction models is
magnitude and occurrence of clear-air effects, but to be achieved. Prediction models, however, change
there is a marked scarcity of data. For modelling of and have their own evolution especially in terms of
bothiranshorizon ducting and line-of sight multipath planning needs ofthe regulatory agencies (e.g. ITU-R).
effects, use was made of the percentage of time that By contrast, in the frame of URSI and other scientific
refractive index gradients in the first 100 m height organizations or programmes (e.g. WCRP, IBGP), a
were more negative than 100 N/kin, but it seemed basic groundwork in terms of a global general
likely that the height of the duct should also be a climatology based strictly on geophysical parameters
strong influence. The nature of this influence was is necessary. It may be useful to take into account, to
unclear, as was the means of determining or even some degree, the requirements of agencies like the
specifying the height. (Again there might be some HIU-R; hower, due to the effort of globally mapping
difficulty with variability due to microclimate), a variable, it makes no sense to carry it out with

empirical parameters that may change from one
In the remarks made in this section, some Climatic prediction model revision to another. We hope that in
Parameters are directly-measured meteorological this context, the URSI community will be able to
parameters, e.g. rainfall rate at a point. Others are contribute to other scientific efforts (e.g. GPCP) and to
simply derived radiometeorological parameters e.g. draw contributions from other scientific communities.
radio refractive index derived from atmospheric
pressure, temperature and humidity. Others sound The whole basis of using climatic parameters for
equally simple (e.g radio refractive index gradient in prediction of radiowave propagation characteristics
the first kilometer or 100 m) but must be derived by may lie in the use of high space resolution digital maps
interplton after careful screening of radiosonde data of the key parameters that are exceeded for given time
(or other means). Others may also sound simple (e.g. percentages (e.g. 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 50, 90, 99,
effective rain height of effective rain distance), but are 99.9,99.99). They will need to be stored on a world-
derived empirically from radio data and an assumed wide basis where the original data is documented and



always accessible, and where the preprocessing needed polarisation (rainfall rate, hydrometeor type, rain
to arrive at the mapped parameter is clear. Such a height); (vi) interference from hydrometeor scatter
digital database may be directly linked to a prediction (rainfall rate, cell size, rain height); and (vii) sky noise
procedure so that, for imstance, signal level may be from clouds. It will also involve data available,
predicted for one of the time percentages for which measurements and instruments.
data are stored.

The second area will be concerned with modelling and
In order to achieve this goal several problems, also climatic parameters relating to clear-air conditions,
facing the meteorology/climatology scientific such as (1) the structure of the atmosphere (water
communities, need to be solved, vapour, temperature, pressure and gases, and radio

refractive index); (ii) turbulence; (iii) global and
The first one is related to the representation of the data meso-scale modelling; (iv)ducting (intensity, thickness,
in terms of coordinate systems, sampling and sampling base height, [30) of transhorizon microwave signals; (v)
functions. Any choices in terms of the density of layering (intensity, thickness, height PL) giving
points on the surface of the Earth, the total number of atmospheric multipath microwave line-of-sight paths;
points and how they are distributed are bound to have (vii) scintillation (<8N2 >, C.2), especially on
an impact on how the data are assimilated and later Earth-space paths; (viii) tropospheric scatter (<8N2>,
used. A choice that has a flexible basis, even at the risk C.2); and (ix) refraction. Again, it will also involve
of "overdriving" the total number of points, is very data available, measurements and instruments.
important.

The third area will be concerned with mapping
The second one is the problem of assimilating new processes of meteorological and radio-meteorological
data as it becomes available; new measurements and parameters, notably (i) sampling; (ii) data analysis; (iii)
results will have to be incorporated in the digital map data assimilation; (iv) interpolation and (v) spatial
taking into account the data accuracy, period of filtering.
measurement and representativeness. Sophisticated
data analysis and assimilation techniques have been All of this promises development of a new stage of
developed in the frame of numerical weather forecast radiowave propagation prediction, taking into account
algorithms and-may be of help. the influence of Climatic Parameters.

A third problem is related to the use of the data
included in such a data base. Spatial filtering 5. REFERENCES
techniques in the frame coordinate system will have to
be investigated for this purpose. 1. Salonen et al. 1994, Improved Propagation

Predictions ..., Technical University Helsinki,

An associated global digital topographical (i.e. ESA/ESTEC Contract N. 9455 Final Report
terrain-height) database, is also necessary in order to 2. Rudolf B. 1993, Global area-mean monthly
either normalize the climatological variables precipitation totals for the year 1988, Global
themselves to altitude or to understand their behaviour Precipitation Climatology Center, Deutscher
when not normalized. This type of database is already Wetterdienst, Offenbach am Main, July
available in some form; however, they are not "public- 1993, ISBN 3-88148-289-X
domain" and some are known to contain 3. WCRP 1992, Analysis Methods of
undocumented errors for several regions of the world. Precipitation on a Global Scale, Report of a

GEWEX Workshop, Koblenz, Germany -
We hope that the present workshop will not only raise WCRP-Report 81, WMO/TD-N.558, Genf.,
and discuss all of these questions but will also point June 1993. 1

directions of research and development and, of course, 4. RudolfB. 1993, Management and analysis of
sources of data. precipitation data on a routine basis, Proc.

WMO Int. Symp. on Precipitation and
Evaporation, Bratislava, 20-24/9/93 (Ed.

4. CONCLUSION Lapin, B. Sevruk), Vol. 1, S. 69-76, Slovak
Hydromet. Inst., Bratislava, Sept. 1993

This then is the background to the present symposium. 5. Hall M P M 1991, Regional factors in
The first of the main areas of the meeting will be predicting radiowave attenuation due to rain,
concerned with modelling and climatic parameters URSI Information Bulletin No. 257,
relating to precipitation, such as (i) rain, clouds and pp23-26.
snow; (ii) rain cell and cloud structure, size and 6. Hall M P M 1992, Climatic factors in the
height; (iii) global and meso-scale modelling; (iv) prediction of radiowave propagation factors,
alttenution (rainfall rate, rain/melt/ice, rain height) on URSI Information Bulletin No 263,
terrestrial and Earth-space paths; (v) cross pp1 7-20.
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ABSTRACT climatologically-dependent variables are needed to
scale such data with frequency and path length into

Approaches to prediction of attenuation and cross- a common pocl? (ii) Can such variables be
polarisation from rainfall, on microwave and determined by independent physical measurement
millimetre-wave radio links, are reviewed from the or must they be determined empirically by
viewpoint of identifying the climatically-dependent comparing predictions from models with measured
variables necessary for prediction. Questions are data?
raised as to the climatic classifications that should
be used for such variables and as to whether or not At present the ITU instantiates only one such
the variables can or should be determinable by variable (annual average rain intensity exceedance)
independent physical measurement, or simply by in the context of attenuation (and cross-
empirical means through model optimisation. polarisation) prediction. Furthermore the climatic

classification of the variable is not made strictly on
Key Words an independent climatological basis, but on an

empirical basis, comparing statistics of intensity
Microwaves, millimetre-waves, attenuation, cross- exceedance. Should we extend this empiricism
polarisation, rainfall, further? Or should we attempt to go back to the

classifications of climate as put forward by
climatologists and evolve a set of climatologically

1. INTRODUCTION related parameters based on physical modelling of
each climate?

The continuing demand for radio spectrum, in all
regions of the world, maintains our interest in In the extreme empirical approach we may decide
improving prediction techniques for attenuation and that there are N climatologically dependent
cross-polarisation. Interest for new systems now variables, each with a maximum of n independent
lies not only in the 11/14 GHz band, where classifications, where the variables N, have a loose
considerable operational data are now available, physical significance (but may not be directly
especially in temperate climates, but also in the measurable) but the n independent classifications
20/30 and 30/40 GHz regions, both for fixed and have no physical meaning or commonalty. This
mobile applications, could clearly get out of hand.

In the past the majority of experimental studies and Let us illustrate the problem with reference to the
prediction techniques have addressed the lower one "climatic" variable that ITU currently
frequency range (ie 11/14 GHz) where a much instantiates, for attenuation prediction in rainfall,
more limited range of physical phenomena need to namely annual exceedance of 1 minute ground
be taken into account, associated with the rainfall intensity. This variable can be measured
occurrence of intense convective rainfall. As we directly, especially for high rainfall intensities,
move towards the 30/40 GHz frequency range, the though it is often predicted (using empirically
effects of cloud and light rainfall must be derived conversions) from data measured over
considered, making the problem of prediction much periods longer than 1 minute. It is nevertheless a
more complex. directly useful variable for prediction, especially on

terrestrial paths and for frequencies _< 20 GHz.
In this paper we will not assume that we can focus However the approach that we use of simply
only on intense rainfalls effects, but attempt to classifying similar exceedance distributions into
include a wider range of physical phenomena. climatic zones of rainfall intensity does lead to

difficulty for Earth-space prediction. Questions on
seasonality and monthly distributions of rain

PHYSICAL MODELLING OR EMPIRICISM? intensity (related of course to climate) are hidden
within the one variable, but can be adjusted to some

This debate has many aspects but is central to our extent using a worst-month factor (which is
theme. Radio data are now being accumulated currently not climatically classified). Questions on
from all parts of the globe in the ITU-R database. rain-type are also hidden within the same variable,
The fundamental questions are: (i) How many which is a considerable problem for Earth-space
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seasonality
of rain average

Sclirmate ,,_annual climatic"

clmae- rain h zones
intensity of rain

exceedance intensity
occurence of
rain type

prediction, since the vertical extent of rainstorms is table 1, which must be read in association with a
very dependent on rain type, which in turn has key of classification criteria (see for example [3].
pronounced seasonal and climatic dependence. The Taking as an illustration the Interior Mediterranean
picture is thus as illustrated above, climate, then Csa signifies: C, an average

temperature of the warmest month >50F and
One approach would be to designate the worst coldest between 64 and 32°F; s, precipitation in the
month ratio as a prediction variable for climatic driest month of the summer half of the year < 4 cms
classification. Alternatively we should perhaps and less than one-third the amount in the wettest
question the classification of rainfall intensity winter month and; a, average temperature of the
according to arbitrary "climatic zones" and perhaps warmest month > 71.6F.
go back to the features of climate that give a more
comprehensive description of rainfall, including Hence the use of such an approach to climatic
type of rain and seasonality. Not only do these classification would seem to address some of our
features bear directly upon average yearly rain problems of prediction to do with rain type and
intensity distributions but also upon other seasonality. The approach is illustrated below.
contributory factors to attenuation, such as vertical
and horizontal structure, drop-size distribution, rain
cloud structure and occurrence of the melting zone. CLASSIFICATION OF RAINSTORM TYPES
This approach draws upon physical modelling,
linked to climatic classifications, so as to be able to We are interested in rain types from the point of
make comparisons between data collected in view of being able to model structure, whereas
different climates. climatologists usually classify rain according to the

process of generation, leading to essentially four
categories, namely orographic, convective, frontal

CLIMATIC CLASSIFICATIONS and cyclonic, with their well known meanings.
Meteorologists still seem to be content to identify

The classification of climate is not an exact science, structure within two main categories [4] (stratiform
it depends to some extent on the application for and convective) but it is to be noted that these
which it is intended. Nevertheless, there are some categories of structure do not map simply onto the
well established systems of classification, mostly in categories related to growth. For example, extra-
terms of the critical factors for plant growth [1, 2] tropical cyclones should be considered as
(especially rainfall and temperature). The question essentially stratiform structures [4] whereas tropical
is, should we use such classifications as a basis for cyclones are basically convective, though strong
pooling data (with appropriate modelling stratiform features can emerge in late development.
parameters for each region) or should we ignore Warm frontal rains are essentially stratiform, but
such classifications and build up our own, based on embedded convection is frequently seen. This is
climatic variables unique to our application? also especially the case with narrow cold frontal

rainbands.
The main climatic classifications of Koeppen [I],
(the most commonly used system) are given in

seasonality - ' defining temperature dependent
properties

climatic
classification

rain type " define rain structure
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It may thus be satisfactory to relate categories of Once we move to 30/40 GHz and above, we must
structure directly to climate, rather than to involve consider contributions from rain clouds and the
the categories of growth. We will thus stick to the (probably saturated) water upon contribution in
usual stratiform and convective categories, but we addition to contributions from widespread and
perhaps ought also to identify two special rain types showery rain. These aspects have been studied by
with pronounced structural features, namely drizzle Salonen et al [15], Karhu et al [16] and Watson and
and so-called "warm" rain. Wexler [201 has Hu [7].
pointed out that precipitation from clouds entirely
above freezing temperatures is observed over and The method of combining factors makes a very
near oceans, generally in tropical regions. significant difference to the attenuation predicted.

An important, and as yet not improved upon,
approach to linking rain type to climate is that RECENT WORK ON ATTENUATION
developed by Rice and Holmberg [5] and later PREDICTION
implemented by Dutton and Dougherty [6]. Here
two rain modes are distinguished (approximity to Low Latitude High Rainfall Regions
convective and stratiform rains) with a weighting
that is determined in the main by the thunderstorm In a recent review of propagation experiments
index. This gives us an ability to predict rain-type conducted by INTELSAT (Allnutt [17]) it is clear
occurrence (for example see [7]) but does not help that current CCIR path attenuation prediction
with seasonality. procedures are not adequate for rainy tropical areas.

The modelling of variation with elevation (and by
At first sight it might seem that the seasonality of implication with rain structure) is a particular
rain is only of very minor importance, especially if problem.
we are interested in average annual statistics of
attenuation. However for satellite-Earth links, the As a purely empirical development of the CCIR
effective rain height, which in some climates varies procedure Dissanayake and Allnutt [18] have
dramatically with season, has a strong influence on analysed underlying trends in transformations
slant path attenuation. between (lognormal) rain intensity and path

attenuation statistics. An empirically determined
A further complication which may be of interest to path adjustment factor is used to account for the
system designers is the pronounced diurnal horizontal structure of rain, the use of which was
variation of tropical rainfall [20]. tested for terrestrial path prediction and found to

give a significant improvement over the original
CCIR method. Vertical rain structure was included

MODELLING PARAMETERS FOR RAIN for slant path prediction in a more conventional
ATTENUATION PREDICTION way, with specially interpolated values for latitudes

between 00 and 230.
Table 2 identifies the most obvious modelling
parameters, some specific and well established (for Low Elevation Predictions
example 1 min ground rain intensity) and others
more generic in nature (eg rain height) requiring Low elevation angle (5.80) measurements
closer specification. Various approaches to performed over the years in Austin, Texas [19]
modelling rain height and rain horizontal structure have shown significantly higher fades than
are given in the literature (eg references [8] to predicted by the CCIR procedure. This is in
[14]), but there is still considerable scope for keeping with earlier findings by Casiraghi and
development, especially in tropical regions, where Paraboni [20] on European data. An interpretation
it is hoped that radar studies will be undertaken. given by both authors is that the CCIR method
There is also some scope for making the variables essentially deals with a single rain cell. Point-to-
necessary to define rain vertical and horizontal path statistical transformations (ie not based on
structure physically based, relating to parameters extrapolation of rain cell models eg [9]) are seen to
that can be directly measured (usually by radar). perform much better in these circumstances [20].

Dintelmann and Ortgies [21] have proposed a
COMBINATION OF FACTORS simple semi-empirical method for simple prediction

of cloud attenuation from meteorological
The number of factors contributing to attenuation observables measured at ground level, ie humidity
during rainfall increases, as we increase in and temperature. Salonen et al [15] have more
frequency, a situation which is exaggerated by any recently made a detailed comparative study of
shift of systems interest to lower link availabilities, approaches to cloud attenuation prediction and
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report an improved approach determined from where, P(XPD< x,A <ax) is the percentage of
vertical profiles of humidity and temperature. They time that XPD and attenuation are less that x and ax
also reported an alternative approach based on
cloud-type data. The vertical profile approach has respectively, where ax is the theoretical attenuation
the strongest physical base and is believed to give that corresponds to XPD, x. Also:
the most accurate predictions. For percentages of
time between 0.1 and 1% it predicts significantly =100

highe; attenuation values than those predicted by 100-p
the methods of Dintelmann and Ortgies [21] and by
Altshuler and Marr [221. The ice depolarisation ratio could simply be

determined empirically for a range of climates, or
One of the uncertainties in prediction of cloud following up the findings of Fukuchi on the rainfall
attenuation is the frequency of presence of drizzle type dependence, could be linked to standard
at base of stratiform clouds, which bear no climatic classifications.
precipitation at the ground.

CONCLUSIONS

PREDICTION OF CROSS POLARISATION This paper has drawn attention to weaknesses in
IN RAINFALL our ability to predict attenuation and cross-

polarisation during rainfall in certain
For terrestrial paths cross-polarisation in rainfall circumstances, especially in rainy tropical climates
can be satisfactorily predicted from attenuation (for all frequencies above 10 GHz) but also in most
using the current ITU-R semi-empirical climates for frequencies above 30 GHz.
relationship [23]. Problems arise when considering
Earth-space paths and the occurrence of The modelling parameters that are required for
depolarisation from (high altitude) ice particles, prediction have been identified in a general way,
Such depolarisation is of increasing significance to but require a more detailed treatment for accurate
systems as frequency increases, prediction. A key question is whether or not the

detailed treatment of these parameters should be
It has been suggested for some time that climatic physically based, linked to rainfall type and an
factors played a part in determining the frequency established climatic classification. The alternative
of occurrence of ice depolarisation' McEwan [24] approach, based on empirical interpolations for
in examining OTS data, noticed substantial ranges of new (and unconventional) climatic
variability from site-to-site, but owing to the quality variables becomes increasingly difficult as the
of the data then available was unable to isolate the number of variables increases.
climatic features of importance. He did however
notice a tendency for more pronounced occurrence
in coastal regions. More recently Fukuchi [25] has REFERENCES
examined data collected in Japan at 11, 20 and 35
GHz and concluded that ice depolarisation is more [1] Koeppen W "Das geographische system der
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TABLE 1 MAIN CLIMATIC TYPES OF THE KOEPPEN CLASSIFICATION

Af Tropical rain forest. Hot; rainy in all seasons
Am Tropical monsoon. Hot; seasonally excessive rainfall
Aw Tropical savanna. Hot; seasonally dry (usually winter)

BSh Tropical steppe. Semiarid; hot
BSk Mid-latitude steppe. Semiarid; cool or cold
BWh Tropical desert. Arid; hot
BWk Mid-latitude desert. Arid; cool or cold

Cfa Humid subtropical. Mild winter; moist all seasons; long, hot summer
Cfh Marine. Mild winter; moist all seasons; warm summer
Cfc Marine. Mild winter; moist all seasons; short cool summer
Csa Interior Mediterranean. Mild winter; dry summer; hot summer
Csb Coastal Mediterranean. Mild winter; dry summer, short warm summer
Cwa Subtropical monsoon. Mild winter; dry winter; hot summer
Cwb Tropical upland. Mild winter; dry winter; short, warm summer

Dfa Humid continental. Severe winter; moist all seasons; long, hot summer
Dfb Humid continental. Severe winter; moist all seasons; short, warm summer
Dfc Subarctic. Severe winter; moist all seasons; short cool summer
Dfd Subarctic. Extremely cold winter; moist all seasons; short summer
Dwa Humid continental. Severe winter; dry winter; long hot summer
Dwb Humid continental. Severe winter; dry winter; warm summer
Dwc Subarctic. Severe winter; dry winter; short, cool summer
Dwd Subarctic. Extremely cold winter; dry winter; short, cool summer

ET Tundra. Very short summer

EF Perpetual ice and snow

H Undifferentiated highland climates

TABLE 2 COMMENTS ON POSSIBLE MODELLING PARAMETERS FOR ATTENUATION PREDICTION

arameter 1 minute ground Rain vertical Rain height Rain horizontal Rain drop-size

rainfall intensity structure structure distribution

RainT T e _______"_______ ______

Convective/ Attenuation Fall velocity Considerable Characterised by Intensity-related
Showery prediction possible variations with variability with model cells (or on-average

both from directly barometric continentality. cells plus debris) functions appear
measured data and pressure in rain Effects of clouds or point-to-path to be satisfactory
(less accurately) region (5 to 10% important above transformations. (included in ARB
from predicted error over -30 GHz. constants). .
1 min intensities uniform case). Variability < 10%.
from long term
data.

Stratiform/ Attenuation less Smaller range of Melting zone must Different point-to- Intensity-related
Widespread accurately dsd and fall be included path dsd becomes

predicted from velocity (proportionally less transformations dubious for light
gauges designed variations, but significant as required. Simple rains, which for
for intense short coalescence frequency uniform models higher frequencies
duration rains. towards ground increases). Effects probably not are of some
Longer term data may be of clouds important adequate owing to significance.
may be better significant above -40 GHz. small zones of

especially in Uncertainty in embedded
coastal tropical tropical climates convection.
climates ("warm" over occurrence of
rain). "warm" rain below

00 isotherm.
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ABSTRACT variuos hydrometreors and absorbing gases (Refs.
4 and 5).

This paper illustrates a statistical inversion In this paper, we describe a new precipitation-
technique for retrieving hydrometeor vertical profile retrieval algorithm that is based on the use
profiles of precipiating clouds and associated of a large number of cloud structures (i.e., the
surface rainrates from spaceborne multifrequency vertical profiles of different kind of hydrometeor
microwave radiometers. The retrieval scheme contents and of the relevant meteorological
uses the maximum-likelihood discriminant quantities) and of their related brightness
analysis trained on a physically-constrained and temperatures; this cloud-radiation database, is
statistically-generated cloud-radiation database. statistically generated so as to be physically
This algorithm is applied to a precipitating cloud consistent with a three-dimensional cloud
system over the Italian peninsula, observed by the mesoscale model. *The statistical inversion is
Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I). accomplished by applying a maximum likelihood

discriminant method that selects the solution set of

Keywords: Microwave radiometry, Spaceborne hydrometeor profiles from the database. The
remote sensing. Precipitation retrieval algorithm is applied to a rainfall event over central

Italy and rainrate estimates are compared with
available raingauge measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RETRIEVAL

Spacebome multifrequency microwave radiometry OF PRECIPITATING CLOUD STRUCTURE
has shown to be an effective tool for measuring
precipitation which is an imporatnt parameter for The retrieval algorithm is based on the use of
climate and radiowave propagation researches. cloud-radiation models and of multivariate
Various simulation studies have been carried out statistical analysis (Ref. 1). As compared to other
in order to provide an interpretation of remotely methods inferring the vertical structure of the
sensed microwave measurements in precipitating precipitating cloud, it adopts a maximum
atmospheres. Consequently, several retrieval likelihood criterion to identify the actual profile;
algorithms have been developed having different moreover it exhibits fairly good performance in
characteristics and potential (Ref. 8). terms of processing time since the algorithm itself
Most of the algorithms are designed to retrieve is not iterative and the time consuming task of
only the surface rainrate (RR). However, in the solving the radiative transfer equation is
last years, spaceborne passive microwave accomplished only once, when generating the
observations have been exploited to retrieve cloud cloud-radiation database.
and precipitation profiles, i.e. the vertical The maximum likelihood estimation can be
distributions of the equivalent water contents expressed rigorously by matrix notation (Ref. 1).
(EWC's) of the various hydrometeors in different The set of hydrometeor vertical profiles is
phases (Ref. 6). This capability arises from the identified by a vector g, consisting of EWC's at
fact that the upwelling microwave radiation different altitudes of the variuos hydrometeor
emerging from a cloud is responsive to species, while the multi-frequency TB
precipitation microphysics. Specifically, the measurement is expressed by vector t. Then the
measured -brightness temperatures (TB's) respond, inverse solution is found by searching the most
in a frequency dependent fashion, to scattering and probable cloud structure within the cloud-radiation
absorption processes within the cloud, so that they database, i.e. by maximizing the following
result correlated to the vertical distribution of the discriminant function with respect to g:
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by selecting the mean cloud profile. If several
classes are considered, the decision rule will select

d(t,g)=ln[p(tlg)]+hn[p(g)]-hn[p(t)] (1) the class having the minimum determinant of the
covariance matrix, i.e., the class that exhibits
minimum variances of hydrometeor EWC's and

where p(tlg) is the conditional probability density profiles having large correlation coefficients.
function (pdf) of t conditioned to g, and p(g) and In Eq. (3), the covariance matrix Cg and the mean
p(t) are the pdf's of g and t, respectively. Eq. (1) vector g must be specified. In principle, they may
has been derived by means of the Bayes theorem be derived either from outputs of a mesoscale
that allows to express the posterior pdf p(glt) as a cloud model, or from experimental datat (radar
function of the prior pdf p(tlg). Assuming a profile retrievals and/or in situ measurements). In
Gaussian multidimensional joint-distribution of this work. for generating the cloud database, we
vector g, the covariance matrix Cg and the mean have used the three-dimensional time-dependent
vector m are sufficient to describe the statistics of cloud/mesoscale model named University of
g, and its probability density function is given by: Wisconsin - Nonhydrostatic Modeling System

(UW-NMS) (Ref. 7) , explicitly presenting four
species of hydrometeors: cloud droplets, rain

_____ I ____ 1 TC:'1 l drops, graupel particles and ice crystal-aggregate
( 2 t)D/2• et(Cg) 1g2 particles. The number of cloud layers has been

reduced in an automatic way to at most seven
(2) homogeneous layers in order to deal with

manageable covariance matrices and to reduce the

where det(Cg) and Cg-l indicate the determinant redundancy of the cloud structures with respect to
and the inverse matrix of Cg. respectively. If t' is the information carried by the microwave
the TB vector associated to g by the radiative frequencies currently used. The primary dataset
transfer, and the measurement errors (t-t') are has been classifed into variuos cloud typologies
assumed uncorrelated at the different frequency and the mean mn and matrix Cg have been
bands with the same variance 0t2, by substituting estimated for each identified class. Moreover, it
Eq. (2) into Eq.(l) and considering that p(t) is a has been extended, class by class, by means of a
common term, it results: pseudo-random multidimensional Gaussian

generator of a random vector g, having mean in

and covariance matrix Cg. By applying a plane-

d(t.g)=. 1 (t_t')T(t-t,).!Il cidet(c•+)J.•(g.m) co-l(g.m) parallel radiative transfer scheme to the extended
2-(- 2 2 g cloud database, the vector of simulated brightness

(3) temperatures V is associated to each generated
precipitating cloud structure. Therefore, a cloud-

where "T" represents the transpose operator. Once radiation database (consisting of five thousand

the vector g has been selected, the most probable cloud structures and the associated TB'S) is

surface rainfall rate is computed from the retrieved generated, in the algorithm, this database is

hydrometeor profiles by means of a fallout model considered as a random sample of the brigthness

(Ref. 5). Note that Eq. (2) can be applied to the temperatures emerging from precipitating clouds

whole dataset as well to a classified dataset, by (Ref. 2). Of course, by using a plane-parallel

inserting the class probability into the equation radiative transfer, the performed estimation is

itself and by calculating mn and C. for each class, valid under the assumption of horizontal

It is interesting to point out that both the measured homogeneity of the precipitating cloud within the

brightness temperatures and the knowledge about radiometer antenna beam.

the statistics of each class contribute to the We have tested the retrieval algorithm on

discriminant function. In particular, if the simulated data. To this end, the choice of

radiometric measurements are assumed free of parameter at•2 is a critical point since we can make

error (i.e., in Eq. (3): 0t2=0), the first term on the fairly good assumption on the radiometer noise, but

right will prevail and the cloud structure will be we do not know the errors associated with the

selected on the basis of a minimum Euclidean radiative transfer modeling. In order to best

distance criterion in the space of brightness evaluate Ot2, the discriminant function of Eq. (3)

temperatures. On the other hand, if ot2 becomes has been applied to the TB'S of the cloud-radiation

infinite. the second and third terms on the right will database by adding an instrumental noise. The

prevail with respect to the first one and, in this variance of the additive instrumental noise (equal

case, the minimization of d(t,g) is accomplished to 1 K) has been preliminarily assumed for 0t2. but
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the analysis of the residual errors in the estimation Arno rainfall event.
of rain rate has shown that Gt2=4 gives .the best with those obtained by radar measurements (Ref.
accuracy. From this simulation, we have found for 3). This section presents a case study where the
the surface rainrate a residual r.m.s. error of 5.1 algorithm has been applied to SSM/I
mm/h using the four Special Sensor Microwave measurements over the Mediterranean area, in
Imager (SSM/I) frequencies. order to show its potential for spaceborne
One limitation of the proposed method is due to the precipitation retrieval.
fact that the solution profile is searched within a The case study refers to a cold front passed over
discrete number of cloud structures from the cloud Italy on 24 November 1987; quite intense
radiation database. On the other hand, increasing precipitation over land was observed, particularly
the number of generated cloud structures would in the area of the Tuscany region (about 43 Nord,
grow the computational load of the technique. 12 East) corresponding to the Arno river catchment
However, this limitation can be partially overcome basin, where a raingauge network is present.
if, in general, we consider that the discriminant The adequateness of the used cloud-radiation
function d(t,g) does not differ significantly from a database to represent the SSM/I microwave
statistical point of view for a number of profiles spectral signature of the considered event must be
close to the maximum likelihood profile. Thus, the first verified. Figure 1 shows the comparison of
solution can be given by the average of these the brightness temperatures in the precipitation
profiles, while their standard deviation can be area extracted from the SSM/I TB's at 19.3 and
interpreted as the accuracy of the final solution. 85.5 GHz with the TB'S from the cloud-radiation
The same procedure applies to the associated database. The correspondence can be considered
surface rainrate and, in this case, the residual r.m.s. fairly good, except for a few image pixels. In
error is of 4.5 mm/h. It must be noted that we can particular, at lower frequencies, the effect of Earth
also estimate the integrated parameters from the surface emissivity can be significant and probably
retrieved vertical profile, such as the columnar requires an improved model. We point out that
EWC's of rain and ice hydrometeors. The these encouraging results are obtained by applying
accuracy we have found for the cloud, rain, a deconvolution procedure that has enhanced the
graupel, and ice CEWC's is 0.6 Kg/m 2 , 0.8 Kg/M2 , lower ground resolution to that one of the 85.5
0.3 Kg/m2, and 0.9 Kg/m2 , respectively. GHz (order of 15 Kilometers).

9.00

3. APPLICATION TO SSM/I DATA 8.00

In the past, the algorithm has been applied to 7.00-

airborne microwave radiometer measurements with
high ground resolution (order of kilometers); 6.000

retrieval results have shown fairly good agreement + + ÷
0.00 g4

300-

Arnoa inlaI event 4.00 -

24 November 1987 .D

250 CIoud-radiation database CD 3.00-

SSSM/I measurements M

2.00

200 +
1.00 "

E'1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 9.00
SSM/I derived rainfall rate (mm/h)

150 " - Figure 2: Comparison of SSM/I derived rainfall
S.rate and raingauge measurements for the Arno

5 rainfall event.

10o

Comparison of rain rates derived from spaceborne
50 .. radiometers with raingauge network measurements

150 200 250 300 is always difficult. The two kinds of sensors have
19.3 GHz unpoladzed TB (K) different spatial resolutions; moreover, the

Figure 1: Spectral signature of the cloud-radiation raingauges provide hour-cumulative values while
database compared to SSMII measurements for the instantaneous values are derived from satellites.

Neverthless, Figure 2 shows the comparison
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between SSM/I-estimated surface rainfall rate and and Rem. Sens. of the Envirom., 14-17 Feb.,
raingauge-derived RR. The agreement is fairly Rome.
good in an average sense; the retrievals based on 4. Mugnai, A., Smith, E.A., Tripoli, G.J., 1993:
SSM/I tend to overestimate RR of about 3 mm/h Foundations for statistical-physical
with respect to raingauges. precipitation retrieval from passive

microwave satellite measurements. Part II:
Emission source and generalized weighting

5 - CONCLUSIONS function properties of a time- dependent
cloud-radiation model. J. Appl. Meteor., 31,

In this paper, we have shown how the use of a 6, 506-531.
statistically-generated cloud-radiation database 5. Smith, E.A., Mugnai, A., Cooper, H.J.,
can lead to a proper modeling framework for Tripoli, G.J., Xiang, X., 1992: Foundations
statistical retrieval of precipitating cloud for statistical-physical precipitation retrieval
structures. We have described a maximum from passive microwave satellite
likelihood estimation algorithm, that is able to measurements. Part I: Brightness-temperature
assimilate the information deduced from the properties of a time-dependent cloud-
simulated dataset in an effective and efficient radiation model. J. Appl. Meteor., 31, 6, 506-
way. The potential of the proposed retrieval 531.
algorithm has been shown and a preliminary 6. Smith, E.A., Kummerow, C. and Mugnai, A.,
comparison with rain-gauge measurements has 1994: The emergence of inversion-type
given encouraging results. Noteworthy, our profile algorithms for estimation of
partecipation to the second phase of the precipitation from satellite passive
Precipitation Intercomparison Project (PIP-2), microwave measurements. Remote Sens.
organized by the NASA WetNet, will represent a Rev.., in press.
precious chance to examine the algorithm 7. Tripoli, G.J., 1992: A nonhydrostatic model
performances in many precipitation conditions. designed to simulate scale interaction. Mon.

Wea. Rev., 120, 1342-1359.
8. Wilheit, T. R., Adler, S., Barret, E., Bauer,
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ABSTRACT tested against statistical data obtained from several
long-term experiments conducted in Western

This paper discusses the climatic parameters that Europe, with varying geometries, frequencies and
are required for hydrdmeteor scatter interference terminal separations. The results showed that when
prediction. Five parameters regarding the large coupling occurs as a consequence of main-lobe
scale spatial structure of precipitation are intersection, the predicted levels of interference
identified. On a microscopic level, the rain drop agree well with experimental measurements. As a
size distribution is also identified as an important result, the method formed the basis of the ITU-R
parameter. The role of meteorological radar in recommended procedure [2].
providing such information is examined and, in
particular, the advantages of multi-parameter From the point of view of climatic parameters, the
systems are highlighted. For regions not covered by prediction method requires meteorological
ground based radars, data sets which will become characteristics of precipitation which include both
available from future satellite rain radar systems rainrate statistics and the spatial structure. Whilst
seem to provide the best aternative. the former can be obtained from the multitude of

rain gauges, distrometers, etc. currently installed
Key words: Hydrometeor scatter interference, throughout the world, the latter is much more
precipitation structure, meteorological radar, difficult to quantify without the use of specialised
dropsize distribution. meteorological radars. This paper addresses all

parameters that are required for the prediction of
hydrometeor scatter interference and discusses the

1. INTRODUCTION ways in which current and future weather radar
systems can contribute by characterising

The increasing need for different microwave precipitation structure in climatic regions for
terrestrial systems, satellite communications and which there are very little data available at present.
broadcast systems to share frequencies has
produced a correspondingly greater likelihood of
interference. The mechanisms of such interference 2. PREDICTION METHOD AND ITS
can be several, one being the scattering of CLIMATIC PARAMETERS
microwaves from rain and other hydrometeors. A
particular aspect of this interference is that it can For a given geometry, the interference signal level
occur for several geometries (i.e. for different depends not only on the amount of directional
antenna bearings) owing to the omni-directional scatter produced within the 'common volume' but
nature of precipitation scatter. In general, however, also on the attenuation along the interference path.
maximum interference occurs for geometries for In general, both these factors increase with rain
which there is considerable overlap between the rate, i.e. the higher the rainfall rate, the higher the
two antenna mainlobes. A typical rain scatter scattered power and higher the path attenuation.
interference scenario is depicted in Figure 1. Since these have opposing effects on the signal

strength, the intereference level does not increase
The problem of rain scatter interference was monotonically with rain rate. It follows that for the
addressed within the framework of COST Project prediction of interference levels, the statistics of
210 [1] European collaborative programme. It led point rainfall are not sufficient by themselves. We
to the development of a prediction procedure to need to know their large scale spatial structure too.
evaluate its statistical significance, on the basis of
input data regarding path geometry, antenna Prediction methods fall into two categories; they
characteristics and climatic data. The method was are either rigorous or semi-empirical. Several
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rigorous methods have been developed in the past is used, where 0 is the latitude in degrees and Hfr
(see for example [3-51), however, the is in units of metres above sea level. For middle
computational time required for their evaluation is latitudes, i.e. when 35<0<70, the expression has
often large for operational uses. For this reason, been shown to be accurate to within 100 metres
the COST 210 procedure adopted a semi-empirical [7].
approach. Although the method is based on the
bistatic radar equation [6] to evaluate the received The attenation along the bistatic path is computed
power of the interference signal, the position and from the rain-intensity dependent specific
parameters of the rain cell are assumed fixed for a attenuation, y, given by [8]:
given rainfall rate. The rain cell model is a
statistically representative one, consisting of (a) a 7 =k R' (v)
constant rainfall cylindrical core whose diameter
'dr' is givenby where the coefficients k and ct depend on

-008 frequency, polarisation and the direction of
d, = 3.3 R (i) propagation vector. As in the case of the Z - R

relationship (equation [iii]), these coefficients also
where R is the rain fall rate in mm/hr and (b) an assume a certain function for the rain drop size
exponentially decaying function outside the centre distribution. The main point to note here is that if
whose rate of decay depends on the scaling the annual statistics of DSD is climate dependent,
distance 'rm' which is empirically related to the then both Z - R and y - R coefficients would need to
peak rain rate by be changed accordingly.

r = 600 R-0 5 
1 0 -(RI"+ 0.19 km (ii) In summary, the evaluation of hydrometeor scatter

interference requires five basic input parameters

Like the bistatic radar equation, the model which are related to the spatial structure of

evaluates both the scatter within the common precipitation. In the horizontal dimension, the
volume (CV) and the attenuation along the two model requires (i) the width of the rain cell in
paths (i.e. tx to CV and rx to CV). The scatter is terms of the peak rainrate and (ii) the exponential

assumed to take place only within the cylindrical function which can statistically approximate the

rain cell whilst the attenuation is computed both intensity decay with distance (in particular, the
inside this cell and outside. The unit volume rain parameter rm ). In the vertical direction, the model
scatter reflectivity factor Zr below the melting requires (i) the mean height of the melting layer,
layer is given by (ii) its annual distribution and (iii) the mean

reflectivity-height profile (below and above the
Z,=400R 4 (iii) melting layer). On a microscopic level, the

raindrop size distribution needs to be characterised

so that the appropriate Z - R and y - R
which is subsequently converted to the bistatic relationships can be derived accordingly. Since the
radar reflectivity by taking into account prime objective of the interference method is to

polarisation decoupling and any deviation from driv e interference meters
Raylighscaterngpariculrlyforfreuenies derive interference statistics, its input parametersRayleigh scattering, particularly for frequencies regarding the rain cell model should also be

greater than 10 GHz. The reflectivity is assumed derived statistically.

constant with height in the rain region; above the

melting layer, it is supposed to fall off at a rate of
6.5 dB/km. Note, the coefficients in equation (iii) 3. USE OF METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
apply only for a Marshall-Palmer dropsizc
distribution, which tends to be a good statistical During the development stages of the prediction
representation for North-west European climateDuigtedvlp ntsasofherdcin

method, it became clear that the spatial structure of

As for the height of the melting layer, the model precipitation was best obtained from
meteorological radars. As a result, several analysis

recognises that it is a variable quantity and hence studies were conducted using radar data. In
is represented by a distribution rather than a single particular, three radar systems were used for this
value. For the mean height, Hpr. the expression study, located at (a) Milan, Italy, (b) Delft,

Netherlands and (c) Chilbolton in Southern UK.

Hp. = 5800 - 72.60 (iv)
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3.1 Vertical structure enhancement which extends from the zero deg
isotherm down to the sea surface.

Figure 2 shows an example of the results using the
Chilbolton radar data, collected over a two year It is clear that for a nadir-looking radar, the
period. During the two-year campaign, the radar combination of co-polar and cross-polar reflectivity
was used to scan vertical (RHI) planes on a measurements can provide a potenitially useful
statistical basis. From these scans, the reflectivity method of identifying hydrometeors and, in
statistics were derived for various heights relative particular, the-regions of melting particles. This
to the local 0 deg isotherm. may have implications for future satellite systems,

(see section 3.3)
The four profiles shown in Figure 2 show very
similar behaviour, viz. constant reflectivity within 3.2 Horizontal structure
the rain region, a clear enhancement of
approximately 5 dB in the melting region and a Many countries, particularly those in Western
subsequent decrease in reflectivity at almost a Europe, North America and some parts of Asia,
constant rate of 6.5 dB/km in the ice region. The already have ground based radar systems, often
curves, although generated on a statistical basis, installed as part of their national research into
are very similar to individual profiles exhibited by atmospheric science. As a result, the spatial
a typical stratiform precipitation, indicating that structure of precipitation in these regions are fairly
the vertical structure of rain is dominated by the well defined. For example, Capsoni et al [10] have
characteristics of such stratiform events, at least for used an extensive database with more than 6000
the UK. horizontal sections of rain cells (i.e PPI scans)

collected by an S-band radar at Spino d'Adda,
In tropical climates, convective activity is far more near Milan, to derive the parameters for a
prevalent where strong vertical air motions give (statistical) model rain cell. The rain model has an
rise to large scale mixing of frozen, liquid and exponential shape starting from the centre, with a
partially melted hydrometeors. Convection also rate of decay which is a function of the peak rain
results in supercooled drops or wet hail being rate. Like the ITU-R model, the rain cell is
present at large heights, giving rise to high parameterised by its peak intensity, cell size and
reflectivity values. An example of radar rate of decay. The authors also propose an
measurements taken through a convective storm is algorithm for adapting the cell model to other
given in Figure 3. The measurements were made regions, on the basis of the local cumulative
from an airborne radar at near-nadir incidence [9]. statistics of point rainfall rate. The algorithm can
The aircraft was flying along a straight line at an indeed be tested by performing a similar analysis
altitude of 12 km above sea level, over a typhoon on statistically collected PPI scans in other
event in the western Pacific ocean. Top figure locations.
shows the radar reflectivity at X-band and the
bottom figure shows the cross-polar back scatter, 3.3 Satellite weather radar
given in terms of Ldr defined as

For regions not covered by ground based radar,

=H 1.satellite systems may provide an adequate solution.
Ldr ZVH (vi) Up till now, the main instruments used for satellite

weather monitoring have been radiometers,
ranging from microwaves to infra-red and visible

where ZvH and ZnH are the cross-polar and co-polar frequencies. Although active instruments have had
back scatter reflectivities (in linear units) for well recognised advantages, it was not possible to
horizontally polarised transmission. develop such systems (until recently) because of

such factors as cost, weight, power and reliability.
The Ldr signatures show three clear regions; the
first is a tall thin column at 06:17 GMT which With the advent of the necessary technology (e.g.
corresponds to a convective cell, with a maximum efficient and reliable microwave power amplifiers
Ldr of around -16 dB; the second is a clear with space specifications, low noise receivers,
enhancement in the melting region of the advances in antenna technology), spaceborne
stratiform part of the event; the third is a weather radar is now under serious consideration
combination of the first two, i.e. a bright-band [11]. Missions such as TRMM (Tropical Rainfall

Measuring Mission) are now designed to carry a
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'rain package' which includes a rain radar as the 3.3.2 Radar data products
prime instrument to give vertical profiles of rain
intensity. In most cases, the radar measurements The main goal of TRMM is to estimate the path-
are meant to complement the radiometer by averaged rainrates and the liquid water content,
distinguishing rain, ice and melting layer, and in particularly near the surface. Others include (i) a
the case of convective storms, by providing quick-look display of the radar derived rain rates
information on the storm height and intensity based on a standard Z-R relationship; (2) fractional
profiles. Although the mission objectives are area coverage of rain rates exceeding certain
oriented towards global climatology, the datasets specified rainrate thresholds; (3) a library of
which will become available in due course are surface cross section measurements over both land
directly relevant to interference predictions. and ocean. The products derived from radar data

are classified into several levels. These are
3.3.1 TRMM Radar summarised in Table 2.

TRMM is a joint US-Japan space project, designed Table 2: Radar products classified by processing level
to measure precipitation in the tropical and sub-
tropical climates [12]. The satellite is to be
launched in August 1997, with a design lifetime of Level Qualitative data Quantitative data

three years. Some relevant information is given in
Table 1. Level 1 B Measured Z profiles

and surface echo

The radar will enable the 3-D rainfall distribution Level 2A Rain / No rain Bright band height

to be estimated, both over land and over sea. From Rain classifier Effective height of
an altitude of 350 km (with an orbit inclination of stratiform storm
350), the antenna will be scanned over a swath convective and
width of 220 kin, with a horizontal resolution at transition type Path averaged rain
nadir of about 4 km. At nadir, a range resolution of rate, LWC (TFOV
250 m will be used to obtain vertical storm Identify warm rain basis)
structure. For off-nadir angles, a degraded range
resolution will be used in order to reduce the dwell Global rain rate Profiled rain rate,

time while maintaining an adequate number of using Z-R (quick LWC (IFOV basis)

independent samples. Library of surface

Table 1 : TRMM radar and orbit characteristics back scatter cross-
T 1section (land, ocean)

Level 3 Averaged rain rates
over various space-

Radar type active phased-array time domain
(electronic scanning)

Frequency 13.796, 13.802 GHz Rainfall totals over
(2-channel freq. agility) various time

Swath width - 220 kn domains
Observable range from surface to 15 km
Range resolution 250 m 3.3.3 TRMM Validation Programme
Horizontal resolution 4.3 km (at nadir)
Sensitivity S/N per pulse > 0 dB Another relevant feature of the TRMM programme

for 0.5 mm/hr at rain top is that, as part of its validation campaign, several
Number of independent s ground-truth experiments are to be conducted on a
samples _______________

PRF 2773 Hz world-wide basis [13]. Several pre-mission studies
Peak power > 578 W -are already under way. Through cooperative
Dynamic range - 70 dB arrangements, routine collection of radar and rain
Pulse width 1.67 ps x 2 channels gauge data have begun at : (i) Darwin, Australia;
Scan angle ± 17 deg (ii) the Marshall Island Atoll of Kwajalein, (iii) the
Beam width 0.71 deg x 0.71 deg Cape Canaveral Center of Florida, (iv) Phuket in
Orbit 35 deg inclination Thailand, (v) Israel, (vi) Taiwan and (vii) southern
Altitude 350 km (high res) Brazil. In addition, potential sites for locating

Rapid precession future ground truth facilities have been identified
at eight other locations.
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The purpose of the validation programme is not and when set to zero, gives rise to an exponential
only to provide reliable ground truth estimates of function. With the DSD estimated, it is straight

rain intensities but also to conduct climatology forward to obtain the Z - R and k - R coefficients
research in tropical regimes. Studies will focus on mentioned in Section 2.
two issues : (i) the mesoscale structure, referring to
sizes, lifetimes and spatial structure of. rain Zdr also provides information on the height of the
producing systems; and (ii) their microphysical melting layer. Compared with rain drops, dry ice
properties, referring to raindrop formation particles exhibit a much reduced polarisation
processes and their dropsize distribution, difference for a similar shape. Many forms of ice,

such as needles, snowflakes and hail exhibit only a
It is fortuitous that the TRMM programme and its small Zdr signature, until they begin to melt [17].
associated research will provide quantitative As melting begins, they show a pronounced
information on the same parameters as those signature resulting from the combined effect of
required by the interference prediction method. significant asymmetry in shapes and the increases
The mission will provide a rare opportunity to get dielectric constant.
these data in regions where such information is
very limited at present. The Zd, technique works for near horizontal

incidence because rain drops, as they fall, take up

(almost) an oblate spheroidal shape, due to the
4. RAIN MICROSTRUCTURE effects of gravity, air resistance and surface

tension. When viewed vertically, (ie. nadir or
By microstructure, we often mean the statistical zenith) the drops appear symmetrical. For this
distribution of drop size, shape and orientations. reason, the Zdr method is not suitable for satellite
This is a highly variable quantity, which as we saw radar. The Ldr technique offers more information,
earlier, is an important parameter for deriving as we saw earlier, because it is particularly
bistatic reflectivity and specific attenuation. sensitive to the presence of wet ice and is a reliable

indicator of the wet snow flakes responsible for the
Satellite radar measurements at a single frequency bright band.
are not generally sufficient to determine rain
dropsize distribution (DSD). Certain retrieval 4.2 Doppler Radars
methods apply a surface reference technique to
infer the parameters governing the DSD [14,151. Doppler radars operate on the principle that
The methods give fairly accurate predictions for moving scatterers produce a frequency shift, the
stratiform rain with moderate rainrates. Convective mean of which can be determined from the time
events are more difficult to analyse because of the variation of the phase of the pulse-to-pulse back
large uncertainties associated with their melting scatter signal. These measurements are particularly
process. useful for vertically pointing radar in that they

provide estimates of the fall velocity spectrum
4.1 Dual-polarisation methods which in turn can be used to determine DSD [18].

The spectrum however may be distorted by

For ground based radars, with near-horizontal turbulence effects, but these can be filtered out by
incidence, the DSD is best estimated by switching employing various correction procedures.
both transmitter and receiver polarisations. The
additional parameter, namely the differential For radar elevations of around 30 deg,
reflecitivity (Zdr), gives a direct estimate for the Russchenberg [191 has proposed a complete
median value of the DSD [16]. This together with characterisation of the DSD using ZH, Zdr, Ldr,

the co-polar reflectivity will characterise the DSD, Doppler mean velocity 'v' and its spectrum width
given by the gamma function: 'Wd'. Turbulence effects are estimated by obtaining

canting angle distribution from Z& and L&

F 3.67 + m 1 measurements. These effects are removed from the
N(D) =No Dm expi- D] (vii) velocity measurements so that the resultant

L D spectrum contains only the component due to the

distribution of fall velocities. Then, using ZH, Zdr
where N(D) represents the number of particles with and Wd, the three parameters defining the gamma
diameter D, No is a scaling factor and 'm' is the distribution are obtained.
dispersion factor which is often fixed for simplicity
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For a thorough review of polarisation radar and 5. CONCLUSIONS
Doppler radar, readers are referred to [20] and [211
respectively. The prediction method for hydrometeor scatter

interference requires, as its input, five parameters
4.3 Differential Phase relating to the precipitation spatial structure. These

extend to both horizontaland vertical dimensions.
The oblateness of raindrops causes another For the vertical case, the specific parameters
phenomenon, namely the differential propagation required are (i) the mean height of the melting
phase, (Pdp, between horizontally and vertically layer, (ii) its annual distribution and (iii) the mean
polarised signals (see [22]). There are in fact two reflectivity-height profile (below and above the
components to the differential phase of the return melting layer). In the horizontal dimension, it is
signal, viz. the propagation phase and the back necessary to have (i) the width of the rain cell in
scatter phase. At 3 GHz, the difference in the back terms of the peak rainrate and (ii) the exponential
scatter phase between the two orthogonal function which can statistically approximate the
polarisations can be neglected (at least for rain), intensity decay with distance.
hence only the propagation phase contributes.
Since this is a measure of the cumulative effect of Apart from (perhaps) the melting layer height, it is
propagation between the radar and the target clear that such information on precipitation spatial
volume, parameters such as averaged rainfall rate structure can only be obtained from meteorological
and integrated path attenuation caused by the radars. Such systems already exist in many
intervening medium can be directly estimated. countries, and as a result, the precipitation
Differential phase measurements can also provide characteristics in these regions can be very well
a useful means of identifying melting regions (see defined. For the rest of the climatic zones, the data
Figure 4). In vigorous convective storms, 9dp has are perhaps best obtaineb from satellite-borne
the added advantage that it is sensitive only to the radar, such as the system currently being built as
rain component (and not tumbling hailstones for part of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
example) whilst ZH can be dominated by the (TRMM), due to be launched in 1997. Although its
contribution from hail. Finally, (Pdp data provides objectives are oriented towards global climatology,
an accurate calibration technique for weather the data sets of tropical and sub-tropical rainfall
radars [23], a critically important issue that measurements which will become available in due
coficerns all radar meteorologists, course are directly relevant to interference

predictions.

On a more microscopic level, the prediction
60 .method requires the characterisation of rain drop

size distribution (DSD). These can only be
40- obtained from advanced meteorological radars

which have either polarisation diversity or Doppler
N 20 - Melting layer capabilities (preferably both). For satellite systems

such as the TRMM radar, DSD estimates can be
0 .made for stratiform rain if the retrieval algorithms

10 employ surface reference constraint. For convective
events, it is hoped that the second generation
systems would have either cross-polar or Doppler
measurements, both of which provide additional

0 - valuable information.
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SOME ASPECTS OF Ku BAND RADIOMETER MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND
THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITIES IN NIGERIA.

G.O. Ajayi and E.C.O Onime
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,

Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria.

1. ABSTRACT in Lome, Togo during the World
Communication Year (1983). The

The joint Ku-band radiometric measurement campaign was to cover two
measurement of slant path attenuation broad areas, viz: clear air effects
due to rain at a frequency of 11.6 and rain related measurements.
GHz was carried out at three The joint Radiometer Rain Attenuation
locations in Africa for a period of Measurement was initiated in 1986 in
two years. The site of the experiment three Africa Countries - Cameroon
in Nigeria was Obafemi Awolowo (Douala), Kenya (Nairobi) and Nigeria
University, Ile-Ife. Thunderstorm (ile-Ife) . The participation of the
activities in Nigeria have been parties is as follows:-
studied from the monthly average
number of thunderstorm days over (i) ITU and ex-CCIR solicited for
thirty meteorological stations in financial and technical support.
Nigeria. Some results of the Ku-band
radiometric measurement are discussed (ii) INTELSAT and COMSAT - supplied
in terms of seasonal variations of the equipment and provided the
rainfall rate and attenuation in technical support before and during
relation to the thunderstorm the measurement.
activities.

(iii) Nigerian Telecommunications
Plc. (NITEL) provided local financial

Keywords: Radiometric Measurement, support.
Slant path Attenuation, Thunderstorm
Activities. (iv) Obafemi Awolowo University,

Ile-Ife was the site of the
experiment. The university provided

2. CCIR RADIO PROPAGATION site facilities and infrastructure
MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN IN AFRICA for the project.

There is generally a dearth of radio (v) Data analysis which was
propagation data in the tropical organised by and based at INTELSAT,
regions especially Africa. Figure 1 with some collaborations from other
shows a representative block diagram parties.
of the ex-CCIR (ITU-R) radio
propagation measurement campaign in
Africa. In 1979, the World 3. THE RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENT.
Administrative Radio Conference WARC-
79 adopted Resolutions and The equipment which arrived at Ile-
Recommendations calling upon "the Ife in April 1987 was installed,
CCIR to promote the study of radio tested and calibrated. The
wave propagation in developing measurement started on July 1, 1987
countries, particularly those in for a period of two years. The
tropical areas". As shown in Fig. 1 experiment took place at Ile-Ife,
the WARC-79 declarations have been with site coordinates of 4.340 E,
followed by other CCIR resolutions 7.33°N and altitude 274 m. The
and recommendations 'including those elevation angle was 48.30 at an
adopted at WARC-92 calling for radio azimuth of 257.250 clockwise with
propagation measurements in Africa. true North. In effect the antenna of
The ITU and ex-CCIR initiated a radio the radiometer was pointing
wave propagation measurement campaign approximately in the direction of the
in Africa in 1984 as a follow-up of INTELSAT AOR (Atlantic Ocean Region)
the ex-CCIR Propagation Seminar held satellite which is used in Nigeria
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for International Communication by high (> 99%) except for Douala where
NITEL. the observation time for the
The hardware subsystem consisted of radiometer was 84.15%. The
the 11.6 GHz radiometer receiver observation time at Ile-Ife was
(Dicke Switch type), data collection 99.90% for rain and 99.79% for
system, uninterruptible power-line radiometer. Although the total rain
supply and a back-up system and spare accumulation is highest in Douala,
parts. The data acquisition system the convective factor, which was
consists of the IBM PC-AT compatible lower than that for Ile-Ife, made the
personal computer, signal conditioner rain rate exceeded for 0.01% of the
unit and a 2 channel recorder for year comparable at Douala and Ile-
analogue recording of the sky noise Ife.
temperature and the rainguage tip The results of the first year of
count. The data recording during the measurement at a frequency of 11.6
experiment was controlled by the Data GHz are available in McCarthy et al,
Acquisition System (DAS) software. 1992. The first year covered July
The DAS recorded the sky noise 1987 to June 1988. The relevant data
temperature, the rain tips, the other for the first year are available in
temperatures e.g Tb, , T, Tr etc and the ITU-R data bank.
other data that will be useful in The cumulative distributions for rain
data analysis. Apart from recorded rate, sky noise temperature and
data, a log file was provided for attenuation have been reported.
observations made during the However the seasonal variation of the
recording that could be useful during rain rate, sky noise temperature and
the data analysis. attenuation is considered mainly in
A medium temperature, Tm of 285K and this paper.
an antenna integration factor H of
0.9 were assumed in the analysis. 5.1 Seasonal variations.

The seasonal variations of rain rate,
4. THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITIES sky noise temperature and attenuation

were investigated by dividing the
In our attempt to identify other whole year into four climatological
climatological parameters responsible seasons. November to January
for the rain attenuation represents the Harmattan period
characteristics along the slant path, (season 1) which is a dry season,
thunderstorm activities in Nigeria February to April represents the
have been studied from the monthly transition from dry season to rainy
average number of thunderstorm days season (season 2), May to July
over a period of thirty years from represents the rainy months with
over thirty meteorological stations monsoon type of rainfall (season 3),
in Nigeria. In addition the variation whilst August to October is the end
of the monthly average total of the rainy season (season 4)
precipitation over a period of thirty characterized by intense convective
years for the coastal (Coast to rainfall. Figs. 2 and 3 show the
latitude 70 N) and the inland seasonal variation in the cumulative
(latitude 10ON to latitude 13 0 N) distributions of rainfall rate and
areas over Nigeria has been sky noise temperature respectively.
considered in order to discuss the Fig. 4 shows the seasonal variation
seasonal variation in the slant path in the cumulative distribution of the
attenuation. slant path attenuation as obtained

from the measured sky noise
temperature.

5. RESULTS. There was no rain in November 1987
and January 1988 and this made the

Table 1 shows the comparison of some cumulative distributions of rainfall
factors related to the radiometer rate, sky noise temperature and slant
measurements at the three sites in path attenuation for the dry season
Africa. The percentage observation (season 1) to be remarkably different
times at the three locations were from those of the other seasons.

The four months that contributed to
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the worst month statistics are July, July) the rainy season with monsoon
August 1987 and May, June 1988 (Ref. type of rainfall has the highest
1). Three of these months fall into rainfall rate, slant path attenuation
the season (3) i.e the rainy season and sky noise temperature at equal
(May - July). It can be observed that probability level. The analysis has
the rainfall rate, the sky noise not yet revealed clear correlation
temperature and slant path between the rain rate, slant path
attenuation for the percentages of attenuation and thunderstorm
time of interest for season (3) are activities.
highest in figures 2,3 and 4 for the
May - July season.
The variations in the CD of rainfall 7. REFERENCES
rate, sky noise temperature and
attenuation for seasons 2,3 and 4 1. McCarthy, D.K., J.E. Allnut,
show similar patterns with the lowest W.E. Salazer, E.C. Omeata, B.R.
value for season 2 (February - April) Owolabi, T. Oladiran, G.O.
for the. percentage of time of Ajayi, T.I.. Raji, and C. Zaks:
interest. Results of 11.6 GHz Radiometric

Experiment in Nigeria,
5.2 Thunderstorm activities Electronics Letters, 28, 3,

318-319, 1992.
Fig. 5 shows that for a station such
as Ile-Ife, the thunderstorm 2. Ajayi G.O., Statistical
activities are maximum in April, May. properties of tropical rainfall
There is a minimum in August when the intensity measured in Nigeria.
intertropical discontinuity ITD moves Ann. Telecommun., 37, 447-483,
to the northern part of Nigeria. (1982).
There is a large peak in the
thunderstorm activities in October.
The thunderstorm activities are high
from March to June. Earlier results Countr Camerun Kenya Nigera
(Ref.2) showed that the highest Location Douala Nairobi ie-Ife
rainfall rate occurred during season
(3) i.e. August to October towards Latitude 4V03'N 10 181S 7033'N
the end of the rainy season which
includes October, the month with the Longitude 90 42'E 360 45'E V4 34,E
highest thunderstorm activities. The
rainfall pattern in the first year of Altitude(m) 15 1800 274
measurement does not represent the Elevation 47.00 56.9 48.30
average rainfall pattern in Ile-Ife.
For example, the month of August, Azimut 263.60 83.80 257.250
which is supposed to be a dry month
within the rainy season had a lot of Annual Total
precipitation. However the rainy Precipitation (mm) 3213 1042.4 1703.6
months had the highest rainfall rate,
sky noise temperature and slant path Convective Factor 0.43 0.23 0.6
attenuation. A clear correlation has
not emerged between the thunderstorm CCIR climatic region
activities and the slant path Q K N&P
attenuation as well as rainfall rate.
Fig. 5 shows a variation for total T(K) 285 285 285
mean monthly precipitation, which has Antenna Factor H 0.9 0.9 0.9
a peak in June and July, a minimum in a 0
August and another maximum in Rain observation
September. time 99.08 99.76 99,90

Radiometer
6. " CONCLUSION observation time 84.15 99.62 99.79

The results of the first year data Table I -Comparison of sonmefaclor a; the
have shown that season 3 ( May -3 radiometer sites in Africa.
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ON THE ACCURACY OF RAINGAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Mauro S. Assis

Ministry of Communications - Rio de Janeiro Division
Rua Primeiro de Marqo 6 - 11 andar, 200 10-000 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Tel: + 55-21-2248045, Fax: +55-21-2168685

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the problem of raingauge _,

measurement errors and their effect on radio "o - ,
system availability. The study is mostly based on ___

experimental data from tropical locations.
Instrumental as well as errors due to high winds _ ,__ - -

are considered in this analysis. ____,

Keywords: Raingauge. Rainfall rate. Wind speed. - - - -,

Tropical climates. Availability. 60 F

2 RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

40 3 LAE, PAPUA - NEW GUINEA

1. INTRODUCTION 4 ILE-,FE, NIGRI
20

The analysis of cumulative distributions of rainfall 0
rate from several locations has evidenced the 5 7 0 2

existence of a break point, around 80-i00mm/h, PERCENTAGE OF TIME

where the curve for rainfall rate versus percentage
of time changes its slope. Considering that the Figure 1: Rainfall rate in the tropics
physical saturation of the rainfall process has a
much higher limit, the -break point may be
attributed only to measurement errors. The origin exhibit a great variability, particularly in the range
of these errors, as well as their effects on the from 0.01 to 0.001% of time. As an example of
prediction of rain attenuation in the tropics are this variability, measurements corresponding to a
discussed in this paper. The variability of the period of 4 years in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil ( 22 55
yearly rainfall rate statistics is also considered. S ; 43 30 W ) are shown in figure 2 (Ref. 2). These

measurements were carried out with a 5-minute
integration time raingauge.

2. RAINFALL RATE STATISTICS

Figure 1 shows some examples of yearly 3. INSTRUMENTAL ERRORS
distributions of rainfall rate measured in low
latitude areas (Ref. 1) . In this figure, as At present, most rainfall intensity measurements
commented in the previous section, the existence use tipping bucket raingauges. The error
of a break point is evident. This point does not introduced by this type of gauge is due to the time
occur in precipitation data from temperate required for tipping. As this time is constant
climates, since the maximum observed rainfall rate regardless of the precipitition rate, there is a loss
is, in most cases around or below 80mm/h (0.00 1% of rain while the bucket is tipping. For instance, if
of time in average year). The break point is the gauge tips when 1 mm of rain is accumulated
probably due to one or both of the following in the bucket and the time for tipping is 0.2s, in
sources of error: a) Raingauge inaccuracy for the case of a precipitation rate equal to 180mm/h,
measuring high rainfall rates; b) Effect of high there will be a loss of 6s for each minute of rain.
winds usually associated to strong convective The corresponding error will be 10%. A careful
storms. calibration of the gauge in a laboratory, through
On the other hand, the annual cumulative the simulation of different rainfall rates, may
distribution of precipitation rate in the tropics may reduce this type of error.
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-0 Meteorological Organization (WMO) recommends
170 1 locating the collector aperture of the gauge nearly
ISO one meter above the ground.
So - 07/17,8. 07/147- However, the relation between wind speed and the

- °�-0 .o ,0711"0 collector area coefficient is not well established.
130 n 07115180. 07,14,l According to author's knowledge, in the
120 a 01,12/64 o01/1,/a radiocommunication area, only two papers dealing
110 -owith this question were published in the past. The

-, ,_.._ problem was first raised by Misme (Ref, 4) and
- -- some experimental data were presented by

"cc SDamosso et alli. (Ref. 5). In the present paper, in
TO• using data from figure 1 of Misme's paper, the

- - -following approximated solution is proposed,
60- - 0-3

40. 1.85v- 3  (1)

10d a 5 7 10 3 S 5 . I where p is the collector area coefficient and V is
PERCENTAGE OF TIME

the wind speed in km/h.

5. EFFECT OF RAIN ON RADIO SYSTEM
AVAILABILITY

Figure 2 : Yearly variability of rainfall rate
As a consequence of the increasing demand for
communication, the use of frequencies above

The difficulty of measuring high rainfall rates is 10GHz is growing fastly. At these frequencies,
also true for drop-counter gauges. In this case, the particularly in the tropics, rain is usually the most
maximum rate to be measured is limited by the important source of signal degradation. Systems
value where the flow becomes a continuous jet. In designers must have adequate technical
general, the maximum measurable rate is around information at their disposal to evaluate the effect
150-200mm/h. It should be pointed out that there of rain on radio path availability. In this context,
is a compromise between this limit and the rainfall rate measuring errors, as well as the yearly
minimum advisable catching area of the gauge. variability of precipitation rate statistics are serious

constraints to development of an accurate rain
attenuation prediction model.

4. EFFECT OF WIND ON RAINFALL RATE A better understanding of the break point appears
MEASUREMENTS to be a fundamental matter to define the

philosophy to be adopted in the derivation of the
Certainly the wind is the main source of error in prediction model. Below this point, i.e. for
measuring rainfall rate and the most difficult to be percentages higher than 0.01% in low latitude
controlled. In a gusty wind the precipitation is climates, there is a reasonable correlation between
blown over and around the gauge and the the precipitation rate and the rain attenuation.
corresponding collector area coefficient may Then, in the range from 0.1 to 0.01% a model
decrease substantially. This coefficient is given by which evaluates rain attenuation in point-to-point
the ratio between the quantity of water collected by basis seems to be an acceptable option. Above this
the pluviograph in given period of time and the point, considering c the additional problem
quantity of water available, without the associated to the yearly variability of rainfall rate
pluviograph, in an area equal to the aperture of the (see figure 2), another alternative should be
gauge collector at the same period of time. adopted. For instance, a model based on the best fit
The problem of rainfall measuring error due to to the experimental data. However, in this case a
wind effect was first pointed out by Jevons in 1861 higher standard deviation is expected.
(Ref. 3). Since then, several experimental studies As a support to the above comments, figure 3
were carried out, both open air and wind tunnel shows the rain attenuation measured during the
measurements being used. Based on the available same period as of figure 2, in an urban terrestrial
results, to minimize this effect, the World link, 8.6 km long, operating at IIGHz and located
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in Rio de Janeiro (Ref. 2). It must be noted that the 7. REFERENCES
yearly variations of rain attenuation of rain
attenuation are lesser than the corresponding 1. ITU-R , Acquisition, presentation and
variations of precipitation rate in all observed analysis of data in studies of tropospheric
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Figure 3: Yearly variability of rain attenuation

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The accuracy of raingauges when measuring
rainfall rates in the tropics'• has been discussed,
instrumental error and wind effect being
considered in the analysis. The former source of
error can be minimized through a careful
calibration of the gauge. The later, however, is a
quite complicated issue. An approximate relation
between wind speed and the raingauge collector
area coefficient was proposed. Nevertheless,
taking into account the lack of experimental data,
complementary studies including simultaneous
measurements with raingauges and anemometers
at different heights are needed. Regarding radio
system availability, the range from 99.9 to 99.99%
was pointed out as the one where accurate rain
attenuation prediction models may be derived.
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RAIN RATE AND ITS TEMPORAL VARIABILITY MEASURED AT DARMSTADT

FOR A PERIOD OF EIGHT YEARS
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ABSTRACT years. In the ITU-R map (Ref. 1), Darmstadt is lo-
cated at the border between rain zones E and H.

This contribution reports on statistical results of Therefore, cumulative statistics for these rain cli-
rain rate measurements carried out at Darmstadt for matic zones are depicted for comparison. It can be
a period of eight years. Besides a statistical analysis clearly recognised, that zone E parameters underes-
of the year-to-year variability, statistics for the timate the measured long-term averages for exceed-
worst-month and the seasonal and diurnal vani- ance probabilities below about 0.1%, whereas zone
ability of rain intensity is presented. H parameters fit the experimental data quite well.

Keywords: Rain Rate, Risk Analysis, Worst- Fig. 2 represents the variability of annual cumula-
Month, Temporal Variability, Rain Attenuation tive statistics. It can be seen, that for probability

levels above about 0.1%, the rain rate statistics do
not vary significantly from year to year, whereas the

1. INTRODUCTION spread in the distributions increases with decreasing
exceedance probabilities, e.g. for 0.01% of the year,

Rain attenuation is the most severe meteorological the recorded data vary between 24 and 47 mm hh and
paraete whih my cuse ranmision egrda- even between 57 and 100 mm/h for an exceedanceparameter which may cause transmission degrada- level of 0.001% of the time.

tion in satellite communications. Its importance in-

creases with increasing frequency, following A few years ago, Crane (Ref. 2) published results on
roughly an f-8 -law. Therefore, rain intensity, re- the variability of annual rain rate and attenuation
spectively its statistics, is an essential quantity to statistics. From an analysis of data in the ITU-R
describe the climatic conditions for planning tele- data banks, he showed, that, caused by temporal
communication links via satellite, variations within the same climatic zone, rain in-

tensities exceeded at fixed time percentages could
Rain rate measurements have been carried out at be described by a log-normal distribution. This dis-
Darmstadt since many years using a combination of tribution can be characterised by its standard devia-
a drop counter (low rain rates) and a tipping bucket tion, a InR/ ' where R is the annual rain intensity
(high rain rates). The integration time is one min-
ute. In the present paper, statistical results of rain exceeded for a given time percentage and R is the

rate measurements carried out for a period of eight long-term mean intensity for the same time fraction
consecutive years will be discussed. The variability of excess. For a probability level of 0.01%, he
of annual cumulative statistics, the worst-month estimated a value of 0.21 for oa • . Our results
behaviour, as well as the diurnal and seasonal based on an eight-years period can be read from
variation of the measured rain rates are of particular Fig. 3. The value for 0.01% of the time agrees well
interest. Results will be compared with recent with the value estimated by Crane. For lower prob-
models. ability levels, (y was found to be nearly con-

stant, slightly below a value of about 0.2. For larger
probabilities, a o decreases to a value of about

2. YEAR-TO-YEAR VARIABILITY 0.1, which reflects the lower variability at lower
rain rates. With o (y known, and assuming a log-

Cumulative statistics of measured rain rates are pre- normal distribution for the year-to-year variability,
sented in Fig. 1 for a period of eight consecutive
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the risk of exceeding a rain rate threshold for a which was confirmed by several experiments (e.g.
given annual exceedance probability can be esti- Refs. 5, 6). It can be seen from Fig. 5, that this re-
mated. lation holds also for our experimental data, but only

up to exceedance levels of about 0.5%. Above this
A similar analysis was carried out by Trommer et value, Q is nearly constant. This upper limit is
al. (Ref. 3), but the values found there were by a significantly lower than the respective value given
factor of about two higher. The results in Ref. 3 are by ITU-R Rec. 841, where a value of 3% is recom-
based on data measured at six different stations mended as an upper limit for the validity range for
along a 19 kin line of sight path in the Berlin area the power-law relation. For global planning pur-
(rain zone H) over a period of 10 years. Since the poses, ITU-R gives values of 2.85 and 0.13 for Q,
orography changes from site to site (hilly region and P3, respectively. From our experiments, we
with many lakes), it is assumed that the higher found for the probability range between 0.002 and
standard deviation reflects besides the annual vari- 0.5% values of 1.84 for Q, and 0.22 for 1P. Extend-
ability also the spatial variability. ing the range to 2%, the corresponding values are

2.1 and 0.19, respectively. A comparison with the
respective parameters compiled in ITU-R Rec. 841

3. WORST-MONTH for different geographical regions shows, that our
data based on an eight-years period fall into the

In the planning of satellite telecommunications range of reported values for Q2 and 13, but differ by
systems, the concept of the "worst-month" plays an about 25 to 30% from the values recommended for
important role, particularly, if a system has to meet global planning purposes.
agreed performance criteria in any month of the
year. The worst-month in this context is related to a
given threshold which is exceeded with the highest 4. DIURNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATION
monthly probability in the course of 12 consecutive
calendar months or 30-days periods, i.e. the cumu- Besides its year-to-year variability, the diurnal and
lative distribution for the worst-month is the enve-lopeof 2 mothl cumlatve dstrbutins.seasonal variations of rain were investigated as

well. To analyse whether rain exhibits a diurnal

Fig. 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the pattern, statistics for four six-hour intervals per day
were derived. Such statistics are based in the fol-

worst-month of the eight-years period, i.e. the aver- were onrcaedar based in the fol-

age of the annual worst-month statistics for the lowing on calendar months, ont12-months periods

eight years. For comparison, also the cumulative and on the whole eight-years period, respectively.

statistic for the average year is depicted for the same The analysis of single months showed significantly
period. It can be seen, that it is much more stringent higher rain rates during the time interval 12.00 to
to meet a quality criterion, e.g. that a specified at- 18.00 hours for exceedance levels below 0.1% in
tenuation threshold must not be exceeded for a more than 40% of the evaluated months, whereas
given time percentage, for any month which is con- for the remaining months, the highest rain rates oc-
sidered the worst-month than for the average year. curred equally distributed over the other three six-

hours periods.
In system planning, it is convenient to relate worst-

month statistics to that of the average year by means The investigation of annual periods stresses this
of a conversion factor Q, which is the ratio of ex- trend. In each of the eight years, the highest rain
ceedances for which the same threshold is exceeded rates occurred in the interval 12.00 to 18.00 hours.
during the worst-month and the average year. This Their respective cumulative distributions were
conversion factor is depicted in Fig. 5 as a function significantly higher than the corresponding average
of the exceedance probability, p. Following ITU-R cumulative distribution. It is quite obvious, that for
Rec. 841 (Ref. 4), Q can be expressed over a large these reasons, in six out of eight years, the distribu-
range of exceedance probabilities by a power law, tions for all of the other three periods 00.00 to
i.e. 06.00, 06.00 to 12.00 hours and 18.00 to 24.00

hours were' found to be lower than the average dis-
Q= Q1) . tribution Only in two years, the distribution repre-

senting the interval 06.00 to 12.00 hours is similar
to the average distribution.
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The respective results for the eight-years period is rain intensities to occur in the afternoon. The sea-
presented in Fig. 7. Similarly to the annual results, sonal distribution showed high peaks in the summer
the highest rain intensities were found in the after- months and minima during winter being by a factor
noon, whereas the lowest rain rates occurred in the of about five to six lower.
first six hours after midnight. The distributions for
the intervals 06.00 to 12.00 hours and 18.00 to
24.00 hours fell into the range between the average 7. REFERENCES
and the early morning distributions.

1. ITU-R Rec. 837 1992, Characteristics of
The seasonal rain intensity variation is presented in precipitation for propagation modelling.

Fig. 7 for the period from January 1986 to Decem-

ber 1993. Rain intensities are given for thresholds 2. Crane, R K 1990, Ram attenuation meas-
exceeded in 1% and 0.01% of the respective month.
Strong seasonal variations can be recognised for the
0.01% exceedance probability, whereas the dis- 3. Trommer, H et al. 1992, A comparison of re-
tribution for the 1% level is nearly uniform. As a suits obtained from concurrent measure-
rule of thumb it can be stated that for 0.01% of the
time, rain rates are about a factor of five to six, in mes w its of differnttypes, Pre-Prints of UIRSI Commission F
extreme cases up to by ten times, higher than in Open Colloquium on Wave Propagation and
winter. The minima occurring in winter do not vary Remote Sensing, Ravenscar, pp. 1.1. 1-i. 1.4
significantly from year to year and are of the order
of 10 mm/h for an exceedance level of 0.01%. 4. lTU-R Rec. 841 1992, Conversion of annual
Maxima were found during the summer months, as statistics to worst-month statistics.
expected, in our climate, since thunderstorms as-
sociated with high rain intensities occur mainly 5. Dintelmann, F 1984, Worst-month statistics,
during this season. Electronics Letters, 20, 21, pp. 890-892

It has been stated earlier, that cumulative rain in-
tensity statistics may vary significantly from year to 6. Dinteilmann, F et al. 1991, Year-to-year
year. This behaviour can also be read from Fig. 7. variability and worst-month statistics of
Values of rain intensities exceeded in 0.01% of the long-term rain rate measurements in Ger-
respective month were found in the range from 618
slightly more than 40 to about 100 mm/h during the
eight-years period. Since the annual total amount of
precipitation is fairly constant, as a consequence,
the monthly distribution of rain intensities is much
broader in a year exhibiting lower maximum rain
rates than for a year with very high peak intensities.

120 rain rate, mm/h

6. CONCLUSION 100 I I V ITU-R zoneEN ITU-Rll zon H
Rain intensities measured for a period of eight con- 80 - - -aerg.ya

secutive years were analysed with respect to their ___-..

year-to-year variability, their worst-month behav- 60 111 1 1II7IIII
iour, and their diurnal and seasonal variations.
Significant annual variations were found with a 40 - ....
standard deviation, ain(•/•' of about 0.2 for exceed- U-= . u I ii

ance levels below 0.01% of the annual distribution, 20
which decrease to a value of about 0.1 for higher 0 I ........probability levels. The conversion factor between 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1

long-term average and worst-month statistics was
found to decrease with increasing probability levels percentage of time
following a power-law .relation. The diurnal Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of long-term rain
variation exhibits a pronounced preference of high intensities (1986-1993) together with respective

statistics for ITU-R rain climatic zones E and H.
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THE PRECIPITATION RETRIEVAL FROM
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ABSTRACT Since the backscattering from raindrops is pro-
portional to A- 4 (here A is the acoustic wave

A clear separation of the rainfall Doppler and the length), and turbulence only to A-1/ 3, increasing
turbulence spectra can be obtained by a high fre- frequency enables a simultaneously measurement
quency sodar, which additionally provides a pos- of both rainfall Doppler and turbulence spectra.
sibility to remove the effects of mean vertical wind However, the question still remaines: how to re-
on rainfall parameters. However, the imperfect move the mean vertical velocity effect ? The as-
precipitation response function Ip has to be in- sumption of a perfect precipitation response to
troduced into this correction. Based on 6.4kHz turbulent air motion is not correct. We, there-
sodar data most of rain drop size distributions fore, introduce an imperfect response function Ip
N(D) retrieved were nearly exponential, but the into the drop size distribution N(D) retrieval algo-
overlap between rainfall and turbulence spectra rithim accounting for the effects of turbulent imo-
influences considerably the retrieval accuracy for tion on the falling speed of drops.
drops smaller than about 0.5 min. At high sodar frequency the strong acoustic at-
One main characteristic of a high frequency so- tenuation may be utilized for a new algorithm to
dar, strong acoustic attenuation, can - under cer- derive the attenuation coefficient and thus also
ta~in assumptions - be turned into a new algorithm temperature profile retrieval in the surface layer.
for attenuation coefficient a and thus teumpera- An advantage is its freedom from absolute sodar
ture profile retrieval in the surface layer. Increa- calibrition.sing frequency will essentially improve the N(D) In order to evaluate the capability of a high fre-
and a retrieval accuracies. quency sodar for N(D), rain rate R and other
The high frequency sodar-disdrometer may both meteorological parameters, a 6.4kHz sodar was
provide ground truth for rain gauges or corre- operated at Hungriger Wolf, Northern Germany,
spondent satellite experiments and become a use- from 4th to 6th of Jan. 1993. By comparison
ful tool for investigating micrometeorological pro- with a 3.3kHz emitter used by the same sodar
cess in the surface layer. setting, the 6.4 kHz data show a far higher signal

with a separate 15 to 20 dB peak for rain. Ho-
Keywords: High frequency sodar-disdrometer, hn- wever, the overlap between rainfall Doppler and
perfect precipitation response function turbulence spectra is still large at Drain t 1ram,

which will significantly influence the retrieval ac-
1. INTRODUCTION curacy for small drops and light rain. The best

way to reduce the overlap is increasing sounding
Over more than tens years precipitation remote frequency, for instance, to 20 kHz, which would
sensing techniques have been developed. Howe- shift Drain to about 0.5mm.
ver, they often can not denmostrate that they inea-
sure rainfall correctly, unless mean vertical wind 2. RAINFALL PARAMETER RETRIEVAL
effects can be accounted for (see e.g. Refs. 1, 2).
Lee (1988) (Ref. 3) concluded that for radar pre- The retrieval method of rain drop size distribu-
cipitation measurement by either absorption or tion N(D) based on sodar Doppler spectra (Ref.
backscatter techlmiques the high potential accu- 5) is similar to that of radar.
racy fails due to the bias through vertical air ve- From the sodar equation the backscattered power
locity, which may cause a factor of 2 error in rain spectrum Pr(f) as a function" of Doppler fre-
estimation. The simultaneously measurement of quency f is related to the combination spectrum
the turbulence spectrum to derive mean vertical SI(f) associated with backscattering from both
wind velocity tD is essential for high accuracy. C. l)recipitation particles and turbulence by
Richter (1993) (Ref.4), University of Hamburg,
combined Doppler radar measurements of droplet P,.(w) PtLe- fo 2a(r)diAt(W)Ir2 (1)
spectra and rainfall with a RASS (Radio Acou-
stic Sounding System) to get the vertical wind where Pt is the effective power transmitted into
correction. This study will show that the high the solid angle subtending the scattering volume
frequency sodar is a promising technique to reach V of length L, a(r) is the acoustic attenuation co-
this goal in the only one system. efficient depending on the local temperature and
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humidity, A,, is the effective area of the receiver
antenna, and r is the distance from transmitter to 90. - I I I I I I I I I
scattering vohune, P,.(f) and the Doppler spec-
trum S'(f) may also be expressed by P,(w) and -. o.
S'(w) as a function of vertical Doppler velocity
to. V 70.
If in presence of a perfect response we assume that
all size precipitation 'articles instantly follow the
turbulence air motion, S'(tv) can be expressed as
the convolution of a rainfall Doppler spectrum
S(w) and a turbulence spectrum St(w) shifted by 50.

mean vertical wind velocity ft-. As a first appro-
ximation we consider the turbulence spectrum to 40.

be a 6-function and a simple summation of two
spectra is assumed, 30.

S'(w) = p1S(w ± fT) +p 2St(w ( -±t) (2) 20.

where p, and P2 are the echo power intensites
from precipitation particles and turbulence, re- 10. '

spectively, and counting an downward velocity -14,- 12 .- -8. -6. -4. -2. 0. 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12. 14.
positive. For Rayleigh scattering the rainfall w [m/e]
Doppler spectrum S(w) is related to D by

Figure 1 Sodar Doppler relative power spectrum
S(w) = A. N(D) 2ý53r D6 dD (3) The middle part is the turbulence spectrum while

3GA4  dW the rainfall Doppler-spectrum is on the right side
(positive velocity). The abscissa is in veloci-

where A is a frequency dependent calibration ties to corresponding to Doppler frequency with
factor. With a widely used empirical expres- to = cf/(2f,) (here f., c are the acoustic fre-
sion of drop terminal velocity related to D, to = quency and velocity, respectively), downward mo-
9.65 - 10.30e-OD, where w is in ms- 1 , and D in lion is positive. The spectra are 10 min averages
cm, N(D) can be retrieved from measured Dopp- from 002202 to 003202(UTC) on 6th Jan. 1993,
ler spectra S'(w), thus rainfall integral parame- at an average raminrate of 3.1mm/h.
ters as well.

First an average of Doppler power spectrum over
at least 40 single spectra, i.e. over 1 min average, o ......... ......... ......... .......

was calculated to reduce the variance. Secondly,
for additional smoothing we use a least-square 3rd U
degree polynomial 5-point fitting. Then we utilize 1 0- • Height 1om,_ •0 Height 15mn
the optimal (Wiener) filter method to remove the z t0- + Height 20m
system filter response effect as well as the noise a Height 25msystm as as Height 30m
"tail". Finally, we calculate N(D) with verti- 10 • Height 30rn

*Hiht 36rncal wind correction also considering the imperfect to- o Height 40m r
precipitation response, and from N(D) we calcu- 0 Height 4-m
lated the integral rain p)aramneters. The N(D)
retrieved were almost exponential and show all 10-+

agreement with M-P distribution or Gamma dis- 1o-
tributions. Figure 1 yields a rainfall Doppler
and turbulence spectra. The correspondent dis- io-

tributions N(D) retrieved at different heights are o-.
shown in figure 2. It is clearly seen that without
removing time iv effect and particularly also with low
no attenuation coefficient a correction (in fact, . .............................................
the a used in retrieyal was smaller than the real 0 1 a 4 5
one) these N(D) distributions show a rather large
scatter. Diameter D [mm]

3. ACCOUNT OF IMPERFECT PRECI- Figure 2 Raindrop size distribution N(D) de-
PITATION RESPONSE FUNCTION AND rived from rauffall Doppler spectra in Fig.1 but
MEAN VERTICAL WIND VELOCITY without a and t' corrections

The overestimation at small diameters is due to
Although the mean vertical wind velocity it' is the overlap with turbulence spectra.
decreasing as height reduces, for 1 min averages
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i > 0.5m/s was still often observed at heights of
151n to 30m even at night. And fo = 0.1m/s will 1.0
cause about a 5% to 12% error in rainrate R.
Based on 6.4kHz sodar data and a perfect re- , 0.9 * 10M
sponse the retrieved distributions N(D) in dif- 0 08 0 15m
ferent heights with a correction for tf were close N + 20m

to each other for small drops but showed a large O 0.7 25m

scatter for big drops. The imperfect response thus 3oM

should be introduced to remove this error. 0.6 40m
Since the ratio of rain water density to air de- 0.5 4
sity Pd/Pa >> 1, and using the steady state drag
formulas to describe the hydrodynamic resistance 0.4
experienced by the drops, considering only one
vertical dimension, the equation of motion for a 0.3
spherical drop with mass md and instantaneous
velocity Vd is (Ref. 6) 0.2

dVd Pa 0) o.In-d- 771d0(l - ) - FD (4)
Pd 0.0

with the drag force FD = 37rD,7(-!--a4)(Vd - 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

V.), where V. is the undisturbed air velocity in Diameter D [cm]
the vicinity of the particle, kinematic viscosity il
and gravitational acceleration g, NRe = Dpa(Vd - Figure 3 Imperfect precipitation response func-
Va)/ij is the Reynold number of the drop. For tion I,(D, A.) as a function of drop diameter D
a steady state the solution of Eq.4 results in an in cm. Using the empirical relationship, A, %-.
approximate Imperfect response function Ip 0.35ri, the 8 curves correspond to different heights

AV from 1ore .0 45m.
I;, = A Vd/t 1/(1 + TV1 g-2 )1 /2  (5)ln

where AVd = Vd - VT is the drop speed increa-
ment caused by turbulent motion, VT is the par-
ticle terminal fall speed, K, is related to turbu- proportional to c- 2(ftj.-oo)rj, here the ai,. are
lence vertical apparent scale A., K 2 = 2ir/A 0 . unknown mean values of the attenuation coeffi-
Figure 3 yields the characteristics of the imperfect cient and a'o is the attenuation coefficient used
response function Ip versus D related to different in retrieval which depends on the surface inca-
heights with an empirical relationship in the sur- surements of temperature and humidity. With
face layer, \, s 0.35ri. It is clear that as the par- the assumption of a constant rain intensity with
ticle size increases the response fp is reduced. In height, which could hold for averages over at least
the rain parameter retrieval algorithm Ipi- (i.e. one minute in the surface layer below about 5011m,
AVd) should be used rather than fv. The coin- particularly for stratiformn rain, a practical retrie-
parisons between N(D) retrieved without wind val algorithm is using the logarithm of the ratio
correction, with iv, and with I4,D correction the Ri/R1 , li = -n1. We get
latter gave N(D) in different heights of 15im to
30m coinciding most. . El = 20 - aio)ri - 2(ao - al,.)rl (6)

where R, is the rain rate in the lowest range gate.

4. RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM FOR ACOU- Utilizing tile ratio RI as a criterion we delete the
STIC COEFFICIENT AND TEMPERA- possible influence of an imperfect sodar calibra-
TURE PROFILE tion. As only the ratio of "relative" rainrates is

required for the retrieval, it may also avoid the

The main obstacle for high frequency sodar to be complication caused by measurements of factors

practical is the significant attenuation in air and such as antenna characteristics, system frequency

also its variation depending on local temperature response and other height independent fluctua-
and/or humidity change. However, the strong at- tion factors. Moreover, a small different tempera-
tenuation may be utilized to derive the acoustic ture Ti from T, causes a large percentage change

maybe tilzedto erie te aousic of In-R-L therefore, rises the retrieval accuracy.attenuation coefficient ai and thus the teml)era- of ri
ture profile Ti if a height independent rain rate After calculating the curve Yi = ln--1 versus ri
may be assumed. the retrieval allows to determine Yo for ro = 0 by
From N(D) the rainrate Rl? can be easily de- extrapolation. From Eq.6 then aim can be cal-
termined by Ri = i f Ni(D)D3 w(D)dD. If we culated. Further, with the assumption of a linear
introduce a mean attenuation coefficient aim = temperature distribution in a range gate the at-
(fo' a(r)dr)/ri, we find that the retrieved Ri is tenuation coefficient ai at height ri can also be
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derived by (3). With the new retrieval algorithm developed
in this study the real acoustic attenuation coefli-

2(i + 1) 2i 2i - 1 cient and thus the temperature profile in surface
ai ~ aim- y-

+i + 1 l(i~)2i2 21i--1•• y.-T l i-I layer may be derived.
(7) Our first attempt to derive the temperature pro-

Finally, we can utilize the strong dependence of file in the surface layer clearly shows the feasibi-
a on temperature to derive temperature profiles. lity for a 6.4kHz sodar. A larger scattering vo-
In a temperature region of few degree we may lume would give more reliable results.
assume that ai changes linearly with tempera- (4). A Doppler sodar at higher acoustic fre-
ture by a constant gradient P3, ai = ao-_ + PAT, quencies (> 15kHz) should be able to give sur-
where AT is the temperature increment over a face rainrate, drop size distribution, mean verti-
range gate. Then, the temperature Ti at height cal wind velocity and temperature profile in the
ri may be expressed as Tj = Ti- '-- Prandtl layer. The first attempt with a 6.4ktz so-
Normally, the laboratory values P3 measured by dar was so promising, that we plan to construct
Harris (1966) (Ref. 7) are likely to be too small a new high frequency sodar disdrometer.
due to excess attenuation. Therefore, the coef-
ficient fl, should be carefully calibrated through Acknowledgement
the direct measurement of a vertical temperature We gratefully acknowledge the help of METEK
distribution. In figure 4 temperature profiles re- GmbH, Hamburg, in providing the 6.4kHz so-
trieved (luring one night with rain are shown. dar. Our thanks also go to Dr.H.Jeske and

Dr.G.Peters, University of Hamburg, for helpful
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MODEL FOR TROPICAL RAIN
L. Watai, Q.W. Pan and G.H. Bryant

Department of Electrical and Coinnmunications Engineering
The Papua New Guinea University of Technology

Lac, Papua New Guinea

ABSTRACT RAIN AND ATTENUATION STATISTICS
Analysis of the annual rainrate and attenuation Hansson(l) has shown the relation between the
exceedences measured at the University of rainfall and attenuation exceetences depends upon
Technology in Lae. for the years of 1991/92 and the rain height and cell diameter. Moupfouma(2)
1992/93, has led to the proposal of a new model has noted the presence of a breakpoint in the rain
for tropical rainfall. exceedences at the 0.01 percentage level: A

similar breakpoint in the attenuation exceedences,
INTRODUCTION first noted by Bryant(3) has been used by Pan and
An experiment has been running at the University Bryant (4) to estimate raincell diameter and height
of Technology in Lae. Papua New Guinea, since at 105mm/hr, the measured breakpoint at Lae.
1991 to measure rainrate and slant path
attenuation at 12GHz from a satellite at 73 degrees These breaks in the slope are clearly visible in
elevation. The annual rainrate and attenuation figure 1. In order to find a correspondence
exceedences for the years of 1991/92 and 1992/93, between the rainfall rate and the attenuation
are shown in figure 1. Figure 2 has a tipping exceedences we may adjust the length of each
bucket rain gauge sited at the receive antenna and scale to make points coincident at the low rainfall
a slant path length determined by the rain rates, where we may expect an ACCF of I given
patterns. Three distributions can be identified the wA idespread nature of the rain. The two curves
according to the range of rainrates. are shown in figure 5 for the year 1992/93.

A MODEL FOR RAINFALL IN A HIGH TIME SPECTRAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
ELEVATION PROPAGATION PATH OF RAINRATE
Figure 3(a) shows all possible raincell positions Exceedences have been calculated from the
that cause rain collection in the bucket. The rain experimental data at rainrate intervals of 5nun/hr.
falling on the raingauge must be within the circle to give the time spectral density. H(R) or
of radius D centred on it. The set of circles within percentage of time per mm/hr. From the
this radius indicates cells that just touch the regression a best fit curve can be derived for H(R),
raingauge at their circumferences and for which it and this is shown in in figure 6. It is possible now
rains at the cell and simultaneously introduces to recalculate the rainrate exceedences E(R) from
attenuation into the beam. Figure 3(b)shows all the integral of H(R). Calculated and measured
possible raincell positions that interact only with rainrate exceedences are shown in figure 7.
the slant path and therefore give attenuation even
though no rain is recorded at the raingauge. MEAN RAINCELL DIAMETER
There is an effective increase in the attenuation For those raincells that are cut by the slant path
time for those cells on the raingauge. This can be along a diameter, the diameter can be found from
accounted for by increasing the slant path by jt. the measured attenuation, A(R), and the specific
Hansson(l) has defined a ratio as the accumulation attenuation. S(R). at that rainrate as
time factor (ACCF) as
ACCF= L+g= L/D+x (1) D(R) = A(R)/S(R) (3)

D
x is the point to line factor; and remains constant In practice. raincells are equally likely to cross the
at 0.636 when D/L 1 1, whilst when L/D= 1 the slant path on any chord, including the diameter.
ACCF = 1.636. For any chord, other than the diameter. and for a

given attenuation, the rainrate will be higher in
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those cells interacting along a chord We can rainrate to the ACCF at the breakpoint. Such a
calculate a mean cell diameter at the raingauge calculation shows that below the breakpoint at
from the corresponding pairs of measured 105mum/hr only 1 cell exists, whereas there are 6 at
attenuation and rainrates in figure 5. The 195mm/hr. When the ACCF adjusted mean
probability of occurrence of a given rainrate is diameters are multiplied with L/D the final
proportional to its time spectral density, given in projected path length, L, and the height, H, can
figure 6. to give a mean cell diameter of then be found. These results are plotted in figure

______11.

D(R) = 2 cos(EL),R {[A(R)/S(R)1H(R)}
Z H(R) CONCLUSION

Where FL is the elevation angle and the We may use figure I1 to distinguish the three rain
summations are from the rainrate R to the highest conditions. In the low rainfall range, from 5 to
measured rainrate exceedence. The mean diameter about 40mm/lhr, rain is widespread, At about
can be inserted into equation 1 for the ACCF. 70mm/hr the raincell diameter has increased to

2.5km from 2km at 5mm/hr. At this point the
TIME SPECTRAL DENSITY DISTRIBITTION diameter equals the projected slant path length.
OF ATTENUATION Higher rainfall is achieved by convection to
The time spectral density for attenuation can be increased height with smaller diameters. Above
calculated in a similar way to that for rainrate by the breakpoint, higher rate can only be obtained by
subtracting adjacent exceedences at intervals of further reducing the diameters as there is
1dB. The time spectral density distribution, insufficient water in the sky- above the 12 to 15km
H(A). is shown in figure 8. A regression level(8). It is unlikely that well formed columns
calculation- similar to that used for rainrate exist, rather, there is a vertical striation of a
spectral density,gives a corrected attenuation widespread lower rainfall rate that concentrates
exceedences curve, E(A),as shown in figure 9. the highest intensities into smaller and smaller

cross sections. Supporting evidence of striated or
ACCF, CELL DIAMETER AND HEIGHT ragged formation in a.. background of lower
The ratio of E(A) to E(R) gives the ACCF and rainrate is available from radar measurements of

tropical rainfall made from a satellite reported as
the L/D(R) can be calculated from equation 3. At part of the Tropical Rainfall Miss;on(7).
L/D = I ACCF is 1.63622. This occurs in the
data at 70mm/hr. Above that the quantity x
remains constant at 0.63622 and L/D can be found
from equation 1. Figure 10 is a plot of calculated REFERENCES
E(A), E(R) and ACCF. The figure shows that the 1 HanssonL, "New concept used to predict slant
ACCF is 1 at a rainfall rate close to 40mm/hr. path rain attenuation statistics". Proc.IEE. Pt.H,

Vol. 137, No.2, pp.89-93. April 1990.
BREAKPOINT AND RAIN HEIGHT
We have seen that up to 70mm/hr only one 2 Moupfouma,F, "More about rainfall rates and
raincell may exist within the beam. At some point their prediction for radio systems engineering",
it may be possible for two cells to be present Proc.IEE, Pt.H, Vol.134,No.6, pp.524-537,
within the beam. When a single cell breaks into Dec. 1987.
two the effective diameter at the rain gauge is
halved compared to that in the beam. assuming 3 Bryant,G.H., "The structure of tropical rain from
all the raincells have the same diameter. The attenuation and rain exceedences", Proceedings of
breakpoint may be interpreted as the onset of these ISAPR Sapporo, Japan, 1992, pp.877-880.
multiple cells. The two cells may cut thc beam
at any chord with equal probabilty, but thyc arc 4 Pan.Q.W.and Bryant,.G.H., "Results of 12GHz
independent random events and therefore e e may Propagation Measurements in Lae (PNG)",
expect a smaller change of slope at the breakpoint Electronics Letters, Vol.28.No.2 l,pp.2022-
in E(A) than occurs in E(R). We can 2024,October 1992.
progressively reduce the mean cell diameter at a
given rainrate in the ratio of the ACCF at that
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A PREDICTION METHOD FOR THE JOINT CUMULATIVE
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOWAVE RAIN ATTENUATION

ON SPACE DIVERSED PATHS

Ye.V. Sukhonin

Institute of Radloengineering and Electronics of RAS,
Marx avenue 18, Moscow, Russia
Tel: +7-095-5269262, Fax: +7-095-2038414

ABSTRACT

The known rain model of P.Mi- on distributions on direction
sme is generalized to develop of radciowave propagation path
the prediction method of the or path diversity(Ref.3).
Joint long-term radiowave ra- The models(Refs.1,3) are used
in attenuation cumulative di- usually for prediction of the
stributions for space divers- rain attenuation statistics
ed paths. The resuits of rad- on. single paths.However a ge-
lometrical measurements of neralized rain model can be
rain zenithal attenuation st- developed by using these mo-
atistics at k=8.2 mm are sho- dels for prediction of the jo-
wn to be in good agreement int rain attenuation statis-
with the prediction results. tics on space diversed paths

( Ref.4 ) when the additional
Keywords: Rain, Models, Mic- data on space autocorrelation
rowaves, Forecasting, Attenu- function of rainfall rate a-
ation. re not required.

This work is devoted to deve-
lopment of such generalized
physical rain model and its

1. INTRODUCTION application for prediction of
attenuation statistics on the

More than 30 rain models des- zenithal paths.
cribing its spatial and tem-
poral structure have been de-
veloped for prediction of mi-
crowave attenuation statisti- 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RAIN
cs on terrestrial and slant MODELS
paths. A lot of the models
and the methods are empirical In ( Ref.1 ) the rain zone is
because they use the rain ef- modeled as the two circular
fective path lengths obtained coaxial cylinders of differe-
from the rain attenuation me- nt diameters with height H de-
asurements at different fre- pending on rainfall rate R.
quencies.Only one model(Ref.1) The inner cylinder diameter d
has a simple physical meaning. (kin) restrictiný the rain cell
Moreover, according to (Ref.2) (shower part) with R (mm/h) is
the model ( Ref.1 ) allows to describea by the equation
predict the long-term rain at- dc=2.2(Rc/100)-0.4
tenuation statistics with hig-
her accuracy than the other The outer cylinder diameter db
models. restricting the background g
The model(Ref.1) was modified part of the rain zone is ta-
that allowed to explain the ken to be equal to 33 km.
dependence of rain attenuati- In (Ref.3) the rain zone in
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horizontal section is assumed Pz[f(R)]p[0Oz,f(R)]
to consist of the two differ-
ent geometrical figures with where Pc(R) is probality that
a common centre, a central ci- the observation point is in
rcle of diameter dc described the rain shower part with ra-
by Eq.1 and an ellipse with infall rate R, pc[ f(R) ],
the axr3 ratio a/b= 2 charac- Pbg[f(R)] and pz[ f(R) I are
terizing the rain background probabilities that the obser-
part ( 2a=46,2 km and 2b=23,1 pabilintis t e ose r-km). The rainfall rate in the vation point is respectively

9). he ainallrat inthe in the shower part, the back-background part Rbg(mm/h) is ground part ang. the zone of
described by equation rain. The value of rainfall
Rbg-10[1-exp(-O,O0fO5 Rc)] (2) rate f(R) in the rain shower
as in the model (Ref.1). part means that in the back-
Moreover, in (Ref.3) it isnr- ground part the value of rain-
oved that the elliptical ra n fall rate is equal to R. ( It
zone is oriented relatively follows from oEq.2 that f(R)=
to prevailing wind direction ln(1-PI1O) 10 mm/h).
at h height of 3 km above Since the least rainfall rate
athe sea ofvel 3i a biven is equal to R in the rain back-the sea level in a given geo- ground part then according tographycal region in such a_ _.2 the value R < 10 mm/h in
way that in average the ellip-
se major axis is pernendicul- Eq.3.

For simplicity we shall con-ar to the wind direction,* sider the model (Ref.1) when
In the case of slant paths the te clder is a hir
the models (Ref.3) is transf- the outer cylinder is a cir-

tothe models (e )isl t s- cular one. If 10<D<33 km Eq.3ormed to the two coaxial cy- is considerably simplified
linders, inner circular and Is one ran sin pih e d
outer elliptical with rain and one can obtain the joint
layer height H depending on R cumulative rainfall rate dis-
layer. h) etribution Rr (Ref.4) for di-
(Ref.1). versity distance D between

points 1 and 2 as
10P ,(R>_.r)=fpz [f (R) IF (D, db)dr=-

3. GENERALIZED RAIN MODEL ,z 2 Sb( 4 )
Let us formulate a problem. =P(Rr) 1-2arcsin(D/dbs)/Ti

Let rain be in two points di- where Prate istribution r
versed by distance D. One ne- infall rate distribution Rcredsto indtheproabiity in one point. In the case of
eds to find the probability model (Ref.3) the value dbg inpj(R) that the least rainfall m e e ,b

rate in the points is equal Eq.4 must be replaced by the
to R. The value of p,(R) de- lengths of the rain elliptical

zone axes 2a and 2b in point
pends on where the diversed diversity direction perpendi-
points are located, inside cular and parallel accor in$ly
the shower or background par- the prevailing wind direction
ts of rain or one point insi- at the height of 3 km above
de the first part and another the sea level.
point in the second one. It Therefore to calculate a long-
can be shown that the value p, -term joint cumulative rain at-
(R) is described by equation tenuation distribution for two

diversed paths one can use the
Pbg ( algorithm (Ref.1) of rain at-

pc1f(R)]p~bg+Olc f(R)]- (3) tenuation statistics calcula-
( p(tion for a single path and
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Eq.4. As in the case of sing- really inclined re~ative to
le paths (Ref.1) only the ra- the vertical by 30 . The re-
infall rate statistics in a sults of meagurements and pre-
given point is required. To diction of Pr-distributions foraccount for influence of theraccon the the single paths and the jointdiversity direction on the di- distribution for the two dive-versity gain the model (Ref.3) rsed paths are given in the
must be used with the ellipti- rsed pah are e in thecalrai bakgoun pat.Figure. One can see from the
cal rain background part. Figure that the results of pre-

diction and measurements are in
good agreement.

4. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT
AND PREDICTION RESULTS

5. REFERENCES
In June-August of 1985 the ra-
diometric measurements of the 1. Misme P and Waldteufel P 1980,
rain zenithal attenuation at A model for attenuation by pre-
wavelength X=8.2 mm were car- cipitation on microwave earth-
fned out simultaneously at -space link, Radio Science 15,
the two sites located in Niz- 3,p .655-665
hnij Novgorod and Zimenki and 2. •acchiarella 1
diversed by distance D=24 km. rat2ve analysis of some predAc-
The total measurement time tnon methods for rain atrenuati-
was equal to 25 hours. Besid- on methods In attenuati-es te rinfal rte Rwas on statistics In earth-to-spacees the rainfall rate R was links, Radio Science,20,1 ,pp.SS-
measured in the points by us- lop
ing the tipping bucket rain Ye V 1990, Predic-
gauges. The both measured R tion of millimetre wave attenu-
cumulative distributions in atlon In the atmosphere, Itogi
the two points coincided pra-
ctIcally. It means that the nauki i tekhniki, Series Ra-dio-
obtained statistics can be re- tekikaMoscow VINITI,41,pp.3-
garded as representative. On e i o w NT ,.
the basis of these R -distrl- 68 (in Russian)
butions the raln zenithal at- 4. Korotkov V A, Rukina A N and
tenuation -r distributions Sukhonin Ye V 1989, Generalizedr rain model for prediction ofwere calculated for the si radlowave attenuation statisti-
le and space diversed patins
using the suggested generali- cs on single and space divers-

,zed rain model ( Ref.4 ). For ed paths, Radloengineering and
statistics prediction the ra- Electron Physics,34,6,pp.1127-
in layer heits H. and Hz -1134
(Ref.1) and the effective ra- 5. Babkin Yu S, Chernyshev V I
in attenuation heights (Ref.5) and Sukhonin Ye V 1980, On pre-
were used. It should be noted dictin of MMW attenuation in
that the predicted values of the atmosphere on the slant
r at small probability 1ev- paths, Proc. 3-rd Allunion Sy:-

els on the basis of Ho and H. Pop ol a -- M Waves,

exceeded the measured ones by Gorkij IAP RAS,pp.273-274
2 times. Therefore the models
(Refs.1,3) are not of use for
prediction of millimetre wave
rain zenithal attenuation.
Probably this is due to the
fact that the rain region is
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THE METEOROLOGICAL FRONTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE DESIGN
AND EXPLOITATION OF RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA PATTERN

IN SATELLITE-BASED AREA SERVICES

By A. Paraboni, M. Binaghi and A. Pawlina 1, D. Brain 2, J.P.V. Poiares Baptista 3
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ABSTRACT significant reduction of the outage time due to rain
in the case of extended countries such as, e.g.,

This paper presents the result of a study aiming at Italy. This technique, made possible today thanks
assessing the main properties of the to the most recent advances in the field of the
meteorological fronts and demonstrating their reconfigurable-pattern antenna technology, will
possible utilisation in future satellite-based area require achieving from the meteorological offices a
services; as an example the attention has been continuous information on the position of the
focused on a radio system which is going to fronts and their motion.
assume great importance in the near future: the
direct TV broadcasting from satellite. It is shown
how elements collected with raingauges and 2. THE METEOROLOGICAL FRONTS
meteorological radars can be brought in the
context of a single model which provides The impact of the meteorological fronts on the
parameters of direct use both for the system design prediction of rain attenuation for the design of
and its day-by-day management. advanced telecommunication systems received

some attention some years ago in occasion of the
design of satellite based TLC systems with a

1. INTRODUCTION "common resource", i.e. systems possessing the
possibility of assisting one (or a few more) earth

The meteorological fronts are weather systems in terminal undergoing particularly severe weather
which air masses at different temperature conditions.
encounter each other during their movement
within the general atmospheric circulation; the The way in which this form of assisted condition
masses at warmer temperature are then lifted by was realised (a stearable high gain antenna, a
the colder ones and the water vapour contained in lower frequency beacon, a lengthened time window
them is cooled and transformed into rain. Along in the bit stream etc.) was relatively little important
the fronts (stripes of a few hundreds kms width and in the basic design of the system, being instead of
some thousands kms length) the rain, both of more importance the assessment of the probability
stratified and convective nature, is much more that a number of earth terminals greater than the
probable than elsewhere. available resources would request the assisted

condition.
The characteristics of the fronts are of particular
interest for the design of future satellite-based area Studies on the joint exceedance probability of rain
services like the mobile radio or the direct attenuation in multiple sites were than undertaken
broadcasting. In the present paper, after presenting using rain and beacon data [1,2,31. In figure 1 [3] a
some of the particular characteristics of the fronts, scatterplot giving the joint exceedance probability
it is shown how they can be exploited in the design of the rain intensity as a function of the distance is
of high-definition TV direct broadcasting systems represented. The probability, in ordinate, is
at 20 GHz foreseen in the next future. In particular normalised to the value it would assume in the case
the problem of the efficient use of the on-board of statistical independence.
available power is considered and it is shown how
the policy of concentrating most of the power flux
along the fronts, at expenses of the external regions
where it is likely to be less necessary, allows a
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3. THE FRONT CHARACTERISTICS
Xdm4

H 15 min/d

The most relevant parameters describing the fronts,

101 * as far as direct broadcasting systems are concerned,
"are the following:

"I , the actual fractional area of the fronts, F, i.e.

1o0 U K U the ratio between the part of the territory
0 200 400 600 WDk 10oo covered by the front(s) and the total area;

Figure 1: Scatterplot giving the joint probability to 0 the average fractional area over all the actual
exceed the indicated value of rain intensity in fractional areas in a long observation period,
couples of sites separated as in abscissas. The joint < F >; (this parameter, in the case of a
probabilities are normalised to the value of phenomenon statistically uniform in space, is
statistical independence, equal to the fractional area over a territory of

infinite extension which, in turn, is equal to
the probability Pf that a point of the region is

From figure 1 three distinct subranges of distance within a front: < F >= Pf
can be distinguished:

S0 to 100 kms: the joint probability decreases the relative raincell density within the fronts,

quickly from the initial value (single-site with respect to the average raincell density, y;

probability at 0 distance); * the front depth, sf

* 100 to 600 kms: the joint probability decreases
much slower then in the previous range; a . the front orientation, 9f;

stationary average (plateau), instead of a
decreasing slope, accompanied by a much * the front velocity, vf.
wider spread of values can be perhaps
considered a better model; All these parameters are of interest in statistical

a 600 to 1000 kms: the normalised joint sense being their knowledge necessary for the
probability tends to niso indicating a system design; some of them, moreover, are needed
probabilty towds the stity,ist independegce for the system management and must be known in
teyondey tois lithe any time for the optimisation of the reconfigurable
beyond this limit, antenna pattern.

The first subrange is typical of couples of points
within the same rainy area (as the systems of our 4. ASSESSMENT OF THE FRONT
concern here are typically low margin systems, we PARAMETERS
consider extended areas of very light rain, often of
stratified type, stretching over distances of many Figure 2 shows a synoptic meteorological map,
tens of kms). The second subrange is typical of taken by a newspaper, in which the fronts are
couples of points for which the higher joint drawn together with a dashed area indicating the
probability with respect to the statistical enhanced probability of rain in it. This map
independence value can only be explained from the confirms a data well known by the meteorologists
fact that the points are within a region in which about the fronts, namely that they are about 150-
rain is more probable than in the average. This 200 kms thick (in average). Here we will assume:
region is evidently a meteorological front. The
spread can be explained by the different orientation sf = 300 km (1)
of the line joining the two points with respect to
the preferred orientation of the fronts. In the third
subrange the statistical dependence drops gradually Figure 3 shows a cumulative distribution of theto unity so giving indication of the typical length of frontal fractions F obtained by the authors from a
part of the fronts intercepted by Italy. limited but significant set of days in Italy duringthe summer-autumn 1993 (front depth 300 kim).
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10 577. " -. k ,p(F) =-dP(F) /dF= (1- P(O)) b(O) +

+P(0)[6(F/Fmax>, -6(F/Fma)2]/Fma (3)

(probability density of F, 6(0) Dyrac function)

From these models the average fraction has been
CO •"•• •easily worked out:

<F >= Pf 0.2 (4)

... It is interesting to note that, as it has been

0 a he idemonstrated in [4], Pf must be equal to the
V• inverse of the plateau value which characterises the

Lio normalised joint probability. This property is fully
confirmed from figure 1, so indirectly proving the
correctness of the assumption sf = 300 km.

Figure 2: Standard meteorological map showing A for the aicels density, it is difficult to assess
the presence of a front covering the eastern part of rigorously the effect of "concentrating rain" in the
Italy. The dashed portion is an estimate of the rgrul h feto cnetaigri"i h
Iota e d athed pfronts, also because the lifting of warm airmasses is

not a unique prerogative of the cold masses

wedging themselves beneath the warm ones;
convective instabilities can occur spontaneously in
presence of strong temperature gradients and also
orographic effects can have an important role in

.0.00 O some countries........ p(0)ý=75%

Provided that adequate margins of power are
60.00 assumed, one can make the hypothesis that the

Sfrontal effect is maximum, with the consequence
0.0 that practically all the raincells are assumed to be

40.00 internal to the fronts (maximum frontal density

hypothesis): with this hypothesis all the raincells

20.00 " are assumed to be concentrated in an area Pf times
Fmax5S%. smaller than the total with the consequence that the

"0.002000 concentration increases of a factor

0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1/Pf (5)

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of the frontal As for the actual front, parameters, they may be
fractions of the Italian territory covered by a front. provided by the meteorological offices: it is of

extreme importance that their actual values are
estimated with great care and sufficient frequency,

From the figure it appears that almost never more as the movement and the deformation of the fronts
than 50% of the Italian territory was under a front can be relatively fast and forecasting based on too
(F. = 0.50) and that in the 75% of the long time intervals can reveal itself inadequate.

observations some front intersected the Italian
territory (P(F >0+) -P(0) =0.75). The following Of these parameters the front orientation and the
simple model was fitted on the data: translational velocity are the most important even

though the depth, the eventual curvature and

P(F) = P]O2(F/F presence of areas of possible instabilities can make
".)3"-3(F/F")2 +1] (2) more effective the choice of the antenna pattern in

a given circumstance.
(probability to exceed F in the range 0 < F < Fm)
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nature of Italy. This effect is confirmed from figure

p(v) 3, in which a coverage exceeding the 50% were
never observed.
5. THE DIRECT BROADCASTING SYSTEM

0.12

0.1 in line of principle, a satellite broadcasting system
disposing of a reconfigurable antenna pattern could
take advantage by the possibility of increasing the0.06 radiated power towards the sub-regions of the

0.04 served territory in which, owing to the rain
0.02 attenuation, the power demand is greater. In

L _practice it is not possible, however, with the
0 20 40 60 0, ,® 120 14o present state of the art in the earth surveillance, to

v [Km/h] know at any instant the exact contours of the rainy
areas; moreover, if even this were the case, it

Figure 4: Histogram of the front velocities in Italy. would be impossible to tailor the footprint exactly
along these contours owing to the obvious
restrictions existing in the present antenna

N technology and in the physical size of the on-board
0.15 antenna, which determines the spatial detail of theS........... ............ .........•".................... o t r n o t u s

footprint contours.

A more feasible approach to the problem consists
in radiating more power where rain is more likely

Wo. to occur, i.e. along the fronts, The time and space
variations of these weather systems are certainly

--005 less pronounced and within the possibility to be
tracked by the adaptive antenna contours.

... .. .The basic principle of the system consists then in
-0.15 -0.1 -o.o0 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 setting apart a certain fraction of the power

S available on board (movable fraction), with the
aim of redirect it towards the frontal region, where

Figure 5: Histogram of the front orientations in it is more likely to be exploited. Obviously the
Italy. remaining fraction of power is fixed (fixed

fraction) and devoted to assure a minimum
necessary power density level over the whole

Studies performed by means of a meteorological region, taking into account contribution of
radar located at Spino d'Adda, near Milano [5] attenuation other than rain. This level can never be
provided some statistical information on the front reduced, whichever pattern configuration is
velocities and orientations: these are reported in assumed. Only if the movable power exceeds the
figures 4 and 5. actual request, the excess can be "spent" otherwise
From figure 4 it appears that the translational (e.g. re-distributed over the served region, radiated
velocity of the fronts is characterised by a large out of the region, or spared).
spread; this means that the value of this parameter
can not at all be assumed as a fixed one when
extrapolating the position of the front in the 6. THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
interval between two consecutive updating. On the
contrary an accurate assessment must be made, In this section the expected improvement of the
especially if the updating can not be performed at system is assessed assuming two simplifying
time intervals shorter than some 5-6 hours. hypotheses:
From figure 5 it seems that the fronts tend not to be
completely aligned with the main orientation of the 0 statistically uniform region
Italian territory: this condition is the more
favourable as large fractional areas covered by a 0 maximum frontal density (no rain outside
front are so prevented owing to the elongated the fronts)
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Let us call: De-conditioning the probability with respect to the"
parameter F we finally obtain the average long

t 0[W/ m2]: reference power flux, the power term probability of non being served:

flux density necessary to cope with the quality
objectives taking into account all the <Pou(u)>=JPout(U&F)p(F)dF (9)
contributions of attenuation other than rain as f

if these were due to permanent causes (gasec'.. which can be solved utilising the probability
absorption, scintillations, etc.). This power density (3) and a cumulative probability density of
density is the one which would arrive to the attenuation significative, in average, of the territory
user if the fixed fraction of power were under study.

uniformly radiated across the territory; We assume here a simple model fitting fairly well
u " average power flux, the enhanced power the average distribution in the high probabilities

SUg prange for frequency equal to 22 GHz and average
flux which would arrive to the users if the elevation equal to about 37 degs.
whole power (movable plus fixed fractions)
were uniformly radiated across the territory; P(A) = 4A- 2 % (10)

* U, Uf, unf: average margin, frontal margin and Expression (9) is of interest not so much for the
non-frontal margin respectively (not in dB absolute value it provides, but rather for the
here); comparison it allows with the case of non-adaptive

case; this case is directly represented by Eq. (10)* F: actual fraction of the territory covered by a (aual h w xrsin a ebt
front;(naturally the two expressions -may be both

front; represented as a function of the same parameter: A

or u; here we chose A, as costumary when talking
* P(A): long term probability to exceed a given about attenuation).

rain attenuation A;
Expressions (9) and (10) are plotted in figure 6,
where also the cases of a system "clipping" the

conditioned to being within a front. power density within the fronts when it exceeds the

Let us firstly suppose that the whole power
available on board is radiated. In this case the, 1.00.
margins must obey to the relationship:

u=Fuf+(1-F)un, (6) \\""

ADV

Having assumed the maximum frontal density. F r.hypothesis, it turns out un: = I (because there is no S 0.10

need of margin out of the fronts) and then:
8 dB

uf =I+(u-1)/F (7) 1od
An user is considered "non served" whenever he
receives, while being in a front, a power flux 0,01o

density less than Uf to, i.e. when A > 101ogl0 Uf. 10.W
Rain Margin [dB]The conditional fraction of non served users

Put(u,F) is then given, on long term basis, by the Figure 6." Outage probability of users as a function

expression: of the system margin set apart for rain. The curves
on the left give the outage probability in the case

Po,,t(u, F) = FpP(101ogl0 uf) of dynamic allocation of the power density, with

F[ u-l margin "clipped" at the values indicated. The
= FP101oglo0(l+ )F (8) curve on the right gives the outage in the case of

static allocation (extra power spread uniformly
across the territory).
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indicated value, are considered (a possibility 2 Acampora A S, A shared resource TDMA
pointed out in the previous section but not approach to-increase the rain margin of 12-
deepened here for conciseness). 14 GHz satellite systems, Bell Syst. Tech. J.,

vol. 58, pp. 2097-2111, 1979.
From figure 6 two significant parameters can be
extracted: the adaptivity gain and the adaptivity 3 Fading correlation study, final report of a
advantage, with meaning similar to the research activity carried out by Fondazione
corresponding ones in use for space diversity Ugo Bordoni for ESA/ESTEC, contract n.
systems. The adaptivity gain is the difference in dB 6825/86/NL/DG, March 1988.
between the margins which would be necessary
with the two types of systems, fixing' the outage 4 Binaghi M, Capsoni C, Paraboni A, Pawlina
objective; by converse the adaptivity advantage is A, Use of a conventional meteorological
the ratio between the outage probabilities when a radar together with external sources for the
system with a given margin uses it statically or assessment of structural properties of rain
dynamically. over large scale, Proceedings International

Workshop on Multi-Parameter Radar
From figure 6 it comes out that, with a maximum Applied to Microwave Propagation, Graz
power flux density clipped at 6 dB over the no-rain (Austria), Sept. 3-6, 1991.
value, an outage of 0.15% (about 13 -hours per
year) can be reached with a rain margin of 2.5 dB 5 Pawlina A, Binaghi M, Statistical
with the dynamic system, and of 5 dB with the dependence of rain occurrence in multiple

,static system; the adaptivity gain is in this case of site case modelled with dynamical radar
2.5 dB. derived parameters, Proceedings ISAP '92

(International Symposium on Antennas and
By fixing the rain margin at 2.5 dB (the margin Propagation), Sapporo (Japan), Sept. 22-25,
due for other causes like gaseous absorption etc. is 1992.
not included here), the system, if used statically,
gives an outage probability of about 0.6% (52.5
hours). This corresponds to an adaptivity
advantage of 4 for the adaptive system.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The tendency of the ram to concentrate along the
meteorological fronts makes it possible to make an
"intelligent" use of the power available on board in
satellite-based direct broadcasting systems; this
goal can be achieved, resorting to modem antenna
technologies, by distributing the power flux density
where rain is more likely to happen, i.e. along the
fronts themselves. According to a preliminary
analysis performed in this paper, a margin gain of
2.5 dB, for outages of the order of 13 hours per
year can be obtained through this technique.
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ABSTRACT estimation of the annual and worst month
attenuation statistics [1]. Moreover, a basic

In this contribution the physical connections correlation between the atmosphere noise
between atmosphere noise temperature and temperature and microwave atmospheric ex-

optical properties were under investigation. A tinction gives us a possibility to simplify an

lidar technique was used to measure the light experimental setup and measure the sky
back scattering from different meteorological noise temperature by means of a microwave
phenomena influencing radio wave attenu- radiometer [2] instead of the signal level on
ation and phase distortion along a slant a real satellite link. There are semi-empirical
communication link. The test measurements methods linking wave attenuation with noise
were performed in parallel with the 30 GHz temperature and describing frequency de-
radiometer. The experiments as well as nu- pendencies of them for the clear atmosphere
merical modeling confirmed the expected There are also some approaches to describe
correlation between cloudiness and precipi- the relation for clouds and precipitation but
tation parameters measured by lidar and ra- in this case one has to take into account not

diometer and proved to be potentially useful only radio wave absorption in the atmos-
for monitoring of meteorological conditions phere but scattering also. As was shown [31
on satellite links, we may neglect the scattering effects for ex-

tinction calculations if the ratio scattering- to
ynoise temperature, extinction- coefficients, -K is less than 0,1Keywords: Lidar, Sky, A tmperature, and the atmospheric optical depth, -T, for

Radio wave attenuation, Atmospheric moni- the wave length is not more than 0,5. For
toring. precipitation of mean intensity and %<3,2,

cm we have K>0, 2 and t>l. Similar situation
1. INTRODucTIoN exists for some clouds and clouds with rain.

This means that we have to take into ac-
It is well known that both, radio wave at- count for the sky noise temperature single
tenuation on communication links in the and multiple scattering effects and their in-
atmosphere and signal phase distortions de- fluence on the connection between radio
pend on the combined influence of different wave attenuation and noise temperature. On
meteorological and aerological phenomena the other hand, the atmosphere may cause
along a path. That is why are trying to bring phase distortions of a radio wave beam due
the radio wave distortions into correlation to its inhomogeneous structure, phase shifts
with atmospheric conditions, since one has by drops, etc. Some of them as multi-path
to be aware of the spatial atmospheric data propagation in the atmosphere with a tem-
along the path. perature inversion may change the signal
Sometimes it is possible to avoid taking ac- level, others are modifying signal's spectral
count of the instantaneous atmospheric structure and this may limit the link band-
conditions for estimation of radio wave dis- width. But they can not be recognized by
tortions. One way is to use a statistical ap- means of sky noise temperature measure-
proach. Accumulating experimental data on ments according to their integral nature and
radio wave distortions (generally attenuation) because the spatial scattering features do not
for a long time and combining these with become apparent in atmosphere optical
meteorological data, we can create some depth measurements.
statistical model of the link or the bounds for From this point, it seemed interesting to sup
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plement the traditional technique for the - light pulse energy - 140 mJ;
study of radio wave propagation in the at- - pulse duration - 20 ns;
mosphere with a new tool that could bring - light beam divergence - 2 mrad;
us additional information on scattering
properties of the atmosphere and its spatial
structure. A lidar proved to be such a tool. - filter band width - 1,5 nm.
The physical base of electromagnetic wave The lidar's axis is roughly matched with the
absorption and scattering in the atmosphere radiometer's one. Both of them have PC-
is the same in either bands be it optical or controlled data acquisition systems and run
radio, but due to the short wave length the synchronously.
light is more sensible to scattering by small Lidar signatures or back-scattered light pro-
particles, files along the laser beam path contain the

spatial information on the atmospheric scat-
terers which may have no equivalent re-
sponse in the radiometer signal.

0-0 DEC 1993

mV

1L500

I1000w

500

0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Slant range, km

Figure 1: Temperature inversion development.
Profiling at half an hour intervals.

Fig.1 shows the development of a night tem-
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION perature inversion of the atmosphere which

was not accompanied with noise temperature
2.1 The experimental set up changes but could cause multi-path radio

wave propagation, e.g. on a LOS path.
As the basis we use long term measurements
of the sky noise temperature being per- 2.2 The inversion problem
formed along a slant communication link in
Dubna. The radiometer has the following
main parameters: An early and continuing goal of lidar re-
7 frequency - 29,6 GHz; search has been to devise an inversion
- band width - 140 MHz: method whereby profiles of optical parame-

- time constant - 1 s: ters such as attenuation and backscatter co-

- antenna angle width - 2 dg; efficient in an inhomogeneous atmosphere
- min. noise temperature - 10 K; can be quickly and accurately deduced from
- measurement periodicity - 10 s; the signature of a monostatic single-wave-

- auto-calibration periodicity - 10 s; length lidar. The main difficulties follow

- antenna zenith angle - 65 dg. from theoretical requirements of the inver-
The radiometer is placed outdoors and sion process. For a monostatic single-wave-
pointed along a satellite link. length pulsed lidar, the basic is the single-
The lidar has a Q-switched ruby laser and it's scattering lidar equation, linking the received
parameters are as follows: backscattered light signal to optical parame-
- wave length - 694,3 nm; ters of the atmosphere, i.e. extinction and

backscattering, coefficients.
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mentally. The second iterative procedure re-
( A =8 (z)( [*fo 1 covers a(z) from the usual form of Eq.1. To

2 z -2 0 (z')d (1) use it, the lidar's const. -A was measured.

where: To check the computer codes based on the
two procedures in presence of the different

Y(z) = P(z)/Po - a lidar signature; meteorological phenomena (aerosols, clouds,

P(z)- the instantaneous received light rain) the special simulating program has been

power; developed. It takes the vertical profiles of the
molecular and aerosol extinction and scatter-

P0- the transmitted power at time to; ing coefficients provided by the LOWTRAN
c- the velocity of light; model for the different visibility ranges at
8- the pulse duration; ground level, calculates these coefficients for
A- constant connected with the lidar's tech- the clouds with the different drop size distri-
nical parameters; butions at top and bottom heights, taking

z = c(t- t0 )/2 - the range; into consideration the different shapes of the
cloud liquid water content distributions, andf3('~) nd az)-are he olum bakscater calculates these coefficients for rain with

and attenuation coefficients of the atmos- dartanates at top an bott

phere.different rain rates at top and bottom

Unfortunately, analytical solutions of (1) are heights. After that this program calculates the

not well justified for many situations of in- signature Y for different distances along the

terest, e.g., under conditions of dense cloud, path.
fog, rain, etc. Even under the relatively The tests have demonstrated good agreementforiec vnune h eaiey between initial and recovered values of o- for
stable conditions prevailing in fog, significant both po dures.

local heterogeneities occur. Such microstruc- both procedures.
ture variations along the lidar beam path
could easily lead to relatively large fluctua-

tions in df/3dz and, as result to an unstable
solution.
Several observational and theoretical studies 4010
have been published that show that under a
wide range of circumstances for which par-
ticularly backscattering dominates, J0 and ca
can in fact be related approximately by a 0
power low of the form

8= b or, (2) 26'
where b=const. and k depends on the lidar
wavelength and various properties of the
scatterers. Reported values of the exponent
are generally in the interval 0, 67:< k < 1,0. _ __-

It was experimentally shown [4] that for
clouds of different type and microstructure
k=1, and b is a function of liquid water
content.
The relation in Eq.2 was used to develop two
stable inversion procedures for Eq.1. The /--
first one is based on the approach proposed
in [5] and deals with the logarithmic range-
adjusted power, defined as .2 03 ý• .f 6' a .0

S(z) = ln[z2P(z)]. The main and brilliant SZal '%')TO', kM

point of the study [6] is the offer to change
the direction of recovering and to integrate Figure 2: a- A real signature of the stratified
from the cloud to the lidar. Moreover, Eq.1 cloud (mV). b,c- The profiles of a (1/kin) re-
in terms of S(z) does not contain the con- covered by S- method (b) and iterative method
stant A, which has to be measured experi- (c) from the signature above (a).
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Figure 3: The cloudiness changes in lidar signatures.
Profiling at half an hour intervals.

Fig. 2 illustrates the results of the extinction optical parameters of the atmosphere
coefficient recovered from the real signature recovered from the lidar signatures and the
of the stratified cloud by means of the two noise temperature for - different
algorithms, meteorological conditions, the test round-

the-clock measurement cycles were
performed in Dubna last year. Besides lidar

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION and radiometer data, all available
meteorological information was collected.

To correlate sky noise temperature and Subsequent data processing had the objective

0 0

10) 0 0

0-#5�0 /2
,ili

00 8

_ 10 . I V6'

Figure 4: Time dependency of the sky noise temperature (K) - solid
line, and light extinction (1/7m) - small circles, for one
of the round-the-clock cycle. The time scale is in hours.
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to compare the parameters of the atmos- A = qK(F, T) Leff, (7)
phere taken from the two different bands.
The fust results show that a lidar running -in where the coefficient K(F,T) contains the
parallel to a radiometer allows to solve two complex water refractive index for frequency
problems. The first one is the monitoring of F and water temperature T.
the current meteorological conditions along In the case of mono-frequency measure-
a link. Analyzing the shape of lidar's signa- ments, we can not resolve the two parame-
tures, it is possible to distinguish the pres-
ence of clouds, clouds with rain, clouds with
snow, etc., and to improve models of at- to measure the backscatter coefficient of the
tenuation prediction b-p means of statistics cloud and estimate with some assumptions
for different phenomena separation. the water content independently. So, the
The second one is the measurement of mutual lidar and radiometer running is a way
cloudiness parameters. In the optical band, to measure both, the cloud's water content
the light extinction coefficient in a cloud can and its effective length.
be roughly estimated as The lidar profiling shown in Fig.3 was per-

formed during a round-the-clock cycle of
(P + 1)(p + 2 measurements. It was cloudy without rain.

- 2Ad0 6 N 12 , [1/m] (3) Cloudiness power and height were changing
in wide intervals. The corresponding values
of light extinction in the bottom layers of the

where N, [cmI is the cloud drop concen- clouds recovered from the signatures are
shown in Fig.4 together with the radiometer

tration, jt and rm, [pum] are the cloud micro record. The results demonstrate some syn-
structure parameters assuming a y-distribu- chronism in changing of sky noise tempera-
tion. Cloud water content relates to the same ture and light extinction that corresponds to
parameters the relations in Eq.5 and 7.

In our opinion the first results of mutual
q z 4 il 0"N (p + 1)(,u + 2)(p + 3)r3 measurements of the atmospheric parameters

3 P 3 ,[g/m3].(4) by means of a lidar and microwave radiome-

Combining Eq.3 with Eq.4 we can relate the ter proved to be sufficient ground for subse-
light extinction to cloud water content: quent regular investigations in the field with

an improved experimental set up and a bet-
ter developed theoretical base.

q r2 (p.t+ 3%)r5

3 /.t4. REFERENCES
Eq.5 is valid along the distance of laser pulse
penetration depth into a cloud. For stratified 1. Pozludayev V.N. 1993,,Proc. of 18th
clouds with wi= 4 and rm = 2, the water con- Meeting of OPEX, p.102.
tent is q - 2,33a.
On the other hand the cloud water content is 2. Dintelmann F., Ortgies G. 1989, A semi-
related to radio wave attenuation and sky empirical model for cloud attenuation
noise temperature. The attenuation A in the prediction, Electr. Lett., vol. 25, p.1487.
cloud is related to cloud noise temperature 3. BooK B. A., 'qepHsK M. M. 1968,

T ,by the equation TpyObt 1TO, BhrM.22, c.83.

1T - T 4. Dubinscy R.H. et al. 1985,
Am -T (6) Determination of cloud microphysical

T1 - T. properties by laser backscattering and
where T is the mean effective temperature extinction measurements, Applied optics,v.11, No.11, p.1614.
of the atmosphere and T, is the cosmic

background temperature of about 2,6 K. The 5. Klett J.D. 1981, Stable analytical inver-
attenuation is connected also with the cloud sion solution for processing lidar returns,
water content and effective length of the Applied optics, v.20, No.2, p.2 11.
cloud:
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FIRST RESULTS OF 30-GHZ RADIOMETRIC AND RAIN MEASUREMENTS IN THE
MOSCOW AREA
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Tel: +70-95-2610273, Fax: +70-95-2610273

ABSTRACT zone E, T 56.6'N, X=37.20'E, altitude 120 m
msl), 120 km north-east of Moscow. The opera-

Results of one-year 30-GHz radiometric sky tion and a first evaluation of the data is done at
noise temperature and rain rate measurements Dubna, further evaluation is carried out at Kol-
near Moscow, Russian Federation, are presented berg and Darmstadt. Measurement results for the
and discussed. The derived attenuation is com- 30-GHz noise temperature are available for the
pared with similar measurements performed in period November 1992 until October 1993. Rain
Germany. rate measurements from a tipping bucket rain

gauge have been gathered in parallel.
Keywords: atmospheric attenuation, satellite When operating outdoor measuring equipment in
links, Ka-band, rain rate, ITU-R climatic zones the Moscow-area, the particular climatic condi-

tions have to be taken into account. The frost
period with temperatures down to -35' C gener-

1. INTRODUCTION ally begins in October and ends in April, while
heavy rain storms with intensities up to about

Taking into account the fast growth of the need 150 mm/h occur during the summer months.
for communication and information in Russia, To monitor the course of the experiment and to
there will be a corresponding growth for com- transfer the data to Germany, we use a VSAT
munication links. Geostationary satellite systems link from Dubna to Kolberg once a day. This link
are a powerful means to achieve this goal within serves also for the exchange of information be-
a short time period at relatively low costs. In tween both sites.
order to make best use of new frequency ranges,
propagation measurements are inevitable tools
for adequate system planning. 2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Although Russia has a long tradition in satellite
propagation research, it only slowly followed the 2.1 Radiometer measurements
recent tendency towards the use of higher fre-
quencies, e.g., the 20/30 GHz bands. In order to The equipment consists of a total power radiome-
speed up, NIIR Moscow, and the Research Cen- ter in connection with temperature and humidity
tre of German Telekom have embarked on a sensors. A 60-cm parabolic antenna with a half
long-term co-operation in the field of satellite power beam width of 1.2' is pointed under an
communications with a propagation experiment elevation angle of 25' in direction south west.
which began 1992. The main objectives are in- This pointing is a compromise between the angle
vestigations in radio wave propagation and under which a potential geostationary satellite
measurements of meteorological parameters at would appear and the attainable accuracy of the
the International Experimental Centre for Satel- measurements, i.e. the unavoidable noise radia-
lite Communication of the Radio Research and tion picked up from the environment. An antenna
Development Institute (NIIR) in Russia. In efficiency factor, varying between h = 0.93 in
autumn 1992, we relocated a 30-GHz-Radiome- winter and h = 0.95 during the rest of the year, is
ter from Germany to Dubna (ITU-R climatic used to correct this additional pick-up.
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The radiometer has an integration time of 10 s, The calculated atmospheric attenuation is con-
the resolution is 1 K Calibration of the receiver sidered valid in a range from 0 up to about
gain is done every 5 minutes by switching the in- 12 dB. The cumulative distributions of attenu-
put of the RF unit to a reference load kept at ation for 12 months are shown in Fig. 1. A re-
constant temperature. During this cycle, ambient markable difference between a group of months
temperature and humidity are gathered in addi- with a high range (May to September) and an-
tion. Over-all calibrationw are done by the tip other one with a low range of attenuations
curve procedure, carried out regularly under (October to April) can be recognised. This cor-
clear-sky conditions. The output signal is a volt- responds to the rain intensities, shown in Fig. 2,
age proportional to both, the sky noise tempera- from May to October. In this period, rain
ture and the noise figure of the receiver. The measurements have been carried out. Some minor
complete data acquisition and the control func- events took place also in April, as can be seen in
tions for the device are done by a PC, an addi- the attenuation statistics. Fig. 3 shows the cumu-
tional strip chart recorder for the analogue output lative distributions of attenuation for the average
is used as a back-up medium. year, the worst month and for the two periods of
An accurate time synchronisation of the equip- the year as mentioned above.
ment is realised with the aid of a radio-clock, re-
ceiving the DCF-77 standard time transmissions
at least once a day. 4. EVALUATION OF RESULTS

2.2 Rain-rate measurements The variation of attenuation during the measure-
ment period is very strong as can be seen in

The measurement of rain intensity can only be Fig. 3. To compare this results with the 30-GHz
carried out in the frost-free period. The equip- radiometric attenuation measured at an elevation
ment used regularly at Dubna consists of a tip- angle of 30' at Kolberg (south-east of Berlin,
ping bucket rain gauge with an operating range Germany), we have calculated the adequate
from about 2.5 mm/h up to 150 mm/h. Rai m- attenuation for Dubna. The elevation conversion
tensities are recorded by means of a computer factor for this operation is 0.843. Table 1 lists

some representative values for the average year
and the worst month.

3. RESULTS FROM ONE-YEAR MEAS- % average year worst month
UREMENTS _ Dubna _ear . worst month

Dubna Kolberg Dubna Kolberg

The key result from our radiometer measurement 10 1.6 dB 1.0 dB 2.0 dB 1.5 dB
is primarily the sky noise temperature. The corre- 5 2.8 dB 1.5 dB 3.0 dB 2.2 dB
sponding attenuation is calculated with the help 1 3.5 dB 3.1 dB 6.5 dB 5.7 dB
of the radiometric equation (Ref. 1) 0.5 5.0 dB 4.2 dB 9.5 dB 8.2 dB

A = 10log Tm-T (1) Table 1: Attenuation statistics for the average
T - TAY year and the worst month for Dubna and Kolberg

(elevation angle: 30')
The medium temperature Tm is obtained from
T= a-TO+ (1-a). TO. e (T•'-r) , (2) Although the average attenuation does not exceed

0 0 3.5 dB for 1% of the time, we have for the same

percentage of time an attenuation of about 6.5 dB
(Ref. 2) with: for the worst month. For 0.5% of the time, these
To - ambient temperature values are 5 dB and 9.5 dB, respectively.
Tsky - noise temperature received Comparing these results with attenuation statis-
TC = 2.7 K (cosmic background radiation) tics obtained from similar measurements carried
a = 0.91643 " for 30 GHz. out at Kolberg (Fig. 4), we found constantly
b = 0.038293 ) higher attenuations at Dubna than at Kolberg for
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the same time percentages. With respect to the these first results can be regarded only as pre-
ITU-R rain climatic zones E and H (Ref. 3), one liminary. Nevertheless, we do believe that some
would expect the opposite behaviour. That is the of the trends observed are real. Therefore, we
reason, why we compared also the rain statistics continue and will expand our experiment in order
measured at both locations (Fig. 5). We evalu- to produce results with better statistical signifi-
ated the concurrent cumulative rain distribution cance.
and a long-term average (1984-1990) for Kol-
berg. For the purpose of comparison, the cumu-
lative distributions describing rain zones E and H 6. REFERENCES
are added. The long-term average year distribu-
tion and also the distribution for the considered 1. Brussard, G. 1985, Radiometry, a useful
period show for Kolberg distinctly lower values prediction tool? PhD Thesis, Univ.
than one would predict from ITU-R rain zone Catholique de Louvain, ESA SP-1071
data. The reason may be the very close location
of Kolberg to the border between zones H and E. 2. Zhang, G.F., Li, H.J. 1985, An analyti-

cal model for effective medium tempera-
5. CONCLUSIONS ture and its application, Proc. of ISAP

Japan 1985, pp. 293-296

There is no doubt that for the prediction of 3. ITU-R, Recommendation 837, Geneva
propagation characteristics, a measuring period 1992, Characteristics of precipitation for
of at least several years is necessary to describe propagation modelling
the underlying meteorological effects. Hence,
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of attenuation at Dubna, November 1992 to October 1993
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MILLIMETER AND CENTIMETER WAVE ATTENUATION

VARIATIONS DUE TO CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE

G.AAndreyev', V.M.Plechkov, and O.LStankevich'

1 - Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
11 Mokhovaya ot., GSP-3, Moscow 103907 Russia
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ABSTRACT atmosphere thickness - by down-tending
thermal radiation.

For the prompt diagnostics of integral
attenuation variations t5 r in [dB] of clouded The aims of the paper were the following
atmosphere thickness it is appropriate to
estimate 8T, on the basis of radiobrightness - to reveal theoretical dependence between

temperatre variations relatively to the minimal radiobrightness temperature variations and

value T. It was derived the analytical integral attenuation of a layered-inhomogeneous
thickness of cloudy atmosphere;
- to carry out the experimental testing of the

the appropriate calculations carried out. As methodics of prompt diagnostics of integral
follows from theoretical evaluations, the attenuation variations by the variations of
variations of (radio) brightness temperature at clouded atmosphere brightness temperature;
wavelength 810'3 m are more intensive than the - accumulating of experimental data concerning
variations at 13.5-103 m . The data of the the depth of random modulation, and
simulteneous measurements of brightness coefficients of auto- and mutual correlation of
temperature at wavelenghts of 810-3 m and radiobnightness temperatures at two wave-
13.510-3 m are presented, under conditions of lengths.
bulky cumulus cloudiness (Cu-cong).

Using the solution of transition equation
radiation in cloudy atmosphere (Ref. 2). the

Keywords: Diagnostics, variations, radio- expression of brightness temperature variations
brightness temperature, MM-Wave integral 57', can be presented as follows:

attenuation, cloudy atmosphere

STB(, )= T{1- exp(-5a•(w o).
0ITRODUCTION

* exp(-a_ (;L,G)), (1)

Changes of cloud water contents of bulky con- where T =
vective and cumulus-nimbi clouds cause the
integral attenuation variations, that leads to the
essential variations of antenna temperature in a (Z)T(Z) exp(- secj (z)dz')dz /
radiometric systems and fading in Earth-space o o
satellite communication systems (Re1-4). This oU(Z) exp(- See 81 a(Z)dZ')dZ. (2)
fading can be reduced with the usage of 0 (
adaptive receiving, but however it requires the
expeditious data concerning the depth of 8a,.- integral attenuation variations of cloudy
random modulation, and correlation interval of
radiobrightness temperature variations. There is atmosphere, ,_ - minimal integral
good reason to obtain promptly this data from attenuation at moisture Q_ and water W,
the radiophysical method of remote probing of contents corresponding to the
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Figure 1. The dependence of radiobrightness temperature variations
6Ts and corresponding integral attenuation variations 6 F,
and water contents variations JV

minimal values of brightness temperature. For ST g= 9...206K, and at wavelength 13.510i3m
the variations of absorbtion 6F, in dB one can 6Ts= 3.5... 176K. This corresponds to the
derive the following expression: following attenuation variations: &'rF=

0.19...19 dB and 6 F= 0.07...7 dB.
&-w = 4.341n( [dB].(3) The measurements of variations were 'arried

S6T~e-a-
0  )[) out in summer and winter in Crimea at Caradag

at a height approximately 50 above sea level.

Fig.1 shows theoretical dependences of radio- Fig.2 shows the simultaneus recordings of

brightness temperature variations 67T. versus radiobrighiness temperatures of clouded
atmosphere at wavelengths 810 3 m andtlhe integral attenuation variations 13.5 10"1m, correspondingly, at the zenith angles

8rF, = K,' ,W corresponding to the water E = 600 and 620 in summer when it was the
contents variations 6•W under the following movement of bulky cumulus clouds (Cu Cong).
conditions: T=282K, E=600, The terrestrial temperature T = 294K. At the
Ge = Uz sec 8 = 2oxz=0.315 for L=8 103 temporal intervals about 60 and 110 min the
m (curves 1, 2), and a_=0.26 for radiobrightness temperature at wavelength
1,=13.5 10"3m (curves 3, 4). 8.10 3m exceeded 170K - i.e. the upper
As follows from theoretical estimations and data boundary of recording range acchieved at
of Fig.1, at the change of cloud water contents wavelength 13.5.10-3m. Attenuation r are
from 0.08 to 8 , the average temperature of presented in dB at the second ordinate axis for
atmosphere thickness T =282KY average cloud wavelength 810 3m at T= 282K. The scale of
temperature T. =273K and zenith angle r' along the ordinate axis for wavelength
e=600, the variations of radiobrightness 13.5 10-m is practically the same due to
tc-,n14s,",- at w, l... t .91,,, can result negligible difference between T3. andT .At
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Figure 2. The recordings offluctuated signals at the radiometers outpit
under conditions of bulky cwnulus cloudiness (Cu-conq).
The upper curve corresponds to X =8 103m, e = 600.
The lower curve corresponds to E)=3.5 104m, = 620.

the time about 24 rmin in Fig.2 for the SJl'r= 0.4dB. It follows from theoretical
experimentaf variation ST = T3 - 7 =140K estimations and the curves in Fig.1 that these
- 80K = 60K at wavelength 810-3m the radiobrightness temperature variations arevariation of absorbtion SrF= 2.9dB - 1.4dB = corresponded to cloud attenuation variations
1.5dB, and at wavelength 13.5-10"3m is with the average temperature a little bit more
correspondingly, ST'8= 88K - 68K = 20K, and than 10'C. At the time about 60 mrin the
recording of radiobrightness temperature at -interval of 10 min. As follows from correlationwavelength 8 10'3m was carried out with analysis, the correlation interval r, accountslimitation, and at wavelength 13.5 10",m without for 2.3 rain at wavelength 8-10-3 m. The averageit. At wavelength 13.5-10 3m the temperature temperature within the 110 'min temporal
variations account for 6Ts= 158K - 68K interval was T = 121K at wavelength 8,10"3m,
90K, and corresponded attenuation variations the r.m.s. value is crr = 26.6K, andare 8or,=3.6dB -. 1.13 dB = 2.47dB, water experimental variational factor
contents is 6W =3.65 kg/m 2. For wavelength "17. = ao! < T > =0.21.
t=8 10-'m one can find that oT• 2.47 3.5 The appropriate values at wavelength

8.64dB, that corresponds to ST 3 = 175K. Fig.3 13.510-m are the following: <T> 31K.
shows the autocorrelation cofflicient- of r--- 7K. 7.= 0.08.
stationarized variations at wavelength =8,103
m (presented in Fig.2). The process of Therefore, the variations at wavelenglt 8 10--mstationarization consisted of sur",ge elimination are 2.5 times more intensive than at wavelengthwithin the temporal intervals of 60 and 110 min. of 13.5 103m, and this coincides well with
and qmnoothing by Hamirang with averaging tme theoretical estimations.
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Figue 3. The audocorrelation coefflicient of the stationarized
variations irom Figure 2.

CONCLUSION variations of a water contents: 8, is up to
3.65 kg/n 2 at the values of moisture and
minimal water contents: Q =20.6 kg/m2 and W_

The following main results were obtained: - 1.1 kg/n 2. correspondingly.

- the dependence between radiobrightness
temperature variations and integral absorbtion of REFERENCES
conventional atmosphere thickness was derived-
- the found dependences made the basis for the
methodics of experimental determination of 1. G.A.Andreyev, V.A.Golunov, V.A.Ti-
integral attenuation of atmosphere thickness by mofeev, In: Proc.7th Colloq. Microw-
the relative and absolute measurements of its ave Commun.. (6 - 10 Nov.1982,
own radiobrightness temperatures; Budapest, Hungary).
- the synchronous measurements at wavelengths 2. G.A.Andrcyev, O.K.Stankevich, In:
8.10- m and 13.5103 m of radiobrightness Proc: JSEMC (8-10 Sept.1989, Nagoya
temperature variations with the usage of derived Japan), pp. 220.
relationships proved the possibility of an instant 3. G.A. Andreyev, V.M. Plechkov,
evaluation of integral attenuation in cloudy O.K.Stankevich, In:Proc. 3rd All-Union
weather, and determination of moisture and School on MiMW and Sub MMW
water contents. For example, at variations of Atmosph. Propagat. (Khar'kov, 1989),
ST= 10...175K at wavelength 810"3 m and p.159 (in Russian).
6T= 5...90K at* wavelength 13.510-3 m the 4. G.A. Andreyev, V.M. Plechkov,
attenuation variations account for &',= O.K.Stankevich,In:Proc.16th All-Union

0.2...8,64 dB and 0fv= 0.1...2.5 dB, Conf on Radiowave Propag.
accordigly, that corresponds to the following (Khar'kov, 1990), p. 13 (in Russian).
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STATISTICS OF CLEAR-AIR ATTENUATION, PRECIPITABLE WATER AND CLOUD LIQUID

Gerd Ortgies

Forschungs- und Technologiezentrum der Deutschen Bundespost Telekom, D-64276 Darmstadt, Germany
TeI:+49-6151-833848, Fax:+49-6151-834031, E-mail: fz233a@vmxa.fz.telekom.de

ABSTRACT 2. SEPARATION OF ATTENUATION CAUSES

In this contribution it will be shown that a multi- Radiometrically determined brightness tempera-
frequency radiometer is a powerful tool to continu- tures, T,, can be converted to attenuation, A, using
ously monitor the cloud liquid and water vapour the "radiometer equation"
content of the atmosphere. Statistics of attenuation
caused by these quantities including their seasonal
and diurnal variations will be presented based on a -T
data set of two years. AT= log1T- T (1)

Keywords: Attenuation, Clouds, Water Vapour,
Rain, Radiometer, Satellite Communications

with T. and T. being the effective medium and the
cosmic background temperatures, respectively. The
total attenuation measured during clear-sky condi-

1. INTRODUCTION tions on an earth-satellite path is the sum of contri-
butions from, e.g., liquid water in clouds, from

While clear-air attenuation can be neglected for water vapour and from oxygen, i.e.
most applications in satellite communications at
lower frequencies, this is no longer the case when
moving to higher frequency bands. Clear-air at- A(f) =a(f)L +b(f)V +c(f) (2)
tenuation is mainly due to water vapour and oxygen
absorption and occasionally also to clouds. At-
tenuation caused by these tropospheric constituents where L describes the columnar liquid water con-
prevails for large fractions of time. Statistics for the tent and V the columnar water vapour content. The
larger time percentages are of particular interest to coefficients a, b and c are frequency dependent,
the planning of low-margin systems. with C being the oxygen attenuation. Values for

these parameters can be calculated, e.g., from rela-
Besides its impact on satellite communications, tions given in 1TU-R recommendations (Ref. 4).
liquid water and water vapour are important com- From radiometer measurements carried out si-
ponents for many meteorological processes in the multaneously at two different frequencies, prefer-
atmosphere. Unfortunately, there is a lack of in- ably with one of which being more sensitive to
formation on quantities like cloud liquid and its water vapour attenuation, while attenuation at the
temporal and spatial variability. In the past, it was other should be dominated by liquid water, a set of
shown that the liquid water content in clouds as two linear equations based on Eq. 2 can be formu-
well as the ubiquitous water vapour can be deter- lated and solved for L and V.
mined from radiometer measurements carried out
simultaneously at two different frequencies at least A three-frequency radiometer has been operated at
(Refs. 1-3). However, statistics are only available for Darmstadt, Germany, since summer 1991. At-
short time periods. tenuation contributions caused by cloud liquid and

water vapour have been separated on the basis of 1-
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min mean values from the brightness temperatures dependence was found, showing maximum values
measured at 21.3 and 31.7 GHz. In addition, a third in summer and minimum values in winter. This
frequency (23.6 GHz) is available at the radiometer, behaviour could be expected, since, caused by
which has been used independently to judge the higher ambient temperatures in summer, more
reliability from a comparison of results from dif- water is evaporated into the atmosphere than in
ferent frequency pairs. Data have been evaluated winter. For fixed exceedance levels, attenuations
separately for clear-sky periods and for periods with vary by a factor of about two in the course of a year.
rain present on the propagation path. To distinguish Apparently, the annual pattern does not change
between these periods, it was assumed that the onset significantly from year to year. The results were
of a rain event did not occur earlier than 20 minutes compared with a similar evaluation for the same
prior to the recording of the first rain drop on period but including time intervals with rain as
ground by a fast'response rain gauge. Similarly, it well. No significant difference was found, neither
was assumed that the rain event did not last longer for the magnitude of attenuations nor for their
than 20 minutes after the last rain drop was re- seasonal distributions.
corded.

For cloud attenuation during clear-air periods, the
An example of time series data of liquid water and seasonal dependence is not that distinct as for water
water vapour attenuations at 31.7 GHz is presented vapour attenuation. For monthly exceedance prob-
in Fig. 1 for a period of one day. It should be noted abilities of 0.1 and 1% of the time, a tendency to-
that Eq. 2 is strictly valid only for clear-air periods. wards higher values was found for October to Janu-
Nevertheless, it could be proved that the solutions of ary, while lower cloud attenuations were found in
Eq. 2 are also meaningful during light rain. In this spring and early summer. This behaviour can be
case, liquid water attenuation is caused by a mixture explained by more frequent cloud coverage occur-
of rain drops and cloud droplets. For strong rain, ring in late autumn and winter. For low exceedance
the solutions for V are getting instable. Therefore, probabilities, however, this trend is not well
for these periods, V was estimated by interpolating marked. Very high values were found in this case in
between stable solutions and L was recalculated summer, reflecting heavy clouds just before the
afterwards. occurrence of thunderstorms.

A similar analysis for the total measuring period
including rain showers showed similar results. In

3. STATISTICAL RESULTS this case, the liquid water attenuation is caused by a
mixture of rain and clouds. As a consequence,

Data were analysed for a period of 24 consecutive attenuations are significantly higher for the same
months starting with September 1991. For clear-sky exceedance levels as compared to the clear-air
conditions, cumulative statistics are shown in Figs. period.
2 and 3 for water vapour and cloud attenuation at
21.3 and 31.7 GHz, respectively. Attenuations In addition to the seasonal dependence of attenu-
measured on a 300 elevated path were transformed ation components, their diurnal distribution was
to zenith attenuation. The solid lines represent two investigated as well To this end, statistics for eight
periods of 12 consecutive months, respectively. For three-hour time intervals per day were derived.
exceedance probabilities down to 0.01%, nearly no Such statistics based on calendar months showed no
year-to-year variability can be observed for water uniform distributions neither for cloud nor for water
vapour attenuation. For cloud attenuation at 31.7 vapour attenuation. Therefore, the diurnal
GHz, annual cumulative statistics vary only by distribution was calculated for the complete 24-
about 0.07 dB. For comparison, results of an earlier months period as a whole. Statistics were derived
study (Ref. 2) are included as well, which were separately for clear-air periods, for pure rain time
derived from simultaneous measurements with intervals and for the total measuring period.
radiometers at 20 and 30 GHz at the same site for Examples of results are presented for liquid water
the period from July 1988 to June 1989. These data and for water vapour attenuation in Figs. 5 and 6
are in good agreement with the present results. for the clear-air case.

The seasonal variation of water vapour attenuation Water vapour attenuation (Fig. 5) exhibits no pro-
during clear-air intervals at 21.3 GHz is depicted in nounced diurnal pattern. Instead, the data appear to
Fig. 4 for three exceedance probability levels for a be independent of the time of the day. As stated
period of two years. A strong seasonal attenuation earlier, no significant differences could be observed
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between clear-air and rain periods being the basis 5. REFERENCES
for the statistics. For liquid water attenuation (Fig.
6), the situation is different. For clear-air periods, 1. Guiraud, F 0 et al. 1979, A dual-channel mi-
again, no diurnal pattern was found for exceedance crowave radiometer for measurement of
levels greater than about 1% of the time. For lower precipitable water and liquid, IEEE Transac-
exceedance probabilities, however, a trend towards tions on Geoscience Electronics, GE-17,4, pp.
higher values was observed for the afternoon and 129-136
the early evening. Considering only periods with
rain, this trend gets more pronounced which is in 2. Ortgies, G 1990, Statistics of clear-air at-
agreement with results of an analysis of rain data tenuation on satellite links at 20 and 30 GHz,
over a period of eight years. (Ref. 5). Electronics Letters 26,6, pp. 358-360

3. Fionda, E et al. 1991 Attenuation statistics at
20.6, 31.65 and 52.85 GHz derived from

4. CONCLUSION emission measurements by ground-based
microwave radiometers, lEE Proceedings-H,

It could be shown that a multi-frequency radiometer 138,1, pp. 46-50
is a powerful tool to continuously monitor the liquid
water and water vapour attenuations on earth- 4. ITU-R Rec. 676-1 1992, Attenuation by at-
satellite paths. Statistics for these quantities mospheric gases in the frequency range 1-350
including their seasonal and diurnal variations were GHz.
presented for a period of 24 consecutive months
showing a sinusoidal annual distribution of water 5. Ortgies, G 1994, Rain rate and its temporal
vapour attenuation with maximum values in sum- variability measured for a period of eight years
mer. No diurnal uiattern was found for water vapour at Darmstadt, this issue
attenuation, while for liquid water attenuation, a
tendency towards higher values in the afternoon can
be observed for low exceedance probabilities. Its
seasonal distribution exhibits lower values for
spring and early summer than for late autumn and
winter.
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CONCURRENT OCCURRENCES OF DEEP FADINGS DUE TO HYDROMETEORS

AND HEAVY RAIN INTENSITIES ON A 15 km PATH AT 15 GHz

V, Kvi~era

TESTCOM, Hvo•d'anski 3, 148 00 Praha 4, Czech Republic
Tel: + 42 2 7992 225, Fax: + 42 2 7992 318

ABSTRACT
Table I Maxima of both rain intensity

The experimental research of electromagnetic wave and fading due to hydrometeors

propagation was performed on a 15 k for the worst month 1988

line-of-sight path at 15 GHz with H polarization. 1988 - WM A. R(5),,ý
Rain intensities were measured by a syphon value > 36 dB 129 mm/h
raingauge. Experimentally obtained time date Aug 12 Jul 24
distributions of fadings due to hydrometeors as time 17.08 21.05
well as rain intensities for the worst month of the duration 2.8' 5'
individual years are analysed. concurrent

R(5), A 0 mm/h 0 dB

Keywords: Attenuation due to hydrometeors, rain
intensity

Table 2 Maxima of both rain intensity
and fading due to hydrometeors
for the worst month 1989

1. INTRODUCTION 1989- WM ___x R(5)m..

For 5 consequent years (1988-1992), the PTT value > 37 dB 185 mm/h

Research Ijistitute Prague (now TESTCOM) date Jul 18 Jul 26

performed experimental research of time 13.22 16.10

electromagnetic wave propagation on a duration 0.2' 5'

line-of-sight path, 15.3 km long, at the frequency concurrent
14 920 MHz with H polarization. Off-set antennas R(5), A 0 mmr/h 16 dB
of o 50 cm were used. Rain intensities were
measured by a syphon raingauge placed at one end
of the path. Table 3 Maxima of both rain intensity

and fading due to hydrometeors
for the worst month 1990

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 1990 - WM A. R(5)max

Both maximum fading due to hydrometeors and value > 37 dB 69 rnm/h
maximum average 5-minute rain intensity for the date May 16 Aug 15
worst month, their date and time of occurrence, time 19.37 14.10
duration, concurrent rain intensity and fading for duration 0.5' 5'
individual years are presented in Tables i to 5. concurrent

R(5), A 0 mm/h 12 dB
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(i.e. for A > 6 dB) was composed of fadings in From records of rain intensities it follows that rain
August and June. occurred on May 16 from 19.25 to 19.35 with

maximum rain intensity of 5 mm/h at 19.30.

1989 The worst month for rain intensities was derived
from August for intensities from 23 to 69 mm/h,

In 1989, the worst month for fadings due to from May for intensity of 21 mm/h, and from June
hydrometeors was derived from July for fadings in the range 3 to 15 mm/h.
greater than 15 dB as well as from 1 to 7 dB, and
from May for fadings in the range 8 to 14 dB. Although fadings due to hydrometeors greater than

29 dB for the worst month were composed of event
In July, fadings greater than 15 dB were composed on May 16, the heavy rain intensities for the worst
of two fade events: month were composed of events on August 15,
1) on July 18 from 13.21 to 13.25; fading greater May 9, June 8, 21 and 28.

than 37 dB occurred at 13.22,
2) on July 26 from 15.54 to 16.10; fading up to The time distribution of rain intensities for the

36 dB occurred at 16.05. worst month and for percentages of time smaller
than 0.6% (i.e. for R(5) > 3 mm/h) was composed

From records of rain intensities it follows: of rain intensities during August, May and June
1) on July 18 rain occurred from 13.25 to 13.35 while the time distribution of fadings due to-

with rain intensity of I mm/h, hydrometeors for the worst month and for the same
2) on July 26 rain occurred from 15.45 to 16.50 percentages of time (i.e. for A > 4 dB) was

with maximum rain intensity of 185 mm/h at composed of fadings in May and June.
16.10.

The worst month for rain intensities was derived 1991
from July for intensities from 3 to 185 mm/h, and
from September for intensity of 1 mm/h. In 1991, the worst month for fadings due to

hydrometeors was derived from August for fadings
Although fadings due to hydrometeors greater than greater than 32 dB as well as from 1 to 5 dB, and
15 dB for the worst month were composed of from July for fadings in the range 6 to 31 dB.
events on July 18 and 26, the heavy rain intensities
for the worst month were composed of events on In August, fadings greater than 32 dB were
July 26. composed of one fade event on August 1 from

17.40 to 17.57; fading greater than 39 dB occurred
The time distribution of rain intensities for the from 17.42 to 17.52.
worst month and for percentages of time smaller
than 0.64% (i.e. for R(5) > 3 mm/h ) was From records of rain intensities it follows that rain
composed of rain intensities only during July while occurred on August 1 from 17.30 to 18.50 with
the time distribution of fadings due - to maximum rain intensity of 19 mm/h at 17.50,
hydrometeors for the worst month and for the same
percentages of time (i.e. for A > 4 dB) was The worst month for rain intensities was derived
composed of fadings in July and May. from July for intensities from 11 to 55 mm/h, and

from June for intensities up to 9 mm/h.

1990 Although fadings due to hydrometeors greater than
32 dB for the worst month were composed of event

In 1990, the worst month for fadings due to on August 1, the heavy rain intensities for the
hydrometeors was derived from May for fadings worst month were composed of events on July 13.
greater than 29 dB, and from June for fadings in
the range 5 to 28 dB. The time distribution of rain intensities for the

worst month and for percentages of time smaller
In May, fadings greater than 29 dB were composed than 1% (i.e. for R(5) > 3 mm/h) was composed of
of one fade event on May 16 from 19.37 to 19.39; rain intensities during June and July while the
fading greater than 37 dB occurred at 19.37. time distribution of fadings due to hydrometeors

for the worst month and for the same percentages
of time (i.e. for A > 4 dB) was composed of fadings
in August and July.
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Table4 Maxima of both rain intensity p2e

and fading due to hydrometeors IN/hi
for the worst month 1991

1991 -WM A. R(5%

value >39dB 55 mm/h
date AugI Jul., 13
time 17.42 8.55 5I

duration 9.7' 5'

concurrent
R(5), A 20 mm/h 5 dB ._______________________________ .9691 9.961 091l 9.11

xof tim )

Table 5 Maxima of both rain intensity Fig. 2 The measured time distributions of average

and fading due to hydrometeors 5-minute rain intensities for the worst

for the worst month 1992 month of the individual years

1992 - WM Am R(5).,,

value > 37 dB 61 mmi/h 1988
date Jun 6 Aug 10
time 10.36 18.35 In 1988, the worst month for Wdings due to

10.48 hydrometeors was derived from August for fadings
duration 6.6' 5' greater than 20 dB as well as from 8 to 14 dB, and

concurrent from June for fadings in the range 16 to 18 dB.

R(5), A 0 mm/h 25 dB In .August, fadings greater than 20 dB were
composed of two fade events:

1) on August 12 from 17.07 to 17.13; fading
The measured time distributions of fadings due to greater than 36 dB occurred at 17.08,
hydrometeors for the worst month during the warm 2) on August 16 from 17.25 to 17.27; fading up to
period (from April to October) of the individual 21 dB occurred at 17.26.
years are drawn in Fig. 1.

From records of rain intensities it follows:

i 0 1 1) on August 12 rain occurred from 14.20 to 14.50
with maximum -rain intensity of 31 mm/h at

29 ______ ]14.35,
2) on August 16 rain occurred from 17.05 to 17.35

with maximum rain intensity of 25 mm/h at
17.10.

__ _ __ _ _ _The worst month for rain intensities was derived
from July for intensities from 5 to 129 mm/h, and. from June for intensities in the range 1 to 3 mm/h.

X of tim --)
Although fadings due to hydrometeors greater than

Fig. 1 The measured time distributions offadings 20 dB for the worst month were composed of
due to hydrometeors for the worst month events on August 12 and 16, the heavy rain
of the individualyears intensities for the worst month were composed of

events on July 24 (for the same probabilities).
The measured time distributions of average
5-minute rain intensities for the worst month of The time distribution of rain intensities for the
observation from April to October of the individual worst month and for percentages of time smaller
years are shown in Fig. 2. than 0.48% (i.e. for R(5) > 5 mm/h) was composed

of rain intensities during July while the time
distribution of fadings due to hydrometeors for the
worst month and for the same percentages of time
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1992 about the middle of the path (Krad'ovi pri Senci),
in the same climatic zone.

In 1992, the worst month for fadings due to
hydrometeors was derived from June for fadings The gained time distributions of 5-minute rain
greater than 37 dB as well as from 12 to 21 dB, intensities for an average year as well as for an
and from August for Ridings from 22 to 36 dB as average vworst month are drawn jointly in Fig. 3
well as up to 11 dB. (marked 2 and 3). There are also the time

distributions of 5-minute rain intensities for an
In June, fadings greater than 37 dB were composed average year and for an average worst month for
of two fade events 'on June 6 from 10.36 to 10.41 the same period 1988 - 1992 gained by the
and from 10.48 to 10.50. processing of 5-year measurements of rain

intensities in PTT Prague ( marked 1).
In August, fadings from 22 to 36 dB were
composed of two fade events: A .SI I. . . . .i i : i:: , i : : : i ::: i
1) on August 4 from 3.24 to 3.29; fading up to NOt

36 dB occurred at 3.26, Rl5) 1 -- - awraso t :nth
2) on August 10 from 18.11 to 18.53; fading up to -77 -- t - TIP ?

b ..atislava fiipet
36 dB occurred at 18.51. :13 -al•ov • ppi s..

From records of rain intensities it follows: -
1) on June 6 rain occurred from 10.50 to 12.45 X:: : - , . .

with maximum rain intensity of 25 mm/h at
11.30,

2) on August 4 rain occurred from 3.20 to 7.45 :
with maximum rain intensity of 31 mm/h at 0.e L.I 9.1 '0 tiae
3.25,

3) on August 10 rain occurred from 16.40 to 19.10 Fig. 3 Time distributions of rain intensities
with maximum rain intensity of 61 mm/h at
18.35.

Differences reach up to 18 mm/h between the time
The worst month for rain intensities was derived distributions gained in the same climatic zone in
from August for intensities from 7 to 61 mm/h and the south of Slovakia (station 2 and 3). Rain
from June for intensities in the range 3 to 5 mm/h. intensities in the PTT station (station 1) were much

greater than rain rates in the Slovakia.
Although fadings due to hydrometeors greater than
37 dB for the worst month were composed of
events on June 6, the heavy rain intensities for the 3. CONCLUSION
worst month were composed of events on
August 10. It was found that during rain events, the maximum

fade and maximum rain rate were not strictly
Both the time distribution of rain intensities and concurrent, i.e. coincident in time. This fact may
the time distribution of fadings due to be explained by the small rain cell diameters for
hydrometeors for the worst month and for the high rain rates. The great year variability of the
percentages of time smaller than 0.75% (i.e. for time distributions of rain intensities as well as rain
R(5) > 3 mm/h and A > 4 dB) was composed of attenuations was shown. The climatic dependence
August and June. of the time distributions of rain intensities is

evident. Our results support the necessity of the

The PTT Research Institute Prague performed the long-term experimental investigations of both
investigation of fadings due to hydrometeors on a Radings and rain rates to gain the representative
line-of-sight path, 43.8 km long, on the frequency distributions for the specific climatic conditions.
13 143 MHz with V polarization. The investigation
was performed from 1988 to 1992. The path was
situated in the south of Slovakia, from Mostova to
Bratislava - Kamnzik. Rain intensities were
measured by 2 syphon raingauges. One
raingauge was placed near Bratislava - Karnzik
(Bratislava - Airport) the other one was placed in
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RADAR INVESTIGATION OF MELTING LAYER

Alexander V. Kochin

CAO, 141700, Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, Russia
Tel: 7 095 408 7460 Fax: 7- 095 576 3327

ABSTRACT and vertical polarizations were identical in order
to avoid the error in measuring differential

Result of the melting layer investigation reflectivity (Ref.4), when there was a high
by polarization and Doppler radar is given. On gradient of reflectivity in examing volume. The
basis of the radar data the conclusion is made averaging time was 1 s and the total accuracy of
about presence in lower part of melting layer the measuring differential reflectivity was 0.25 dB.
region, in which breaking drops give the greater The differential reflectivity is defined as the ratio
contribution to the reflectivity than other of reflectivity on horizontal polarization to vertical
hydrometeors. The analysis of the possible one expressed in dB.
enlargement of hydrometeors size distribution is Doppler data were obtained by using X-
presented on the basis of the capture drops by band radar with repetition frequency 2 Hz, pulse
melting ice crystals. The theoretical model is length 0.3 ms and pulse-pair processing system,
proposed to calculate the reflectivity, differential but system processing permitted space
reflectivity and Doppler velocity profiles in the resolution 240 m. The beamwidth was 0.75 deg.
melting layer. Experiments were made in summer and fall 1993

Keywords: Melting Layer. Differential
Reflectivity, Breaking Drops. 3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA.

The investigation of bright band by
1 .INTRODUCTION. polarization radar had shown that in its lower part

there is maximum of differential reflectivity (ZDR).
The melting layer is called in the The value of ZDR is 0.5.3.5 dB. An effect was

radiometeorology bright band (Ref.1), because practically observed in the all types of clouds
in this region the reflectivity increases leading to the precipitation. For instance, it takes
significantly in compression with regions above place in the powerful connective clouds and
and below melting layer. Last investigation of even in the thunderstorm in a period of lighting
melting layer by polarization and Doppler radar activity. The height of layer with increasing ZDR
is showed, that the maxims of differential is about hundred meters and its location is lower
reflectivity and Doppler velocity profiles are part of bright band. An'example of vertical profile
presented in lower part of bright band. In spite of of ZDR is given on fig. 1.
many theoretical and experimental works 'the Doppler radar data was received by
successful explanation of this has not been Doppler weather radar with vertically oriented
obtained yet. This work is an attempt to explain antenna. Vertical profilers of reflectivity and
this phenomena by backscatter from large Doppler velocity is shown on fig.1. Both profiles
breaking drops. were averaging on 360 individual profiles of

reflectivity and Doppler velocity respectively. The
total averaging time was 200 s. Polarization and

2. RADAR EQUIPMENT. Doppler data were not received simultaneously,
because of this the combination of data on fig.1

The experimental investigation of was made to coincidence maximum of
melting layer by polarization radar was made by reflectivity. The rain rate was similar in both
the author in middle of 80-th by using cases about 3 mm/h. The values of decreasing of
experimental polarization weather X-band radar, reflectivity, maximum ZDR and maximum Doppler
(Refs.2,3). The radar repetition frequency was velocity were 12 dB, 2 dB and 9 m/s respectively.
600 Hz, the pulse length was 1.0 ms. The Similar data were obtained by many other
beamwidth was 0.75 deg. the switch polarization research groups (Refs. 5,7).
isolation was 26 dB. The beamwidth at horizontal The measurement form of Doppler
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spectrum in melting layer were made by Pinsky, above change the size in process of evaporation
(Ref.8). The Doppler spectrum above bright even in absolutely dry air. This situation is quite
band had one maximum, in middle of bright band impossible in the case when the lower boundary
had two maxima, in lower part of bright had three of the cloud is situated below the melting layer.
maxima and under bright band had one However the height of the layer with higher ZDR
maximum. The third high frequency maximum in does not change.
lower part of bright band had central velocity 9
m/s, which corresponds the terminal velocity fall
of drops with diameter 4 mm. 5. DISTRIBUTION OF DROPS AND

SNOWFLAKES IN MELTING LAYER.
4. ANALYSIS OF THEORY OF BRIGHT
BAND. Consider snowflake or ice crystal which

falls in region with positive temperature and
An increase of radar reflectivity in bright calculate the distance to full melting of ice. If this

band is conditioned by following mechanism. process is defined only by heat transfer from air
First, the ice particles melt without essential to particles and condensations not considered.
change of their form approximately the 90% of then the distance is given by the equation
ice will melted and then they transform into the
drops. Since a dielectric constant of water is
higher one of ice, a radar reflectivity increases. .C ,(m)
Indeed, a particle velocity of fall changes not very L = D D(1)
essentially before its transformation into drop. 6XK '0
Hence, a concentration hydrometeors does not
change. After the melting the -velocity of fall
increases drastically, the concentration slow where L is the distance of full melting, Cm is
down and as a result the reflectivity decreases. latent heat of melting, pw is the density of water,
Besides of the above effects, the increase of U(D) is the fall velocity, Y is vertical temperature
reflectivity gives 6dB(Ref 1). Ordinary the gradient, K is the heat conductivity of air, Pice is
increase of reflectivity in the bright band gives density of ice particle, D is diameter of drop with
the value 10.14dB. volume equal tore melting ice particles.

It can explained by the particle's According ice particle. This equation gives a
aggregation or the large scattering of simple estimate of melting distance, only
semimulted particles (Ref.6) because many factors are neglected (Ref.9).
The investigation of bright band by polarization However, it gives the possibility to consider a
radar has shown there is a reflection of melting layer as a spatial filter where on each
radiowaves from nonsperical particles having height smaller hydrometeors with diameters from
horizontally big axis the reflectivity in the 0 to D(h) are drops and lower hydrometeors at
horizontal polarization is turned out to be higher
in vertical one in lower part of bright band. This 3.4

can , not explained by scattering on the
semimulted crystals (Refs.5,7), since the N
investigation of the orientation of falling crystals
and snowflakes has shown that the orientation at h

fall is noticed only for definite crystals of simple
enough forms and small sizes for which the
Reynolds number is not large and the streamline
is laminar. For the large particles the streamline
will be turbulent. Therefore they will be rotated " . - 20 L v. ZIJF12

chaotically at fall independently on their

form.There was a attempt to explain above effect
taking into account idea that the ice crystals are 1-reflectivity, 2-Doppler velocity, 3- ZDR.
transformed into the large drops with diameter
2...3 mm which then will dry till the size 1 ...1,5 m Figure 1: Exper/rnenta-data 6Juy 7~g,3.
(Ref.10). Such an explanation is incredible since The'rmenofaverain*is2mlnuteS. The

the band of higher differential reflectivity ZDR has distance between points Is 240 m. ZDV

a height almost 100 m. It excludes a possibility of data were obtainedear/ier
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P(h) to Dmax are melting ice particles. According calculation at the first stage was made to make
to Eq.1 D(h) is given a linear function of height. consistent experimental and theoretical profiles
Respectively the backscatter on each height are of Doppler velocity. It needs that the backscatter
given by mixture of drops and melting ice of breaking drops were greater at 6..10dB than
particles. In lower part of melting layer there are at drops. After this ZDR profiles was made by
no small crystals and only drops and large substitution of the value of ZDR 3.5dB to breaking
crystals give backscatter. Indeed there are only ,drops because the maximum ZDR value in lower
drops. under melting layer. Drops with diameters part of melting layer which was observed in our
larger than 4...5 mm are unstable and break up. If experiments was 3.5dB. The theoretical ZDR
hydrometeors size distribution has large crystals profiler was in a *good agreement with
which have equal volumes with unstable drops, experimental one. By this conditions the
these crystals give thin layer with breaking drops theoretical profiles of reflectivity had two maxims.
in low part of melting layer. The consideration of The analysis of data of aircraft weather radar with
backscatter by this layer explains of radar data. high resolution shows the presence of this

phenomena in melting layer.

6. EXPLANATION OF RADAR DATA.

Breaking large drops is a well knowing 8. CAPTURE DROPS BY SNOW-
process, (Ref.11). After the first stage a drop FLAKES.
transfers into a thin disk with the diameter of 2...3
cm. Then the central part of the disk becomes a It is doubtful that very large crystals
form like a parachute and breaks into several constantly exist in stratiform clouds upper melting
hundred of small drops. After that the periphery layer. But radar data showed exactly that these
ring breaks into 4...5 relatively large drops. The crystals exist in lower part of melting layer.
breaking time is about 0.02 s. The reflectivity of In order to make it clear, the author studied one
breaking drops is 104...105 as great as that of the more mechanism of forming these crystals.
initial drop. Because of this. drops give large There was considered a possibility of capture of
backscatter signals. The reflectivity of a already melted show flakes (drops) by the ice
horizontally polarizated signal is greater than of a particles of different sizes. Since the ice particles
vertically polarised signal and ZDR is positive, have a lower velocity of fall then the drops and
The velocity of breaking drop is equal to initial since they also have a bigger surface because of
velocity because the .irops which arise by lower volume density, the increase of the particle
breaking a drop keep initial velocity over volume with equivalent diameter C* may be
breaking time. Therefore they give a maximum in defined as a layer of the precipitation falling the
the profile of vertical Doppler velocity. crossection s(C ) moving down with the velocity
Above the melting layer, ice crystals and snow g(C*). It leads to
flakes give one maximum in Doppler spectrum. D
In the middle of the melting layer snowflakes and dv 3
drops give two maxima in the Doppler spectrum. -J iV(dJU(a-)g(C*)]dd (2)
In the low part of melting layer show flakes, dt
drops, and breaking drops give three maxima in 0
the Doppler spectrum. Under melting layer drops where D is maximum diameter of already melted
give one maximum. snow flakes. d is diameter of drops, N(d) is their

distribution over sizes, U(d) is a velocity of fall.
Considering the all parameters in the

Eq.2 we can conclude:
7. EMPIRICAL MODEL OF i. the particles with D < 0.5 mm do not change.
BACKSCATnER BY MELTING LAYER. ii.for the particles with 0.5 < D a volume of joined

water is proportional to a diameter in fourth
The backscattering cross - section of power. Moreover, for D about 1.5 mm the volume

breaking drops is not determined yet. However, of joined water has the same value as initial one
the theoretical evaluation is possible by and for particles with D > 1.5 mm the form size
calculating observed profile of radar data. The spectrum already changes significantly.
profiles of Doppier velocity is measured more Corresponding distribution can be described

exactly than other profile. Because of that the (supposing that the initial spectrum is described
by the Marshall-Palmer distribution) by the
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formula Conference on Radar Meteorology pp.
146-148. (in Russia).

-1.5 -0.33 0.67 -0.43

N(D)z 0.42V1 D exp(-D 0 )(3) 5. BringiV.N. SeligaTA. Hall M.P.M.
Cherry S.M. GoddarW 1.W.F. Kennedy
G.R. 1981, Dual-polarization radar:

where N is the parameter of the initial technics and application. Recent
distribution. I is intensity of precipitation. The total progress in radarmeteorology No. 13
number of unstable drops is 30...100 times pp 33-45.
greater then in initial size distribution. However
equation was made under suggestion needs that 6. Russchenberg H.W.J. 1991. Doppler-
value of capture coefficient is equal unity. This polarimetric radar measurement of the
suggestion needs future research to correct melting layer of precipitation. 7-th
evaluate this process. Internat/onal Conference o4 Anetennas

and Prop ogatlzon

7. D.S.Zrnic N.Balacrishnan C.LZiegler
9. CONCLUSION. V.N. Bringi KAydin T.Mateika. 1993.

Polarimetric Signatures in the stratiform
The melting layer is the region with Region of a mesoscale Convective

complex mixture of semimelted ice particles and System. Journal of cApliedMeteorology.
drops. Besides, lower part contains the layer with Vol.32. No.4. pp.678-693.
breaking large unstable drops. The
backscattering signals from this layer are 8, Pinsky M, B. 1991. THe Thesis:
6...10dB greater than those,from drops. That is Computer processing the Doppler
confirmed by Doppler and _polarisation radar weather radar signals. C040
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Derivation of Path Integrated Rain Rates-and
Drop Size Distributions from Attenuation,

Radiometer and Radar Measurements

A. Horabostel, M. Chandra and A. Schroth
DLR, Institute of Radio Frequency Technology

PO. Box 1116

D-82230 Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

1 Introduction of summer 1992 had been produced in the
frame work of the Olympus propagation ex-

Due to the high correlation of sky noise tcm- periment (OPEX), to investigate the rela-

perature with rain rate and path attenuation, tionships between the three measurement

it is possible to determine both parameters values. The results are compared with radia-

by radiometer measurements. However, the tive transfer simulations and CCIR-models.

relationship of brightness temperature with
rain'rate and attenuation is non-linear, and 2 Radiative Transfer
for high values of both the radiometer is sat
urated. In direct comparisons it has to be re- Model
garded, that brightness temperature and at-
tenuation are both path integrated values, Z
but the rain rate and other ground measure-
ments are measured at one point [1, 2]. z= A TTO-

As a special feature, the DLR-radiometer R, No, A Az

is able to measure the sky temperature in
two linear orthogonal polarizations. For hor-
izontally aligned rain drops the largest po- e
larization difference is measured by use of 0 -0177 1- T0

horizontal and vertical linear polarization. 77T
For a plane-parallel homogeneous rain slab
of known thickness, the drop size distribu-
tion has a strong influence on the differ-
ential temperature. An algorithm has been Figure 1: Modelling of a rain slab by a plane-
developed to derive a path integrated two- parallel atmosphere with azimuth symmetry.
parameter exponential drop size distribution
and the corresponding rain rate by measure- Fig.1 shows the model of a homogeneous rain

ments of brightness temperature and differ- slab of height- h above the ground surface
ential brightness temperature of a precipitat- with linear temperature profile from ground
ing atmosphere. Rain rates and drop size dis- temperature TG and cloud temperature T,,)J).
tributions obtained by this method are corn- e is the eissivity of the ground surface, and

pared with ground measurements and volume A. denotes the specific absorption by water
integrated values derived from polarimetric vapour and oxygen.
radar reflectivity nieasu~rements.radarrulactive t d stributio nts .andMathematically, this model is describedCumulative distributions and equkl-proba- by the equation of radiative transfer for
bility statistics of 20 GHz beacon atten- b theeqa ra diative transerfoa plane-parallel atmosphere with azimuth
uation, 1,9 GHz sky noise and rain rate symmetry. This equation is solved in its
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full vector form using the method of suc- 3 Radiometer
cessive nrders of scattering and the Gauss Measurements
quadrature technique [4, 3]. Basic input
valnes are the bistatic scattering coeffi.a r The fullowing figures show the analysis of a
dents of spheroidal ablate rain drops with convective event measured on 17"' June 1993.
Pruppacher-l"itter axial ratio, which are corn- First, Figs. 3 and 4 show the brightness Le-
puted with the Waterman T-Matrix method. Fat, in 4oshowthe brightn tern-
These coefficients are integrated with a two antue infhrintal poratire TIll vrand the differential temperature TDIFF ver-
parameter exponential drop size diutribution: Bus time measured at 19 0Hz with a path

elevation of 27.60.
N(Dr) - N(1e-3.67D/Do.)

D, is the equivolumetric drop diameter. The Rcdiometer: 1 7 -Jun-Oj
constants No and D0 are varied correspond. 300 .
ing to rain rates R from I to 100 mm/h.

S200

1o 11 12

+Radio tmetr i7Jn 9h
Figure 3: Brightness temperature measured
along horizontal polarization TB 11H on I 7th

June 199.3 vs. time.

Radiometer: I 7-Jun 957
Figure 2: Differential temperature TDIFF 1 5-
vs. brightness temperature in horizontal po-
larization TB1H and partikel number den- X 10
sity No. Elevation 27.3°ý, h - 2.5 kmn, TG = Sc

293 K, Trip -- 273K, C 0.96, A0 = 0.035 -K
Np/km, R = I - 100 mm/h. 5"

As an example Fig. 2 shows the differential 0
brightness temperatures TDIFF at 19 0Hz 9 10 11 12
for a path elevation or 90O - 0 - 27.3 0 in de- time in. h

pendence of the downwelling brightness tem-
perature in horizontal polarization TRIP, Figure 4: Differential temperature TDIFF
and ths. drnp qI?.P driAthntinn parameter No. measured on 1 7*h June 1993 vs. time,

The lines represent curves of constant No and
constant rain rates R. Purther simulations are In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 the rain rates delivered
shown in [4]. by the rain gauge and drop size parameters

No and D0 delivered by distrometer measure-
ments (solid lines) are compared with val-
ues computed by inversion of the theoreti-
cal relations underlying Fig. 2 (dashed lines).
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Rain irte: 17-Jun-93 D : 17-Jun-93
25 4

20 ,3
I-

E15 E
2

E£ 10 -
"-',, 0 -

00
9 10 I1 12 9 10 11 12

time in n time in h

Figure 5: Rain rate R vs. time on 1 7 th June Figure 7: Volume median drop diameter Do

1993. Solid line: Rain gauge. Dashed line; Re- vs. time on 17'" June 1993. Solid lint- DI'-
trieva• from radiometer. Symbols: Retrieval trometer. Dashed line; Retrieval froani-

from radar. diometer. Symbols: Retrieval from radar.

N,: 17-Jun-93 4 Radar Measurements
7

L o The symbols in Fig. 5, 6 and 7 are radar pre.
dictions of volume averaged rain rates and

S!drop size distribution parameters, which were
2 2 obtained with the following procedure:

L0 . 1. Rkl-scans at 5.5 GHz threading the ra.
10 11. 12 diometer path were made concurrently

time in h in time. These scans include as a sub-

set some portions of the precipitation

Figure 6: Partikel number density No vs. time on the radiometer path.

on 17it June 1993. Solid line: Distrometer. 2. From the dual polar radar data of these

Dashed line: Retrieval from radiometer, Sym- RuI-scans, the volume averages of Z11
bols: Retrieval from radar. and ZDR, i.e. (Zl.[) and (ZDR) were

obtained using the following averaging-
Briefly, the inversion algorithm looks for the formula:
two points on the curves in Fig. 2, which are
closest to the measured values of TBIH and dV
TDIFF, and does a linear interpolation be- f dV
tween the corresponding values of No,-D1,
and l?. With the exception of some spikes 3. The (Zn) and (Zun) values were used

the agreement in all three figures is good, al- to get the rain rate from the dual

though here path integrated (effective) values polar technique, i.e. the relationship

are compared with point measurements. R = f(ZlI, Znn) due to the Seliga and
Bringi method [9]. In a similar way also
the Nu and Do values were obtained.

The comparison of the radar derived rain
rates with the radiometer results reveals a
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very good agreement, bearing in mind that 30. .Jti
the radar results are volume averages that are Jung

not identical to the volume averaging of the G2 +r A A& n

radiometer path. The corresponding radar +
di rived values of N0 and Do however, reveal g/ A

a noticeable departure from the radiometer 1. 0 ^t/ CPA4aRh"U MR: 3-0.332, to. !091

and distrometer results. Although this effect p. . 13.

is not seen in the rain rate results, this issue -,

needs further investigation. 0 2.. ..... . .0 8 1 00 20 40 60 80
R in rrm/h

6 Statistical R~esults
Figure 9: 20 GHz copolar attenuation ver-
sits rain rate and regression curves, Elevation
27.60.

8O0-' 300r

eo , , • ... ... . .. .. 1200,,,

4 T Nc 6 ,I I
-" My-Aug " 9W~-100

o . .. 'IT,:,;' ......... . o:....... . ... . . . . . .

01001 0.010 0.100 1.000 10.000 0 20 40 50
limo oxocoded in % R in mm/h

Figure 8: Cumulative distributions of the rain Figure 10: Sky noise temperature versus rain
rate. rate with model curves for a homogeneous

plan-parallel atmosphere of thickness 2.5km.
Elevation 27,60.

Fig. 8 shows monthly cumulative distribu-
tions (Cl) of the rain rats' For the mrnnthi for minimum absolutc deviation. For compar-
May, June, July and August 1992. The solid ision the dashed line shows the same relation
lines represent the CD of the total time pe- with the coefficients given by Olson [7] and
riod. The curves are generated from 1 minute CCIR [8] and a path length of 4.5 kmi. This
mean values (movain averaiee of tioning IWYf vhi'w gn'?4 agi•mnmt with the mils
bucket and drop counter measurements with sured values of July, but generally underes-
an integration time of 10 seconds4  timates the attenuation for low and medium

In Fig. Q valns ef 19,77 Gi-n attenuation rarin ratfp and "nvProgtimAttq tha attamnilioin

(CDs, derived from Olympus beacon measure- for high rain rates. The reasons for the differ-
ments, are plotted versus the rain rats val- ences between the singles months are possibly
ues of Fig. 8 corresponding to the same per- different effective path lengtlhs due to path in-
centages of time (equal probability statistic). homogeneities and different rain height and
The values of the total period are fitted with rain cell sizes, and the existence of hail for
power law regression curves of the form some events. The effect of drop size distribu-

tion has less influence in this case ([6]).

CPA - a R' (3) Fig. 10 shows equal probability statistics of
19 GHz sky noise temperature arid rain rate.
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The data are taken from the CDs of the sin- [3]. Liou, K.-N.,"An Introduction to Atmo-
gle months -and the total period. For corn- spheric Radiation", Int. Ceophysics Se-
parison two curves computed with the ra- ries, Vol. 26, Academic Press 1980.
diative transfer model described in section
2 are shown. In this case, a homogeneous [4j Hornbostel, A., Sehroth, A. and Kutuza,
plan-parallel atmosphere with a thickness of B. G.: "Polarimetric Measurements and

2.5 kin, surface temperature 288 X, temper- Model Calculations of D.wnwelling Rain

ature at the top 273 K and Lambert-Surface Brigthness Temperature", Proceedings

with emissivity 0.96 is assuized. ofjprad'94 Rome, Febr. 1994, to be pub-
lished by VSP.

6 Conclusion [5] Schmabl, G.: -"Tropospheric Influences
on Satellite-Earth Paths and Their De-
termination by Means of Radar Mca-

Radiometer and aLtenuation measurements surements", ESA-TT-1143, translation
allow to derive path integrated rain rates of DFVLR-FB 88-53,1988.
for statistical purposes and for event anal.
ysis. However, if simple regression formu- [6] Hornbostel, A.:"Rain Rate, Sky Noise
lae are used, there are uncertairdties du. to and Attenuation Measurements in the
changing meteorologic-l conditions. Path in- Summer of 1992", Proceedings of OPEX
tegrated rain rates and drop size distributions 20, Darmstadt, Nov. 1993, edited by
derived frorf polarimetric radiometer mia- ESA/ESTEC.
surements show good agreement with rain
gauge and distroineter measurements. Rain [7] Olsen, R. L., Rogers, D. V., Hodge, D.

rates obtained from volume integrated po- B.,: "The af"relation in the calculation

larimetric reflectivity measurements fit the of rain attenuation", IEEE Trans. Ant.

radiometer values well. However, thfis is not Prop., Vol AP-26, 2, p.3 18-329.
the case for the drop size distributions, which [8] CCIR Recommendations and Reports,
show a noticeable departure. The advantage Rep. 564-4, 1990.
of the radiometer in comparison to the radar
is, that the measurements can be done with [93 Seliga T.A., Bringi, V. A.'"Potential use
low effort and a high sample rate. On the of radar differential reflectivity measure-
other hand the radar can scan large areas and ments at orthogonal polarisations for
derive rain rates also in regions which are in measuring precipitation", J. Appl. Me-
a large distance from the antenna. teor,,15, pp. 66-76, 1976.
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LONG TERM O0C ISOTHERM HEIGHTS CHARACTERISTICS IN WARSAW REGION.
(PRELIMINARY RESULTS)

Arnold Kawecki

INSTITUTE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Szachowa 1, 04-894 Warszawa, Poland
Tel: +48 22 128362, Fax: +48 22 128180

ABSTRACT: In result one can conclude that average of
monthly O0C isotherm heights during rainy days

The radiosonde-atmospheric soundings, per- is lower ca 300 m than the average of 0"C
formed from 1961 to 1987, have been used to isotherm heights during the days without rain.
estimate the average 0"C isotherm height in
months and in decades of month. Separate
assessments have been made for midday and 1. INTRODUCTION.
midnight soundings. At the next step the
assessments have been made in four separate The characteristics of O0C isotherm heights have
collections: been specified using the results of
a) - the soundings performed during the days balloon-atmospheric soundings conducted by
without rain, Meteorological Service at noon and at midday
(b) - during the days with widespread rain, in Aerological Station in Legionowo (near
(c)- during the days with showers and Warsaw). For this purpose the period 1961-87
(d)- during the days with mixed type of rain. of 27 year long has been selected, [1].

180-0 - i _ _a

1600 1 = I

(0 1 400 show -+-- wspr - mix
Z E3 no rain --- total3 1200-
Z

0 800" i
2U-

m 600 - ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __

0-
200 - ___ p -

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MONTHS

Fig.1. Number of soundings in months from April to November performed during 27-years period
in Legionovo (total) and numbers of soundings performed during weather without rain (no rain)
and during rainy weather: in case of showers (show), widespread rain (wspr) and mixed type of
rain (mix).

At the first approach to the problem the average decades Hd of the months have been specified as
0"C isotherm- heights in months H. and in well as the standard deviation of these heights.
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Such computation has been made also% for considered: the day and night soundings in clear
midnight soundings and noon soundings weather, - in periods with spread rain, -in
separately. periods with showers and in periods with mixed
The average height H was estimated using the rainfall types. This approach forced to create
relation separate data collections for everyone type of

weather conditions.

nH hi, i =1,2,....n
H - 1 ih 1  " 2. THE RESULTS.

The whole collection of height data can be
characterized with diagrams presented in figures

where hk.- i-th height and n- the number of from 1 to 4.
soundings in decade/month or in decade/month The numbers of soundings per month, per-
in 27 years period. formed in different weather conditions during 27
Similarly the standard deviation a was evalu- years, are presented in Fig. 1. Fig.2 presents
ated using the relation average of monthly values Hm in period of 27

years and possible deviations of decade values

0.5 Hd around monthly average value. Hd denotes
S(hi-H) 21average of maximal decade values in month and

H, denotes average value of minimal Hd values

in months in the same period. The maximal
decade value of Hd, found in given month in 27

At the next approach to the problem the effect years period, is denoted Hd and minimal value
of weather conditions on 0"C isotherm height - Hi.

has been evaluated. Four situations 'were

4.5

4.0- -/ "-" -

E3.0 - ____

S2.5-- 72

0 2:0 -

1.0 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.5' - ____ ____ ___ -.A- Hdxx -"-- Hdx --- Hm
0 .5 m • H d i '-> - H d ii

0.0 , t
2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 '11 12

MONTHS

Fig.2. Deviation of 0 C isotherm heights averaged in decades of month Hd, about average height
in month H, during 27-years period: maximal and minimal Hd values in month averaged in
27-years interval (H,, H,) and maximal and minimal Hd values which occurred during this period
(Hdw Ha).
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0
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0--

4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1

MONTHS with DECADES, for MIDN. and NOON

Fig.3. Height of 0'C isotherm averaged in decades of months and in 27-years period for
midnight and noon soundings performed from April to October.

The average value and standard deviation of 0C soundings. Id values in April are distorted due
isotherm heights in decades (HW) from April to. to the fact, that in some days the air temperature
October in 27 years cross-section for midday at the ground was lower than 0"C. In such cases
and midnight soundings are presented in Fig.3. the soundings were removed from the collec-
The lower part of H-bars presents a, which dons and from this reason the bar in first decade
value is approximately constant (about 700 m) of April is considerably higher then expected.
during warm period and in October raises to 1 The changes from year to year of average
km. The first bar in decade relates to midnight monthly H, values in period from 1971 to 1980
soundings and the second one - to midday presents Fig.4.

4.

3.5

EX 2.5

7 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
YEARS with MONTHS (IV-X)

Fig.4. Average height of 0 C isotherm in months from April to October for years from 1971 to
1980.
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The average monthly O0C isotherm height values conditions. The asymmetrical course of this
in different weather conditions are presented in difference during the average year can't be
Fig.5. It reveals that in rainy periods the 0"C explained at the present moment. Also the low
isotherm height is situated ca 300 m lower than number of soundings makes the assessments not
the level of the same isotherm in clear weather satisfactory confident.

2.5-
E

9 1.5 - _ _ m_ x

w- show wspr mix

1 Ea no rain - st.dev

0.5- -

0- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

M 0 N T H S

Fig.5. Average OC isotherm height in months from April to November and in 27-years period at
different weather conditions: during showers (show), widespread rain (wspr), mixed type of rain
(mix) and during weather without rain (no rain).

3.CONCLUDING REMARKS. example long-term distributions of 0"C isotherm
heights related to different rain types could be

The average O0C isotherm height at any weather useful for prediction models applying such
conditions in most intense rainfall period from statistical representation of 0"C isotherm heights
June to August has the value of 3.05 km. In behaviour.
case of days and nights with rain this value is One can note that although the total number of
reduced to ca 2.9 km. sounding is comparatively high, in case of
The measured O0C isotherm height in weather selected weather conditions this number is rather
with showers relates most frequently to the zone moderate. More sounding data are desired for
between precipitation columns and not inside example in order to explain the asymmetry of
the columns. However inside the Cumulonimbus curves at the spring and the autumn.
cloud, in the stream of rising up air, warmer
then the air outside, the O0C isotherm is raised
above the level of the same isotherm outside the 4. REFERENCE
cloud.
In case of widespread rain the measured 0"C 1. A.Kawecki, 3-5 May 1992, Some charac-
isotherm height is more frequently related to the teristics of 0"C isotherm height in Warsaw
zone of rain. region, Proc.17-th Meeting of Olympus
Much more information from data contained in Prop.Experiment, Stockholm/Helsinki.
four soundings collections can be extracted. For
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ON TWO MECHANISMS OF SIGNALS SCINTILLATION

BY WAVEFIELD PROPAGATION IN PRECIPITATIONS

V.L. Kouznetsov

MSTUCA; Kronstadtsky Bld.,20, 125838, Moscow, Russia
Tel: 007.095.459 04 40, Fax: 007.095.457 12 02

ABSTRACT waves spectrum (angular spectrum)
E(q,z) = f d-,E(-p,z)e-'•. 0 is the projection

Rain as .the cause of scintillations origin in

communication radioline is considered. The effect of plane wave vector k on the aperture plane of

of small-scale fluctuations of raindrops concentra- receiving antenna, Z is the coordinate of receiving

tion and space macroinhomogeneity of antenna location in the coordinate system, the

precipitation intensity on the transformation of origin of which is at the transmitting antenna.

angular wavefield spectrum of the signal is Then the received signal value U is determined by

analysed. A compact expressions allowing to the expression

estimate the value of relative signal fluctuations U =J G()E(q,z)dq-, (1)
by rain are obtained. where G(ý) is the directional pattern of receiving

Keywords: Wave Propagation, Rain, Random antenna.
The value of relativ signal fluctuations,Media and Phase Screen, Scintillation,.acltdacrigt oml

calculated according to formula

1. INTRODUCTION U>-<U><U > (2)-U = <U ><U--- > 'I

The substantial by various geophysical and is determined by two first moments of angu-

meteorological factors effect critically on the lar field spectrum <E(ý, z) > and
quality of information exchange in exposed com- <E(q ,z)E'(4 2,z) >=K(4,,4,2;z) - the latter will
munication channels. These effects determine be called bellow correlator. For calculating these
both energy losses of signal and origin of values, consider the problem of wave propagation
scintillations Which are comparatively fast between transmitting and receiving antennas in
amplitude and phase fluctuations of the wave the presence of precipitations in the way of waves.
incident on the receiving antenna. By the signal Let us suppose that precipitations are localised in
amplitude fluctuations the mean probability of the the slab with the width L, of at the distances L,
signal reception error increases. That is why the and L2 from transmitting and receiving antennas,
study of all factors and mechanisms resulting in respectively. The total length of the signal path is
signal fluctuations originin in communication rth
channels is of considerable interest.

Precipitations are a random inhomogeneous 2. THE FIRST MECHANISM. THE EFFECT
medium characterized by macro- and microinho- OF M EC HAM .TENEEC
mogeneities. Microinhomogeneities are caused by
the random perturbations of the hydrometeors In order to estimate the effect associated with
concentration; macroinhomogeneities areassociated with structure and formation of clouds wave scattering on microinhomogeneities of drops

assoiatd wth trutur andforatin o cluds concentration let as consider a simple rain model
and manifest themselves in cell (centre) structure concnation le a cone a simple rainel
of rain. Electromagnetic field of a signal in the having a form of a plane layer with the thickness
process of interaction with precipitations is con randomly fmied by discrete scatterers with
scattered and transformed. This causes the constant mean concentration no.
fluctuations of amplitude and angle of wave Using the equations system for angular spec-

incidence on the receiving antenna. Such is the trum correlator (Refs 1,2), the following integral

general picture of scintillations formation. By the equation is obtained:

quantitative analysis of the fluctuations of K,(-f,W; z) = Kt • L1)ei(7'Ma)z

receiving antenna response it is convenient to LI +L I I 6

present the incident field as a plane +r-iu,) f d~e .J(- , ) (3)
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Here K,(.) is the sum of two correlators for waves (a) Jent(a; p) (5)

propagating forward and scattered backwards. 1 - *k° arccos(pk° 2a)
J(, Z)q a Uzl_(pko / 2a)2

2 '
(2 Recovering the original function, choose the

= q' q 2  I= q branch of arccos(pko / 2a) with cut on the
2 ' real axis (-o,2a/k,]. In this case

Here e is the mean dielectric permeability of a
medium fillcd by hydrometeors. -r •ARearccos(pko / 2a) _! z and denominator of

K,,,(.) is the correlator value, when the wave Eq.5 has a pole singularity determined by non-

enters the precipitation slab. It is the product of zero roots of transcendental equation
two deterministic (unrandom) components of r ° .y = shy (6)
angular spectrum of the wave emitted by the an- a

tenna.Eq.6 has such roots only whentenna. 3 L

The augend of Eq.3 describes the space a <nxyoko ~ Lph (7)
change in correlator ignoring the interaction It may be demonstrated that by a -- 0 the
between field components. It means that main contribution to the value
components which form this value do not interact 1
between themselves but only are attenuated by ) (8))
incoherent scattering and adsorbing. The addend makes a residue in pole and
of Eq.3 describes the energy transport through 2_.,k 2xrokoz
the angular spectrum because of the scattering J(a,z) 4[2•r°k°/(9)
process. The factor r(il, d) - o = 3 _1 a

8tr koLPh Eqs.1,3,9 make it possible to obtain the
1 estimation for the conditions when the incoherent

Here LA = no is the mean free path of component of radiation starts playing first fiddle

photon in scattering but_ not absorbing medium by forming the value of received signal

(oq is the scattering section of the drop). nyokoLo= 3 . Lo I (10)
This process take place in the whole layer vol-.8Lrh

ume. It corresponds to the integration in Eq.3 The physical meaning of Eq.10 is sufficiently
between the limits from L, to L, + Lo. obvious: incoherent scattering must be taken into

Notice that this interaction between angular account in case the free path of photon is on the

field components is absent in the equations for same level as the rain slab width.

mean field in consequence of scattered waves The condition formulated in Eq. 10 can be

In Eq.3 the scattered waves realised very seldom. Thus, for precipitations with
incoherency. mnfrain rate ofR =100 mm / h and radiation waveincoherency manifests itself in the fact that, on' lntof2003 thransbwihhstoe

the average, only those plane waves in pairs, length of A =O,03m the rain slabwidth has to be

which have qz -42 = 2d = const (vector d' of L, =10 4m
It should be noticed that by the increase of

heq3se hes. ptransmitting system frequency the nonlinear
themselves, increase of raindrops scattering section

When a- , the solution of Eq.3 has aas(f) results in considerable rise of
singularity, K, c •o. Consider this interval in nos =heresultsein contib le ris of
detail. After integrating Eq. 3 with respect to • incoherent scattering contribution. This is in

detal. fte inegrtin Eq. wih rspet t ji accord with Oguchi's results, obtained by research
and shifting the origin of coordinates (z = 0) to

of the radiative transfer equation (Ref.3)..
the rain slab border we obtain the following Exepting very narrow interval of
integral equation for J(a, z) in approximation of 5(W / k, < o) , where the solution of Eq.3 has
forward scattering:

a singularity, the unknown value can be obtained
J(a,z) =J ,,(az) + 2xfo K,(2alz-j) ' by using the typical iteration procedure. In this

0 (4) case the value (L,/L ,) may be taken as the
•.J(a, •)d• small parameter.

Here K,(.) is the McDonald function. Supposing the identity of transmitting and

Taking the Laplace transform of Eq.4, obtain: receiving antennas and approximating their direc-
tional pattern with Gauss plot with semiwidth
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0 << 1, one can obtaine the following analytical deviate from unperturbed trajectories slightly. The
dependencies: phase shift of the signal wavefield in the rain slab

2 2AAie-2 Im oLO prove to be substantial but can not 'appear on
<jUf' > - <-U ><'U >= ' 2 2 relatively small rain slab. The value of this phase

48 +(4LxkoOz) shift can be determined by integrating the

2k 0,5. + (koL)2 perturbations of wave vector over the unperturbed

xarctg -(2 0-LýL•)•- 5 - (11) ray trajectory:2 2 r=12) ko•, noid, exp{xx)/2' (14)
10,5 .0o4 +k, L", +(L' -L,2)~ A0] }( .Er .. 2r32~ dP{(X _-X,)2 / 2d 2}(4

A 2 A 2 e _2M m •[(A ol i-1

<U ><U" >= 1- 2 m  Here K, is the- mean polarizability of

2 +(202koL 1 )2  hydrometeors of i'th rain cell, no, - is the

Assuming that 0,50-4 <<koLo , Eqs.11 can concentration of drops in the centre of this cell.

be simplified some more and the following The summation in Eq.14 is extended over the

estimation for relative fluctuations of received total number N of cells that fall at the

signal can be obtained. precipitations front with the extent of D. This
corresponds to the cells density m = N / D.

- i20i ý OkLo (12) Taking into account the fact that K is the
U L2" (1)complex value, one can easily get certain that

Presented expression is the first member in to- Eq.14 includes both the additibnalphase shift and
tal solution expansion in terms of powers of small the wave attenuation in precipitations.
parameter (Lo / L,). The reason that was set forth above motivates

The estimations show that by rain rate of the use of a random phase screen, having complex
R =50mm/h and rainslab width of Lo =10, m transparency coefficient t(x) = ei4(x), and

the value of relative signal fluctuations on the locating at the distance zo = L, + L, / 2 from the
frequency of 30 GHz adds up to 15%. When transmitting antenna.
R =15mm/h and Lo =104 m (6U/U) Passing over this phase screen, the

decreases to 5% electromagnetic wavefield gets transformed:

3.THE SECOND MECHANISM. THE E(xy,L, + L +0)

EFFECT OF MACROINHOMOGENEITIES (1(,,LjLooix) (5)

2
Analysing the second mechanism of Each component of the angular field spectrum

scintillations occurrence, let us replace the of the incident wave after passing over the screen
precipitations slab with a collection of localised
centres with inherent structure of precipitations expas n apane ngular spectrum. Such is the
intensity A• that can be described by- Gauss panded in ana r sectrum.Sc is the

distribution: process of field energy redistribution in the
angular spectrum.

9 ,_ )xp (13) Using (just as by the analysis of the first
e 2di 2 mechanism) the Gauss approximation for the

Here j, is the coordinate of centre of ith cell, p0, directional radiation pattern of receiving and

- is the maximum precepitation intensity in the transmitting antenna, the random value of

centre, d, - is the effective width of a rain cell. receiving antenna response can be calculated:

Centres of cells are located inside the slab with U A exp _ (16)
the width Lo. Small-scale fluctuations are not

considered in this model. Here
In this case characteristic size of dielectric A =A6A2e, LOL~, fi=[ 1/k2 O2 +iL0 /k1"

permeability change - d (the semiwidth of ,A ='

¢ distribution in Eq.6) is well more than wave 62 = {d' + 1/ 2k802}, 2Q = 2,r2 &od2 /16
length A, and the approximation of geometry

optics and the concept of rays can be used by A, and A2 are the coefficients which depend on
describing the wave propagation. transmitted signal power and antenna system

Infinitesimal of value (e -1) causes the fact characteristics.

that in the rain slab with the length of L, the rays
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For making further analytical estimations, let scribed above generate the signal scintillations in
us replace Gauss functions in exponent (Eq.16) different frequency ranges.
with rectangular strobe Characteristic time of the first mechanism is

X?2 determined by the dispersal time of micro-scale
1 e .s-- - {4(xj +.5) - 4x -8)1 inhomogeneity with characteristic size that

26 r 25 (17) depends on radiation wave length 2.

.i j This time is of the same order of magnitiude
28 9 as the correlation time of sequential ecnoes

Here 0(.) is the generalized Heavyside function. received by remote exploration of precipitations

The mean value of receiving antenna response and is on the order of tens of milliseconds.
may be calculated by averaging Eq. 16 over the The characteristic time of the second mecha-
coordinates of rain centres: nism is determined by space size of rain cells and

N DB their propagation velocity. The order of
<U >= A1-1 / 2D fdxj eiflS(xj;• magnitude of this time is of units of seconds.

jP4 -D That is why the first mechanism cannot be

l[1 - d / D(1 - e-a)] (18) ignored, although the intensities of mechanisms

Passing to the limit N -- o, D - are different, and fluctuations caused by

N / D = m = const, obtain macroinhomogeneitics are greater than those
[m(l i)] (19) concerned with microstructure of the rain.
IU --aexP[-md-l-en The given analysis of mechanisms in

When deriving this expression, it was taken precipitation has shown the following:
into account that lim (1 + 1 / N)N = e 1 Small-scale fluctuations of hydrometeors

NV-,*-concentration can generte relatively
Eq.19 makes it possible to estimate the mean fast fluctuations of the ampitude ofattenuationions inthrainlislabo

attenuation in rain slab Ireceived signal, the value of which (in case
-20 Ig e- md{l - cos(Re 2)e-m (20) the precipitations arendintensive) can be

and the mean additional phase shift determined by Eq. 12.
mdsin(Re 2) (21) 2. The conditions formulated in Eq.10

The second moment of receiving antenna determine the boundary of the range where
response may be calculated by analogy incoherent scattering is a factor. When

<U t* >=Ip2e 'r[-id(- e2M1] '] (22) rokLo <<-1, the contribution of
"11 incoherent scattering is insignificant and

Eqs. 19,22 in line with Eq.2 allow to obtain the Eq.12 is quite correct.
estimation for the relative fluctuations caused by 3. The macroinhomogeneities of rain origi-
precipitations in the second model nate rather smooth fluctuations, the

"_UU = {e't[md sin2(Re.12)] relative value of which may be calculated
U according to Eq.23.• exp[md cos(Re 12) -e-Cma]2 - }1/2 (23)

This estimation does not depend in an explicit REFERENCES

form on the width of precipitations slab Lo 1. V.L.Kouznetsov, V.Q.Budanov,
because of the fact that this value is effectively 1988, "Polarisation characteristics of
taken into account in m. In case the attenuation electromagnetic* radiation which undergo
in precipitations is 1dB, the rain rate in the multiple scattering in the cloud of small
centres of cells is 15mm / h and the cell size is particles: Radiofizika, vol.31, No 4, p.4 93

d =10'm, the value of m is 7,5 .10-2m. (in russian)
The value of relative fluctuations determined 2. C.H.L. (ino, H.D. Ngo, K.A. Hay-

from Eq.22 at the frequency of f=10 GHz will be cock, 1990, A spectral domain method for
43%. multiple scattering in discrete random media:

IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat. vol.38, No
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS~7, p.1018

3. T.Oguchi, 1991, Effects of incoherent
In the paper the dynamics of fluctuations has scattering on microwave and millimetre

not been considered. However, it is evident from wave communications through rain:
the general reasoning that the mechanisms de- Electronics Letters, vol.27, No 9, p.7 5 9
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THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF RADIO WAVE ATTENUATION INVESTIGATIONS
ON SLANT COMMUNICATION LINKS IN CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF RUSSIA

V.L.Bykovl, V.V.Svjatogor 1 , V.N.Pozhidayev 2

1 - NIIR, 16 Kazakova Str., Moscow, 103064, RUSSIA
Tel: (095) 261-02-73, Fax: (095) 261-02-73, E-mail:

2 - IRE, 11 Mokhovaja Str., Moscow, 103907, RUSSIA
Tel: (095) 203-49-96, Fax: (095) 203-60-78, E-mail:efr@ire.uucp.free.msk.su

ABSTRACT on 11.52 GHz (Ref.1)..

The results of 4 years measurements Such experimental set had required
of 11.5 GHz radio wave attenuation to elaborate the special technique
at the International experimental to eliminate the influence of the
area are presented in this report. atmosphere on the "up"-link so one
The approximation coefficients for can measure the attenuation statis-
some empirical relations have been tics on the "down"-link only. The
determined. Basing on measured sta- dynamic ranges for the attenuations
tistics some prediction methods had measured in Dubna and Sochi were
been checked. The measured drop-size about 12-13 dB and 20 dB. The accu-
distributions in rains had permitted racy of our measurements'was about
to calculate k and a coefficients 1 dB.
for some frequencies and compare it
with CCIR recommendations. Simultaneously to the radio wave at-

tenuation measurements the rain
rate statistics had been recorded

Keywords: Attenuation Statistics, also near the ground stations. The
Rain Rate Statistics tipping bucket rain gauges had been

used as a standard equipment and an
additional rain gauge (capacitor

The results of 4 years measurements type) had been installed in Dubna
of 11.5 GHz radio wave attenuation also. More of it, the rain rate had
at the International experimental been recorded at the distances 3
area which were a part of "INTER- and 12.6 km from the ground station
COSMOS" program are presented in in Dubna along the terrestrial pro-
this report. The receiving ground jection of the communication link
stations were located in the center to the satellite. A self-made photo-
of the European part of Russia (si- -optical device for measuring the
te # 1: 56.670 N, 37.1 0E,'Dubna, 130 - drop-size distributions in rains had
km north from Moscow, the height been installed on the both sites as
above the sea level is 0.12 km) and an extra experiment to clarify 7 =

on the Black sea coast of the Cau- kRx relation for the real rains.
casus mountains (site # 4: 43.750N,
39.6 0 E, 50 km north-west from Sochi, The sampling rates for the attenua-
the height above the sea level is tion and rain rate measurements
0.1 km). For the attenuation measu- were 1 s and 1 m. The radio wave at-
rements the active repeater had be- tenuation statistics in Dubna has
en used on board of the geostation- been recorded from Jan. 1987 to Dec.
ary satellite located at 140 W, so 1990 (registration time is 96.4 % of
that elevation angles for the both the total time of the 4-years peri-
sites were 120and 180. The carrier -od): The same statistics in Sochi
frequency 14.1 GHz had been emitted has been recorded from June 1987 to
to the satellite from Dubna and had May 1990 (registration time is 91.5
been retransmitted back to the Earth % of the total time of the 3-years
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Table 1.
Attenuation statistics on the two slant links for the period
1987-1990 (R - rain rate in mm/hour, A - attenuation in dB)

DUBNA SOCHI

Probability w.month year-av. ProbabilitY w.month year-av.

of exceed.,% of exceed.,%
R 'A R A R A R A

3.0 2.2 2.1 1.0 5.0 3.6
2.0 3.0 2.3 0.5 11.5 4.9 5.0 2.6
1.0 4.5 2.7 0.3 20.0 5.5 8.5 3.4
0.7 6.0 3.0 0.2 28.0 6.8 13.5 4.1
0.5 7.7 3.5 2.9 2.3 0.1 40.0 9.0 24.0 5.3
0.3 11.0 4.6 3.9 2.6 0.07 47.2 10.2 30.5 6.0
0.2 14.6 6.4 4.6 3.0 0.05 54.5 11.5 34.0 6.7
0.1 7.3 3.9 0.03 66.7 14.4 40.0 8.2
0.07 9.6 4.6 0.02 45.0 9.3
0.05 11.5 5.3 0.01 54.0 il.6
0.04 13.5 6.0 0.005 67.0 14.2
0.02 16.8 7.3 0.003 82.0 18.0
0.03 22.1 9.6

the attenuation statistics from
period). The resulting statistics 'rainfall rate data. Comparisons of
are presented in the Table 1 both measured and predicted distributions
the year-averaged and for the worst P (A a A ) for Dubna and Sochi have
month. been carried out according to 8 me-

thods. Eight methods for different
At the site # 1 the most serious at- locations are marked in Table 2,
attenuations have been observed in which contains our results in esti-
summer time (most likely in July) mating r.m.s. values of prediction
and they are correlated with rains, errors. The abbreviations for the
At the site # 4 the worst events following methods are : Svjatogor -
are in autumn time ( most likely in Sv; Lin - Li; Stutzman & Dishman -
September - October ) and they are St; CCIR - CC; Misme & Waldteufel -
caused by rains too. In the winter Mi; Assis & Einloft - As;' Leitao &
time the attenuations due to the Watson - Le; Capsoni & Fedi - Ca
wet snowfalls were usually less (Ref.2).
than 2 dB but the single peaks were
about 4 dB. Our results show that "the best" me-

thod (method which gives the best
The year-to-year variance of the at- fit of predicted to measured data)
tenuation statistics at the site # is different for different loca-
l is quite large: for the probabi- tions: Svjatogor's method for Dubna
lity range 0.05 - 0.2 % the ratio and P.Misme's method for Sochi. So,
(A - A )/2A is about ± 32 for any location where no measuredmax mmn meansttsisaeaalbeitsi-

% for the year and ± 36 % for the statistics are available, it is im-

worst month. For the site # 4 in possible to say beforehand what "the
best" method is which should be

the probability range 0.01 - 1.0 % used. So our preposition to predict
these values are ± 15 % for the attenuation statistics for rain is
year and ± 17 % for the worst month. touehredfrntmhdswh

S~to use three different methods with

One of the important purposes of, subsequent averaging of results. In
our experiments was to check the our opinion "the best" me t hods for
different methods of how to predict the moment are V.Svjatogor,-CCIR
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Table 2.

R.m.s. values for the different prediction methods

Nr Location Time interval Sv Li St CC Mi' As Le Ca

1 Dubna year-averaged 12.9 65.7 75.2 34.8 35.5 73.9 37.4 51.9
2 Dubna worst-month 14.3 73.6 82.2 68.7 44.1 82.1 37.4 63.3
3 Sochi year-averaged 14.0 34.3 24.5 10.0 6.7 19.5 17.8 20.1
4, Sochi worst-month 24.0 44.3 38.0 24.9 11.8 35.5 25.4 14.6

and P.Misme. Data in Table 2 support May to September) recorded in Dubna
this conclusion. and 820 distributions (35 days from

April to October) in Sochi. For each
At site # 1 both slant~and terres- individual distribution we'had cal-
trial links looking at the same azi- culated rain rate value (R) and the
muth have been used, so we have tri- specific attenuation value (7) for
ed to estimate the-validity of the given frequency (Ref.3). After that
transformation from one attenuation using the regression least-square
statistics into another. We have method we can get the values for
used the following expression for the coefficients k and a at-,this

equal probabilities: ASP = m-Anter' location. Changing the frequency
where A and A are attenuations and repeating the calculations we

sp ter

for space and terrestrial links. can find all needed values which
The coefficient values are: m=0.376, are presented in Table 3.
n=0.4 with correlation between data As a draft conclusion one can say
as 0.9. that the sea coast has much more

small droplets than the continental-,
The comparison between the attenu- area, and the real drop-size dist-
ation statistics for the worst month ributions are different from the
and year-averaged shows that the statistically averaged model dist-
expression proposed by CCIR for such ributions.
relation is acceptable:

CONCLUSIONS
Q P= wm _B-13

y The conclusions based on these ex-
periments are:

where B x 1 are numerical coeffici- 1) the attenuation statistics for
ents. Their exact values for our the center of the European part of
sites are: the Black sea coast and it corres-

site # 1 (Dubna): B=4.18, 0=0.081 ponds to the different rain rate
site # 4 (Sochi): B=3.16, g=0.12. statistics;

The difference between them is sup- 2) the worst-months for the Euro-
poused to match the climatic condi- pean part of Russia are in summer
tions between Moscow and sea coast. (June, July) and the worst-months

for the Black sea coast are in
To investigate the climatic influ- -autumn (September, October);
ence on rains the drop-size distri- 3) the variations of year-averaged
butions measurements had been car- rain attenuation statistics from
ried out during one season at both year to year are from -33% to 29 %
sites. We had examined 1254 distri- and for the worst-month they
butions (44 days with rains from are from -41% to 39%;
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Table 3.

The values of k m a according to our experiments and

calculations (R is the regression coefficient for Sochi)

Dubna Sochi

F (GHz) k a k c R

10 0.00939 1.270 0.00858 1.204 0.919
15 0.0259 1.267 0.0242 1.216 0.976
20 0.0577 1.162 0.0505 1.190 0.989
25 0.0993 1.093 0.0883 1.141 0.993
30 0.1501 1.045 0.1356 1.105 0.994
40 0.2829 0.967 0.2624 1.050 0.994
50 0.4533 0.889 0.4349 0.995 0.990
60 0.6403 0.817 0.6456 0.934 0.985
70 0.8206 0.755 0.8775 0.873 0.978
80 0.9830 0.704 1.108 0.816 0.970
90 1.126 0.663 1.319 0.767 0.962

100 1.250 0.630 1.498 0.728 0.953
150 1.505 0.563 1.872 0.650 0.924
200 1.473 0.559 1.887 0.640 0.918
250 1.430 0.559 1.851 0.636 0.916
300 1.390 0.559 1.797 0.638- 0.916
350 .1.755 0.638 0.917

4) the prediction method proposed 2. Pozhidayev V. 1993, A program
by V.Svjatogor gives the best fit package for prediction of ra-
to the experimental rain attenua- diowave attenuation statistics
tion statistics. along slant communication

5) the specific attenuation of ra- links between ground station
dio waves in rains depends on drop- in Europe and geostationary
-size distributions for a particu- satellites, Proc. XX-OPEX
lar place, but-this influence starts Meeting, Darmstadt,pp.165-170.
to be significant ( ± 20 - 25 %) at
the frequencies above 100 GHz. 3. Zakharyan M.V. et al. 1989,

Raindrops size-distribution
measurements and evaluation

"REFERENCES of the radio wave specific
attenuation, Radiotechnica i

1. Alexandrova E. et al. Slant electronica, 34, 10, pp.2017-
path rain attenuation distri- -2022,(in Russian).
bution at frequencies above
10 GHz - correlation between
some propagation models and
results of long-term measure-
ments in the Intercosmos pro-
gramme. 41st Congress of the
International Astronautical
Federation, 6- 12 October,
1990, Dresden, GDR.
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THE EVAPORATION OF RAINDROPS AND IT'S INFLUENCE

ON THE MICROWAVE SLANT PATH ATTENUATION

Ondtej Fi~er

TESTCOM, Hvoidanskd 3, Praha 4, Czech Republic
Tel: +42-2-7992264, Fax: +42-2-7992318

0.35
ABSTRACT d(h,R)8.686 1051m J f(a) N(a,h,R)da [dB/km] (3)

As the drop falls we have to accept the raindrop 0.025 [a]cm
evaporation as a physical phenomena. Within the
rain attenuation computation on slant paths is this
phenomena usually neglected . The purpose of this 2. THE EVAPORATION OF RAINDROPS
contribution is to answer the following question:
is this simplyfication justified ? We have created the program to compute the

evaporation of raindrops in which the required
parameters are: the initial equivolumetric rain

Keywords: satellite communication, rain drop radius in certain heights, the air pressure
attenuation, evaporation of rain drops and humidity, the ventilation factor (which typical

value is closed to 0.24) and the temperature. The
differential equation has been published by Mason

1. INTRODUCTION (Ref.6) and the numerical approximations given in
Ref.2 enabled us to formulate the evaporation

Let us assume the International Standard Atmosphere equation solely in the dependence on the above
model in order to study the evaporation of rain mentioned parameters:
drops together with it's influence on the height
dependence of the specific rain attenuation.
For the temperature height profile let us suppose: da

dh o f(a, cfT,p,f.) (4)

T(h)= 150C - 6.5 h [°C,km] (1)

We have selected the Runge-Kutta method of order
For the air pressure we consider: 4 (step dh being 100 m) to solve Eq.4

For illustration Fig.l shows the radius decrements
of raindrops during it's fall while the air

6.5 h 5.24 humidity of 80% was set (having studied the air
p(h)=p(o)[ 1 - ] [mb,mb,km,°C] (2) humidity values in Sedlec ; Czech Republic during

To - 273.15 a sufficiently long time period we concluded that
the mean value of it is 80% while it's standard
deviation being 13.5%).

After checking many air humidity height profiles When the air humidity was 80% (or less), the drop
and in -accordance with Ref.6 we suppose the value of the initial radius 0.025 cm was completely
of air humidity to be independent of the height. evaporated during it'•s fall from tested heights (1,
Similarly after discussions with meteorologists, we 2,3,4, and 5akm).
neglect the changes of raindrop watir density with
the height supposing it to be 1 g/cm .
Let us repeat the formula for specific rain 3. HEIGHT PROFILE OF THE RAINDROPS SPECTRUM
attenuation supposing the raindrops canting angle
being zero (according Ref.5) : For the height profile of the raindrops spectrum it

is considered (cf. Ref.3 or Ref. 4):
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accurate expressions given in Ref. 2.
v(a,0) In the Tab.1 we can compare the top values (in

N(a,h,R) = N(a,0,R) (5) heights h or zero respectivelly) of the fall
v(a,h) velocity of raindrops as well as the drop falling

factor b with the modified falling factor
considering the evaporation. It is obvious, that

where N(a,0,R) is the drop spectrum usually the evaporation nume.1cally plays the more part the
published supposing (silently) to be valid at the smaller rain drop we consider.
zero sea level.
It would be useful to define the falling factor 3.2 Rain drop spectrum shift due to evaporation
b(h,a):

The rain drop evaporation also has an influence on
the 'shift' of the rain drop spectrum. This is

v(a,0) caused through the fact, that the spectrum (Eq. 5)
b(h,a)= (6) at the height h and for drop radius being a,

v(a,h) corresponds to the rain drop radius {a- Aa} (this
radius is considered to occur at the zero sea
level) instead of the origin {a}.

Using the exact formulas for the fall velocity of
raindrops (Ref.' 2) under the condition of the
International Standard Atmosphere we have found the N(a,h,R) = N(a-Aa,0,R) (10)
following approximation for b:

On the other hand, the scattering function
b(h,a) r l - 0.035 (a+l) h [1,cm,km] (7) corresponds to the real equivolumetric rain drop

radius of {a}.

3.1 Influence of evaporation on the rain falling 3.3 Total influence of evaporation on the spectrum
factor

When we combine the influence of rthe modified
Considering the evaporation of the falling falling factor (Eq. 8) as well as of the 'shift' of
raindrops, we can modify Eq. 5: the spectrum (Eq. 10), we finally can define the

height dependence of the rain drop spectrum, which
used in the-formula to compute the specific rain

v(a- 4a,0) attenuation (3) gives us the height dependence of
W (a,h) = (8) the rain drop spectrum considering the rain drop

v(a,h) evaporation:

where4a is the equivolumetric rain drop radius N(a,h,R) = N(a-Aa,0,R) W (a,h) (11)
,decrement between heights h and 0 km (known from
the solution of Eq.4) and W (a,h) we can call the
modified falling factor) . We can rewrite the The spectrum value for the initial rain drop radiu
formula (5) in the following form: being 0.025 cm was estimated to be 0.01 cm"

through the method of the graphical extrapolation.

v(a-4a,O)
Wd(a,h) = b(a-Aa,h) (9) 4. PRACTICAL INFLUENCE OF THE EVAPORATION OF

v(a,0) RAINDROPS ON THE SPECIFIC RAIN ATTENUATION ON SLANT
PATHS

The first fraction is easily evaluable by the Having respected the described rain drop spectrum
formulas for the terminal rain drop fall velocity changes with the height due to the evaporation and
(at the zero sea level) while b is known from the having used the formulas (8) and (11) and the
approximation (7) if we do not prefer to use the scattering functions according Ref.5 we have
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computed the specific rain attenuation at heights 8. REFERENCES:
-1,2,3,4 and 5 km for rain intensities 5,20, 40,60,
100,120 and 150 mm/h, for required frequencies, in
our example for 11,20 and 30GHz; the used rain drop 1. Fiier 0. 1986: Influence of atmosphere status
spectrum was the Marshall-Palmer one. In order only to rain attenuation on slant microwave path:
to study the influence of the evaporation the examples...Proc. URSI, Budapest, 9FP
influence of the temperature and elevation angle on
the scattering function is not included. For the 2. Pruppacher Klett 1980, Microphysics of clouds
'evaporated' raindrop of the radius being 0.025 cm and precipitation, D.Reidel Publishing Company
we have tested the influence of the dispersion of
the istimated spectrum within the interval 1 3. Misme P.,Waldteufel P. 1980 , A model for
- 10" and we concluded that the choice of the attenuation by precipitation on a microwave
value from this interval is negligible in the earth - space link, Ra.Sci., 15, 655p
influence on the attenuation.
In Fig.2 you can observe the influence of the 4. Fi~er 0. 1986, Interaction of Electromagnetic
evaporation on the specific rain attenuation seeing Field with Rain Medium with Respect to
the ratio of the specific rain attenuation computed' Satellite Links Rain Attenuation Prediction in
through the Eqs.3 and 10 (i.e. considering the Frequency Range above 10 GHz, Dissertation,
evaporation) to the specific rain attenuation value Czech Technical University
computed by methods neglecting the evaporation on
frequencies 11 - 30 GHz. Similar results for 5. Uzunoglu at al. 1977, cattering of
frequency 20 GHz you can see on Tab.3 (for humidity electromagnetic radiation by precipitation
0.8) and on Tab.4 (for humidity 0.85). particles and propagation characteristics of
The air humidity will increase through the terrestrial and space communication systems,
evaporated water. We have derived the equation of Proc. IEE,124,No 5, 417p
the time dependence of the air humidity while the
rain intensity is the parameter (Fig. 3). It is 6. Mason B.J. 1971, The Physics of Clouds,
obvious, that the humidity quickly increases to the Clarendon Press-Oxford, 312p
saturated stage where the evaporation is no more
possible. The evaporation of raindrops has the
influence on the rain attenuation only at the
beginning of the rain event.

7. EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS a
X [dB/km] specific rain attenuation
T [ 0C ] temperature
h [ km ] height above sea level
a [c ] equivolumetric drop radius
R [mm/h ] rain intensity
f [ cm ] scattering function (Ref. 5)
N [ cm"] spectrum of raindrops
b - ] falling factor

CO [ - 3] modified falling factor
§°. [g/cm ] the water density . ...

[ - ] the relative air humidity . 6 7

p [ mb ] the air pressure
v [cm/s ] fall velocity of raindrop Figure 1: The height profiles of the radiuses of.

-the falling raindrops changed due to the
evaporation ( =80%)
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a(h)-0.05cm;X=v(0.05,h);Y-v(0.05,0);Z=v(O.O5-aa,0)

h a(0) &(a,h)
X Y Z b(a,h) W4J(a,h)

[km] (cm] [cm/s] b(a,h)

1 0.045 419 403 .68 0.963 0.879 0.913
2 0.041 438 403 335 0.921 0.766 0.832
3 0.037 460 403 306 0.878 0.666 0.759
4 0.034 484 403 282 0.833 0.582 0.698
5 0.032 512 403 262 0.788 0.512 0.649

Tab. 1: Fall velocities, falling factor, modified
falling factor and their ratio for raindrop of the
equivolumetric radius 0.05 cm during evaporation (the
air humidity equals to 0.8)

a(h)=0.075 cm a(h)=0.1 cm

h a(0) b(a,h) ov(a,h) a(0) b(a,h) w(a,h)
(km] [cm] [cm]

1 0.072 0.961 0.934 0.098 0.960 0.947
2 0.069 0.917 0.870 0.096 0.915 0.892
3 0.067 0.872 0.811 0.094 0.869 0.839
4 0.066 0.825 0.756 0.093 0.822 0.788
5 0.065 0.777 0.704 0.093 0.773 0.737

Tab. 2: Falling factors, modified falling factors for
raindrops of the initial equivolumetric radius 0.075
and 0.1 cm during evaporation (the air humidity equals
to 0.8)

R (mm/h)
h

(km] 5 20 40 60 100 120 150

1 0.5 2.3 4.8 7.2 11.9 14.1 17.4
1* 0.5 2.4 4.9 7.3 12.0 14.2 17.4

2 0.5 2.3 4.8 7.2 11.9 14.1 17.4
2 0.6 2.5 5.0 7.3 11.9 14.0 17.2

3 0.5 2.3 4.8 7.2 11.9 14.1 17.4
3 0.6 2.5 4.9 7.2 11.6 13.7 16.7

4 0.5 2.3 4.8 7.2 11.9 14.1 17.4
4 0.6 2.4 4.8 7.0 11.2 13.2 16.0

5 0.5 2.3 4.8 7.2 11.9 14.1 17.45* 0.6 2.4 4.6 6.7 10.6 12.5 15.2

Tab. 3 Specific rain attenuation at frequency 20 GHz
computed by methods considering the rain drop
evaporation (labeled by asterisk) and computed by
methods neglecting it, while the air humidity is 0.8.

h R (mm/h]
[kmi 5 20 40 60 100 120 150

1 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.0 0.99 0.99
2 1.15 1.04 1.:00 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97
3 1.16 1.02 0.98 0.96 0;94 0.94 0.93
4 1.17 1.0 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.89
5 1.13 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.84

Tab. 4 Ratio of the specific rain attenuation computed
through methods considering the evaporation to the
specific rain attenuation computed by methods
neglecting it, frequency is 20 GHz, the air relative
humidity was chosen to be 0.85.
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Figure 2: The relative changes of the specific rain
attenuation respecting the rain drop evaporation with
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Figure 3: The increase of the relative air humidity due to
the rain drop evaporation while the initial humidity is
considered to be 80 t; the rain intensity is the parameter
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ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFERENCE DUE TO
DIFFERENTIAL RAIN ATTENUATION INDUCED BY AN ADJACENT PATH

ON A MULTIPLE SITE DIVERSITY EARTH-SPACE SYSTEM OF DUAL POLARIZATION

J.D. KanellopoulosI and C.N. Vazouras'

I - NTUA, Iroon Polytechniou Str. 9, Athens, Greece
Tel: +301-3691355, Fax: +301-3626792, E-mail: chvazour@macedonia.ntua.gr

ABSTRACT The method is based on a model of convective
raincells for the rainfall medium and the

In the present paper a method to predict the rain lognormal assumption for the point rainfall rate
differential attenuation statistics valid for single statistics. Next, the more complicated pproblems of
earth-space systems, is extended to include the consideration of two unintended signals caused
multiple site diversity systems of dual polarization, from both the cross-polarization and differential
The extended method is again based on a model of rain attenuation (Ref. 4) as well as the interference
convective raincells as well as the lognormal induced by an adjacent path on a multiple site
model for the point rainfall statistics. Numerical diversity earth-space system (Ref. 5), have been
results are presented and some useful conclusions treated.
are deduced. The subject of the'present paper is a combination

of the latter models (Refs. 4-5) in order to include
Keywords: Interference, Multiple-Site Systems, the interference case referring to a multiple site
Dual polarization, diversity earth-space system of dual polarization.

The proposed technique is quite flexible and it is
oriented to be applicable to any location of the

1. INTRODUCTION world where the assumptions of convectivity for
the raincells and lognormality for the point

Frequencies above 10 GHz will be of high rainfall statistics are satisfied. Numerical results
importance in future satellite systems as they will using the above technique are presented and some
allow high antenna directivities and high useful conclusions are deduced.
communication capacities. In this band of
frequencies the propagation is adversely affected
by rain, which is a basic limiting factor concerning 2. THE ANALYSIS
the outage performance of the radio system,
especially in heavy rain climatic regions. In such The configuration of the problem under
cases, the double site diversity as an adaptive consideration is shown in Figure 1. Two earth
method to reduce the outage time has been stations E1 and E2 are in communication with a
introduced. satellite S1, forming a double-site diversity
Further, the complete analysis of a communication protection scheme. A second satellite S2, operating
system requires also the consideration of the at the same frequency, is in orbit close to S1, the
interference effects which are of utmost two subtending an angle 0 to E1 and E2. For the
importance for earth-space systems. Several types proceeding following values of attenuation are
of interfernce can exist in this band of important: the attenuations AC, and AC2 of the
frequencies, but the main sources are the wanted signal referring to earth stations E1 and E2,
following: interference from adjacent satellites the corresponding attenuations All , A12 of the
into the earth station due to differential potential interfering signal and the system margins
attenuation and crosstalk between the orthogonally M1, M2 available for rain attenuation. For reasons
polarized signals for frequency-sharing systems. of simplicity, we will adopt here the balanced
Both sources are crucially dependent upon the diversity systems, and this leads to the assumption
rainfall conditions. of M1 = M2 = M.
As far as the predictive analysis for this kind of For interference calculations, the following
problems is concerned, several techniques have conditional probability should be evaluated
been developed for the evaluation of the cross-
polarization discrimination (XPD) for frequency- P1 + P2
sharing systems with no interference from P = (1)
adjacent satellites (Ref. 1). On the other hand, P3 + P4
Rogers et al. (Ref. 2) have first proposed a semi-
empirical model for the rain differential where
attenuation at the 1% conditional probability level.
Later, Kanellopoulos and Houdjoumis (Ref. 3) have P1 = -•(C/I)I < r, 0.5 -< ACI 5 M, ACI < AC2] (2)
presented a more general method for the
prediction of the interference due to differential
attenuation induced on a single earth-space system. P2  P[(C/I)2- <-r,0.5< A2<M,AC2 <AC] (3)
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employed (Ref. 7). This leads to the assumption
P3 = P[0.5 < A1 < M, Al < AC2] (4) of uniform rain structure from the ground up

to an effective rain height H given by the

P4 = P[0.5 < AC2 < M,Ac 2 < AC] (5) following expression
H = 4.8 km A _< 30° (

where the following carrier-to-interference ratios H = 7.8 - 0. llAI km A > 300 (10)

(C/I)1 (for station 1) and (C/I)2 (for station 2) under
rain fading condition can be expressed by where A is the latitude of the specific location
combining the effects of cross-polarization and in degrees.
differential rain attenuation as

A)= - ACi+ Ai- interfering

with 2 •/
Cx(i= • i, nom0 ACi + AIi -1iga

in trmsof he ci ~andA 11 A12 TheFigure 1: Configuration of the system(C/I)i,nom0 parameters (in dB) are related to the
nominal parameters through

According to the above considerations, the single
(________o (C/I)inom0 (XPD)inom and joint exceedance probabilities for the slant

10 10 =I0 10 +10 0 () pathscanbeobtainedas

where (C/I)i, nom and (XPD)i,nom are the carrier to P. = P C Aci A 1 Ii < r
interference power ratio (dB) and the cross cos Pl cos P 2 )
polarization discrimination during nominal (clear

sky) conditions for the ith station (i -- 1,2), '-

E E

respectively. Further, the the cross polarization 0.5• •~ M, Aci <Aj (11)
2J

(XPD)i during rain fade can be expressed as cos l

(x'D. UVoA1  i ,2 ()for i=l1,2, where jis 2(if i =1)orl1(if i =2), and
the function C(x,y) is as defined in Eq. 6, with Eqs.

where the U and V are dependent upon system and 7-9 taken into account. Also,
rain medium parameters (Ref. 1).

S &D

2.1 General considerations P3 =P 4 = 0.• A •M, Ac < 2 (12)

The following assumptions, which are required for
the analysis, are taken into account: where Are', Aii' (i 1,2) are the attenuations

1. The lognormal form for the point rainfall rate calculated for hypothetical terrestrial links (the
R and attenuation A is adopted (Ref. 6). projections of the slant paths).

2. The slant paths corresponding to the wanted The other assumptions concerning the specific rain
and potential interfering signal have generally attenuation A0 and the horizontal variation of the
different elevation angles given by g 1 and P2, rainfall spatial structure are the same as those
respectively (See Figure 1). presented elsewhere (Ref. 3).

3. Crane's simplified considerations for the
vertical variation of the rainfall structure are 2.2 Evaluation of the Conditional Probability
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Further, 1.1.3, 03 and fU1U2 are given by

The calculation of the probability P3 or P4 is

carried out as in (Ref. 5). Next, we can proceed to
the calculation of PI and P2 by using the joint Pn13 -Pnl2Pn23 u+ 3 2 u2 (20)
probability density function f(x,y,z) of the ýL3 2 u-Pn122 + -Ph 2

lognormal variables ACl', Ac2' and All' for P1 , or
AC'2, AC1' and A12' for P2 (Ref. 8). The final
results for P1 are only presented nere, because P2  2 -Pnl2

2  
- 2 Pn2Pn23Pnl3

has quite analogous form. 03 = 1-Pn12 Pn23 Pnl 23 (21)
Pn12

21= •1• p fU1U2 (ul,u2)

rfuiu 2 (Ui,U2 ) =2i l---rxlPn12
2

xerf 4 ul -3 du2duI (13)

'ex, u12 u22 _ 2 Pnl2U )

where

r In the previous expressions, ml, S1, in 2, S2 and M3,[ ln(0.5cos (p-ml) x0 <0.55cos S3 are the lognormal statistical parameters of the

Sc attenuations corresponding to the Acl', All' and

1 0 .Scop Ac 2 ' signals, respectively. Further, Pnh2 is the
Ulk lnx 0 - 0.5cos <x 0 <Mcos(p1 (14) correlation coefficient between ln(Acl'), ln(Anl'),

Pn23 between ln(All'), ln(Ac 2') and Pni3 between
ln(AcI'), ln(Ac2'). Following their definitions and

Ulp , x0 < Mcos° (after a tedious but straightforward mathematical
analysis, one is able to obtain complicated but

and x0 is the root of the transcedental equation closed-form expressions for these parameters, in
terms of the point rainfall parameters Rm, Sr, the

l Xco• constants a and b of the specific attenuation and
C( ,0) = r (15) the charasteristic distance G of the spatial rainfall

structure.

In (Eq. 14) u1p, u2p are defined through

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND

ln(M cos pDl - m 1 (16) DISCUSSIONUlp =Sl16
S1  Due to lack of available experimental data of this

kind, numerical results are only presented

c corresponding to realistic dual-site diversity

= ln(Alp-(Ul) (17) systems suffering from differential attenuation
S=2 interference, under the hypothesis of using both

single and double polarization.
and the Alp'(x) level is defined as follows: For each In Figures 2 and 3 the predictive results for an 20

value of x, setting GHz dual-site diversity system located in the Japan
area, in the form of conditional probability versus

ACI (x)= exp(SlX + ml) (18) r, for various values of (C/I)nom are presented. Two
cases of potentially existing dual site diversity
systems are shown, with separation distances S = 10

the -Ap'(X) level is found by solving the (Figure 2) and 30 km (Figure 3). In the same figure,

transcedental equation the results for the single and the corresponding (i.e.

the one withe the same (CI),nomo level) double
Aci(x) A (lpx) polarization system are also shown. As it has also

COS ' sp2- r (19) been indicated in the single-site system (Ref. 4),
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the increase of the parameter (C/I)nom0 results in a In Figure 4, the above difference of (C/I) for a

more pronounced impact of the depolarization, prescribed probability level and various (C/I)nomo
versus the separation distances is examined.

! 5)A, (C)4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a predictive procedure for the

</ evaluation of the total interference for a multiple
site diversity system of dual polarization caused by

,,1 ' the cross polar signals and the differential rain
// /attenuation from an adjacent satellite path, is

S// ' proposed. The procedure is based on the convective

2 ... 28 2 .... raincell model and it is quite flexible to be
:/,) ...... ([) applicable to any location of the world where the

Figure 2: Conditional probability versus r for a lognormal form for the rainfall didtribution can be

dual-site diversity system with S = 10 kin. The adopted . The numerical results taken from the
(C/1)noa0, parameter is 25 dB (A), 28 dB (B), and 30 proposed procedure are employed to deduce some
dB (C), with (XPD)nom = 35dB and a polarization useful results With regard to the interference

angle of 4-f from horizontal problem under consideration.
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VARIATIONS OF 00 C ISOTHERM HEIGHT DURING RAIN

IN THE BERLIN AREA
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ABSTRACT heights for 00, -50, -100 and -15' C within the
frost-free period of the years 1'984 to 1988. The

Results of a statistical analysis of 00 C location where concurrent rain measurements
isotherm heights on the basis of radiosonde were carried out is about 2 km west of Linden-
ascents in connection with rain intensity berg.
measurements are presented for a five-year
period for the Berlin area. In order to better assess wheather conditions,

we also used weather maps, indicating the
Keywords: rain attenuation, satellite links, current weather situation and sequence of
00 C isotherm height events (temperature, rain, thunderstorm, etc.) at

Lindenberg for the same hours of observation.
In case of temperature inversion, we always

1. INTRODUCTION took the lower value of the 00 C isotherm height
for our calculations.

In many models for prediction of rain attenu-
ation along slant paths, the effective path length 2.2 Average height of 00 C isotherm
through rain is one of the important input pa- The statistical analysis of this data set yields an
rameters. It is closely related to the effective ah e value of th isota het dur-
rain height. In temperate climates, it is common average value of nthe0 isoterm height dur-
practice to substitute the height of the 00 C ing the summer months, i.e. June, July and
isotherm for the height during rainy conditions, August, of hs = 2911 m, with a standard
hFR, since it is believed that liquid water will deviation of 706 m. This value is to be com-

not occur much above this height at lower tem- pared with that of about 3300 m as calculated

peratures. This hypothesis is only a first ap- from the respective figure'of Reference 1. The

proach because the temperature of liquid water corresponding average 0° C isotherm height for

can be much lower than 00 C. the total period (April to October) is 2527 m.

The ITU-R Recommendation PN 839 (Ref. 1) When analysing the monthly averages, the

gives a formula how to estimate this height as a month of August turns out to be the one with

function of geographical latitude. We have the largest value of the 0' C isotherm height

compared the predictions by this formula with with one exception in 1987. These values range

measurements by means of radiosonde ascents, from 2999 to 3255 m, the average value being

carried outduring a five-year period. Concur- 3167 m (see Table 1).

rently, rain rate was measured continuously by The corresponding average height for the total

means of a water wheel rain gauge. period (April to October) is 2527 m.

2. DATA EVALUATION 2.3 Rainy conditions

2.1 Data set The measured height of the 00 C isotherm
during rainy conditions, hFR, from April to

Radiosonde measurements were made four October, for Lindenberg is 2300 m. It might be
times a day at 0, 6, 12 and 18 h UTC during even slightly lower, if values for the colder
seven months per year, i.e., from April to Octo- period, i.e. November to March, would be
ber at Lindenberg Observatory ((p = 52.20 N, included. However, these measurements are not

X= 14.10 E, south-east of Berlin) from 1984 to available. Nevertheless, the value is signifi-

1988. The data set includes the isotherm cantly lower than that expected on the basis of
Ref. 1, which predicts a hFR- value of 2810 m.
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Predictions based on more recent work of Ito 2.4 00 Isotherm height and temperature
(Ref. 2), i.e. at ground level

h,,(kim) = 5.2- 0. 092(p -26) Fig. 2 shows for each year the daily average of
(for (p > 260), the 00 C isotherm height as a function of ambi-

ent temperature. In Fig. 3 also the average

would result in only a slightly lower value curve for rainy days is depicted for 1988. The

(2790 m). slope of the curve for rainy days is higher by
20 % higher than for the average.

Fig. 1 gives, for example, the average 0° C
isotherm height in 1985 during rainy conditions
for the hours of observation 0, 6, 12, 18 h UTC 3. CONCLUSIONS
and a daily average value.

In summer months measured average values of
If, however, the height of the 00 C isotherm 00 C isotherm heights in the Berlin area are
during rainy conditions is evaluated only for the lower than predicted by the -ITU-R, Rec. PN
summer months (June, July and August), its 839. For rainy conditions, the value hFR, de-
value increases to about 2690 m. On average, creases by about 250 m during rain, and 320 m
the level of the 00 C isotherm height decreases during thunderstorms.
by about 250 m in summer, during rain and by
about 320 m during thunderstorms. The latter
difference was evaluated from an analysis of 87
events of thunderstorm with rain.
A particularly remarkable day is the 5th of 4. REFERENCES
June, 1984. On this day, the 00 C isotherm
height was going down from 3317 m to only 1. ITU-R, Rec. PN 839, Geneva,
300 m within 6 hours. The wheather situation 1992, Rain height model for predic-
on that particular day was as follows: A cold tion methods
front moved across Central Europe with a very
distinct boundary between cold and warm air- 2. Ito, S. 1989, Dependence of the
masses associated with heavy rain showers 2.C isotherm height on8 temperature

(rain intensity at Lindenberg 72 mm/h) and a at ground level in rain, Trans.

temperature decrease of 15 degree. We have at e72(1989)2, Trans.

disregarded this day in the evaluation Wof
average value.

Table 1:
Average 0' C isotherm heights and standard deviations at Lindenberg

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
av. a av. a av. a av. a av. a

April 1359 565 1452 753 1561 943 1716 657 1540 736
May 2131 546 2493 812 2627 652 1913 523 2492 522
June 2314 671 2327 610 2970 899 2575 702 2798 375
July 2725 746 3067 551 2967 742 3182 642 3147 583
Aug. 3255 423 3198 546 2999 756 2923 789 3217 644
Sept. 2316 576 2754 625 2393 613 2827 804 2787 631
Oct. 2349 '627 2471 914 2571 891 2420 729 2508 1010
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RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF EFFECTIVE RAIN HEIGHT
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ABSTRACT cell length. Data from similar measurements with
830 elevation angle at Manaus are also available.

This paper presents the first results of an
investigation -of the quasi-instantaneous and
statistical behaviour of the effective rain height for 2. EFFECTIVE RAIN HEIGHT
rain attenuation in satellite links. The results are
derived from point rainfall rate and radiometric Using the concept of an equivalent cell of uniform
attenuation measurements. rain, the attenuation in a satellite link is given by

Keywords: Satellite links, Rain attenuation, Rain A(dB) = "(dB/km) .Lefl(km) (1)
height, Radiometry.

were Leff the effective path length and y is the
specific attenuation, a function of rain rate,

1. INTRODUCTION frequency and wave polarisation. The effective
path length can be written as

The random nature of rainfall, both in space and
time, poses a major difficult in the prediction of hR-hS
rain attenuation that affects terrestrial and slant Leff= sin0 rh (2)
path radio links operating in frequencies above 10
GHz. To overcome this difficulty, most prediction were h, is the altitude of the site respectively to the
methods use the concept of an equivalent rain cell, mean sea level, 0 is the elevation angle and rh a
that should produce the same path attenuation as reduction factor to take into account the
the random rain clusters, non-uniformity of the rain intensity in the
The rain attenuation prediction method currently horizontal direction. The effects of the
recommended by the 1TU-R (Ref. 1) is based on an non-uniform vertical structure of rainfall are
uniform rainfall rate cell of rectangular cross represented by the effective rain height h,.
section. The equivalent rain cell dimensions are For a 900 elevation path, the horizontal reduction
the effective rain height, modelled as a function of factor equals 1 and the effective rain height is
the site latitude, and the effective cell length, given simply by
which is a function of the point rainfall rate
exceeded during 0.01% of the time at the site. A
Other methods attempt to model the equivalent hR=A+hS (3)
rain cell using other characteristics of the path and
the site, but some climatic dependence is usually
implied. 3. EVENT ANALYSIS
In this paper, the behaviour of the effective rain
height is investigated based on data obtained in The measurements with the radiometer pointing
concurrent measurements of point rainfall rate and upwards were conducted during two years, from
radiometric attenuation at 12 GHz. The January 1991 to January 1993. Data recorded
measurements were performed at Rio de Janeiro, in consists of samples of the antenna noise
the tropical region of Brazil, using a radiometer temperature taken every 2 seconds and the date and
pointing upwards and a tipping bucket raingauge. time of each raingauge tip. The raingauge is a
A second radiometer pointing with 530 elevation standard tipping bucket with a bucket volume
angle was also used, allowing the comparison corresponding to 0.2 mm of rain. The antenna
between the effective rain height and the effective noise temperature TA is related to slant path
path length, which is dependent of the effective attenuation by (Ref. 2):
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A(dB) =lO log TM T CS (4)
80

were T. is the effective medium temperature and
T. the clear sky temperature. 2 60
To analyse the behaviour of the effective rain 40
height, the raingauge data Were processed to 4

calculate quasi-instantaneous rainfall rates, which '_ 20 I_
were subsequently interpolated to provide time 20
series of rain rate, similar to the radiometer data. o
Both series were filtered using a moving average of
30 samples, corresponding to a one minute 12
window. The time series of effective rain height _0

were then obtained using Eq. 3-4.
An example of rain attenuation event is shown in 80
Figure 1. It is a long event, with a total duration of C0
about 2 hours. The rainfall rate is below 20 mm/h 11
during most of the event, having a peak value of 38 4
mm/h. There is very good correlation between the
point rainfall rate and the attenuation, which never 2

exceeds 2 dB. The effective rain height varies 0 _

between 2 and 4 km during most of the time, with
a peak value of approximately 6 kin. 10
Figure 2 shows a scatterplot of instantaneous
values of rain rate and effective rain height for this ? 8-
event. The points are well fitted by an exponential
function, as shown in the figure. For rain rates 6above 8 mm/h, the effective rain height is always

below 3 km. Higher values of effective rain height 4
may be attributed, in this case, to the inaccuracy of
the raingauge for very low rain rates. O 2 - %
A second example is shown in Figure 3. In this
case it is a shorter event of heavy rain, with a total 0 1200 2400 3600 4800 6000
duration of about 30 minutes. The rainfall rate has time (sec)
a peak value of 92 mm/h, being above 20 mm/h
during most of the event, and the attenuation Figure 1: Rain event at Rio de Janeiro on
reaches 10 dB. The instantaneous correlation 07 May 1991 - point rainfall rate (top),
between point rainfall rate and the attenuation is attenuation (middle) and effective rain
not as good as in the previous example. The height (bottom).
effective rain height varies mostly between 2 and 6
km , with a peak value of approximately 8 km. 9
Figure 4 shows the corresponding scatterplot of ,- -

instantaneous values of rain rate and effective rain E 7 = 3.91 7exp(-0.042"x)

height. A much higher spread relatively to' the Z 6C
exponential fit is observed in this case. The higher 5
values of effective rain height correspond to the 4
first part of the event, before the rainfall rate has 3

4)
reached the peak value, as illustrated in Figure 5, 2
that shows the same scatterplot as in Figure 4, but = -

with the points corresponding to the first and -0. "
second parts of the event represented by crosses 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
and circles, respectively. Whether this result really rain rate (mm/h)
indicates that the effective rain height is reduced as Figure 2: Instantaneous relation between
the event develops, or is due to the relatively slow point rainfall rate and effective rain
response of the tipping bucket raingauge, is a height for the rain event at Rio de Janeiro
matter for further investigation, on 07 May 1991.
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4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

10

The data from Rio de Janeiro and Manaus were
E" •8 analysed to provide yearly cumulative distributions

of rain rate and attenuation and conditional
distributions of effective rain height during rain
"events.
As shown in Figure 6, Manaus, in the equatorial

___2 ____ region of Brazil, is subjected to a very severe rain2) regime so that the attenuation exceeded at a given
400-- 120 I percentage of time is around 4 dB higher than the

7800 9000 10200 11400 12600 13800 corresponding value for Rio de Janeiro. For this
time (sec) site, the attenuations measured with 530 elevation

r 3are slightly higher than the values measured withFigure 3: Rain event at Rio de Janeiro on 900 elevation.
05 Feb. 1991 - point rainfall rate (top), The distributions of effective rain height and

attenuation (middle) and effective rain Tedsrbtoso fetv anhih n
height (bottom). effective path length were obtained conditioned to

occurrence of rain rates higher than 20 mm/h. This
procedure was adopted to minimise the
measurement errors due to the tipping-bucket

-8 -y50*~p 00 x raingauge time response.
=E75 l•As shown in Figures 7, the distributions are very
Z 6 well fitted by exponential functions. The median
W 5 value of the effective rain height in Rio de Janeiro

C is 2.38 km. For low probabilities (or percentages of
"4 - time) the effective path length is larger than the
S' 3- effective rain height, as could be expected.
12 Figure 8 shows the conditional distribution of

ý--- effective path length for Manaus. Considering the
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 very high elevation angle of 830, the effective path

rain rate (mm/h) length is approximately equal to the effective rain

Figure 4: Instantaneous relation between height at this site. The distribution is well fitted by
point rainfall rate and effective rain an exponential function and the median value of
height for the rain event at Rio de Janeiro the effective rain height is approximately equal to
on 05 Feb. 1991. 2.49 km.
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effective path length (Rio de Janeiro). (Manaus).

5. CONCLUSIONS Conditional distributions of effective rain height,
obtained for periods with measured rainfall rates

Time series of effective rain height were obtained above 20 mm/h, are well fitted by exponential
from data of concurrent measutrements of point functions. The distributions obtained for Rio de

rainfall rate and radiometric attenuation. Janeiro, ina tropical climate, and Manaus, in a
The event based analysis indicated that it varies equatorial climate, are not very different, showing
mostly in the range from 2 to 4 km during rain approximately the same median value.
events. Scatterplots of instantaneous values of rain
rate and effective rain height are well fitted by 6. REFERENCES
exponential functions, the effective rain height
decreasing as the rain rate increases.
It was observed that in the beginning of the rain 1. CCIR Recommendation 618-1, CCIR RPN
event, particularly for heavy storms, the time Series, Geneva 1992.
response of the rain gauge may induce
measurement errors, leading to much higher values 2. Pontes M S et al. 1990, Ku Band Radiometric
effective rain height, that must not be considered. Measurements at Three Locations in Brazil,

Int. J. Sat. Com., 8, pp. 127-132.
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THE RAINCELLS CLIMATOLOGY ACROSS THE WORLD AND-ITS IMPACT IN
THE PREDICTION OF VARIOUS RAIN DEPENDENT PROPAGATION

PARAMETERS

C. Capsoni, M. D'Amico, A. Paraboni and F. Zaccarini

Politecnico di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 1-20133 Milano, Italy

2.THE EXCELL MODEL

The EXCELL model is a model of the horizontal
structure of the rain intensity which assumes the

ABSTRACT rain being organized in cells. Calling R the point
rainfall intensity, its distribution is assumed to be

A more accurate characterization of the rain exponential in space (hence the acronimus
climatology seems to be the way to achieve more EXponential CELLs), i.e. obeying to the law:
accurate predictions of propagation impairments.
This paper illustrates the results of an investigation
aimed to highlight the role of the stratified rain in R = RM exp (-p/po) (1)
determining the rain attenuation for different rain
zones of the globe. The experimental
measurements stored in the CCIR data bank,
selected with a 'climatic' criterion, have been used where/p is the distance from the cell centre and the
to test, among the others, the EXCELL model. two parameters RM (peak rain intensity) and po

(radius at I/e) are random variables characterized
1.INTRODUCTION by a distribution giving the number of cells existing

per unit area within unit range d(n RM) and
The prediction of rain induced propagation dpo.
impairments (attenuation, interference etc.) According to observations made ,by the
starting from the cumulative distribution of the. meteorological radar sited at Spino d'Adda, the
point rainfall intensity has been, in the last years, distribution of Po can be modelled by an
the subject of a big effort carried out by many
researchers, owing to the strong impact of the rain exponential function:
phenomena on the design of modem satellite-based
TLC systems. Despite this effort a prediction
accuracy for rain attenuation better than some P(p0/ <po >) = exp(-po/ <p >) (2)
30% (standard deviation in dB for the case of
attenuation) seems hardly obtainable to-day. A
better characterization of the rain climatology, and, I(0]
as a consequence, the adoption of "better tuned" <P° >= l. 7L[RM/ 6 )- +(&RM/6) j (3)
parameters in the prediction procedures seems the
way to obtain a substantial improvement in the
prediction performance. This is true, in particular, for RM>4 mm/h, while the number density of cells
for the EXCELL rain model, a multipurpose model (number of cells per square km and per unit range
of the horizontal rain structure which has been of ln(RM), regardless to p0) is given by:
developed by the Politecnico di Milano with the
aim of predicting many propagation parameters
related to rain. With reference to the EXCELL N(InR ) = -P"'(1nRm)/(47c < o>2) (4)
model, which reproduces the spatial density of the
rain cells as a function of the peak intensity and
cell-size, the paper aims at comparatively assessing
the different influence of the ITU-R (ex CCIR to In(R)) of the point rainfall intensity distribution
SG5) rain zones on some propagation effects, characterizing the location of interest.
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In addition to the cells a "plateau" of rain is The EXCELL method has been recently tested, on
assumed to account for the stratified rain behalf of the ITU-R (ex CCIR), against the CCIR
surrounding the cell and/or the presence of attenuation data bank for various latitudes,
fragmented rain structures of minor importance. elevations frequencies etc. In any case the
This plateau is taken into account in evaluating the performance was very good placing the the model
attenuation by adding a contribution equal to the always among the best performing ones.
one whic'- would be produced by an uniform rain
intensity along the path. This constant rain rate is The method is here tested for various CCIR rain
fixed to the value 4 mm/h (leading to an zones. Unfortunately the data available in the CCIR

data bank are far from being uniformly distributed
attenuation ,4ptt•= k4-L, with k and a and most of the zones are poorly covered by
constants given by the CCIR and Ls=path length). experiments; in order to preserve significativity to
For this reason the application of the model cannot the test, only the rain zones with more than 10
be extended below 4 mm/h. experiments were considered, namely the E, K and

M ones.
The third order derivative in (4) must be evaluated
by approximating the actual P(R) with a
mathematical model. A convenient model is given
by the "log-power-law" one:

RZONE Rasint PO n

P(R) = Poln(R,• / R)]" (5) A 88 1.7E-4 4.86
B 128 1.2E-4 5.35

C 168 1.3E-4 5.31
where Po,Romt,n are parameters to be fitted on D 168 8.OE-5 6.49
the given cumulative distribution. E 280 1.3E-4 5.02

F 312 1.4E-4 5.19
The third order derivative is then given by: G 260 1.E-4 6.01

H 332 1.7E-4 4.99
-P"'=n(n-1)(n-2)JP[1n(R ,t/RM)]"-(6) J 220 7.OE-5 8.14

K 400 1.6E-4 5.17

L 600 2.0E-4 4.82
3.THE CLIMATIC INFLUENCE M 480 1.9E-4 5.52

N 720 2.1E-4 5.39
In table 1 the parameters P0, Rj. and n are P 1000 1.8E-4 6.02
given for each of the CCIR rain zones. Q 680 1_8.6E-5 8.23
Once the distribution of cells has been determined
for each rain zone, the statistical prediction of any Table 1: Parameters for the "log-power-law"
propagation parameter depending on the spatial rainfall intensity distribution (eq.5) for the various
distribution of rain is possible by means of a CCIR world rain zones. The same parameters
simulation in which the cells are "swept" over the apply for the distribution of raincells defined by
radio system and in each position the parameter is eqs. 4 and 6
evaluated by assuming the simulated rain profile
given by the cell in that particular position with

The results of the test are reported in tables 2 to 5.
respect to the system A.H = JkR(X,Y)adl). Each table is divided in 2 sections: the first section

pa•t•ngth gives the percentage error (according to the ITU-R
definition) for the 3 best methods today available as
a function of the probability (ensemble averages:

This is the basis of the EXCELL prediction model, Mean, RMS and standard deviation, over the sub-
which has been recently been applied to the set of single-year attenuation data available in the
prediction of site diversity attenuation [11] and to CCIR data bank); the second section gives the
the problem of EM interference by rainscatter [2]. errors avaraged also across the probability range.
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Table 2 gives the results pertaining to the whole set path lenght: 6 kms, rainzones E, K and M. The
of experiments (134), table 3 the ones pertaining to total exceedance probabilities (i.e. the integral of
zone E (34), table 4 the ones pertaining to zone K the curves) are given in table 6:
(73) and table 5 the ones pertaining to zone M (14).

The performance appears very good considering GHz E K M
that the methods reported in the tables are already 11.6 -2.45E-2 =5.93E-2 ' 7.7E-3
selected among the best methods appeared in the 30.0 0.320 0.801 0.134
literature. In comparison with the other methods
the EXCELL one presents a relatively high bias Table 6: Probability to exceed 5 dB attenuation in
and is unable to predict at time percentages a rainy path lenght of 6 Km. Frequency 11.6 and
exceeding about 0.5 % of the time. This fact, 30 GHz. Rain zones E, K andM
which undoubtly constitutes a drawback, is
inherent in the nature of the method itself wich is The figures show how different is the 11.6 G-z
based on the concept of raincell and is less suited case from the 30 GHz one. In the first case indeed

to work when the dominating scenario is the one the most contributing cells are the ones

of stratified rain. The method is in fact structured characterized by very integ p rain intensities

so as to refuse giving an answer when the low rain i.e intensities in the approximate range 50 - 150
has a dominant role (see later)and has its optimum nmm/h (points at "halved density" with respect to
range of application to the high- and medium- the maximum), with a maximum at about 80
availability radio telecommunication systems. min/h. (one must consider however that these

values are the ones reached by the "cuspex" of theFor what concerns the impact of the climatic zone exponential cell, a "zero extension" region. More
the M one seems to give much worse results than probably these cells are in reality "clipped" around
the others: here again the fact that there are many their peak and the real peak value is 30-40%
measurements falling at the 1% probability (i.e. in lower). In the case of 30 GHz the range of
the range where the performance is inherently contributing cells is much wider "invading", even
poor) plays a role even though probably this is not though marginally, the range of stratified rain.
the only reason of lower performance with respect
to the other rainzones. Diagrams like the ones of figs. 2 and 3

demonstrate that intense attenuations are mostly
generated by cells of convective nature, being the

4. ABOUT THE SPATIAL RAINSTRUCTURE role of stratified rain rather marginal below 0.2 %
probability. The authors consider this range as theAs told in section 2, the rain horizontal one in which the EXCELL method can be applied

distribution is assumed to be constituted by cells of with great confidence, at least in the rain zones K

various radiuses and peak rain intensities: in fig. 1 and E.

a bidimensional histogram shows, for each

interval of radius and peak intensity, the cell
density in log scale. 5. CONCLUSIONS

It is interesting to investigate about the relative The paper presents an investigation aimed at
contribution to the total exceedance time of each highlighting the role of the stratified rain in
particular sub-population of cells. In order to determining the rain attenuation in various
simplify the problem only the influence of the rain climates.

peak RM is here considered, as the variation with
the radius is conceptually very similar. For this Unfortunately, owing to the small number of
purpose all the cells with the same value of R. propagation experiments in many CCIR rainpurpse ll te cllswiththesam vale o RMzones, the analysis had to be restricted to three
have been grouped together and the variation with zones: e and K.
this parameter studied. The results are presented in

figs. 2 and 3 which give the contribution to the For all them zones the major contribution to the
probability of a sub-population of cells, per unit attenuation exceedance probability exceeded for a
range of Rm. The experimental conditions few hours per year), seems due to convective rain
assumed in the simulation are: attenuation due to cells, being the role of the stratified rain marginal
raincell: 5 dB, frequencies: 11.6 and 30 GHz, rainy up to 0.2% probability.
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0.001% PROBABILITY 0.1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -8.091 38.664 37.808 CCIR91 -0.719 38.705 38.699
EXCELL 17.697 40.898 36.871 EXCELL 19.866 38.941 33.492
U.S.A. 2.782 32.697 32.579 U.S.A. 2.740 31.588 31.469

0.01% PROBABILITY 1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -11.636 32.116 29.934 CCIR91 -36.989 43.318 22.545
EXCELL 8.077 31.740 30.695 EXCELL
U.S.A. -9.059 33.1381 31.875 U.S.A. -52.183 j 58.977 27.482

0.1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV AVERAGED ERRORS SUMMARY

CCIR91 -1.501 37.421 37.391 Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

EXCELL 12.991 34.480 31.939 CCIR91 -14.128 38.685 36.013
U.S.A. -4.652 29.587 29.219 EXCELL 13.845 35.756 32.967

1% PROBABILITY U.S.A. 0.275 35.307 35.306

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV Table 3: Testing results for the 34 "Zone E and

CCIR91 -5.162 49.630 49.361 Single Year" experiments available in the database.
EXCELL 40.457 47.288 24.483
U.S.A. -23.776 54.118 48.616

AVERAGED ERRORS SUMMARY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -6.340 38.484 37.959
EXCELL 13.159 35.494 32.965 0.001% PROBABILITY

U.S.A. -7.886 36.308 35.441 Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

Table 2: Testing results for all the 134 "Beacon CCIR91 -1.499 35.046 35.013

and Single Year" experiments available in the EXCELL 17.024 38.126 34.114

database. U.S.A. -6.423 32.424 31.781
0.01% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -8.432 30.007 28.798
EXCELL 8.525 30.198 28.969
U.S.A. -13.338 33.072 30.263

0.001% PROBABILITY 0.1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RIMS ST.DEV Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -18.695 40.999 36.488 CCIR91 9.089 31.090 29.732
EXCELL 18.779 41.512 37.021 EXCELL 13.522 '34.484 31.722
U.S.A. 14.712 35.1051 31.874 U.S.A. -3.684 127.676 27.429

0.01% PROBABILITY 1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 -17.230 35.494 31.031 -CCIR91 14.634 47.896 45.606
EXCELL 6.837 28.587 27.757 EXCELL -17.360 17.360 0.000
U.S.A. 1.000 30.099 30.083 U.S.A. -9.313 51.266 50.413
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AVERAGED ERRORS SUMMARY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV

CCIR91 2.690 34.671 34.566
EXCELL 12.071 33.571 31.3261
U.S.A. -8.116 34.892 33.935

Table 4: Testing results for the 73 "Zone K and
Single Year" experiments available in the database.

5
• 7

Lo 9
LO (>

0.001% PROBABILITY LO

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV Figure 1: Histogram of the cell density as a
function of radius (S] -$S 0) and peak rain intensity

CCIR91 5.661 5.661 0.000 (1-10). The S intervals are bounded by PO intervals
EXCELL 29.172 29.172 0.000 making a ratio of 1.42 starting from 600 meters, the
U.S.A. -21.553 21.553 0.000 intensities are bounded by RM intervals making a

0.01% PROBABILITY ratio of 1.55 starting from 5 mm/h. The ordinates
Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV give the number of cells per 100 Km2 area in log
,___ ___ ____scale (2 decades/div.) starting from 10"14.

CCIR91 -6.373 30.670 30.000
EXCELL 17.380 54.375 51.522
U.S.A. -13.403 -50.131 48.306

0.1% PROBABILITY

Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV
C C IR 91 -14.458 40.761 38.111. ....... .............. .............. ........

EXCELL 20.812 31.133 23.154 ...... ... ........
............... . . .. . .. ....... _ .•. ............. ........... •......L... ........ . .

U.S.A. -1.472 12.908 12.824 7-7 -So=- ................... -....it'.. Ji..L......•....... . ....L: ...... • ...A...i.L-21% PROBABILITY . ... ........ : :. ...... I:

M ethod MEAN RM S ST.DEV ............. ......... .... .. . ............... ......... ............ ......
•V : .. .. ... .... .. ... .. .... .. .. .....CCIR91 -2.545 19.5824 19.416 -... I ............ .........-.... ....... a-

EXCELL 56.097 57.386i 12.091e::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::

U .S.A . -7.895 20.951 19.406 . . . ....................... ;-...................
.. ....... - .-.... ; ...... ........ m... ..... -- - - .............. 4 ... ... • --- .......... - -

AVERAGED ERRORS SUMMARY . ....... ...... ....................... ......
.............. ZZS: ......... Z." T Z ..................................... . .g ., • =

M ethod ME ANRM S ST.D EV.............. ............ ... ..........................................................
Method MEAN RMS ST.DEV................

CCIR91 -9.029 33.605 32.369 , .. i 10.

EXCELL 25.970 42.585 33.750 R,

U.S.A. -6.352 27.354 26.606 Figure 2: Contribution to the probability of a sub-
population of cells, per unit range of RM.

Table 5: Testing results for the 14 "Zone M and Frequency 11.6 Ghz, path lenght 6 Kin, attenuation
Single Year" experiments available in the database. 5 dB.
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Figure 3: Contribution to the probability of a sub-
population of cells, per unit range of RM.
Frequency 30 0hz, path lenght 6 Kin, attenuation S
dB.
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SEPARATING ABSORPTION FROM SCINTILLATIONS PHENOMENA
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ABSTRACT 2. RAIN ATTENUATION AND
SCINTILLATIONS JOINT OCCURRENCE

Separation of the fade due to rain absorption from
the one due to scintillations is becoming an With the advent of the mm waves technology and
important issue in the design of satellite-based low of the satellite based low margin systems, the
margin systems. The paper presents some propagation activity has been lately more and more
theoretical and experimental achievements based frequently devoted to the characterisation of the
on the data collected in Italy by means of the two scintillations phenomena.
experiments OLYMPUS and ITALSAT.

It is known since a long time that the convective
Keywords: ITALSAT, OLYMPUS, Rain Attenu- activity in the atmosphere, a condition often -ac-
ation, Scintillations companying rain, is associated to enhanced scintil-

lations. Even though a relation between the two
phenomena was expected, measurements and ex-

1. INTRODUCTION perimental results did not give, so far, an univocal
indication on how to make a separate assessment of

In satellite communications at cm and mm waves, the relative effects.
scintillations play an important role especially in
low-margin systems and in the case of joint occur- A prediction method, allowing to account both for
rence with rain: for time percentages of the order rain and scintillations has been given, some years
of 1% the two phenomena are of the same order of ago, in [1] and successively adopted by the CCIR
magnitude and the system design must therefore (now ITU-R); this approach tackles the problem
take into account both of them; being the physical from the statistical point of view but does not give
causes of the two phenomena quite different, the any indication on how to separate the two phenom-
necessity arises of separating the two effects for a ena on short term or event basis (as needed e.g. for
better ability to predict their occurrence. This ap- the implementation of fading countermeasures).
pears to be possible by resorting to the different This aspect of the problem has been instead re-
.dynamic behaviour and spectral characteristics of cently considered in [21 and is here briefly recalled.
the two components of the signal amplitude. Naturally the combining procedure implies assum-

ing that the separate effects of rain and scintilla-
A systematic activity aiming at the separate assess- tions are well identifiable. This is not at all a trivial
ment of the two phenomena has been deemed one matter, as the number of phenomena causing the
of the most important among those allowed by the signal fluctuations is very high (multipath, defo-
two OLYMPUS (12, 20 and 30 GHz) and ITAL- cusing, variation of the angle of arrival, depolari-
SAT (20, 40 and 50 GHz) propagation experi- zation, quickly variable absorption, multiple scat-
ments. In the paper the results of this activity, per- tering by raindrops etc.). Rather than try to guess
forined on systematic basis with OLYMPUS data the dominating mechanisms in each circumstance,
and on sample basis with ITALSAT data, are pre- a separation based on the spectral characteristics of
sented. After separating the slow components due the signal seems a more viable procedure to follow.
to rain from the turbulence-induced scintillations
the relation between the two is studied. Let us assume that total fade depth a, [dB] can be

expressed as a sum of the two well identifiable con-
tributions, not necessarily statistically independent,
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the one due to scintillations a. and the one due to ing the radio channel at 12.5, 20, 30, 40 and 50
GHz.

rain a,:
OLYMPUS main characteristics [3]:
* Frequencies: 12.5, 20 and 30

at =ar +asc (1) e European antenna coverage of the 20 and 30
GHz beacons with a minimum EIRP of 24dBW
in Europe

* Visible earth full coverage for the 12.5 GHz
Assuming a, as conditioning variable, the cumu- beacon
lative distribution function of a,, i.e. the probabil- * Coherence among all the transmitted signals

ie threshold Dual polarization transmission at 20 GHz with aity that a, exceeds a fixed 933Hzewitholte933 Hz switch rate.

P(THR) _ P(a, > THR) can always be expressed

as a function of the conditional probability The earth station installed in Politecnico di Milano
provided for reception of 20 GHz beacon while the

P,,(a, > THR /a,): station in Spino d'Adda could receive all the three

beacons. The sampling rate is I Hz.

The ITALSAT main characteristics [41:

P(THR) = fPIofd(a, > THR Iar)pp,(ar)dar . Frequencies 20, 40 and 50 GHz

0 (2) * European antenna coverage
W* High EIRP value (27 dBW)
fJ Pcond (as,, > THR - ar )P., (ar )da'r Coherence among all the transmitted signals
o 0 Dual polarization transmission at 50 GHz with a

933 Hz switch rate
* Angle modulation of the 40 GHz beacon

where Po (a_ > THR -a,) is the exceedance (sidebands -at 500 MHz from the centre

probability of scintillations conditioned to rain. frequency).
The second expression shows how the absolute
exceedance probability can be expressed by the An earth-station, also located in Spino d'Adda
integral of the product of two functions, one having receives all the beacons.

the quantity THR- a, as argument and the other

a,. The first function depends, in principle, by a, 4. ANALYSIS
(apart from the explicit dependence through
THR -a,). If this would not happen (i.e. scintilla- Four types of analyses were undertaken on the
tions were statistically independent from rain) data l
equation (2) would be a bare convolution integral; * Spectral analysis
however this does not correspond to reality, in the * Fadedation statistinalis* Correlation between scintillations and rain
author's experience; in any case there are not con-
ceptual differences in accounting for any possible * attencation
statistical dependence in solving the integral (2) deviation.
provided that the probability of scintillations con-
ditioned to rain is known. The main purpose of this
paper is to provide preliminary results about this
quantity obtained with the two OLYMPUS and
ITALSAT experiments. 4.1. Spectral Analysis

The spectra of scintillations and rain events pos-
sess some very clearly distinguished characteris-

The OLYMPUS and ITALSAT propagation ex- tics. The most relevant are:

periments were conceived with the aim of assess- the spectral extension (up to some Hz the
scintillations, limited to about 0.01 Hz the rain

ing the physical background and the statistical intm ost cases
behaviour of a large number of parameters regard- in most cases)
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* the asymptotic behaviour: scintillations are Due to the inherent spectrum fluctuations, the ex-
characterized by a flat spectrum till a cut-off act transition frequency is however not easily as-
frequency, (in the range 0.1-1 Hz) [1,5], and sessed by inspection of the spectrum, especially

then by an asymptotic behaviour (i.e. df-'"3), when few points are available in the low-frequency
range; a zero estimator spectral technique was at-On the contrary (6], rain, in most ca'ses, is char- tepted by the authors 181 and a theoretical accu-

acterized by a power spectrum of the type tern bytthan [81 and.

[sinkf)11 2 .racy better than 10% obtained.[sin(kS )If]'

4.2. Fade Duration Statistics
This latter property can be understood by consider-

ing that the attenuation is roughly proportional to Investigation on fade durations can also help in
the integral of the rain intensity profile along thepath Ifthewellknon sntheic tor conept17] distinguishing rain induced fades from fades in-path. If the well known synthetic storm concept [7]~ duced by atmospheric turbulence; it has b~een found

were rigorously applicable (time exchangeable with inded that:

space using a constant translation storm velocity), i Shotf

this would imply convolving, in the time domain, a t ad follow a ssociaw tribu tion

rectangular unit function (representing the link tions and follow a power-law distribution

averaging function) with the rain intensity time e Long fades are associated to the space-time rain

profile as would be recorded by a rain gauge. This structure and are log-normally distributed.

corresponds, in the frequency domain, to the prod- The two processes seem well separable especially
uct of the Fourier Transform of the two functions. the thresses s it searable es 2As the storm profile spectrum is larger than the at high thresholds as it appears from• figure 2
rectangle spectrum, it is the latter to provide the which gives the cumulative distributions of fade

durations for the 8 dB threshold; two different
shape Of the signal spectrum. slopes separated by a particular duration, the sepa-

1E+8 ration duration, can be observed in the figure. This
N .. parameter is very near and probably related to the

'•1E+3-"79

rn1E+76 separation frequency 191.

C IE+6 -. 0 9
IE+5 -

ý5 IE+4 - .2 9-Trsol:8d

0.(
1E* E .3 95

1E+2 -

V W
4) 1E+• - " 006

1E-(1
W -E 'm

1E-4 1E-3 IE-2 1E-1 1E+O 1
Frequency [Hz] ~5

Figure 1: Typical signal spectrum with transition __o 1
frequency between rain and scintillations effecits _ 1 E-+0 1 E+1 1 E+2 I E+3 1 E44
at around 0. 01 Hz. . Duration [s]

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of fade
The total signal spectrum is then characterized as duration for OLYMPUS experiment at 20 GHz;

in figure 1 where an observable. separation fre- threshold 8 dB: exceedance time 5 hours.

quency around 10-2 Hz is discernible. This value

however is not fixed but depends-on event inten-
sity, storm translation speed and scintillations en-
ergy. In the author's opinion, the separation fre- 4.3. Correlation between Rain Attenuation and
quency is the most useful and effective signature to Scintillations
separate absorption from scintillations.
It allows in fact to implement a filtering algorithm Time series from OLYMPUS 20 GHz beacon re-
to remove the rain effects and assess the power of corded by the Politecnico di Milano were low-pass
scintillations alone. filtered to obtain the slow varying components due

to rain and high-pass filtered to obtain the fast
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varying ones due to turbulence as indicated in As for scintillations, Tatarskii proposed the follow-
section 4.1. ing theoretical relation [10]:
Once the two time series were obtained for each
block of 30 s (30 samples) the average level
(attenuation) and the standard deviation ( =1/(Y2 (f/2)7/12
(scintillations) were evaluated and a scatterplot
drawn. This result is shown in figure 3 from which
two different ranges of attenuation seem to reflect The ratio between the standard deviations evalu-
different behaviours of scintillations: ated as described in the previous section has been
"* High attenuation range (> 6 dB) in which a con- put in relation with the ratio of the frequencies as

stant conditional average of about 0.2 dB seems in equation (4); the result is an exponent very near
to apply to 0.5 for the three couples of frequencies tested

"* Lower range in which the average increases
with increasing rain attenuation; more over the with ITALSAT at Spino d'Adda. The fact that the
dithpincreasiong sees anua ; me l er than inhigfound exponent is much more similar to 0.5 than
dispersion seems much larger than in high 1.72, which is typical of the rain attenuation, dem-
Sattenuation range. onstrates that the observed scintillations are a mul-

These elements could be a preliminary input for tipath effect due to non-uniformity of the refraction

modelling the conditional probability of scintilla- index rather than a phenomenon of quickly

tions as in equation (2). variable absorption.

0.8 5. CONCLUSIONS

. Scintillations and rain attenuation are well
separable processes which can be assessed

separately.
"gO.$ They do not seem statistically independent: a0 0.4

S. .model to take the statistical dependence into
Z .account seems at hand

- Even though related to rain the nature of the
scintillations seems the one of a typical phe-
nomenon caused by non-uniformity of the

0.0 refraction index.
0 4 8 12 16 20

rain attenuation [dB]

Figure 3: Scatterplot between standard deviation
of scintillations calculated for 22 selected 6. REFERENCES
OLYMPUS events at 20 GHz; the continuous line
represents the mean value of std conditioned to 1. Karasawa Y. and T. Matsudo 1991,
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RAIN AREAS ON HORIZONTAL RADAR RAIN MAPS:
NEW COLLECTION, NEW INSIGHT INTO SPATIAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

A. Pawlina Bonati

CNR, Centro di Studio sulle Telecomunicazioni Spaziali
Politecmico di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 1-20133 Milano, Italy

Tel: +39-2-23993586, Fax: +39-2-23993413, E-mail: pawlina@elet.polimi.it

ABSTRACT range of 40 kin, 32 time consecutive echoes aver-
aged.

New collection of rain clusters identified at various
levels of intensity (ranging from 0.5 to 40 amn/h) Table 1. Spino d'Adda Radar Characteristics
on horizontal radar maps, characterized and organ- Geographical location 45.400 N, 9.5* E
ized into a hierarchical data base (HRM89) is pre- Height 84 m asl
sented along with primary statistical investigations Type and frequency conventional, 2.8 GHz
addressing spatial distribution of rain intensity. Resolution 2* - 75/150 m

- Min. and max. range 350 m- 150Kin
Keywords: Antenna
Horizontal Rain Map, mother rain cluster, inner Parabolic Reflector 3.6 m , rear feed
rain cluster, cluster nesting Gain 38.2 dB

Max rotational speed 30 degrees/sec.
Polarization vertical

1. INTRODUCTION Receiver
Noise figure 2.7 dB

With new requirements for "low availability" TLC Dynamic range 80 dB ± 1 dB
systems in mind, calling for the knowledge of low Transmitter
intensity rain structures, and thanks to the upgrad- Type magnetron
ing of the meteorological radar system of Spino Pick power 475 KW
d'Adda in North Italy now measuring with greater Pulse duration 0.5/1.5 ps
space detail and down to lower intensity echoes, a Pulse repeatition freq. 456/228 Hz
vast collection of low elevation scans for the gen- Outputs
eration of horizontal rain maps was started in 1988 Analogic for PPI and digital for recording
and is still carried on. The 1989 collection worked
out in this contribution covers 32 rain events, last- Three consecutive rings are taken of three azimuth
ing from 75 minutes up to 12 hours, contains more scans, closest to the radar at 70 elevation, median
than 7000 Horizontal Rain Maps (HRM) with the at 5' and most distant at 3' and combined into one
total of 175 hours of rain exceeding 0.5 mm/h. horizontal polar map, representing on average the
The present contribution aims to: (a) introduce the layer around 1.5 km above the ground; it is then
collection of rain clusters nested with respect to the remapped onto cartesian grid, each 250 x 250 m
intensity level, (b) present preliminary results of square being assigned an average reflectivity, z,
statistical enquiry on the spatial distribution (and measured in the corresponding radar volume.
organization) of rain intensity within the rain A radar image of 160 per 160 pixels obtained this
region. way (eventually after conversion of reflectivity

values to rain rate, R) is referred to as Horizontal
Rain Map (HRM).

2. HRM89 DATA SET Measurement campagne of 1989 produced 7167
HRM's with rain greater than 0.5 mm/h, once the

The relevant characteristics of the radar (Ref 1) at interferred or otherwise damaged scans were
the time of collection are reported in Table 1. discarded. They cover 32 rain events: 17 in spring,
Three full azimuth scans at elevations 3, 5, and 7' (4530 maps), 8 in summer (1255), 3 in fall (367)
are completed in 90 seconds with range resolution and 4 in winter (1015). HRM' s within an event are
of 150 in, azimuth resolution of 20, maximum spaced by 90 seconds.
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1 Rdar Derived

A Raingauge

- 0.1

S0,01

S0.001

0.0001

P.0 I"0= P (R)'= 2.17393 for R1l [mm/h]0.00001

0.1 1 10 100 1000

R [mml]

Figure 1. Radar derived and raingauge CD's.

For contrast, other similar data set (Ref.2) collected on average, as shown in Figure 1, which gives two
in 1980 contained about 1700 rain maps with space Cumulative (probability) Distributions (CD), one
resolution of lkm per lkm, spaced by 6 minute for all data of HRM89 collection converted to rain
time interval over the range from 3 to 80 km. rate and other for three years of the raingauge data
As regards the conversion z - R, known empirical (radar site).
relation [z=200 R 1 6] was adopted, tested as usual An example of HRM belonging to the HRM89 set
against long term raingauge data and working well is shown in Figure 2.

SPINO DADDA

12/ 6/1989 14:59:58
40 I Il11111l 11[ 11l 11,I11 I 11

30'

mmlh 20-

> ~300
*200-300 E10-1000 2:0

*i oo - oo ,- ...
S50 100 0 7.

ED 5 - 20 10O

U) 20-

Z 30-

40 - i -7T-rT r I, , ,P ll tl II • l l

40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40
W - E Distance from Radar [kin]

Figure 2. Example of Horizontal Rain Map in HRM89
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2.1. Identification of horizontal rain clusters Rain cluster at i-th intensity level is defined as a

set of close enough i-th level rain structures; two

The common terms used in reference to rain stuctures are close enough when the

echoes observed on radar images are "rain pattern" minimum distance (in sense of Hausdorff) between

and "rain cell". The first one, pretty general, their contours does not exceed a given value d (in

applies to any type of rain echo while the second pixels); an isolated rain structure is the case of

one is preferably used in modeling of propagation cluster. The distance d in the HRM89 collection is

effects of rain. By rain cell on radar image one (empirica.:) fixed to 4, ie. 1 km. See Ref. 5 for the

understands usually a form (spot) delimited by a details on algorithms.

(closed) contour, containing relatively intense rain. Minimum detectable level (that guarantees an

Two categories of contours that delimit a rain cell acceptable S/N) of rain intensity is, for HM89, of

Table 2. Clusters at various intensity levels

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Rainrate [rm/h] 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 20 40

N' of clusters 34356 81057 78760 39695 21068 8562 3617

Total Area]km2] 6685484 4863718 2187274 884184 288819 91683 29840

are used, absolute and relative ones (eg. Ref. 4). 18 dBz corresponding to the rain rate of 0.5 mm/h.

Example of the absolute contour is "20 dBz", of It will be referred to as zero or "mother" level.

the relative one is "10 dBz down the local maxi- Clusters are first identified at zero level on HRM,

mum". In both cases the structure (area) delimited as mother clusters, and for each of them the inner

by it is meant as internal to the contour, with the clusters are found at next, higher intensity level;

rain exceeding the contour (threshold) value. In the process is repeated until the clusters at all

this paper the term rain structure is preferred and intensity levels of interest are found. The threshold

applies to any set of adiacent pixels of rain exceed- intensity levels for HM89 with total figures are in

ing given (absolute) contour level; we will identify Table 2.

structures at several intensity levels, so speaking of

i-th level stucture delimited by contour level i. 2.2. HHMR89 organization

As rain structures cluster, ie. appear in aggregates
and an aggregate may represent in fact a single HM89 multilevel rain cluster collection is

structure if seen at slightly lower level (thres- organized in several files, the three of main interest

holding effects, not discussed here) rain clusters here being:

instead of cells will be identified and described. * GM89: lists clusters with their descriptors,

0 0.5 nrih
• 0.9 • l m/

n ~ 1 nvn~b

x0.8 2.--5 nimrh
0.7 5 mm/h

0.6

0.5

0 10 20 0 4 50 6020 80~

0o.4 - 40 nua~h

=0.3

.a0.2

0.17;

Equivalent diameter, D [km]

Figure 3. Extension of clusters in function of intensity level
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0.3 -

0.2 \-Ij
0.1LII0
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Figure 4. CD's of cluster extension for all clusters and for those entirely in radar
window

organized in blocks, one block groups the Each inner i-th level cluster "knows" to what
clusters at all levels of one HRM: it is linked (i-1)-th level (outer) cluster it is inner. In this way
to other files through the HRM identifier. the exhaustive description of spatial distribution of

MM89: contains intensity data of mother rain intensity within the cluster is possible.
clusters, it is a list of cluster windows, each All, mother and inner clustersare "measured" and
cluster window is a matrix of pixels characterized by the essential morphological and
composing the cluster; it is linked to other files physical descriptors (Ref. 3); such as: area,
through the HRM identifier. ellipticity, main axis orientation, barycenter
SM89 is a list of HRM descriptors, one set of coordinates, maximum, mean and effective
descriptors for each HRM, including identifier, intensity.
date, time, number of mother clusters, total Particular morphological descriptors are the
extension of rain, maximum and average identification level and the pointer to the outer
intensity, radar conversion parameters etc. cluster.

. 40fmm/h]<ý T•_.•".5 [mm/h]" clusters, 128-50130 [Kmq]

___,_D 20[mm/h]

V 0.1 10[mm/h]

- . ,. 5[mm/h]

A 2.5[mm/h]
0.01.= 0.01 __"_- 0.19*exp(-0.42*X)

0.33*exp(-0.33*X)

A 0.55*exp(-0.21*X)

0.65*exp(-0.13*X)

_ -- 1.23*exp(-0.14*X)

0.0001

0 10 20 30 40 50

Number of Descendents, n

Figure 5. Occurrence of inner clusters of various intensity
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Figure 6. Occurrence of inner clusters of various intensity in a mother cluster

mother cluster will have at least 4 inner clusters at
3. STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION. the 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 20 mm/h levels, rispectively.

The probabilities are at least 5 times greter if
In first place the estimation of probabilistic "entirely visible" condition is removed, as can be
occurence of rain clusters at various levels of seen in Figure 5.
intensity is carried out. This is expressed by the The careful, modellistic analysis of the statistics
Table 2 and the curves of Figure 3. should be now carried on.
It should be noted however that the dimension of
mother clusters (and, to lower extent, clusters of
next two levels) is biased by the fact that they may 4. REFERENCES
cross the border of radar observation window (a
circle of 40 km in radius). Figure 4 shows the 1. Capsoni C et al. 1983, "Radar data analyses
degree of underestimation of spatial extension in for propagation studies", ESTEC Final
case only the clusters entirely contained in the Report 4680/81/NL/MS(SC),ESA/ESTEC
observation window are considered. Thus 50 % of Noord-wijk, NL
clusters at 0.5 mm/h level would have equivalent 2. Pawlina A 1987, "Radar rain patterns: auto-
diameter greater than 10 km for those entirely matic extraction, collection and description
visible and greater than 50 km for all clusters at for modeling purposes", Alta Frequenza, vol.
that level. It seemed wiser to keep the bias instead LVI, n. 1-2, Jan-Apr., pp. 15 3 -1 5 9

of miting the analysis to entirely visible but 3. Capsoni C et al. 1987, "Data and theory for a
necessarily much smaller structures. new model for the horizontal structure of rain
As expected, more intense clusters have smaller cells for propagation applications", Radio
dimensions at equiprobability levels; not so obvious Science", Vol.22, N. 3
the almost linear relation. 4. Goldhirsh J and Musiani B, 1992
As regards spatial distribution of rain intensity "Dimension Statistics of Rain Cell Cores and
within a cluster the primary investigation aims to Associated Rain Rate Isopleths derived from
adress the question like "what is the probability of Radar Measurements in the Mid-Atlantic
occurrence of n inner clusters at specified intensity Coast of the United States", IEEE Trans.
level ?". Geosci. Remote Sensing, Vol. 30, No. 1, Jan
The response is of type depicted in Figure 5 and 6 5. Mussio P Pawlina A 1990, "Modeling rain
for a selected set of conditions. In Figure 6 small to patterns: towards automatic interpretation of
medium mother clusters, entirely visible, show that radar images", Image and Vision Computing,
there is 0.1, 0.02, 004 and 0.0003 probability that a vol.8 no 3, pp.199-210
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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP = aRb FOR RAIN ATTENUATION
AT MILLIMETRIC WAVELENGTHS
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ABSTRACT while those for b may be overestimated. The net
effect of this is an underestimation of rain

A number of rain attenuation events attenuation at frequencies higher than 40 GHz.
measured at 97 GHz over a twelve-month period The explanation for this has generally been sought
have been analyzed in terms of the relationship from the raindrop size distribution employed in the
attenuation (in dB kmn1) y = aRb, where R is the calculations, and a number of workers have
rainfall rate in mm h"1 and a and b are coefficients examined experimental, multi-frequency
deduced from the experimental measurements. measurements of rain attenuation in order to
These coefficients were found to vary considerably derive information on the distribution of raindrops
from event to event, and have been further more appropriate to the millimetre-wave region of
examined in terms of various meteorological the spectrum (see, for example, Ref. 5)
parameters, to investigate whether there are any Other experimental studies of the relation
climatological influences involved in rain y =aRb have also shown some variability in the
attenuation processes. Little correlation has been values of a and b from one rain event to another,
found 'between the coefficients and -those and the reasons for this are not fully understood,
meteorological factors examined, but the but are also considered to originate from
coefficients themselves were found to be in anti- differences in the distribution of raindrop sizes in
correlation, suggesting some degree of different rain events. Another possibility, which is
compensation in the power-law relationship, explored in this paper, is that there might be some

other meteorological factors which could influence
Keywords: Rain attenuation, rainfall rates, the attenuations produced by rain, which are not,
millimetre wavelengths, at present, considered in the models.

This paper examines a number of rain
events measured at 97 GHz over a 12-month

1. INTRODUCTION period, in terms of various meteorological
parameters, to investigate whether such

The calculation of attenuation due to rain meteorological factors could be significant.
is a complex procedure, based generally on Mie
scattering theory, for spherical raindrops, or on
more elaborate procedures such as point matching, 2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
etc., for non-spherical raindrops. For simplicity,
however, power-law models have been developed, The experimental measurements of
in the form of attenuation (in dB km"1) y = aRb, attenuations and rainfall rates were made at the
where R is the rainfall rate in mnm h"1 and the 500m Millimetre-Wave Experimental Range at
coefficients a and b depend on frequency, Chilbolton (MWERAC) in Hampshire, UK
temperature and, for non-spherical raindrops, (latitude 570 8' N, longitude 1° 26' W, elevation
polarization. Values for the coefficients a and b 84m), operated by the Rutherford Appleton
have been determined by fitting to extensive Laboratory. The range, which has been described
scattering calculations, for example by Olsen et el. in detail elsewhere (Ref. 6), is a well-instrumented
(Ref. 1) for spherical raindrops and by Fedi (Ref. open-air laboratory where transmissions of
2) and Maggiori (Ref. 3) for non-spherical millimetre-wave, infra-red and visible signals are
raindrops. These latter calculations now form the monitored at a rate of 0.1 Hz, simultaneously with
basis for ITU-R Recommendation 838 for the a comprehensive set of meteorological
calculation of rain attenuation (Ref. 4) observations. In the present work, attenuations

There is increasing evidence, however, measured at 97 GHz, with vertical polarization,
that at frequencies above about 40 GHz, the ITU-R have been used, together with rainfall rates
values for the coefficient a may be underestimated, measured with three rapid-response raingauges of
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the drop-counting type, spaced 200m apart along 3. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
the 500m range. The raingauges have an accuracy
of about 10% and a minimum resolution of-1 mm 3.1 Correlation with Temperature
h0l, with an integration time of 10 s.

Twenty-five events distributed throughout Temperatures were measured on the
ýa 12-month period have been used in the analysis, 500m range using a Pt resistance thermometer
in order to encompass all seasons and a range of with a time constant of 30s and a sampling rate of
meteorological conditions. The events were 1min. For each event, the mean temperature was
selected to have a maximum rainfall rate in excess determined, and Figure 2 shows that there is little
of 15 mm h-1, representing an exceedance time or no correlation between coefficient a and mean
percentage of 0.03% for the relevant ITU-R rain temperature. Similar conclusions were also found
zone (zone F). Time series of attenuations for the coefficient b. Figure 1 does show, however,
measured at 97 GHz and the mean rainfall rate the wide range of values in the coefficient which
measured with the three raingauges were analyzed were deduced from the analysis. The temperature
by regression to the relationship y =aRb. Values of dependence of rain attenuation arises through the
attenuation less than I dB km-n1 and rainfall rate temperature dependence of the refractive index of
less than 1 mm h"I were eliminated from the water, and is not, in fact, expected to be very
analysis, since such small values tended to skew significant, especially at such high frequencies
the results. An example of one such correlation is (e.g. Ref. 1).
shown in Figure 1. In general, the power-law
correlations were very good, with correlation
coefficients typically higher than 80% and 3

averaging 90%.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 Figure 2: Correlation between the coefficient a
Rainfall rate, mm/h and mean temperature.

Figure 1: Example of correlation between 3.2 Correlation with Wind Speed
attenuation at 97 GHz and rainfall rate. The
regression line is y = 1.32R 0 68  With vertical polarization, forward

scattering amplitudes for oblate spheroidal
The values for the coefficients were found raindrops with zero canting angle will be a

to vary over a wide range, with coefficient a minimum, and will increase as the canting angle
ranging from 0.6 to 2.5, mean 1.30, standard increases, thus implying that rain attenuations
deviation 0.38 and coefficient b from 0.5 to 1.1, could also increase with increasing canting angle.
mean 0.73, standard deviation 0.13. For Consequently, the values of the coefficients were
comparison, the respective ITU-R values are a = examined in terms of the average wind speed
1.04 and b = 0.75 measured during each event, in order to investigate

In order to investigate these variations in whether there could be such effects present in the
the coefficients, they have been correlated with attenuation process.
several meteorological parameters which were also Figure 3 shows the correlation between
measured on the 500m range. the coefficient a and the average wind speed,
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measured with a cup anemometer, while Figure 4 increase with wind speed. However, the
shows the same correlation for the coefficient b. correlation coefficients were very small in both

cases, implying that there is no statistically-
significant dependence on wind speed.

3.3 Correlation with Maximum Rainfall Rate

0 It is expected that different type of rain
could have different raindrop size distributions.
For example, Olsen et al. (Ref. 1) used dropsize

2 distributions for different types of rain which
yielded different values for the coefficients a and b.

0 0 In the present work, it was not possible to
0• characterize the rain in a similar way. However,

0 0 |o as an indicator of the type of rain, the maximum

rainfall rate in each event was used as a variable in
the correlation analysis.

Figure 5 shows the correlation between
the coefficient b and the maximum rain rate,
indicating a decrease in the value with increasing

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 rain rate. The correlation between the coefficient a

Average wind speed, ns and maximum rain rate was rather weaker, and
positive. In both cases, the correlation coefficients
were very small (8% for a, 17% for b) and are thus
not considered statistically significant.

Figure 3: Correlation between the coefficient a
and average wind speed, in m s"1. The regression
line is a = 1.3 + 8x10"3w, where w is the wind
speed 1.2
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Figure 5: Correlation between the coefficient b
and maximum rain rate. The regression line is b =

Figure 4: Correlation between the coefficient b 0.8 - 4xl0"3Rmax.
and the average wind speed. The regression line
is b = 0.7 + 8x10"3w. It is perhaps of some interest to note that

Olsen et al. (Ref. 1) find the converse of this
result, that the value of the coefficient a decreases

The results indicate a marginal increase for high rainfall rate distributions, while the
with wind speed in the values of both coefficients, coefficient b increases. However, the effect is
which would suggest that attenuations could again not very large.
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3.4 Correlation Between the Coefficients work, but will form part of the next stage in these
analyses.

The final correlation considered in this While there were indeed wide variations
paper is between the coefficients themselves, in the values of the coefficients, they appear to be
Figure 6 shows the correlation between the in anti-correlation, thus suggesting some form of
coefficient b and the coefficient a, and indicates compensating mechanism in the model, resulting
quite a strong anti-correlation. The regression line in somewhat smaller variations in the actual rain
can be represented by the linear expression b = attenuations.
1.05 - 0.25a, with a correlation coefficient of 52%. For example, to take two extremes from

this analysis, using values for the coefficient a = 1
and a = 2, encompassing most of the results, the

1.2 predicted attenuations at a rain rate of 25 mm h-1
are 13 and 12 dB kn"1, while at 50 mm h-1 the

1.1 differences become a little more pronounced, with
. \predictions of 23 and 17 dB km"1, respectively.

1.0 \
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ABSTRACT 2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

In South-East Asia, with its severe rain climates, In February 1992, measurement equipment was
significant attenuation will occur on earth-satellite installed at Bangkok and Si Racha, Thailand, at
paths in the 14/11 GHz bands. In August of 1993, Bukit Timah, Singapore, and at Bandung,
at ISRP'93, the results from the first year of Indonesia, as shown in Table 1. Another set of
radiometric measurements of rain attenuation were equipment was installed at Jakarta, but equipment
presented for four locations in Thailand, Singapore problems at that site have not been resolved, and no
and Indonesia. This paper describes the results data are available from Jakarta.
from the second year of measurements, and com-
pares them with the results obtained in the first In Table 1, "Long." and "Lat." refer to the longi-
year. tude and latitude of the measurement location,

"Alt." is the altitude of the radiometer antenna
Keywords: Rain, Attenuation, Satellite. above sea level, "Elev." and "Az." give the

pointing angle to a satellite, "Rain" is the average
annual rainfall amount, and "Rain Zone" is the

1. INTRODUCTION ITU-R rain climate. The satellite position chosen
was 174°E longitude except for Singapore, where

In 1989, an agreement was signed between the an experiment was already in progress using an
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) INTELSAT beacon from an Indian Ocean satellite,
and Canada to carry out a cooperative measurement and the radiometer antenna was pointed in the
program in the measuremdnt of rain attenuation direction of a satellite at 600 E.
statistics on earth space paths. Of particular interest
was the feasibility of using the Ku band frequencies The experimental equipment consists of radiometers
of the INTELSAT Pacific Ocean Region (POR) operating at a frequency of 12.0 GHz. These are of
satellites. The heavy rainfall conditions, combined the dual-slope type, using an antenna of 1.2m
with the relatively low elevation angles to the POR diameter. Measurements of sky noise temperature
satellites, may make it impractical to use the are made every two seconds, and stored in the
higher frequency bands for certain satellite radiometer memory. A tipping-bucket raingauge is
communications applications in the region. mounted near each radiometer, and the time of each

tip is also stored. Periodically, communications are
Three countries are participating in the experiment: established between the radiometer and a (remote)
Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia, covering a wide personal computer, and the radiometer memory is
geographical area. Part of Thailand lies in ITU-R examined. If significant temperature fluctuations are
rain climate zone N (tropical moderate) and part in found within a given hour, all the sky-noise
rain climate zone P (tropical wet), while the other measurements for that hour are transferred to the
countries are entirely within rain climate zone P. computer and recorded to disk. For quiescent

Table 1. Characteristics of the erxperimental locations
Location Long. Lat. Alt. Elev. Az. Rain Rain

(m) (deg) (deg) (mm) Zone

Bangkok 100.50 E 13.7 0N 54 7.4 94.0 1460 N
Si Racha 100.8 0E 13.1°N 30 7.9 93.9 1350 N
Bukit Timah 103.9°E 1.3°N 20 39.4 268.3 2285 P
Bandung 107.6 0E 6.90S 870 15.0 87.0 2164 P
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periods, only the average noise temperature and its radiometer appeared to reach saturation (i.e. the
variance are retained for each hour. The times of all measured sky noise temperature approached the
rain gauge tips are always saved. Since detailed effective medium temperature). These saturation
recordings of sky noise temperature are retained temperatures were then plotted against the date on
only when there is significant activity, this record- which they occurred, and a value of Tm was
ing procedure has proven quite efficient, in that selected through examination of the values on the
only about five megabytes of data will be recorded plot. This semi-quantitative approach yielded values
for each site during a twelve-month period. of Tm equal to 280'K for 'Bangkok, Si Racha and

Bandung, and 290'K for Singapore. From these
values, time series of radiometrically-inferred atten-

3. DATA ANALYSTS uations were calculated from all the measured noise
temperatures, and these data were then used to

This paper presents data for the two year period calculate monthly distributions of attenuation for
March 1992 to February 1993, and March 1993 to each location.
February 1994. At each experimental site, there
were occasional equipment failures caused by The rain gauge data presented in this paper have not
lightning strikes, computer, and other equipment been integrated over one-minute periods. The times
failures. Figure 1 shows the percentage of time that of each tip were simply used to calculate a time
valid data were obtained for each of the sites. Severe series of "instantaneous" rainfall rates, which were
equipment problems at Si Racha caused a complete further processed to form cumulative distributions
loss of data for the months April through July for each month.
1993. Unfortunately, the data for Bandung for the
period December 1993 to February 1994 were not
received in time to be analyzed for this paper. For 4. RESULTS
the two year period, the data availabilities from the
experiments are 77%, 87%, 94%, and 78% for The results of the data analysis for each location are
Bandung, Bangkok, Singapore and Si Racha, given in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows distribu-
respectively. (When the data for Bandung are tions of rain rate, and Figure 3, distributions of
included, the figure will rise from 77% to 88%). attenuation.

031992/93 E21993/94 rrotal In each of the plots of Figure 2, the label (a) refers
- 4to a pair of curves representing the distributions of

100 .. measured rainfall rate for each of the one-year
periods. In the first plot, for Bandung, the 1993/9480' :'

80::data are represented by the lower curve. In each of
60::the other cases, the 1993/94 data are given by the

upper curve of the pairs, indicating that 1993/94
40 tended to have more rain than the previous year.

20: The curves associated with the label (b) are intended
20 ::to represent "worst month" conditions. They were

constructed from monthly distributions of rainfall
0 :k:p:: rate by considering 1 mm/hr intervals, and selecting

Bandung Bangkok Singapore Si Racha the largest of the monthly percentages for each
interval. Curves N and P represent the distributions

Figure 1. Percentage of time that valid data were of rainfall rate given in ITU-R Recommendation'
obtained for each of the experimental sites. 837 for rain climatic zones N and, P.

The radiometric measurements of sky noise The measured data for Bandung, Bangkok and Si
temperature were converted to path attenuations Racha tend to lie closer to rain climate N than to
using the relation A = 10log(Tm - Tcs)/(Tm - Ta), climate P, while the data for Singapore lie between
where A is the attenuation in dB, Tcs is the sky N and P. In all four cases, rain climate P seems to
noise temperature in the absence of precipitation, be a fairly good descriptor of the "worst month"
Ta is the measured noise temperature, and Tm is data.
the 'effective' temperature of the absorbing medium.
In this analysis, Tcs was assumed to be 30'K. In each plot of Figure 3, the label (a) is associated
Selecting a value for Tm is difficult since it varies with a pair of curves showing the 12 GHZ
from one rainstorm to another, and even within a attenuation inferred from the radiometer measure-
single storm. Various authors have used different ments. As in Figure 2, the lower curve of the pair
techniques to determine -this quantity. In this represents the 1993/94 data for Bandung, while for
analysis it was decided to examine all the the other three cases the lower curves show the
attenuation events and to select those for which the 1992/93 values. Label (b) is again associated with

"worst month" yalues, where in this case they were
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derived by considering 0.1 dB intervals of 5. CONCLUSION
attenuation, and choosing the greatest monthly
percentage of time for each 0.1 dB interval. In each This paper presents results from an extensive
case, label (c) denotes the annual attenuation experiment designed to obtain rain attenuation
distribution predicted using the procedure in ITU-R information relevant to the design of satellite
Recommendation 618-2, for a frequency of 12.0 communications systems, in the 14/11 GH, bands,
GHz, and the location data given in Table 1. In the in South-East Asia. Indications from each of two
calculation, the rain intensity for 0.01 percent of years of measurements are that the ITU-R atten-
the year was taken to be 86 and 91 mm/hr for uation prediction technique gives reasonable
Bangkok and Si Racha, respectively, which are agreement with measurements at relatively small
average values over the two years. For Bandung and elevation angles, but that the method seriously
Singapore, the measured 0.01% values were in underpredicts the attenuation at relatively large
excess of 100 mm/hr, so that 100 mm/hr was used angles for small percentages of time.
as prescribed in the Recommendation.

In all cases, the measured attenuation distributions 6. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
for the two years are reasonably close, and for
Singapore they are indistinguishable. At the lower This work was supported by the Canadian
elevation angles, Bandung, Bangkok and Si Racha, International Development Agency, under project
the measured distributions agree fairly well with the number 149-12982.
prediction, but with the prediction tending to
underestimate the measured values. For Singapore,
where the elevation angle of the measurement is
much larger, the agreement is poor with a severe
underprediction of the measured values.
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ABSTRACT On the smallest scale (< 100 m) turbulent mixing
causes scattering and scintillation.

This paper reviews the current status of climatic
parameters in clear-air propagation modelling, and In the standard atmosphere, N decreases
considers possible developments. Sources of radio exponentially with height, although a linear
wave propagation data and radiometeorological decrease is a good approximation in the first
data are discussed. Analyses of surface, and kilometre. The surface refractivity N, and the rate of
radiosonde-derived duct, statistics are given, decrease vary with season and from place to place.

Keywords:- Climatic Parameters, Propagation 1.1.1 Super-refraction and ducting
Modelling, Propagation Datasets, Radiosondes,
Ducting. N decreases by about 40 N/km in the lower

troposphere in average conditions at mid-latitudes.
Meteorological conditions can give rise to non-

1. INTRODUCTION standard propagation. Sub-refraction occurs for
lapse rates less than 40 N/km, reducing the

J1.1 Structure of the troposphere clearance above terrain on terrestrial paths. Super-
refraction occurs for lapse rates exceeding

The radio refractive index n determines the effect of 40 N/km, extending the radio horizon beyond the
the clear-air atmosphere on radio wave propagation. normal horizon. If the lapse rate of N exceeds
Because n is very close to unity, it is usual to work 157 N/km, radio waves are bent towards the Earth
with the refractivity, N, which is the deviation of n more rapidly than the Earth's curvature, and this
from unity, in parts per million. N depends on the may give rise to ducting. Such large gradients are
pressure P (mb), the absolute temperature T (K) and often associated with a layer at the -interface
the partial pressure of water vapour e (mb): between two air masses.

N = 77.6 PT + 3.73 x 105 e2 (1) For very abrupt changes in refractivity, it may beT T more appropriate to consider the radio waves to be

The first term is denoted Ndry while the second term reflected by the layer, rather than refracted by it.
(due to water vapour) is denoted Nwetr The distinction is frequency dependent and a layer

reflection model is more useful at the lower (VHF)
P, T and e vary on several scales. Figure 1 shows frequencies.
contours of potential refractivity (i.e. refractivity
reduced to a standard pressure level) derived from Energy can become trapped between a boundary or
aircraft measurements made over the English layer in the troposphere and the surface of the Earth
Channel. The variations are about two orders of (surface duct) or between two boundaries in the
magnitude greater in the vertical direction than in troposphere (elevated duct). Ducting can cause
the horizontal, and the troposphere can often be multipath fading and enhancement on terrestrial,
considered to be horizontally stratified on the line-of-sight links and long range interference
largest scale (> 1000 km). On the medium scale between services. Figure 2 shows an elevated duct
(100 m-1000 km) the ground, meteorology (local profile in terms of modified refractivity M:
or mesoscale) and climate can produce spatial and M = N + 0.157 z, where z is the height above the
temporal variations; the influence of the coast at ground in metres. A ducting layer is identifiable by
each side of the Channel are visible in the Figure. a negative slope in the modified refractivity-height

curve. The duct extends from the top of the ducting
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layer down to the height at which the modified characterise the various clear air climates and
refractivity returns to the same value as at the top of derive parameters for propagation models.
the layer. In the case of a surface duct, it would
extend down to the ground. Several prediction methods recommended by the

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) use
A ducting layer will only trap radio waves if certain climate zones. The zones are, for example:
geometrical constraints apply. In particular, the mountain; desert; dry and humid; overland; over
angle of incidence of electromagnetic energy at the water; coastal areas etc. Some of these zones are
layer must be very small, generally less than 0.5-1°. also classified using meteorological characteristics
Even energy launched horizontally will intercept an of the refractive index for that climate.
elevated layer at a non-zero angle due to the Earth's
curvature, and ducting layers will not significantly A further step is to directly use the clear air radio
affect terrestrial radio links if the layers are higher meteorological parameters that are available from
than about 1 km above the path. long term standard meteorological measurements,

as part of the prediction procedure. The parameters
High refractivity lapse rates are caused by a rapid currently selected for use in the prediction methods
decrease in water vapour pressure with height and recommended by the ITU are:
by temperature inversions; these- often occur
together. Differences of several tens of N-units over N,: the refratviyat gon level;
a height interval of tens of metres can occur N0 : the ve oned o seaclevel;
between adjacent air masses, leading to the * N: the w etm en of r activity
formation of a ducting layer. As these conditions r N t dferenc b n t vu o
depend on climate and topography, statistics of refractivity at the ground and 1 km;
super-refraction and ducting will vary in different * P3o: the percentage of the time that the

regions of the world. refractivity gradient in the lowest 100 m above
the ground is less than -100 N/km;

.The most widespread form of duct is the shallow * PL: a (pseudo-)worst month value of P0.

(less than 30 m) surface duct caused by evaporation
over large bodies of water. Although this has a In the following we concentrate on modelling for
major effect on ship-borne radar performance, it is communication systems only. The ITU-R
less important for civil communication systems, Recommendations are to be found in [1].
except when located in low-lying coastal areas.
Subsidence inversions and advection are the most 1.2.1 Line-of-sight fading and enhancement
important causes of extreme range interference on parameters

terrestrial paths, giving rise to deep (up to hundreds
of metres thick) surface ducts, and strong elevated PL is used in the modelling of geoclimatic factors
ducts. On overland paths, nocturnal radiation can f
give rise to strong temperature inversions; this is an distribution (ITU-R Rec 530):

important cause of multipath on line-of-sight links. K = C P'- (2)

1.2 Climatic parameters in clear-air radio C takes into account terrain characteristics (such as
wave propagation modelling overland, mountainous area, medium and large

bodies of water) and PL is currently taken from
In the design of radio systems the possible ITU-R Rec 453 (based on [2]).
impairments from propagation effects have to be
considered and taken into account. The design of a 1.2.2 Parameters used for transhorizon,
system requires radio frequencies and bandwidths troposcatter and interference calculations
and will often include an evaluation of service
quality and availability as a function of path length A normal mixed atmosphere makes it possible for
or coverage area. In this picture the terrain and the radio signals to propagate slightly beyond the
buildings etc. play a very important role. geometric horizon. In super-refractive and ducting
Furthermore, the atmosphere ýalone, or in conditions the signal may propagate far beyond the
combination with the terrain, has a major influence horizon. Even under normal conditions there is a
on propagation and hence on service quality. The weak signal due to small scale inhomogeneities and
different climates on the Earth produce quite troposcatter links exploit this mechanism.
different conditions f~or the design and operation of
radio systems. It is therefore of great interest to
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The ITU-R troposcatter model (ITU-R Rec 617) is 2.1 Line-of-sight radio propagation data

based on eight climatic zones which depend on the
statistics of N,. One of the ITU-R tables concerns measurements on

multipath fading and enhancement, and currently

AN and 03o are used in the evaluation of the contains 243 entries that include statistics. Table 1

influence of ducts and super-refractive layers on lists country, number of entries, and some

long range interference (ITU-R Rec452). These information, such as path lengths and radio

can be obtained from maps (based on [2]), or in the frequencies, relevant t, system design. The data

European region, P3. can be calculated in terms of given are average worst month statistics, and the

the radio climatic zones (inland/coastal/sea) which number of calendar month distributions used to

the path traverses. The troposcatter contribution to obtain the statistics ranges from few months to 8

interference depends on N0 . years, with an average of 15 months.

1.2.3 Parameters for other systems The data collected are link information (such as
transmitter and receiver locations), radio frequency,

Low angle satellite systems experience angle-of- terrain profile (along with some derived
arrival variations due to variations in the refractive characteristics) worst month signal statistics and
index. The prediction of total deviation (ITU-R worst month to annual ratio. -

Rec 834) is given in terms of four climatic zones.
The calculation of the effect of scintillation (ITU-R The European COST 235 project may add more
Rec 618) is based on statistics of Nwet. radio wave propagation data to the European part of

the database.

2. DATA AVAILABLE Propagation data are clearly required from regions
of the world where none are now available: a large

The only readily available database is that of the part of Asia, Australia, Africa, and America. For all
ITU-R, comprising various tables. The description parts of the world more data from types of links
of the data and entries are given in ITU-R Rec 311 other than overland are required, such as overwater
and some information about the data that have been and in mountainous areas.
collected is found in ITU-R Doc 5C/88 (1993).

Continent Country No. of Path length (km) Frequency (GHz)
entries min,max,mean min,max,mean

America Brazil 8 40.2, 68.0, 54.4 4.0, 7.7, 6.2
Canada 33 15.7, 131.9, 62.0 0.5, 17.7, 5.2

Europe Denmark 1 44.7 14.3
Finland 12 41.2, 66.3, 50.9 6.0, 7.5, 6.3
France 30 28.0, 95.3, 47.6 3.8, 14.5, 7.7
Italy 50 32.6, 299.9, 97.2 0.9, 11.8, 5.3
Norway 13 39.0, 93.8, 63.7 3.7, 7.5, 5.9
Russia* 29 12.7, 74.9, 46.5 3.7, 29.3, 5.6
Sweden 7 15.2, 73.0, 35.7 2.2, 36.0, 14.0
Switzerland 10 53.7, 125.0, 98.0 2.3, 7.0, 4.2
UK 33 7.5, 74.8, 42.8 1.8, 37.0, 9.8

Africa Egypt 7 24.5, 49.0, 39.8 6.0, 6.8, 6.5
Ghana 3 29.5, 60.1, 49.9 2.0, 7.7, 3.9
Malawi 1 85.0 2.1
Mozambique 1 112.6 2.1
Senegal ,- 3 25.4, 54.5, 43.1 6.5, 6.8, 6.6
Zimbabwe 1 54.0 6.9

Asia* Pakistan 1 12.0 13.0
Australia 0
Total 243
* Former USSR: also includes data from Estonia, Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, and Uzbekistan.

Note that the two latter countries and some Russian links are in Asia)

Table 1: Line-of-sight radio wave propagation data
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The ITU database also includes a table (16 entries) forecasting. These data are regularly archived and
on co- and cross-polar effects on line-of-sight links are available from several world data centres.
and tables on diversity reception improvement (25 Surface weather conditions are monitored at more
entries) and radio channel characteristics (50 than 5000 sites worldwide, while a network of over
entries), of help in understanding line-of-sight 1000 stations carry out routine radiosonde
propagation data related to clear-air phenomena. observations (RAOBs) that permit vertical profiles

of various meteorologicdi parameters, including
2.2 Propagation data for the evaluation of radio refractivity, to be calculated.

interference
Surface data are recorded three-hourly, and many

The ITU-R database includes a set of 201 links. A stations have data collected over a long time span
large amount of information is asked for and (in some cases hundreds of years); these are a useful
collected, including link parameters and radio- source of data for statistical studies of variability of
meteorological data (No, Ns, P3o). Links are also meteorological parameters (spatial, diurnal and
sorted by climatic zone. Table 2 gives the countries climatic).
from which data are now available.

Radiosondes measure (directly or indirectly)
2.3 Meteorological data pressure, temperature and humidity, from which

height and refractive index can be derived.
A distinction is made here between sources of raw, Radiosonde stations make ascents twice daily (at
unprocessed meteorological data, and data reduced 0000 and 1200 UT), and some stations also launch
to radiometeorological parameters that can be used pilot balloons (wind data only) at 0600 and 1800.
in prediction models. The most convenient form of
the latter is global and regional maps. The vertical resolution of modern radiosondes is

excellent (about 10 m), but unfortunately the data
2.3.1 Raw data are only reported and archived at "standard"

pressure levels (1000mb and 850mb being the
Global networks of stations gather meteorological only levels normally relevant for radio purposes)
data on a regular basis for synoptic weather and "significant" levels (i.e. those that show a

Continent Country No. of No. of Path length (km) Frequency (GHz)
receivers transmitters min,max,mean min,max,mean

America Barbados 1 0 342 0.9
Canada 4 5 228, 346, 295 0.5, 4.7, 2.9
Cuba 0 1 299 0.9
Trinidad&Tobago 0 1 342 0.9
US 29 27 156, 554, 290 0.5, 9.4, 2.0

Europe Denmark 2 5 138, 839, 466 1.3, 11.7, 6.4
France 25 8 152,483,254 0.5, 11.6, 3.8
Germany 19 14 93,599, 295 0.5, 29.0, 4.4
Italy 0 1 577 0.8
Netherlands 29 14 100, 955,329 0.6, 17.7, 2.7
Russia 2 2 295 1.0, 4.5, 2.7
Spain 1 1 380, 577, 479 0.8, 0.9, 0.8
Sweden 0 2 957, 974, 966 1.3
UK 66 98 66, 974, 308 0.1, 17.8, 2.5

Africa Morocco 1 0 380 0.9
Asia China 3 3 140, 229, 196 2.8

Japan 17 17 226,438, 318 0.6, 3.0, 1.6
Malaysia 1 0 598 1.0
Singapore 0 1 598 1.0
Thailand 0 1 722 1.8
Viet Nam 1 0 722 1.8

Australia 0 0 9
Total 201 201

Table 2: Radio wave propagation data for interference considerations
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"significant feature" in the temperature or humidity Bean et. al. [2] calculated statistics for four
profile). This means that the resolution in the first cdlendar months (February, May, August and
kilometre is tather poor. November) based on 112 radiosonde stations

with a 5-year time span in the late 1950s and
Older types of radiosonde are inherently less early 1960s. They produced contour maps and
accurate and have poorer vertical resolution. The cumulative probability distribution functions of
sensors are not fast-response devices, and the time surface refractivity and refractivity gradients
lag of the radiosonde instrumentation has two over different height intervals. Their maps are
important effects. Firstly, it will tend to the basis for the current ITU-R prediction
underestimate the magnitude of any refractivity procedures;
changes so that (a) layers will have have apparent Ortenburger of GTE Sylvania [3] carried out a
gradients that are less extreme than they actually la rger of Surface, supe rrefrac t aare, and (b) very thin structures may not detected at larger study of surface, super-refracting layer
arl.Secndl(b)ey, theindsrcatures mat not dretctived aand duct statistics based on 5 years of data (late
all. Secondly, the indicated height for a refractive 1960s and early 1970s) for all calendar months.

layer may appear to be higher than its true height.

The discrete launch times of radiosondes, a'nd the In their time, both these exercises were major tasks,

fact that ascents are made at different local times in and the results are still widely used. More recently,

different parts of the world, serves to obscure the raw data and the computing power needed to

details of the refractive conditions at a given process them have become widely available, and

location and makes it difficult to separate diurnal several groups are actively involved in new analyses

effects from genuine regional variations. The fact covering longer time spans with better resolution
data.

that many different types of radiosondes are in use

worldwide, and that meteorological organisations
occasionally change types may limit the usefulness 3. NEW CLIMATIC PARAMETERS
of long time span datasets for statistical analyses.

Alternative methods of measuring the vertical 3.1 Refractivity/duct-layer parameters
refractive index profile exist, but none of them areas dvelped as idey aailale r a inepenive Clear-air anomalous propagation phenomena (suchas developed, as widely available or as inexpensive as multipath fading) are often considered to be the

as the radiosonde. However they can give valuable direct consequence of a radio duct in the

insight into the atmospheric processes that cause tro osphere. B f t codition is the

anomalous propagation, and in the longer term may troposphere. By itself this condition is neither

prove a better source of radiometeorological data necessary nor suffitient for anomalous propagation

than the radiosonde: to be manifest. However, since the same holds true
for any other pre-defined refractive configuration,

the refractometer is an in situ measurement the existence of a stratified tropospheric radio duct
system, normally mounted on an aircraft or is arguably the best concomitant of anomalous line-
helicopter for detailed case studies; it has high of-sight propagation. The problems facing the
accuracy and a very rapid response time; modeller are

remote sensing is an active area of study. (a) to define the exact ducting-layer probability
Doppler radars, lidars (laser sounders), sodars statistics for a given location,
(acoustic sounders), and satellite-borne (b) to determine which specific duct parameter(s)instruments have all been considered;(btodtriewchscfcdutpamer)

e bare the most relevant and useful ones, and
numerical weather models hold out promise for
the wide scale forecasting of refractivity; recent (c) to determine which other refractivity-related
mesoscale models covering limited regions meteorological quantities might usefully serve
have good vertical and horizontal resolution. as proxies for, or adjuncts to, radio ducts.

This section examines several duct-layer quantities
2.3.2 Radioclimatological statistics that might be used in propagation modelling.

Statistical studies of radiorefractivity parameters (i) Probability of occurrence:
based on surface and radiosonde data have been
carried out since the 1950s by several workers. Two For obvious practical reasons, the only possible way
major studies of global coverage are: in which duct occurrence statistics can be derived

for the entire globe or for a large portion of it is
through the analysis of existing radiosonde
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archives. These contain data for more than 1000 An analysis of duct height and intensity is more
different locations extending for a numbir of problematic than that of probability of occurrence
decades at some locations although developments because of the poor vertical resolution and slow-
relating to the instrumentation restrict the useful response of the sensors discussed earlier. Statistics
period to about 25 or 30 years. A data set of that of duct parameters derived from RAOBs may be
size is required in order to provide the necessary useful for propagation modelling, but care has to be
statistical significance, especially if one hopes to taken in interpreting their meaning.
provide predictions of propagation conditions on a
monthly basis. Figure 3 compares the monthly median heights (the

vertical bars show the 25-75% exceedance interval)
(ii) Heights of occurrence: of surface ducts from stations in the Mediterranean

and India (based on a new analysis of radiosonde
The height of occurrence of a duct is obviously an data). The seasonal variations are clearly very
important parameter and one that has not received different, in contrast to the probabilities of duct
sufficient attention. If the layer is not penetrated by occurrence, which show a similar trend for the two
at least one of the signal ray trajectories then it stations; this indicates the potential of duct height as
cannot affect the propagation. The three heights a climatic parameter.
associated with an idealised ducting layer are shown
in Figure 2: the top and bottom of the ducting layer, Layers often form, move vertically and decay with a
and the bottom of the duct itself, strong diurnal correlation. Twice-daily radiosonde

ascents are insufficient to follow the trends.
In a simple ray picture, the outer boundaries of a Because of this it might be preferable to make the a
horizontally homogeneous duct represent the priori assumption that the occurrence of a duct is
interval from within which a launched ray may not a (strong) function of height. In this way the
become "trapped". The base of the ducting-gradient duct occurrence statistics might be enhanced by
layer is the "optimal" level from which a pseudo- combining surface-based with elevated ducts up to
horizontally launched ray might become trapped. some undetermined altitude. This approach is not
All three height levels are potentially significant in without risk. For example, the data in Figure 4
modifying propagation conditions and hence indicate that surface ducts are somewhat more
deserve some consideration as modelling prevalent in the UK than in coastal Canadian
parameters. regions, while the reverse holds true for elevated

ducts. It is not clear whether this is a result of
(iii) Duct intensity: different local launch times in the two continents, or

whether it is due to genuine climatic differences.
The intensity of the duct is defined in Figure 2. It
may be thought of as providing a measure of how 3.3 "Modified" radio ducts
significant the duct might be in influencing
propagation. Combined with the physical thickness A number of reasons have been outlined as to why
of the duct, it helps define the minimum wave one might seriously question the observations
frequency that can be "trapped" within the duct routinely produced by the global network of RAOB
boundaries. While actual "trapping" of a radio stations. While every reasonable effort should be
signal is important primarily for long terrestrial made to correct and improve available RAOB
paths, the intensity of a layer may nonetheless be readings, it is also appropriate to consider
indicative of its importance in anomalous modifying the operational definition of a duct.
propagation. Thus, we might presume the existence of a true duct

when the vertical refractivity lapse rate as reported
3.2 Preliminary analyses by a meteorological radiosonde falls below some

less severe limit, such as 125 N/km, 100 N/krn, or
An analysis of duct layer thickness (based on possibly even 80 N/km. It is not difficult to redefine
Sylvania statistics) has been made for sites along a set of pseudo-duct p.rameters.
the east and west coasts of Canada and for the UK
and the .European west coast. Differences are 3.4 Non-radiosonde parameters
evident in the average thickness (especially for
surface ducts) and in their daily and seasonal Having noted the difficulties associated with
variability. All tend to be somewhat larger in North standard radiosonde data, it is tempting to consider
America. the use of other meteorological information that

might serve as a substitute for or supplement to
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refractivity gradient statistics. Figure 5 shows the location in southern Canada. Based on ten years'
minimum temperature difference required to create observations taken every three hours, these
a 10 m surface ducting layer with an intensity of represent as much data as forty years of radiosonde
3 N-units: it indicates that surface ducts are more observations and allow a complete diurnal analysis
readily created under hot and humid conditions, to be carried out. Of course careful analysis would
although it is recognised that large-scale advection be required to establish a correlation between
or nocturnal radiation cooling frequently creates surface water vapour or Nwet and duct or pseudo-
strong and persistent ducts in Arctic and/or desert duct statistics and, ultimately, with propagation
areas. data.

For most Temperate locations, however, it is likely While no simple surface parameter could be
that atmospheric water vapour, observable at the applicable to all locations globally, it could provide
surface, constitutes the most critical antecedent of a significant advantage in greater precision, in
super-refraction. Thus, one might consider the improved temporal and spatial resolution as well as
surface value of such a quantity as a modelling in extending validated models to areas where
parameter. The advantages of such a parameter reliable RAOBs are not available.
include the fact that surface meteorological
observations extend over a much longer period of
time, are measured at a much greater number of 4. REFERENCES
sites worldwide, are measured more frequently than
the twice-per-day radiosonde soundings, are much
simpler to process, and most importantly they [1] ITU-R Recommendations, RPN series,

represent quasi-static measurements with inherently Propagation in Non-Ionsed Media, Geneva,
greater accuracy. 1994.

[2] B.R. Bean, B.A. Cahoon, C.A. Samson and
As an alternative, the water vapour parameter might G.D. Thayer, A World Atlas of Atmospheric
be combined with surface temperature to give Nwet. Radio Refractivity, ESSA Monograph 1, 1966.
Figure 6 shows the mean seasonal wet and dry [3] L.N. Ortenburger, Radiosonde Data Analysis
componenits of the surface refractivity and their [3 , GTE/Syrtenbg Radosonde DtAas
standard deviations for a mid- latitude temperate II, GTE/Sylvania Incorporated, 1977.
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Investigation of climatic factor influence on
abnormal radio propagation

V.N.Troitsky

NIIR, 16 Kazakova Str. Moscow, 103064, Russia
tel. 7 095 267 06 47, fax. 7 095 261 00 90

Abstract

The investigation of correlation between probability of anomalous high EM field
strength and different meteorological and radio sound data has been conducted in NIIR with
the purpose of predicting of interference signal probability in various climatic regions.

1. Introduction

The prediction of interference signal level in different geographical regions is
important and difficult problem. It is impossible to conduct radio propagation experiments
in all climatic and geographical regions of the earth. Therefore it is important to get the
reliable method evaluating of interference signal by means huge massive of meteorological
data, which there is for almost all regions of earth. With this connection it is important to
look for the dependence on high signal level with meteorological data, in particular, radio
sound data. For this aim the special investigation' has been conducted in NIIR.

2. Result of investigation

At first the correlation between high signal level beyond the horizon and the value of
N has been investigated for some long distance paths. The correlation factor p between
value A (signal level respect to free space level) and N, has been about 0 for all paths for one
month period. Only for period about one year the correlation factor gets marked value.
Besides it decreases with a distance increasing. For example, p was about 0,5 for path
Vologda-Taldom 303 km distance (frequency about 1 GH). For path Magadan-- Ochotsk (415
kin, f= 1 GHz) p was about 0,41 for one year period. It is interesting to remark, that
correlation decreases for large signal level. The regression function is offered on Fig.1 for

the path Magadan- Ochotsk. It is obvious from this figure, that regression factor k = -

decreases for large A value.
The experiments show, that there is not direct correlation between values A and N,

for large distances. There are only season dependence A, so as N, , which causes different from
0 correlation factor. It is necessary to look for other meteorological parameters, which are
more directly connected with appearance of high signal level on trans -horizon paths.
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Fig. 1. Regression function XA(NJ) for the path
Magadan-Ochotsk (415 km, I GI-z)

The main cause of anomalous propagation is the ducting and the reflection from
atmosphere layers. All this phenomnon connected with strong vertical gradients of N in

atmosphere. The gradient N = g may be obtained from radio sound data.
In the former Sovjet Union regular radio sound measurements were conducted on all

territory of the country during 30 or 50 years. Therefore it is possible to obtain large
statistical material of values g for different geographical and climatic regions.

Majority of strong layer discontinuities of atmosphere is localized in lower part of the
troposphere up to 3 km. Owing to this fact the comparison has been carried out between A on

trans - horizon paths and following meteorological parameters in 3 km layer of atmosphere:

1) N, - refractivity on the earth surface
2)g~ average gradient of N in 3 km layer

3) g., maximum gradient of N having been somewhere in 3 km layer

4) 0~-g root mean square deviation of g in 3 km layer.

Table 1 gives of correlation factor p for A and all above values for trans - horizon

path 165 km length on frequency 203 and 543 MHz for one year period. In this table p is

correlation factor medians for 3 hour value of A and N, g, g g,, and agfor radio sound,

launched in the middle of each 3 hour term.
Tabi 1.

f,MGz Parametr ag9 N,
207 MHz 0,20 0,018 -0,049 0,059

543 MHz 0,11 0,100 0,105 0,151

As it is seen, there is not correlation between this values.
This fact may be explained, that the radio sounds were launching only on the

terminals of path, and the data does not reflect atmosphere condition on the whole path in that
moment.
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It is possible to compare the statistical distribution of signal level and meteorological
data for a term about 3 days. Such distributions reflects statistical characteristics of radio

wave propagation and statistical characteristics of refractive inhomogeneities in the region of

the path during this 3 days. The values A, exceeded 10 and 1% time were obtained from A

distribution and value of N. , g, g. and 0ag , exceeded 10% time were determined from the,

distribution of these values.
Table 2 gives correlation factor of value A, exceeded 10 and 1% time and values of N,

g, gm and -g, exceeded 10% time.

Tabl 2
f, MGz Parametr U- gm N.

207 (1%,10%) 0,817 0,514 0,784 0,715
(10%,10%) 0,221 0,679 0,600 0,471

543 (1%,10%) 0,308 0,028 0,802 0,875
(10%,10%) 0,059 0,832 0,782 0,606

Evidently the correlation factor in this case considerably more, than in the first case.
The most significant correlation was obtained for value A and gin.

The same results were obtained for other path. Experiments has been conductedin
particular, on two paths in Arctic zone on frequency about 1 GHz for two summer month. The
path over the Laptev See has a length 433 km. Another path over the land in Jakutia has
length 357 ikm. Correlation factor for value A and gm (1%, 10%) was 0,7--0,8, but correlation

factor for value A and N, (1%,10%) was less 0,5.

Thus it gets obvious that value g. may be used for field strength prediction at least
for small percentage of time. Therefore it is important to get statistical data of gm for
different climatic zones for some years.

The treatment of radio sound data has been conducted in NIIR for getting g.
statistical data for different regions of the former Sovjet Union . Distributions of g. for
various climatic regions may be differ very strongly. For example, the cumulative
distributions have been offered on Fig. 2. for two regions.

a - for Rjazan district ( Central Russia
b - for Land of Franz Iosiv (Arctic)
The heights of lowest point, where maximum gradient g. was observed, were determined

by radio sound data.

The distributions of such heights are given on Fig. 3. for two points:
a -, for Rjazan district
b - for the Land of Franz Iosiv.
It is Possible to see, that maximum gradients are observed usually not near earth level

but on the heights about some hundred meters.
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ON ACOUSTIC REOTE SENSING FOR CLIMATOI1 GIC STUDY

OF MICROWAVE PROPAGATION IN THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

M. A. Kallistratova

IAP-RAS, Pyzhevskii 3, 109017 Moscow, Russian
Tel: +7-095-233-48-76, Fax: +7-095-'233-16-52, E-mail: postmasterIiaph.msk.su

ABSTRACT - - from the measurements of microwave
intensity fluctuations. However the data

The method of acoustic sounding of the published are fragmentary since such
atmospheric boundary layer is described, measurements are too costly for
The potential of the method for long-term continuous long-term study.
continuous measurements of the parameters
affecting the microwave propagation on The remote acoustic sensing is the most
line-of-sight links is discussed. available and cost-effective tool for

olimatological study of ABL. Design and
Keywords: acoustic sensing, microwave applications of this method are carried
ducts, structure parameter of refractive out in the , Institute of Atmospheric
index, atmospheric boundary layer. Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences

since the early eighties (Ref. 1).

1. INTRODUCTION The potentials of the method in obtaining
data on behavior of the ABL refractive

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), index are discussed in the present paper.
that occupies the lower several hundreds
of meters above the underlying surface,
is known to affect strongly the microwave 2. ACOUSTIC SOUNDING MUNOD
communications. Within this layer high
gradients of wave propagating veloci y Acoustic sensing is based on a solid wave
are observed which result in the scattering from small-scale turbulent
waveguide or antiwaveguide effect. The inhomogeneities of the atmosphere
ABL strong turbulization results in high parameters (Ref. 2, 3).
frequency disturbance both phase and
amplitude of a wave. Multilayered The most popular monostatiC sounding
inversion structures initiate a multibeam scheme draws on backsoattering. The
propagation that results in deep fadings. operation of an acoustic locator (sodar)

is just similar to that of a clear air
The difficulties in estimating the ABL radar: a short impulse filled with
effect are engendered by a high spatial carrier frequency is emitted by
and time, variability of this layer-: eleotro-aooustioal reverser which then
strong seasonal and daily variations receives the scattered signal. Scattering
(who's range essentially depends on the is subject to the Br condition:
orography) the variations that are due to backsoattering depends on the turbulence
synoptic processes are superimposed on. spectrum component, whose spatial wave
Therefore the fragmentary data on number kT= 2ks, where kY= 2C/%s; B is
vertical profiles of the refractive index soundwave length. The carrier frequency
n(z) and on the values of its structure of sodars is usually between I and 3 kHz,
parameter C2 (z) are usually poorly which correspond to the scales of
representativ.n turbulent irregularities 2w/kT~ 5-15 om.

Temperature irregularities make the major
Climatological data on the ABL structure contribution to the backscattering cross
obtained from long-term continuous section o180. For Kolmogorov's turbulent
measurements are necessary for estimating spectrum model which describes adequately
the quality and parameters of the routes enough the small-scale ABL turbulence
of microwave links planned at a certain
place and also in studying general = -3k1/3 2 2
regularities for generation of low-level 0180 = 4i10k; a T /<T>
ducts under different natural conditions.

The data regularly obtained by the where <T> is the mean temperature,
Meteorological Service are seemingly best
suited for this purpose. However, the O2 2 -2/3 (
meteorological standards (developed many - T()2 (r 1 -r 2)
years ago to meet the needs for a is the temperature structure parameter.
synoptical forecast and air navigation
safety) are not adapted to determining Basic difference between a sodar and a
the parameters of low-level ducts and of clear air radar are the following:
the ABL turbulence. The information 1. Speed of sound is more responsive to
gathered by radiosonde systems has poor the changes in air temperature (by a
vertical resolution; moreover, these factor of 103) than that of radiowave,
measurements are taken only twice a day. which provides simplicity in design and

lower operating cost of sodars.
Most representative data on n(z) can be
obtained with radiometers and those of C2 2. Speed of. sound is less than that of

n
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radiowave propagation by a factor of 106, However, recall, that the first
which, first, simplifies considerably the aooustlcal locators: Gilman's SODAR (Ref.
prooessing of sodar signals and, second, 6) and MoAllister's ECHOSOUNDER (Ref. 7)
results in a good spatial resolution were devised just as a diagnostic tool
(15-30 m) and a short dead zone of sodar. for microwave line-of-sight links. Sodar

observations performed over the past 10
3. Sound wave within the centimetre and years on several microwave links within
decimetre rpinges are readily absorbed by the range between 7 and 11 GHz (Ref.
the air, therefore the sounding range is 8-11.) have demonstrated that sodars are a
limited by a height of 500-1000 m. powei'ful Instrument for the study of

0 radiometeorology.
These peculiarities of sodars make them
particularity suitable for study of the The matter is that over land, especially
ABL. Alongside with the quantitative in winter, fluctuations of humidity are-
measurements of the 02(z) (using Eq. 1) considerably less than those of

T temperature (Ref. 5):
and velocity of wind due to Doppler
effect this method make i.t possible to (]2 (10-5 _ 10-6) C&
obtain facsimile records (echograms) of q T
echo-signals on coordinates heigt -,
current time. "0u5 o 2

The eohograms give a continuous time- R"T q T'-4 05 T
space pattern of the structure of
turbulized localities in the ABL. Moreover, there are similarity for the
Numerous comparisons between such 2 2
echograms and in situ measurements of the profiles of CT (z) and C (z) (see Ref.
profiles of the ABL meteorological 12). Therefore the height dependencies
parameters allow one to determine the 02(z and 02 (z) for such conditions are
type of the atmospheric stratification n(Z a
and, in particular, to estimate the depth similar in character, and to estimate the
of surface and elevated inversion layers. 2 the following relationship
Examples of such eohograms obtained at behavior of On
different points under inversion (Ref. 2) can be used:
oonditions are given in Figs 1-6. 2 -, (7 9 * 2 .1 - 12 2( 5

3. EMPLOYM] OF THE METHOD TO DIAGNOSE
THE CONDITIONS FOR MICROWAVE PROPAGATION The support of this the estimation of o2

Different dependence of sound and obtained from sodar data (Ref. 13) using
microwave speeds on the air temperature equation (5) are in agreement by the
and humidity seemingly prevent to use .of order of magnitude with those, obtained
sodar data to diagnose the microwave from the measurements of microwave
propagation conditions. In fact, a full intensity fluctuations (Ref. 14, 15).
expression for the effective (at
baoksoattering) structure parameter of Flevated temperature inversion layers
the Bound refractive index 02 has the ove#r Lhe layer of convection (which
following form (Ref. 4): provide moistutre transport to the

inversion basis) usually accompanied a
2- 1ghi tened hlunidi ty. Surraoe radiat ion

C 5 =2.9-10 CT - .4Roq 0.150 q (3 flVersiofs, aocompanied by dew or frost.RCTCq+ fall oiut) also result in increase of
specific humidity with height. Therefore

and for radiowave (Ref. 5): temperaLure and humidity profiles over
luid also demonstrate similarity and the

2 210 2 o- 8-RCT+5 !tempera Lure inversion corresponds to
nC - 2 ,'T10 q inverusion of microwave propagation speed.

So inverslon layer, observed by sodar can
Here q is the specific humidity; C2 Is be interp•ieted ae microwave ducts.

q
the humidity structure parameter; O2 = But certainly, such estimations ar too(C 2 1/2 C -

1/2  'P rou to be used for ocean, moist soil in(CT) I/2 q (Cq) R is the -,mmm.0r and melting snow.
correlation coefficient for temperature
and humidity fluctuations; dimensional The results of the studies (Ref. 9, 10,
numeric§l coefficients are calculated for 11) have show growth of a received signal
T = 293 , p = 1000 mb. (aid, accordingly increase in the rangeA s of commnunication) at surface inversions,As is seen from (3) and (4), a relative and also good correlation in the increase
contribution of the values of 02 and of microwave fadings and sodar2  q obsrvation of multilayered Inversion
RToq to C n is by one rder Of ma•gitude structures.

grater, than that to C2s.
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MAPPING OF ZONES IN WHICH CLEAR-AIR FADING AND INTERFERENCE MAY OCCUR

Dr. Gerda Fengler (posthumous)
Mozartstr. 31, D-78194 Immendingen

ABSTRACT Free inversions are mainly caused by subsidence,
through the slow descent of air in areas of high-

Evaluation of three years of propagation measure- pressure (anticyclones), as long as wind speeds are

ments under special consideration of the meteoro- low enough so as to prevent turbulances from an-
logical situations indicated that the prevailing sing that may disturb the stable stratification.
causes of fading and interference on line-of-sight Ground inversions are formed over land towards
paths are ground inversions. In order to forecast evening. As the radiation from the sun decreases in
their occurrence, routinely gathered data on visibi- the afternoon, the ground gets cooler and the air
lity was applied for the mapping of zones in which close to the ground emits more energy than it can
clear-air fading and interference may occur. absorb and cools off. This results in a layer of cool

air near the ground bordered to the top by warmer
Keywords: mapping, prediction, ground inver- air. This ground inversion continues to build up
sions, visibility, fading after sunset to a height of several hundred meters.

As the ground heats ups after sunrise, it changes to
a free inversion before dissolving altogether. Ne-

1. INTRODUCTION cessary for the occurrence of ground inversions are
calm and nearly cloudless nights as well as land

The prediction of severe fading and interference, with low heat-retaining capability.
i.e. of anomalous propagation, for line-of-sight Owing to the evaporation from the surface of the
(LOS) paths in clear-air situations is a subjet of ocean, there is a considerable concentration of wa-
current interest and was an obvious starting point ter vapour in the air directly above it. This leads to
for the COST 210 research program (Ref. 1, 2). the formation of an evaporation duct (Ref. 4, 5).
The causes of fading and interference are meteoro- Over river beds, shallow water and moist soil, the
logical conditions. Often, certain physical features effects of evaporation amplify ground inversions.
along the path play an additional role depending on Advection happens in the general circulation as well
season and time of day (Ref. 1, 3). Therefore, as locally in mountain and coastal areas, if a new
meteorological forecasts and a knowledge of the air mass approaches the region under consideration
terrain along a given path can be employed to pre- and an overflow or underflow of the air mass is
dict anomalous propagation conditions. This is present.
especially useful for areas in which propagation
measurements have never been carried out before.

3.ORIGINAL RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS

2. CAUSES OF ANOMALOUS The following paper is based on field strength va-
PROPAGATION lues and fading characteristics that were observed

during a period of three years, among others, along
On terrestrial paths anomalous propagation is cha- three overland transmission paths here called A, B
racterized by fading depths of over 20 db up to and C. Radio-sonde measurements were carried out
over 50 db. The length of fading periods ranges simultaneously with the above mentioned observa-
from some minutes to 1 or 2 hours. The average tions. The 2192 N-profiles that were gained
field strength is enhanced by between 10 and 40 through evaluation of the radio-sonde measure-
db, which leads to overshoots and to interference ments were correlated case by case to the recorded
with other transmission links, field strength of the transmission paths and the
Anomalous clear-air propagation conditions are other way around. In this way, the prevailing pro-
caused by widespread discontinuites or inhomo- pagation mechanism could be identified for each
geneities in the lower atmosphere, that is by free case (Refs. 6, 7, 8, 9). The conclusions drawn
and ground inversions and boundaries between two from these measurements are not limited to the
different masses of air. They appear as significant considered transmission paths. They have also been
changes in the lapse rate of the height-profile of gained for other radio links (Ref. 10). Path A was
refractivity (N-profile). a line-of-sight (LOS) link of 115 km length with a
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terrain incursion. Paths B and C were transhorizon fading is a warm weather phenomenon that often
paths over distances of 202 km and 323 km respec- occurs in combination with fog. Fog occurs at a
tively, with radiooptical horizons (k = 3/4) at relative humidity of 100%. Ground inversions
118kmi and 129 kin, respectively, though, already form at relative humidities below
The analysis of the radio-sonde ascents yielded, 100 % and also occur without the presence of fog.
among others, the following results. In 76,3 % of The identification of zones where ground inver-
all cases considered, one or more inversions were sions occur requires data on temperature and humi-
present up at an altitude of 2000 m. There was no dity and their diurnal variations. This information
inversion in 23,7 % of all cases. In 26,0 % of all is not always readily available.
considered events, one of the inversions or the
only one was a ground inversion (Ref. 8).
Correlation of field strength values with the alti- 5. VISIBILITY
tude of the inversions showed, that for each path

'there is an effective height intervall for which, if Visibility is affected by the size of particles in the
the lower boundry of the inversion lies within it, atmosphere. As long as humidity is high, the parti-
the signal strength is several db higher than for in- cles pick up water and increase in size, reducing
versions with the same gradient of refractivity at visibility. A profound reduction of visibility occurs
smaller or greater altitudes. In regard to ground in- with the formation of haze, that is, depending on
versions, the signal strength grows with increasing the type of particles present, if the relative humidi-
thickness of the inversion. Thin ground inversions ty exceeds 70 %. Further reduction of visibility oc-
are sufficient for an increase of the signal strength curs as mist develops at levels of relative humidity
level for short paths, but longer paths require above 80%. In fog, that is if the relative humidity
thicker ground inversions. A weaker inversion reaches 100%, visibility is reduced to-under 1 km
(smaller gradient of N) has to be thicker in order (Ref. 11).
to be able to cause a signat strength equal to that Generally, visibility can be divided into three
of a stronger inversion (Ref. 9). categories:

Anomalous propagation in the form of fading was bad visibility (fog, below 800 m)
observed as follows: medium visibility (mist, haze)

good visibility (above 8 kin).
path A: 26,0 (36,5) % of time in winter(summer)
path B: 5,8 (6,7) % of time in winter(summer) Every synoptic, aeronautical and climate station
path C: 22,9 (5,4) % of time in winter(summer). performs visibility measurements at least three

times a day.
The percentage of occurrence of fading matches the A record for each of the observation times, of the
one of ground inversions in the case of LOS path number of days per month with bad or medium vi-
A. In the case of the transhorizon paths B and C sibility indicates the diurnal variations and the
the two percentages of occurrences are correlated. frequncy of occurrence of fog as well as of mist
Ground inversions have a dominant influence on and haze during this month. The diurnal variation
LOS paths and a considerable one on transhorizon shows the variation of temperature during the
paths, if the these inversions are thick and strong course of the day and indicates the formation and
enough. Therefore, the forecast of ground inver- decomposition of ground inversions. In conclusion,
sions can be used to predict anomalous propagation from the number of days per month with bad and
conditions, in particular for LOS paths. medium visibility and its diurnal variation, the

frequency of formation of ground inversions, i.e.
of anomalous propagation conditions, can be deter-

4. THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE mined. For stations at high altitudes, the same con-
AND HUMIDITY clusions can be drawn for elevated inversions be-

cause their altitude varies with the daytime. Bad
The refractivity N is a function of pressure, tempe- and medium visibility that does not correspond to
rature and water vapour pressure of the air (Ref. 1, diurnal variation indicates advection of humid air.
3). From this follows, that the influence of free Using the monthly evaluations, the seasons in
and ground inversions on radio paths is only signi- which anomalous propagation conditions are likely
ficant, if the average temperature of the inversion to occur can be identified for each station and its
is greater than 20 *C and its humidity is high. This represented area. The average temperature of each
corresponds with the observation, that severe month has to be considered.
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Each station represents a certain area and has its Grade seasons of Days per

own characteristic pattern of visibility which can events month

be assessed with a grade. The grade indicates the
probability of the occurrence of fading and interfe- Al Sp,Su,F 1-3

rence for the represented area and serves as the A2 Sp,Su,F 4-5
base for the mapping. The grades can be condensed A3 Sp,Su,F 5-9

into Averal categories, in this case eight catego- A4 Sp,Su,F 10-14

ries, indicating the probability of very frequent, A5 Sp,Su,F over 14

frequent and rare occurrence and the season of oc- BI Sp,Su,F,W 1-3

currence of clear-air LOS fading and interference. B2 Sp,Su,F,W 4-5

There are limitations to the determination of fading B3 Sp,Su,F,W 6-9

and interference zones. The dominant presence of B4 Sp,Su,F,W over 9

sea fog, produced by cold air above warm water, Cl (Sp),F 1-3

accounts for severe fading in coastal areas. The C2 (Sp),F 4-5
evaporation layers of lakes drift inland, leading to DI Sp,F,W 1-3

an increase of anomalous propagation in those D2 Sp,F,W 4-5

areas. Also, the evaporation ducts over sea must be D3 Sp,F,W 6-9

taken into account. As well, an exact comparison E no events

of the percentage of time in which anomalous pro- F Sp,F 1-3

pagation occurs to the percentage offtime in which HI Midsummer 1-3

ground inversions occur has not yet been carried H2 Midsummer 4-5

out, but has been estimated. Also, the boundaries ACI Sp,(Su),F 1-3

of the represented area of the stations must be AC2 Sp,(Su),F 4-5

defined. AF Su 1-3
AH Su* 1-3
BDI Sp,(Su),F,W 1-3

6. APPLICATION TO THE REGIONS OF BD2 Sp,(Su),F,W 4-5
CANADA BC F,(Sp,Su,W) 1-3

The mapping of zones in which clear-air fading Sp: Spring Su: Summer

and interference may occur was performed for F: Fall W: Winter

Canada. The mapping was based on summaries of *T above 22"C
observations of pressure, temperature, humidity,
cloud formation, visibility and wind published The grading of the stations in British Columbia
monthly for 262 stations (Ref. 12). These stations reads as follows:
were located in the provinces and territories: Pla latt. 1ongtd. heght grade
British Columbia (46), Alberta (23), Saskatchewan ft
(17), Manitoba (18), Ontario (37), Quebec (35), Abbotsfod 49 01 122 22 196 83
Newfoundland (19), New Brunswick (6), Nova Alet Bay 50 35 126 56 169 81
Scotia (9), Prince Edward Island (2), Yukon Ter- Alt Lke 5009 122 57 2190 82
ritory (8) and Northwest Territories (42). For each Blue Rive 50 09 119 57 2190 828lue River 52 07 119 16 2240 A3
of the four observation times (midnight, morning, Bull HIbour 50 55 127 57 45 83
noon, evening) and for each station, the number of Brns Lke 5414 1346 2306 Cl
days per month with bad and medium visibility Cape St. Jaws 5156 131 01 292 83
was recorded. The average number (of days with c 5047 1326 239 B3

bad or medium visibility) was determined for each Castltgar 4918 117 38 1619 C2
month, station and observation time for a period of Cram 49 43 124 54 75 D2
two years. The resulting pattern over the year was Cranbrok 49 36 115 47 3045 Cl
graded for each station: for stations at lower Daw Creek 55 44 120 11 2164 E
altitudes in respect to the occurrence of ground Dmuo ke 58 25 130 00 2678 C
inversions, for stations at high altitudes in respect Estevn Point 49 23 126 32 20 84
to the occurrence of elevated inversions. The Ethlda Bay 53 03 129 41 20 83
grades read as follow: Fort Nlson 58 50 122 35 1230 Al

Fort St. J 56 14 120 44 2275 Al
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6ermansen Landing 55 47 124 42 2450 Al Rocky ftn House 52 23 114 55 3M0 AF

Hope 49 23 121 26 152 B3 Slave Lake 55 18 114 47 1915 F

Kamloops 50 42 120 25 1133 CI Vermilton 53 21 110 50 2037 CI
Langara 54 15 133 03 134 8.3 Whitewurt 54 OC 115 40 2430 A2
Liard River 59 27 126 09 1523 E
Lytton 50 14 121 35 838 CI h: Predominant in Fall
Mackenzie 55 18 123 08 2394 C2
1cinnes Island 52 16 128 43 75 B3
Merry Island 49 28 123 54 190 Dl The grading of the stations in Ontario reads as

Wanain 49 03 123 52 104 82 follows:

Penticton 49 28 119 34 1211 D1
Port Albernt 49 16 124 50 10 03 place oIattd. [ngtd. height grade

Port Hardy 50 41 127 22 47 82 t

Prince 6eorge 53 53 122 40 2218 A2 Armstrong 50 17 88 54 1065 A3

Prince Rupert 54 18 130 26 110 B3 Atikokan 48 45 91 37 1289 A2

Princeton 49 28 120 31 2283 CI Chapleau 47 50 83 26 1405 A3

Puntzi muntain 52 07 124 05 2990 Al Dryden 49 50 92 45 130 A2

mesnel 53 04 122 31 1787 2 Earlton 47 42 79 51 805 A3

Revelstoke 50 58 118 II 1467 C2 Geroldton 49 42 86 54 1085 A3

Sandspit 53 15 131 49 25 BC Sodericd 43 40 81 42 703 A5

Suithers 54 49 127 11 1718 CI Gore Bay 45 53 82 34 624 A4

Spring Island 50 00 127 25 37 84 Hamilton 43 10 79 56 B08 A4

Terrace 54 28 128 35 719 C3 K4Iuskasing 49 25 82 28 752 A3

Tofino 49 05 125 46 80 B4 Kenora 49 48 04 22 1345 A2

Vncouver Interntl. 0 11 123 10 16 BC3 Kingston - 44 13 76 36 295 43

Victoria Gomzales 48 25 123 19 228 D Landsdowe House 52 14 87 53 84081

Victoria Intern. 48 39 123 26 67 B02 London 43 02 81 09 912 AS

Vict. Marine Radio 48 22 123 45 104 B02 'ksonee 51 16 80 39 34 (A2)

William Lake 52 11 122 04 3008 A2 Mount Forest 43 59 80 45 1360 A4

Muskoka 44 58 79 18 926 M
The grading of the stations in Alberta reads as North Bay 46 22 79 25 1210 A4
follows: Ottaua int.Airpt. 45 19 75 40 413 A4

place lattd, longtd, height grade Peterborough 44 14 78 21 627 M
Red Lake 51 04 93 49 1245 42

ft Sarnia 43 00 62 18 595 AS
Baff 5111 11534 53 Sault Ste Marie 46 29 84 30 620 44
Brooks 50 33 111 51 2487 CI Sicoe 4251 9016 789 AS

Calgary Internat. 5106 11401 3Sioux Lookout 50 07 91 54 1227 A3
Cold Lake 54 25 110 17 1784 A Sudbury 4637 8048 1121 A3

Coronation 52 06 111 27 2618 A2 T dd rBy 48 22 891 9 644 43

Edmnton Industr. 53 34 113 31 2219 AC Timms 48 34 8122 965 43

Edmoton Intern. 53 19 113 35 2358 C2 Torontowsvie43 45 79 29 650 44
Edmoton Namo 53 40 11328 2293 A rToronto lnt.Aaprt.43 41 79 38 578 43
Edson 53T35 11527 3 oronto Island 43 38 79 24 267 43
Footner Lake 58 37 117 10 1104 Fh Tton 4407 7732 266 A3

Tort Chipewyan 58 46 111 07 749 rout Lake 53 50 8952 675 A
Fort Mcurray 56 39 111 13 1213 AF Waterloo Wllingt.43 27 80 23 1027 M4

6rande Prairie 55 11 118 53 2190 Fh Wte River 48 36 85 17 1243 4
Jaspers 5253 1 04 340 C2 Wiarton 44 45 81 06 720 M4
Lethbridge 49 38 112 48 3018 2 Windsor 4216 8258 637 A5

Medicine Hat 50 01 110 43 2365 C2
Peace River 56 14 117 26 1866 FI
Pincher Creek 49 30 113 57 3790 FI
Reed Ber 52 11 113 54 2965 C2
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The grading was performed for the stations in the Commission of the European Communities

other provinces as well. The correspnding maps are 1991, sections 2.2.6.3 and A2.4.2.2

shown in Figures 1 to 3. Here the grades were
condensed into eight categories. 2. Lane, J.A., Prediction of interference levels

and coordination distances for frequencies above

Cate- Probability Seasons of 1 GHz, Radio Waves edited by MPM Hall and

gory of anomalous occurrence LW Barclay, 1989 Peter Peregrinus Ltd,
propagation pp.231-245

8 very frequent Sp, Su, Fall, (Wi)* 3. Rotheraram, S., Clear air aspects of the
7 frequent all year troposphere and their effects on propagation
6 frequent Sp, Su, Fall mechanisms from VHF to millimetre waves,
5 frequent Su ibid., pp. 150-172
4** frequent Sp, Fall
3 rare Sp, Su, Fall 4. Jeske, H., Die Ausbreitung elektromagnetischer
2 rare Su Wellen im cm- bis m-Band unter besonderer
1 rare Sp, Fall Beriicksichtigung der meteorologischen

Bedingungen in der maritimen Grenzschicht der
Sp :Spring; Su: Summer; Wi: Winter Atmosphire, Hamburger Geophysikalische
* Pacific region only Einzelschriften 6, 1965

** for mountain-to-mountain paths
5. Friichtenicht, H.W., Tagesgang und Gezei-

Percentage of time of occurrence during the tenabhfmgigkeit der Empfangsfeldstirke auf
seasons: Richtfunkstrecken in der Deutschen Bucht,

Institut ftlr Radiometeorologie, Universitat
Very frequent: more than 10 % Hamburg, Report 13, 1968
Frequent : 1to 10 %
Rare : less than 1 % 6. Fengler, G., Investigations of electromagnetic

wave propagation over land in the range of 500
MHz with particular consideration of meteoro-

7. CONCLUSIONS logical conditions (in German), ibid., Report 8,
1964

An analysis of the maps of zones in which fading
and interference may occur leads to the following 7. Fengler C. and Fengler G., V.H.F. and u.h.f.
results. The coastal and lake areas are the zones field strength variations corresponding to river
most afflicted. Due to the general west wind drift, beds, Proc.IEE 122 (1975), pp.44-47
the western coasts are influenced all year round,
while the eastern coastal areas and the areas around 8. Fengler, G., Dependence of 500 MHz field
large lakes are not influenced in winter. For the strength values and fading frequencies on me-
same reason, the effects on the eastern shore of teorological parameters, 1964 World Conf. on
smaller lakes is usually greater than the effect on Radio Meteorology, Boulder, Col., pp.84-87
the western shore. The average temperature plays
an important role. The further north a region is, 9. Fengler, G., The influence of inversions on
the more the influence is reduced to summer. The uhv-propagation over land, idib., pp.80-83
occurrence of fading and interference in different
areas obviously depends on the season. In moun- 10. Kuehn, U., Longterm measurements of tropo-
tain areas, the impact of large river beds is spheric overshoots in Germany, Rundfunktech-
evident. nische Mitteilungen 36 (1992), pp.7 3 -8 8

11. Moeller, F., Einflhrung in die Meteorologie,
8. REFERENCES Bibliographisches Institut AG, Mannheim 1973,

p. 159
1. COST 210 Influence of the atmosphere on

interference between radio communications 12. Monthly Record meteorological observations in
systems atfrequencies above I GHz. Canada, Environment Canada, Downsview,

Ontario, Jan. 1972 - Dec. 1973
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Figure 1: Fading zones, mapped for Canada
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CLIMATIC FACTOR IN STATISTICS OF THE
FADE DURATION ON LINE-OF-SIGHT PATHS

L.V. Nadenenko

NIIR, 16, Kazakova Str., Moscow, 103064, Russia
Tel.: (095) 267-06-47, Fax: (095) 261 -00- 90, Telex: 411601 Rubin

ABSTRACT

This report gives the principal conformity to natural laws in statistics of fade duration,
observed in different climatic regions of Russia and the former USSR. The results are necessary
for development of the modern prediction methods of the error performance for digital
radio - relay links.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radio - wave propagation conditions have the significant impact on the operation of
line - of - sight digital radio - relay links. Effects of multipath fading which may distort
and attenuate received signals are the dominant factor on the error performance of digital
radio -relay systems operating at the frequencies below about 10 GHz. Also these effects
can bring in the essential contribution to the performance of unavailability of radio -relay line.

In order to estimate the performance of digital radio - relay systems it is necessary to
know not only the total outage time in the worst month as it was in analogue systems.
Error performance objectives for real digital radio - relay links apply when the system is
considered to be available in accordance CCIR Recommendations 557 and 634. This state
includes periods of high bit error ratio which persist for duration less than ten consecutive
seconds. Periods of high bit error ratio which persist for ten consecutive seconds duration or
longer are taken into account of unavailability of radio -relay system.

So in accordance above mentioned in order to develop modern prediction methods, which
may be used for guidance in radio link planning, it is necessary to know statistics of
number and duration of fade dynamics in different climatic regions. In this report the
generalized statistics and regularity concerning duration o2f fades are given.

2. RESULTS OF THE STUDIES

The studies were carried out in the frequency band 3.7-8 GHz on 26 different path
with hop length from 35 to 63 km in the varies climatic regions of the Union of Independent
States (UIS) or the former USSR: the central, north-west and south regions of the European
territory of Russia, Baltic coast, Ukraine, Byelorussia, the Crimea and Caucasian Black sea
coast.

The investigation were performed during 1965- 1989 for a total test period for statistical
purposes of 30000 hours.

The studies showed that the results generally agree with the following points:
2.1. The fade duration depends on different factors as a frequency, a depth of

fading, hop parameters, topographic and climatic conditions. The mean value of fade
duration due to multipath mechanism decreases with the increase of path length and path
clearance.

2.2. For a depth of fading A _ 20 dB in an average worst month the fade duration is
distributed according to a log--normal law without dependence on geographical location of
paths. This result agrees with data of CCIR Report 338.

2.3. Parameters of the statistical distribution of the fade duration mean value 'r and
median value 'rm joined by mean of the following expression
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"r-- 2,- 265"10-' 2°•[dffi , , 25o2 ~eB, (1)

where or - standard deviation.
On the basis of the measurements for single reception

- (I ,( 0-A10)0.5.(_L --)-0.,5 [s (2)
3,7

where A, dB ; f, GHz.
C. - empiric factor for climate and terrain effects on climate. Dependence value Cm at the

frequency 3.7 GHz on the parameter V/, is given on Fig.1, where test results with number
paths are shown (these numbers don't correspond to path numbers in the data bank of the
former USSR).
Compare this- result with CCIR 338 Report . From equation (2) 'a2 = 0.5, f82 = -0.5. Another
administrations (France, Denmark United States, Switzerland) gave a 2 = ( 0.33 - 0.5 ),

82 = - (0.5 -1).
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On Fig. 1 the curve I represents the values Cm for land' regions in terrain of average
smoothness.

0,001+0,0141V1 85  (3)

The curve 2 represents the values Cm for maritime, coastal and also regions near water -

reservoirs.

1
Cm = O,V00222+1O,069, (4)

The generalized parameter V, is defined by the formula:

v/, =d 2.P(g)• 10-4 ,(5)

where:
d - path length, kmi;
P(g) -relative clearance on the path for average refraction

P(9) = H(9) / H0, ((6)

H(k)- hop clearance for mean effective gradient in the permittivity of the air g on
the area crossed by a path. On the territory of the UIS in summer months variations

g =-(6-13).10-8 1/rm or factor of the refraction ke = 1.23 - 1.7.
H0 - clearance on the path conforming to free space field strength. It is equal to at
least 60 % of the radius of the first Fresnel zone.

The mean error in the prediction with using of the equation (3) K = - 1.75 %

and standard deviation of errors crE = 13.4%. The accuracy of the equation (4): E = 4.4%,
-E = 22%.

Particular cases:
1) If the maritime or coastal paths have large difference of antenna heights Ah above sea
level, the median fade duration corresponds approximately to the value -m for land paths
(for example, Fig.1 the path 26, where A h=300 m).Probably this is due to additional specific,
fairly slow signal attenuations, defined by the propagation wave through tropospheric ducts and
layers.
2) If the wooded paths pass over marshes, in hot summer months the total statistics of the fade
depth is the same as on coastal paths, but number of fades are in two times less and
median duration of fades is in two times more than on coastal paths (for example, Fig.1 the
path 18).

It should be noted that the basis of the above prediction method of the fade duration is
the result of studies on paths in wide range of latitude of the territory of the former USSR: from

59,2" to 42,90 N.L. For example, for curve 2 on Fig.1 these paths pass on Baltic coast
(13,14,15,16), above Cimlanskoje water reservoir (10), in region of Azov sea (9,22), on the
Crimea and the Caucasus coast of the Black sea (24,25).Taking into account the sufficiently
high accuracy of the approximation of the experimental data it would seem reasonable to
assume that in the worst months there is no dependence of the median fade duration from
latitude of the path location and the geoclimatic factor. Distinction may be in number of
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such months in different climatic regions. So on Baltic coast there are 1 -2 months and on
south paths there are 2--3 or seldom 4 months.

2.4.The important parameter of the distribution of the fade duration is the standard
deviation a, .It decreases with fade depth A. On the basis of average experimental data at
the frequency 3.7 GHz for single reception dependence from A is given in Table:

A, dB 20 25 30 35- 40

o-z, dB 6,5 5,8 5,2 4,9 4,7

Compare this result with the data of CCIR 338 Report, where 0"3 (6.9-4.3) dB for

A =(10-50) dB, but if A = 30 dB, u, =5,6 dB.

Frequency dependence o"- was defined by means of the simultaneous statistical
measurements at the frequencies 3.7, 6 and 8 GHz. The results showed that the data in Table
also may be used on overland paths at the frequency 6 and 8 GHz. For paths over large
bodies of water (maritime, coastal regions and so on) standard deviation increases somewhat
with frequency. This increase (average value) approximately is equal

Ao-, = 5.1g (7)

where f, GHz.
Taking the above mentioned parameters of the log-normal distribution of the fade

duration into account, for each hop of digital radio--relay link it is possible to calculate part of
the outage time in an average worst month, caused by multipath fading with duration
T <10 s and r'_ 10 s. The first result defines error performance while the second result is
taken into account of unavailability digital of radio--relay systems. In these cases for space
diversity it is possible to apply the same improvement factor. Example of the calculation

P(BER >_ 10-3) for single reception at the frequency 6 GHz based on the prediction method of
Russia are reproduced in Fig.2.
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DATABASE OF RADIOMETEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS

M.E.Rovkin

TACSR, 40, Lenin av.,Tomsk,634050,Russia,
tel:+7(3822)496488,Fax:+7(3822)223262 ,E-mail:root@orts.tiasur.tomsk.su

ABSTRACT Common data includes data about paths sources
and receivers. Source parameters includes: pulse

Thispapermesagges about Data Base of Radio and transmitter power, [kW], pulse length time [us],

Meteorological Parameters, that builds in TAC- pulse repetition time [us], wave length [m],

SR. Data includes experiment processing results transmitter antenna gain [dB], polarization

for transhorizon over-seas paths,listed below. In [vertical, horizontal, circle], transmitter antenna

paperlisted data characteristics andvolumes. Data evaluation [mrad], antenn type [paraboloid etc.],

is original and based on measurements was build by transmitter antenna beamwidth in vertical plane

TACSR in 1979-1993. [mrad], transmitter antenna beamwidth in hor-
I izontal plane [mrad], transmitter high above sea

Keywords: propagation, transhorizon, over- [m], transmitter high above ground [m]. Receiver

seas, radioparameters, meteorological, parameters includes: edge sensitivity [dB/W],
bandwidth [MHz], receiver antenna gain [dB],
antenn type [paraboloid], transmitter antenna

1.1NTRODUCTION beamwidth in vertical plane [mrad], transmitter
antenna beamwidth in horizontal plane [mrad],

Experimental research of transhorizon over-seas transmitter high above sea [in], transmitter high

UHF radiowave propagation on base of Okhotsk above ground [m]. Path specification includes:path

Radiophysics Polygon of TACSR begins in 1979. name, path type [over-seas, over-sea near-cost

Most of experiments was made in different etc.], transmitter name , receiver name,
bands simultaneously on single path, and was stationarity-mobility, latitude and longitude of

accompanied by meteomeasurements. Experi- source, max path length (for mobile paths) [kin],
ment scheme traditionally is: in standard times, mmn path length (for mobile paths) [kmJ. Most
when government states measures meteoparame- of transmitters was placed on i. Sakhalin, receivers

ters, fourtimesperaday, there are measurement- - on i. Sakhalin and i.Iturup (Kuril islands) or

ed a radioparameters (in each situation different, ships.
dependably from task). Target of experiments was
different, but in all we measurements energy 2.2. Energy parameters data
parameters of transhorizon source signals was
received. Experiments based, in most, on 1-2 Energy parameters data includes primary data

<<base* paths with length 30...600 km. about received signals level values and secondary

Data base (DB) have a target to concentrate in results processing of this data. Primary energy data

suitable form large arrays of experimental works includes date, time, source name, receivername,

of Radioengeneering System Department (RSD) path name, registration mode (time step and

of TACSR. This paper can searched like small etc.) and received levels array. Secondary data

overview placed in our DB data. Work isn't ended includes processed from level arrays secondary
in part of old data (before 1986), which we'll arrays of averaged across 1-minute, 5-minutes,

transfere from PDP-11 to PC platform. Data half-hour, day and month signal level for some

structure and types lists below, path, transmitter and receiver. Interesting are data
arrays of signals levels from different bands or
different wave lengths, which transmitted and

2. DATA TYPES received with using transmitting and receive an-
tennas with common phase centers, i.e. zero

Data can be classified like: common, energy, space- and direction- distanced. There are three

nonenergy and meteo. forms of level data in different units: in dB/W, in
rmV and in mv/m (e/m field intensity). This class

2.1 Common data of data is most representative, because of all
scheme experiments includes signal levels
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measurements (with meteo). For example, old bands) 1984, october-december: TT - 100 hours
tables, released on PDP- 11 includes near 3500 (in 10cm, 180cm bands) 1985,july - august: TT =
hours of level measurements. Standard report for 150 hours (in 10cm, 35cm, 180cm bands) 1986,
data illustrates Table 1. jule - august: TT = 150 hours (in 10cm band only)

1987, may - june: TT = 170 hours (in 10cm band
2.3.Nonesergy parameters data only) 1987, july - august: Tr = 120 hours (in 10cm

band only) 1987, september - october: Tr = 260
Includes values for nonenergy signal parameters, hours (in 10cm band only) 19&8, july-august: TT
such as radiopulse envelopment distortion, = 750 hours (in 10cm, 35cm, 180cm bands) 1989,
receiving time fluctuation, phase front fluctua- august - october: TT = 240 hours (in 10cm, 35cm,
tion, direction to source fluctuations. 180cm bands) 1990, august - october TT = 450
Nonenergyparameters difficultto sortandprocess- hours (in 10cm, 35cm bands) 1991, february: Tr
ing. But some of this, such as time differences = 80 hours (in 10cm band only) 1991, august -
fluctuations characteristics in space-distanced september: TT = 150 hours (in 10cm, 35cm bands)
points, phase differences fluctuation 1992, august - september: TT = 240 hours (in
characteristics in space-distanced points presents 10cm, 35cm, 180cm bands) 1993, august - septem-
in large volume. ber: TY = 320 hours (in 10cm, 35cm, 180cm

bands)
2.4 Meteo data Every measurements handled by meteo.

Meteo parameters data includes data about me- 3.2 Nonenergy parameters data
teostations and measuremented meteoparam-
eters values. Each meteostation specification Nonenergy parameters are presented in large vol-
includes: station name, station coordinates (lati- ume too, but they are very difference and there are
tude and longitude), high above sea [m]. Primary difficult to report about all of them in this paper.
meteo parameters measurement include such For example, in 1984 - 1993 systematically was
values: station name, date, time, temperature of the measured the transmitter antenna directivity dia-
air [C], BiarxHoehI [], atmosphere pressure [GPaj, gram fluctuation in different (10-cm and 35-cm)
wind speed [m/s], wind direction [grad], refrac- bands.
tion index [N-units], clouds index, hydrometeors
presence [fog, rain, snow], temperature of the
water surface [C]. Secondary meteo data includes: 4.DATA EXAMPLE
station name, date, time, refraction index (RI) at
250 m high gradient [N-units], RI on 1000m high In table I there are presented standard form for
gradient [N-units], RI 2000 m high gradient [N- one measurement seance of transmissions loss in
units], non-stability energy [J/kg], specific layer different bands.
high [kmi, specific layer intensity [m], subrefrac-
tion layer high [in], subrefraction layer intensity
[N-units], subrefraction layer width [ml, 0-1km 5.CONCLUSION
high refractive gradient [N-unitsl. If was made
aerological measurements with using of aero- Listed Radiometeorological Parameters DB we
zonds, database stores a high-profile arrays of RI. use for transhorizon radiowave propagation re-

search and it can be used by other radio wave
propagation in tnvestigators and designers of

3.DATA VOLUMES radioengen'eerinig and communication systems
which includes UHF transhorizon propagation

3.1 Energy parameters data over-seas paths. In [1] there are writing about same
in application target database. Most difference

Most interesting for looking are data for station- from COST 210 DB is presence corresponding
arity paths Energy parameters presence in vol- current meteoinfor-mations.Today our DB don't
umes: compatible with this COST210 DB, but we can,
1983, may-june: total time (TT) = 150 hours (in if it's interesting for something, to present
10cm, 180cm bands) 1983, october : TT = 130 reformat data in COST210 database standard.
hours (in 10cm, 180cm bands) 1984, march: TT
= 100 hours (in 10cm, 180cm bands) 1984, july -
september. Tr= 300 hours (in 10cm, 180cm
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Table 1.,
Example of Radiometeoparameter DataBase Standard Report

Transmitter Vzmorje (i.Sakhalin) Receiver Kurilsk (i.Itupup)

Wave length,crn 10 35 Wavelength,cm 10 35

Pulse power, kW 700 230 Edge sens.db/w -135 -137

Pulse length, us 2.6 1.6 Bandwidth MHz 1.6 1.6

Rep.time, ms 2.9 2.9 Antenna gain, dB 32 28

Antenna type par/s par Polarization ver hor

Antenna gain ,dB 43 32 Ant.b/w in ver. 40 172
pl.mrad

Ant.eval.mrad 1.2 1.7 Ant.b/w hor.pl.mrad 40 61

Antenna type par par High a.sea 32 31.2
,m

Ant.b/w ver.pl.mrad 40 161.2 High a.ground 3.8 1.9

Ant.b/w hor.pl.mrad 12.5 44 Signal frequency MHz 3001 786

High a.g. ,m 3.6 1.9

High a.s. ,m 22 20.2

Path length km 495.0 Over-seas part km 494.7

Transmitter over-ground part mn 290 Receiver over-ground part mn 10

Date 20:03:84 Meteoparameters (receiving point)

Wave length,cm 10 cm 35 cm RI 315 N-units

Time(msk) Transhorizon transmission loss,dB Gradient RI 0-1km 4 N-units/m

2:30 97 88.1 Gradient RI h=250m 37 N-units/m

3:35 96 82.1 Gradient RI 33 N-units
h=1000m

4:35 95.5 83.1 Gradient RI 31 N-units
h=2000m

5:35 95.3 84.4 Windspeed(a.p.850mBa 3.7 m/s

...... Wind speed (h=0) 2.2 m/s

N/s energy -875 J/kg

6.SOURCES cations systems at fiequencies above 1GHz Edited by.
E.Ballabio. Final report. Luxembourg Office for

1.EUR 13407 - COST 210 - Influence of the Official Publications of the Euwopean Communities
atmosphere oninterference between radio communi- 1991-XXIV, 624pp.,num.fig., tab. - 16.2x22.9cm
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CLEAR AIR PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS IN BRAZIL

N.R. Dhein, C.M. Einloft, M.S. Pontes, L.A.R. Silva Mello, G.L. Siqueira

CETUC-PUC/Rio, R. Marques de S. Vicente 225, Rio de Janeiro, 22453-900, Brazil
Tel: +55-21-5299255, Fax:+55-21-2945748, E-mail:smello@cetuc.puc-rio.br

ABSTRACT 1

This paper presents results clear air propagation 0.1
measurements performed in Brazil, aiming to
provide data for clear air propagation predictions. ., -,•01

.0 CX -13---W\
Keywords: Propagation measurements, multipath 0.001 -*- *k,3-0- ink*5 •

fading, refractivity. -W- nk 7
0.0001 . .

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

1. INTRODUCTION . fading depth (dB)

Figure 1: Cumulative distributions of
Several clear air propagation measurements' single frequency multipath fading in
campaigns have been performed in tropical regions line of sight microwave links.
in Brazil, in the last 15 years. The experiments
include: occurrence factor r. This parameter is related to

One year measurement of single - frequency geo-climatic parameter K defined by the ITU-R
multipath fading in 12 line-of-sight microwave (Ref. 1):
links.
Measurement of mulltipath channel two-ray K r (1)
model parameters in the same 12 line-of-sight
microwave links.

-One year measurements of refractivity gradient were d is the path length in kin, f the frequency in
performed continuously using refractometers at GHz, sp and (p in mradians are, respectively, the
8 sites. Similar results, obtained from radio path inclination and the grazing angle, as defined
sonde, are available from 13 sites in Brazil and in (Ref. 1). The values of K obtained are also
2 sites in Argentina. shown in Table -1.

- Measurements of effective value of the earth's'
k factor in 5 diffracted links.

This paper presents a brief description of each 3. TWO-RAY MODEL PARAMETERS
experiment and examples of the results obtained.
The data available can be useful to improve Additionally to the AGC level, the continuity pilot
existing maps of climatic, parameters for level was detected and continuously recorded in the
propagation predictions. links described in Table 1. During the occurrence

of multipath fading enhancements in the pilot level
are observed that, together with the AGC level can

2. SINGLE FREQUENCY FADING be used (Ref. 2) to provide estimates for the
parameters of the multipath channel transfer

Cumulative distributions -of single frequency function:
multipath fading from continuous one year records
of AGC level in line-of-sight analog microwave H(o) = 1 + b . eJ2 f-fc)t (2)
links. Examples of such distributions are shown in
Figure 1. The link characteristics are described in Histograms of the maximum fade depth (X=l-b)
Table 1. relative delay - were obtained from the measured
In almost all cases, the measured distributions were data. The histograms of the relative delay are, in
well fitted by conditional Rayleigh distributions, almost all cases, well fitted by exponential density
allowing the determination of the multipath fading functions:
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Link Latitude Longitude Path lenght Frequency r /lp, 4 K "

(kin) (GHz) (%) (mrad) (mrad) (%) (ns)

1 Contenda-Curitiba 230 22' S 450 32' W 44 6.3 0.93 0.23 1.27

2 M.Redondo-Curitiba 250 15'S 490 09'W 40.2 6.3 4.4 2.9 8.03 22x10"a 0.59

3 C. Proc6pio-Londrina 23 0 11' S 510 05'W 54.5 7.5 9.3 0.72 5.91 4x10 5  0.89

4 S. do Capivari-Curitiba 230 00'S 470 31'W 57.5 6.3 11 4.8 0.52

5 M. do Meio - Paranagu6 250 19'S 480 18'W 46.6 7.7 0.55 22.3 13.7 19x10-5

6 Carvalho- Ponta Grossa 250 01'S 500 05W 68 7.5 25 0.62 3.68 2.7x10 5  1.4

7 TucuruviýCuritiba 230 17'S 430 21' W 57.5 4 3.7 4.8 0.48

8 Para Pedro-Dourados 220 13'S 540 48'W 57.8 4 13 1.43 3.38 7.3x105 0.67

9 M.Carmelo-M. Pedras 180 43'S 470 29'W 65.2 7.5 6.22 3.83 4.7 3.6x10 0.76

10 P. Minas-Divin6polis 200 09'S 440 54'W 46 7.5 1.97 2.83 6.25 3.2x10' 0.13

11 Gonzaga-lbituruna 190 10'S 410 52'W 57.5 7.5 12.04 0.6 19 1.7x104 1.34

12 Serrania-Varginha 210 33'S 450 26' W 58.5 7.5 1.45 6.15 6.5 2.7x10' 0.29

Tablel: Single frequency fading measurements

# Site Meas. Statistics Latitude Longitude Meas. method Ký,,d K,.j PL Pz•
Period time basis

1 Caravelas 3 yrs. year 17 045'S 390 15'W Radio sonde 1.59 1.15 1

2 Salvador 3 yrs. year 120 59' S 380 31' W Radio sonde 1.61 0.97 1

3 Carolina 3 yrs. year 070 20' S 470 28'W Radio sonde 1.81 1.01 1

4 Floriano 3 yrs. year 06 0 47'S 43 001'W Radio sonde 1.51 1.03 1

5 B.J.da Lapa 3 yrs. year 130 15' S 430 25' W Radio sonde 1.44 0.97

6 Recife 3 yrs. year 08" 03'S 340 54'W Radio sonde 1.68 0.97 1

7 S. Luiz 3 yrs. year 020 31'S 440 16'W Radio sonde 1.71 1.01 2

8 Petrolina 3 yrs. year 090 24' S 40' 30' W Radio sonde 1.37 0.97 1

1 yr. month Refractometer 2.18 <0.33 50 35

9 Trindade 5 yrs. month 20' 31'S 29' 19'W Radio sonde 3.57 0.52 75 26

10 Bel6m 6 yrs. month 010 27'S 480 29' W Radio sonde. 2.87 0.99 68 16

1 yr. year Refractometer 1.98 0.33

11 Rio de Janeiro 5 yrs. month 220 54'S 430 15' W Radio sonde 2.07 0.93 38 14

1 yr. month Refractometer 2.54 < 0.50 59 30

12 Campo Grande 6 yrs. month 20' 27'S 540 37' W Radio sonde 1.34 0.94 3

1 yr. year Refractometer 1.86 0.76 9

13 Curitiba 6 yrs. month 25' 25'S 490 15'W Radio sonde 1.51 0.83 18 1

14 Jiparana 1 yr. month 080 03' S 620 52' W Refractometer 3.63 0.7 65 28

15 C~ceres 1 yr. year 16' 04'S 570 41' W Refractometer 2.27 < 0.50 59 34

16 Goiania 1 yr. year 16' 40'S 495 16' W Refractometer 2.14 0.44

17 Natal 6 yrs. month 050 24'S 350 08'W Radio sonde 3.34 1.2 52 23

18 Porto Alegre 6 yrs. month 30'02'S '51 07'W Radio sonde 1.8 0.8 29 5

19 Vilhena 6 yrs. month 140 14'S 601 04'W Radio sonde 1.65 1 15

20 Manaus 6 yrs. month 030 09'S 600 01' W Radio sonde 2 1.07 22 5

21 Aracati 1 yr. month 040 21'S 370 27' W Refractometer 2.34 0.7 51 19

Table 2: Refractivity measurements
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-100 N units for the months of February, May,
p•(r) =le- >0 (3) August and November.

" 'The values of Kmim , Kd , p, and probability of
occurrence of surface ducts, derived from radio

The valucs of the average relative delay (T), sonde measurements are shown in Table 2.
obtained for several links, are shown in Table 1.
Strong correlatio" between Y and the path length 4.2 Refractometer measurements
and inclination was observed. A preliminary
expression for estimating the average delay as a Measurements of refractivity vertical gradient were
function of these link parameters was derived: performed for periods of one year at 8 sites, using

two-cavity refractometers. The measurement

T(ns) = 0.05 d°'87 • e-°,251sl (4) system consists of two refractometers positioned
near the basis and near the top of a toWer, with
height difference between 60 and 100 m,

4. REFRACTIITY GRADIENT depending on the site. The refractometer voltage
are used as input for a differential amplifier which

4.1 Radio sonde Measurements output is a voltage directly proportional to the
refractivity gradient. This arrangement allows

Results of radio sonde measurements at thirteen continuous measurements, eliminating the bias

sites in Brazil, for periods between three and eight present in radio sonde measurements, that are
years, have been analysed to provide statistics of made only once or twice a day.Thay ed dta rorres csn of An example of monthly cumulative distributions
the refractivity gradient. obtained with refractometers at Aracati, in
radio sonde launches at 08:00 AM, local time. Northwest of Brazil, is shown in Figure 2.
Average year cumulative distributions were
obtained from data of eight sites. For the
remaining five sites, average distributions for the -"

months of February, May, August and November
are available. The geographical coordinates of the --

sites and the measurements' periods are given in
Table 2. F_

Several parameters used for propagation
predictions can be derived from the refractivity -. - - - ...
gradient cumulative distributions. The earth's K 1 .
factor is defined as a function of the refractivity (N) X N
by:

~ ~~~~r I i.I2, ,,
K& (5) ,- ... . ... . . ..I +a -X 10-6 percentage of time

Figure 2: Cumulative distributions of
refractivity gradient.

were is the vertical gradient of the refractivity

(in N units/km) and a is the earth's radius (6370 The measurement sites characteristics and the
km). The value of K exceeded during 99.9 % of the values of K•, , Kmed , p and probability of
time (Ki, ) and the median value of K (K,,d) are occurrence of surface ducts, obtained from
widely used in link design. radiometer measurements are shown in Table 2.
The distributions also provide the probability of Both refractometer and radio sonde data are
occurrence of surface ducts, corresponding to available in 4 sites. The results obtained indicate
refractivity gradients smaller than -157 N units/krn that cumulative distributions of the refractivity
or negative values of K factor. For the sites were gradient obtained from radio sonde measurements
monthly distributions are available it is also underestimate the occurrence of super-refraction
possible to obtain the parameter PL, This and tropospheric ducts. It is also observed that the
parameter, used in the prediction of single values of Kmft, derived from radio sonde data are
frequency multipath fading distributions (Ref. 1), much higher than those obtained with
is defined as the higher value of probability of refractometers. Consequently, the occurrence of
occurrence of refractivity gradients smaller than sub-refraction is also underestimated.
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Link Latitude Longitude Path length (km) Kmed Kmin

Carmo da Mata - Divin6polis 200 09' S 440 54' W 42.2 1.2 0.74

Cabo Verde - Poqos de Caldas 210 48' S 46 34'W 38.1 1.3 0.72

Abadia dos Dourados - M. Carmelo 180 43' S 470 29' W 35.4 1.8 0.81

Dores de Campo - Barbacena 210 14' S 430 46' W 27.3 1.3 0.69

Francisco Sdo - Montes Claros 160 43' S 430 52' W 51.2 1.7 0.67

Table 3: Measurements of effective K factor in diffracted links

5. EFFECTIVE K FACTOR 6. CONCLUSIONS

The excess attenuation due to diffraction in
obstructed links is strongly dependent on the A significant amount of clear air propagation data
earth's K factor. Reliable methods (Ref. 3) are from tropical climates was obtained in experiments
available for predicting the excess attenuation in carried out in Brazil in the last 15 years. In this
such links, particularly when the obstruction is due paper, the experiments were briefly reviewed and
to a single, isolated obstacle. The K factor can, examples of the its results were presented. The data
thus, be estimated from excess attenuation available can be useful to improve existing maps of
measurements. This is an indirect method, which climatic parameters for propagation predictions.
accuracy depends on the reliability of the
attenuation prediction method chosen for 7. REFERENCES
inversion. On the other hand, it has the advantage
of providing an effective value for the K factor, 1. CCIR Rec. 618-2, SG-5 RPN Series , 1992,
which includes the effect of horizontal variations of ITU, Geneva, Switzerland.
the refractive index.
Such an experiment was performed in 5 diffracted 2. Taylor D P and Shaft M 1983, A Simple
links, operating at 300 GHz. The site locations, Method for Estimating Multipath Fade
path lengths are shown in Table 3. Figure 3 shows Parameters", IEEE Trans. Comm., COM-3 1.
the cumulative distribution of received power
measured in one of the links. Based on such 3. CCIR Rec. 526-1, SG-5 RPN Series , 1992,
distributions, the median and minimum vales of ITU, Geneva, Switzerland.
the effective K factor were derived be inversion of
the ITU-R method (Ref. 4) for calculation
additional attenuation by diffraction. The results
are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 3: Cumulative distributions of
received power level measured in a
diffracted link operating at 300 MIHz.
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CLIMATOLOGIC STUDY OF MICROWAVE-ACTIVE TUR31JLICE BEAVIOR OVEM

A BIG CITY BY SODAR

A. N. Bedulin, M. A. Kallistratova, M. S. Pekour, I. V. Petenko, E. A. Shurygin

IAP-RAS, Pyzhevskii 3, 109017 Moscow, Russia
Tel; +7-095-233-48-76, Fax: +7-095-233-16-52, E-mail: postmaster-iaph.msk.su

ABSTRACT the occurrence of the atmospheric
stratification types. The data on height

The results of continuous 24-hour distribution and time span of the
observations of the atmospheric boundary inversion layers were also obtained.
layer carried out during 3 year are
presented. All the measurements were made The cyclic remote observations were also
due to remote acoustic sounding. Data on carried out in two other points: in the
thermio stratification, on ocourrenoe and center of Moscow - on the roof of the
heights of inversion layers forming the building of the Institute of Atmospheric
microwave ducts -are obtained. Data on Physics (IAP) and in a country-side - at
daily variations of the vertical profiles the Zvenigorod Scientific Station (ZSS) of
of the refractive index structure the IAP 45 km West of Moscow. The
parameter are also given. The structure of comparison of simultaneous observations in
boundary layer over two districts of the three points allowed the spatial
Moscow is compared with that over the inhomogeneity of the urban ABL to be
Moscow region. found.

Keywords: acoustic remote sensing, sodar, The daily variations and vertical profiles
microwave duct, climatology of the urban of the temperature structure parameter
boundary layer. (which permits one to evaluate the index

refraction structure parameter 02 ) wereI. INTRODUCTIONn

obtained for summer and winter at the IAP
The usefulness of remote acoustic sensing point. The methods of such measurements
for long-term regular investigations of are given in (Ref. 5,6).
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) para-
meters that affect the microwave communi-
cation links was discussed in (Ref. 1). 2. APPARATUS

During 1989-1991 continuous 24-hour The ECHO-i sodar installed at the MSU is a
observations of the ABL structure were nondoppler vertical acoustic locator,
carried out over Moscow. The acoustic which gives only the echograms of the
locator (sodar) was disposed at the echo-signal on the height-time
Meteorological Observatory of' the Moscow coordinates. The sodar parameters are:
State University (MSU) on the Vorob'evy carrier frequency f=1660 Hz, electric
Gory. The facsimile records (eohograms) of power W=75 W, range of sensing z is from
sodar echo-signals were processed by the 30 m to 800 m, spatial resolution Az=17 m,
methods described in (Ref. 2-4) to obtain period of sound pulses T=I0 B.

', t

Figure 1: Antennae of LATAN-soddr on the roof ol IAP buildjng in the center ol Moscow.
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On the IAP building and at the ZSS the observations at the MEU, and -Table 2
three- component Doppler LATAN sodars demonstrates the distinotions for 3 points
(designed at IAP) were used. LATAN sodar on basis of simultaneous measurements.

alos h poi e o emeat2 Table 1. Occurrence of different types of
struoture parameter C2T and vector of wind stratiftcat ton over Moscow (in %)

velocity to be measured; echograms being Type of Btratification 1989 1990 1991
also provider! The LATAN SODAR parameters
are: f=2000 liz, W=100 W, z is from 30 m to Skurrace inversion (1) 44 34 40
600 m, Az=17 m, T=10 a. The photo of the IWultilavier inversion (U) 4 4 10
IIATAN sodar on the roof of the IAP is in - Elevated inversion (R) 8 8 9
Fig. 1. Capped oonvection (0) 2 2 4

Developed convection WK 15 16 15
Near neutral condition (S) 27 36 22

3. Results

In Fig. 2 the examples of simultaneous Table 2. Occurrence of types of 8tratift-
echograms are given for the 3 points. The catiton ifl tte center of` thle city, fts
elevated layer of echo-signal, that out skirts and at the rural area (in %)
corresponds to the elevated inversion
layer (which is due to warm air Type. of May-June 1990 February 1 991
advection), is similar for all the points. stratiflo. IA.P UBU ZSS IAP MSTJ ZSS
But the character and heights of the lower
layer of the echo-signal, that corresponds MI 26 42 39 37 51 39
to the surface radiation inversion, are - (U,R) -14 7 20 17 18 31
noticeably different. As is seen from thle (0) 6 3 5 2 2 6
long-term observations, the surface (K) 34 33 26 4. , 2 7
inversion thickness in the center of the (S) 20 15 -10 40 27 18
city is always more by 100-150 m than that
in its outskirts both in summer and
winter. Figs 3,4 and 5 give the occurrence of

rdaily variations of the surface inversion,
,Moreover, the type of the ABL thermic the distributions of their time span and
stratification is often different over the histogrmns of their thickness,
different parts of the Moscow r~egion. respectively. As the microwave duets occur
Table1gives the occurrence of types orf only under the inversion conditions, these
stratificto from the 3-year Tables and Figures allow the occurrence of

HM 3 0,0 q4 0 0 L'1 0 06 01

200

800.....2-_ _ _

800 .

600 4,*K

LjQQ____ ____ ____ ____ __'ALA'_

Fiue2400relorsn banc iutnosl ntecne f180

(tigue uppe Sonea t tchemsU siteatnd atmuthe uSS ite (the lowter one).co
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Figure 4: PrObab.tity dCstrtbutt ons of Fipti-.e 5: Frequency dtstributIon of
surface inverston observatton tn the slurctce inversion thitcInes8 tn the MSU

center ol Moscow as a lunctton ol 8tte.
ckrat t on.

ducts to be evaluated for winter and account the input of humidity fluctuations
sum•mer over Moscow and its neighbourhood. in the refractive index. These data permit

one to evaluate the high-frequency

Figs 6 and 7 give monthly averaged fluctuation of the intensity and angle of

profiles of the index refraction structure microwave arrival using the known formulae
parameter, calculated from the temperature by Taitarskii (Ref. 7).

structure parameter 02 by the formula Moreover, the, pattern of these profiles
T demonstrates that the optimum height for

6 p p 22 2 oommunioation links (on which the
02 = (79-10-6 0 T turbulent distortions of wave parameters
nnT are minimal) over center of Moscow is in

the range of 100-200 m above the ground
(see Ref.1), which does not take into level.
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4. CONCLUSION 6. RE1EReMCES

The climatologio data on the oocurrenoe of 1. Kallistratova M.A. 1994, ,On
different types of the atmospheric thermal acoustic remote sensing for olimatologic
stratification over Moscow are obtained by study of microwave propagation in the
acoustic remote sensing. This data allow atm)sphei'iO boundary layer, This
one to evaluate the seasonal variation, collection, pp. -

the time span and thickness of microwave
ducts. 2. Pekour M.S. et al. 1994, Acoustic

sounding study of the mixing layer over a
The spatial inhomogeneity of the urban ABL citi, In SPIE vol. 2107 Optical Monitoring
structure is shown, of the Envtronment, pp. 169-193

The vertical profiles of the structure 3. Pekour M.S. and Kallistratova M.A. 1993,
parameter of temperature (which allow one SODAR study of the boundary layer over
to evaluate that of radiowave refractive Moscow for air-pollution application,
index), are obtained for summer and Appl. PhUs. B57, PP.49-55
winter. These profiles make it possible to
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ABSTRACT moderately warm summers. This coastal area is
open to invasion of the maritime zonal westerlies

Microwave links have to be designed such that prop- and the change eastwards from maritime to conti-
agation effects do not reduce the quality. Propagation nental climate is-very gradual.
measurements and meteorological measurements This paper present and discuss propagation and me-
from a coastal regions at latitude at about the North- teorological data from this area at a latitude close to
ern Polar circle are analysed and discussed. Climatic the Northern polar circle. Radio propagation data for
models for the coast of Helgeland is suggested, mod- 1993 is used along with meteorological data.
els for use in the interpretation of the propagation

,,data and for future planning of microwave links.
2. MULTIPATH FADING MEASUREMENTS

Keywords: Multipath fading, Ducting layers
Norwegian Telecom has done 'measurements on the
coast of Helgeland at about 650 latitude over the last

1. INTRODUCTION years. Results are available from the three links on
the coast of Helgeland. The links pass mostly over

Line-of-sight radio link networks are designed to sea water. They are designed to meet standard rec-
meet very high quality objectives. The planning in- ommendations by the International Telecommunica-
volves careful consideration of the actual path and tion Union. That means there are enough clearance.
the propagation effects to be expected on the path. A No reflections from the surface of the sea are visible.
precise prediction of expected multipath fading and However, the sea is illuminated by the transmitter on
enhancement distribution is therefore important. Our the two longest links, and the blocked reflection
knowledge of multipath propagation does currently could be part of the multipath propagation mecha-
best cover overland links. In mountainous regions nisms. Some characteristic data about the links are
and over-water coastal areas there is less information given in Table I.
available [1]. The multipath fading cumulative distributions for
Measured multipath propagation and meteorological 1993 for the link Gul-Mun are shown together with
data are studied for a coastal-area at about 650 latitude distributions of July 1993 for the other two links.
in Norway. The general climate in this region is char- The signal level is referenced to the median of the
acterized by oceanic or suboceanic temperature re- month, also given along with amount of available
gimes with mild to moderately cold winters and data.

Table I: Radio link characteristics

Gjeltheia Munken Gulsvhgfjell Asen

Tranmsitter or Receiver T R R - T R T

Path length (km) 73.3 93.8 54.1

Radio frequency (GHz) 6.7 6.7 6.7

Approximate bandwidth (MHz) 35 35 35

Heigth (in) of ground above sea 519 91 728 60
Antenna height (in) above ground 71.0 75.0 75.0 60.8 41.6 19.5

Antenna diameter (in) 367 . 1 3.6T) 3 3.6 3.6
Measurement periods in 1993 June - September April - December July - September

1) Two of these antennas are connected in parallel (beside each other) to achieve larger margin
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Measured distributions 1993 Reference: Median Days
Receivers at Mun and Gui

GuL: Apr'LiL -37.57 27.72

m [ 1 1 1 1 'i 1 1 1 iti i ii - _ utG : May -38.84 28.64

Gui: June -37.88 19.790 . -/ / . .

7',Gu L: Ju Ly -38.51 2 1.25% /.;,.-'•".,-:..,,
- (7 _.G.uL: August -38.30 28.64

. . . . . .. . . '.. ...... . . ../.' " .- 3 8 .3 4 2"1 .8_• -~~_ GuL: September-.42.8

S" i GuL: October -38.39 26.80

' J .GuL: November -37.85 27.72

.... GuL: December -40.53 20.98

- * GLe: July -33.46 21.25

,-*Asen: JuLy -28.55 24.01
NO ... . . . .. . . .

5 Stations:
---. Gjeltheia (Gje)

D . . Munken (Mun)
* .Gulsv~gfjell (Gul)

Asen
CD

Percentoge oF tome

Figure 1. Fading distributions measured on 3 links at the coast of Helgeland

The 4 months distributions for the link Gje-Mun
show similarities with those from Gul-Mun. The link C,,I 1 I , i i, is1 , ,,,,
Asen-Gul show considerably less fading than the two
others. The months Aug. and Sep. show less multi- S See Fig. 1 for month/link
path activity for all the links than July. Since July is line-type explanations.
close to May, where May is the Gul-Mun worst
month, it is probably close to the worst month for the c........... ..............
two other links. -"

The enhancement distribution given in Fig.-2 show C
the general picture that the month with most fading ,
also give most enhancement.
ITU-R Method 1 [2] predicts for te tail region of the o .....

worst month distribution 3 and 12 dB less fading for
the links Gje-Mun and Asen-Gul respectively com- O ............
pared with Gul-Mun. From Fig. lit is reasonable that
the tail region starts at about 18 dB for all months and
links except Sep., Oct., and Dec., and Asen-Gul. The
distribution of Sep. show approximately a 10 dB/dec-
ade slope beginning at 9 dB. Measured at 0.01% of - ........
the time (in the tail) the Gul-Mun distributions fall ..

into three groups. One for the 4 months Apr.-Jul., an-
other for Aug. and Nov., and a third for Sep., Oct., 0 1 1 1111111l 1• ,,.,., 1 ,111I FT , 11, l ,i

and Dec. The other links Gje-Mun and Asen-Gul 01 .0.+
show less fading as predicted compared with Gul- \. \ \. \ \. \
Mun, where the first link show about 6 dB less fading
compared with the predicted 3 dB. Asen-Gul seems Percentage of tiMe
never to reach a acceptable tail-region for fair com- Figure 2. Enhancement distributions 1993
parison with prediction.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CLIMATE

25
3.1 Radiation and temperature.

Table II give the day length vs latitude is. At lower Helgeland 50%

latitude, near 350N the 'otal incoming radiation over
a year from sun and sky is about 150 Mcal/cm 2, 65%
is due to direct solar radiation. At 701N the total in- *

coming radiation has is 70 Mcal/cm 2, 60% results 4 D
from diffuse sky radiation.

TablelH: Variation of day length

Latitude 21 Dec 21 June

60°N 5h52m 18h52m

50°N 9h4m 16h23m

This shift from direct to diffuse radiation reduce the 5

influence of the angle of slope of land. The radiation 25%

totals is less important higher latitudes since diffuse
radiation is received nearly equally on all slopes of Figure 3. Continental air-masses over North West
moderate inclination giving more equal distribution Europe (from [3])
of temperature.
Actual day to day temperatures in an area are partly interface is not so sharp defined, due to the turbulent
correlated with the prevailing air mass. Berg [3] has mixing. Since the air is moving and the layers have
defined an index of continentality K = C* 100/R (%), different physical properties, we can also have insta-
where C is the frequency of continental air-masses bilities of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type internal waves.
and R is the frequency of all other air-masses. The occurrence and "intensity" of this layers will
K is shown in Fig. 3 and the Western part of Scandi- have a daily as well as an annual variation, mainly
navia has clearly, in spite of the high latitude, a mar- due to the magnitude of the radiation balance. A
itime character. Because of the "even" distribution of nightly negative radiation balance in summer can
the local scale temperature our inclination is that the create this local cool air-mass moving westwards.
major spatial variation in refractivity N, N=N(P,T,e) When the sun rises we get a positive radiation bal-
where P is air-pressure, T the temperature and e the ance and a decay of the cold air production which
vapour pressure of the air, is caused by the variation disappears towards rloon. The whole picture is more
in e. This is again linked to the frequency of the type or less a "sea-land breeze".
of prewailing air-mass and whether the type are con- In the winter when the radiation balance is negative
tinental or maritime. this layering will prevail whether it is day or night.

The major modifications to this picture is then due to
3.2 Local effects. the "intensity" of the physical properties of the east

moving air mass supplied by the zonal current.
Local effects along the western coast of Norway are
due to the constant supply of temperate water by the
Gulf-stream combined with cold and relatively dry 4. THE WEATHER CONDITIONS 1993
air streams on local scale. Those are created by neg-
ative radiation balance in the high mountains and are In January the weather was governed by a high pres-
moving down and out to the Norwegian sea. sure over the Baltic with a low pressure belt from
This will often create a well defined system of air Iceland to Svalbard. Numerous fronts passed over
layers with different properties. The bottom layer is the north of Norway resulting in fair amounts of pre-
warm to moderately warm and humid, the layer cipitation and cloudiness.
above, due to the outstreaming air, is cold and mod- February had rather variable weather conditions re-
erately dry, whereas the top layer, provided by the sulting from the diminishing low pressure belt from
westerlies, is moderately warm and humid. january. Wind from west gave rain and snow show-
The mutual interfaces of the layers are not stable, be- ers in Northern Norway, but occasional wind from
tween the bottom layer and the middle layer an insta- east resulted often in clear weather.
bility is caused by the thermal stratification, between March had numerous frontal passages in the north-
the middle and the top layer by wind shear. Here the ern Norway with great amounts of precipitation,
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amounts up to 400% of normal value.
April had wind from north which resulted in showers 60- Stations
along the coast in northern and western Norway. --E3- Bod

May had in the beginning a high pressure over the 50- Orland

Baltic resulting in wind from north in northern Nor- 
X-

way. In the end of the month a new high pressure area
developed over Great Britain and this resulted in .F
wind from the west with precipitation in the coastal Z

c 30-
areas. -

June had passages of numerous weak fronts with lit- v
tle rain and in between periods with fair weather. N 20-f
In July the Northern Norway had the best weather
with high pressure conditions and sparse cloudiness. 10
Maximum temperatures were well above the normal.
In August unstable weather conditions was predomi- 0-___________________
nant in the whole country. The northern coast, how- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ever, had a fair amount of good weather. Month
In September low pressure systems arrived from the
North sea giving wind mainly from east in the middle Figure 4. Refractivity gradient occurrences of three
and the southern parts of the north of Norway. stations 1993 taken at lOOm above ground
October started with low pressure and a frontal sys-
tem over England giving fair weather. Later on the and M(z>0)< M(z=0), and finally an elevated duct is
frontal systems moved away northwards. This gave characterized by (dM/dz) < 0 for z>0 and M(z>0) >
wind from northwest with rain sleet and snow on the M(z=0) The results are given in Tables IV-VI.
northern coast and a rather stormy weather.
Two different frontal systems dominated the weather
in November. One system from Iceland to Svalbard 6. RADIOCLIMATIC MODELS
and a rather weak system over England and Den-
mark. This resulted in fair weather. The temperature Looking at the refractivity values under considera-
at the coast of Helgeland was 2°C above the normal. - tion we find for the surface ducts at the Helgeland
For December the weather was very variable due to coast a typical vertical range from 60 to 80m with
many frontal passages. At Helgeland thunderstorms standard deviations ranging form 5 to 25m, highest
occurred in connection with cold front passages. values in summer and lowest in winter. We will look

at two different situations: one with heating from
"below" and the other with cooling from "below".

5. REFRACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS Heating from below happens for instance as a result
of solar radiation accumulated in ground. Convec-

Data from 1993 from 3 radiosonde stations; Orland, tive air movement is the result with creation of three
station 1241, (63.7°N latitude, 9.4E longitude, 10in more or less layers, a surface layer with a definitely
height above mean sea level), Bodo, 1152, superadiabatic lapse rate, which increases as the
(67.3,14.4,8) and Mike-9661- (66.0,2.0,6) form the ground is approached. Above is a thick central layer
basis for computation of the atmospheric refractivity. in which the lapse rate is very nearly adiabatic, and
The ascents are done twice a day at hours 00 and 12 above is a stable layer. The central layer is character-
GMT for all stations, In addition Mike does ascents ized by an approximately standard M-profile. The
at 06 and 18 GMT. Data consists of values of pres- superadiabatic bottom layer is superstandard if the
sure, temperature and humidity. The sondes are surface is water or wet ground. If the surface is dry
Vaisala sondes of the Digicora type. ground, there is no vapour gradient, thus the layer is
The refractivity is computed at given heights as substandard. In the stable top layer we usually have
reported by the sondes as well as a linear interpola- superstandard conditions, but occasionally an in-
tion pr 100 m to obtain the gradients (dN/dz) for z= tense vapour inversion can make the layer substand-
l00m and lkm, see Table III. Fig. 4 gives the occur- ard. The surface layer is characteristically shallow.
-ence of dN/dz < -100 N-units. An investigation of If it is superstandard, the M-inversion is usually be-
ducts are done by means of the modified index M. tween a few meters up to 10-15 m. A common situ-
Duct-types are split in surface/elevated surface ducts ation that gives heating from below occurs over
and elevated ducts. The condition for a surface duct water when there is an offshore wind and the surface
is (dM/dz)<O for z--0, an elevated surface duct is air on land is colder than the water as a result of noc-
defined by (dM/dz)>0 for z=0, (dMfdz)<0 for z>0 turnal cooling. The layer grows higher as the air
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moves farther offshore. In spite of nearly negligible from 60 (winter) to 80m (summer) and the variablil-
depth of this layer it can be of importance as refract- ity suggest that some ducts reach as'high as 200d m

ing, the rays hitting the sea surface. If We consider above ground during the summer.
cooling from below we have no convection and the Future work is needed to more exactly model the
modification of the air can be effected only by me- layer structures and use such models in theoretikal
chanical turbulence and thus does not extend above evaluation of radio wave propagation.
the layer of frictional influence. In the case heating
from below the air modifications may extend to great
heights, if we look at cooling from below the effect is 8. REFERENCES
confined to about 100 to 150 m.
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July had good weather with large temperature differ- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ence day and night. This compares well with July as
the worst propagation month. November had also fair We are most grateful to those in Norwegian Tele-
weather with rather high day temperatures and ther- com and Norwegian Meteorological Institute that
mal energy loss at nigh created cold surface layers. provided the measured data, in particular Torbjmrn
The top height of ground based radio ducts range Tanem and Ruth Arntzen.

Table III: Refractivity gradients (N-units) measured between ground and 0.1 and 1 km

month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. -Nov. Dec.

Bodo mean -101.0 -94.0 -104.0 -113.4 -141.3 -158.1 -191.6 -169.1 -128.6 -112.3 -102.4 -81.2

sd 43.7 31.4 25.8 27.2 38.8 38.0 43.1 43.4 53.1 26.4 30.3 22.3
dN/dz max -40.0 -42.0 -49.0 -62.0 -43.0 -60.0 -59.0 -69.0 209.0 -35.0 -43.0 -34.0
at0.1 min -251.0 -160.0 -161.0 -189.0 -261.0 -258.0 -336.0 -288.0 -210.0 -170.0 -179.0 -133.0

mean -39.7 -37.5 -37.1 -39.1 -43.2 -44.6 -49.5 -46.6 -40.9 -38.8 -39.6 -36.2
dN/dz sd 4.4 4.3 3.0 -5.4 7.4 6.8 7.3 7.5 6.8 4.6 5.4 3.4
at 1 max -33.2 -29.0 -30.8 -28.6 -32.2 -32.1 -37.9 -34.3 -6.0 -30.4 -24.7 -29.7

min -53.7 -49.6 -43.3 -57.8 -64.2 -63.5 -67.1 -64.1 -51.0 -51.0 -52.3 -46.6

Orland mean -69.0 -63.8 -74.0 -71.1 -96.5 -104.8 -104.5 -85.4 -86.0 -69.8 -78.6 -59.9

sd 28.3 27.4 35.9 31.4 68.6 40.8 49.1 39.1 33.0 25.2 38.7 27.9
dN/dz max -18.0 -1.0 -10.0 -35.0 103.0 -34.0 -31.0 -34,0 -20.0 -27.0 -34.0 -29.0
at 0.1 min -156.0 -151.0 -208.0 -158.0 -355.0 -255.0 -259.0 -199.0 -178.0 -150.0 -205.0 -143.0

mean -37.0 -37.7 -37.9 -40.1 -44.2 -42.8 -44.8 -44.6 -42.5 -39.7 -42.5 -38.6

sd 3.9 4.6 5.1 6.4 10.9 7.4 6.9 5.7 5.3 4.1 8.6 5.5
dN/dz max -27.6 -26.2 -25.3 -24.7 -19.1 -32.6 -29.8 -28.2 -30.1 -28.4 -27.0 -26.8

at 1 min -44.3 -51.8 -50.9 -63.5 -83.7 -65.5 -68.8 -61.2 -58.1 -49.2 -64.6 -58.1

Mike mean -49.5 -57.5 -48.7 -51.8 -53.0 -54.9 -47.7 -50.5 -58.5 -57.0 -55.3 -58.0

sd 18.2 26.8 18.2 16.9 24.6 19.0 27.5 18.8 47.8 27.2 21.7 27.4
dN/dz max -16.0 9.0 -15.0 -12.0 25.0 -13.0 53.0 -7.0 404.0 19.0 14.0 -21.0
at0.1 min -123.0 -132.0 -164.0 -117.0 -193.0 -155.0 -251.0 -114.0 -168.0 -174.0 -138.0 -166.0

mean -35.6 -36.7 -37.2 -38.7 -42.8 -36.5 -41.6 -42.4 -40.5 -39.1 -39.2 -35.7
sd 4.0 4.1 5.2 7.2 10.4 4.3 5.9 5.3 7.3 7.2 5.9 4.1

dN/dz max -28.6 -29.1 -27.8 -28.2 -28.8 -28.5 -26.8 -28.6 0.1 -24.3 -28.1 -27.8
atl min -51.1 -50.5 -55.7 -69.1 -73.4 -52.0 -67.0 -57.3 -61.0 -68.6 -58.5 -51.3
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Table IV: Measured duct occurrences, heights, and intensities. Bodo 1993 (h and sd in m, int in M-units)

surface/elevated surface duct elevatedduct

mon no h sd int sd no h sd int sd
Jan 19 62.3 9.5 -4.4 3.2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Feb 20 73.2 8.3 -3.1 1.9 0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Mar 42 73.7 7.1 -2.7 2.1 1 1902.0 0.0 -3.2 0.4
Apr 45 76.1 6.8 -3.1 2.2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

May 49 78.6 8.0 -5.6 3.3 5 1688.4 681.3 -6.2 2.5
Jun 56 76.9 8.8 -6.7 3.1 7 1630.0 244.1 -2.4 1.6
Jul 58 81.1 25.3 -9.6 4.5 5 1958.4 381.9 -3.8 2.5
Aug 53 78.3 18.3 -8.5 3.4 5 1850.0 268.5 -2.0 1.0
Sep 43 70.7 9.3 -5.7 2.7 4 1563.0 245.2 -1.8 1.5
Oct 49 70.9 7.1 -3.7 2.1 7 2094.9 612.4 -2.4 1.6

Nov 36 -72.2 5.9 -3.5 2.7 2 1529.0 176.8 -2.0 0.1

Des 15 70.4 10.5 -1.8 1.4 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table V: Measured duct occurrences, heights, and intensities. Orland 1993 (h and sd in m, int in M-units)

surface/elevated surface duct elevated duct

mon no h sd int sd no h sd int sd
Jan 6 65.0 10.5 -1.4 1.5 1 1648.0 0.0 -0.7 0.0
Feb 3 62.7 17.0 -1.4 1.2 1 1792.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Mar 7 70.6 10.2 -3.0 2.3 2 2526.0 1026.7 -0.6 0.5

Apr 7 71.4 18.3 -1.2 0.8 2 783.0 258.8 -5.3 5.7

May 20 62.7 17.5 -4.2 5.7 10 1398.4 1196.0 -7.4 8.3
Jun 32 61.0 16.1 -3.7 3.2 6 1310.0 379.9 -3.8 2.9
Jul 26 69.9 22.2 -3.6 3.4. 4 2447.0 1039.3 -3.9 3.9

Aug 14 67.4 17.5 -6.6 10.4 5 1650.8 1290.1 -3.3 3.8
Sep 15 66.1 20.1 -2.6 1.9 6 1815.7 956.8 -1.5 1.3

Oct 6 63.3 3.7 -2.0 1.2 3 1708.7 396.6 -3.2 3.4

Nov 5 80.8 26.8 -3.9 2.8 8 1376.5 744.9 -5.0 3.6
Des 7 63.7 8.1 -2.5 66.7 1 518.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0

Table VI: Measured duct occurrences, heights, and intensities. Mike 1993 (h and sd in m, int in M-units)

surface/elevated surface duct elevated duct
mon no h sd int - sd no h sd int sd
Jan 8 54.5 5.0 -1.6 1.1 3 972.7 221.9 -1.2 0.4
Feb 13 51.7 5.8 -2.2 1.5 4 1677.5 626.3 .-2.0 2.0

Mar 3 59.3 5.0 -3.8 3.7 13 1541.7 432.2 -3.2 3.2

Apr 4 51.0 10.4 -2.1 1.3 16 1497.5 817.2 -7.7 7.2
May 5 63.6 17.2 --2.6 2.0 38 1100.0 747.9 -4.7 4.5
Jun 3 56.0 7.2 -3.7 2.7 16 1298.9 167.7 -6.4 3.3

Jul 2 77.0 35.4 -7.3 3.4 14 1715.7 1050.6 -3.2 4.9
Aug 1 58.0 0.0 -2.3 0.0 9 1189.8 479.4 -6.3 3.9

Sep 4 54.5 4.1 -5.1 2.8 19 1528.0 828.7 -4.4 3.7

Oct 5 71.2 44.2 -3.5 2.2 9 1348.7 539.3 -3.8 2.4
Nov 5 57.6 5.5 -2.8 1.1 17 1526.5 591.3 -4.3 3.1
Des 18 56.0 4.3 -2.3 2.2 5 1397.6 423.1 -3.0 1.5
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ABSTRACT zon. The only atmospheric phenomena
affecting the link reliability were

The results of multi-year measure- rains and fogs. The time periods for
ments of radio wave attenuation at the attenuation statistics measure-
the four terrestrial links are pre- ments were: 20435 hours for 11.15
sented. Attenuation statistics due GHz, 19678 hours for 19.15 GHz (1986
to rain, snowfalls or to abnormal -1990) and 11071 hours for 33.6 GHz
air refractive index profiles are (1986-1989). Rain rate measurements
separated. The prediction methods have been carried out at the termi-
for rain attenuation statistics are nals of the link. The rain rate sta-
compared with the experimental data tistics for all links are shown in
and the error estimations are given. Table 7.
The prediction methods in case of
abnormal air refractive index pro- The statistical distributions of
file over the link are analyzed and radio wave attenuation in rains at
some comparisons with the experimen- this location had been calculated
tal data have been carried out. for each year.. In Table. 1 attenua-

tion statistics both year-averaged
and for the averaged worst-month

Keywords: Attenuation Statistics, are presented.
Comparison with Prediction Models

1.2. Link # 2 (Poland)

1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS Hop length is 15.4 km, frequencies
are 11.5, 18.6 GHz. The link is lo-
cated not far from Warshaw over

This investigations had been carried cross - country with some forests,
out at the International Experimen- therefore reflections from the Earth
tal area (Dubna) and the National surface were absent. The heights -of
test areas in Bulgaria and Poland the link terminals are 144 m and 124
as a part of "INTERCOSMOS" program. m above the sea level. According to

link geometry the first Fresnel zone
1.1. Link # 1 (Bulgaria) was slightly overlapped on both fre-

quencies.
Hop length is 7.12 km, frequencies
are 11.15, 19.15, 33.6 GHz. The link The measurements at 18.6 GHz have
was placed between the building of been carried out during 1986 - 1990
Communication Institute in Sofia and with dynamic range 40 dB, The mea-
mountain Vitosha slope, so the link surements at 11.5 GHz have been
was pointed at 7.50 over the hori- started in 1989 with dynamic range
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Table 1.

1986 - 1990 1986 -1989
Probability, 11.15 GHz 19.15 GHz 33.6 GHz

% year w.m. year w.m. year w.m.
1.0 3.3 2.3 6.9
0.5 2.8 2.4 4.7 4.2 10.2
0.3 3.5 3.2 5.9 6.8 13.5
0.2 2.1 4.2 3.9 7.5 8.8 16.5
0.1 2.9 5.5 5.2 11.3 13.0 24.6
0.05 3.8 8.0 6.9 15.3 17.3 >30.
0.03 4.6 9.5 8.7 18.5 22.5
0.02 5.4 10.5 10.3 20.8 25.7
0.01 7.4 11.9 14.1 26.0 >30.
0.005 9.5 14.3 18.5 29.8
0.003 10.6 16.0 21.8 >30.
0.002 11.4 24.6
0.001 12.8 29.2
0.0005 14.5
0.0003 16.0

Table 2.

18.6 GHz 11.5 GHz
Probability, 1986 - 1990 1987 -1989 1989 - 1990

% total att. rains multipath total att. rains
year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m.

5.0 2.2 4.7 4.1
3.0 2.9 5.6 4.8
2.0 3.6 6.4 5.4 1.1
1.0 4.7 8.3 3.8 4.2 6.9 2.0
0.5 5.8 11.9 2.0 6.2 3.4 5.2 8.6 3.3
0.3 7.0 14.6 3.4 8.7 6.5 5.9 9.8 4.2
0.2 8.2 17.0 4.6 10.5 8.1 6.7 11.0 2.5 5.2
0.1 11.4 21.3 6.9 15.0 3.6 11.4 8.0 14.3 3.5 7.2
0.05 15.7 29.1 '9.6 25.0 7.3 15.2 9.9 18.4 4.7 10.0
0.03 18.5 36.6 12.2 36.6 9.5 16.8 11.5 20.5 5.7 13.1
0.02 20.9 15.0 11.5 18.2 13.9 21.2 6.5 16.5
0.01 26.6 21.8 14.3 20.7 17.6 24.0 8.8 23.3
0.005 35.4 33.0 16.5 23.6 20.9 32.0 11.7
0.003 41.0 41.0 17.9 26.0 22.4 15.7
0.002 19.0 28.6 23.5 19.7
0.001 21.6 26.3 26.0
0.0005 25.0 - 30.3 29.6
0.0003 28.0

from - 32 up to + 10 dB. Rain rate -been caused by: hydrometeors (rain,
measurements have been carried out fog, snowfalls), multipath propaga-
at 5 points along the route with the tion ducting due to the negative
tipping bucket rain gauges (Ref.1). gradients. The summary of attenua-
The attenuation on this link had tion statistics measured on this
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link is presented in Table'2. and polarization used is vertical.
The measurements have been carried

1.3. Link # 3 (Russia) out during 1986-1990. The attenua-
-tion statistics has been recorded

Hop length is 12.65 km, frequencies at 32838 hours (93.7 % of the total
are 11.5, 19.3, 29.3 GHz. The link period). The fading occurs due to
is located in Dubna not far from rain and snowfall only. The resul-
the Moscow sea. The heights of the ting statistics averaged over a
link terminals are 30 m above the year and over the worst month are
Earth's surface. The Fresnel zones presented in Table 6.
were not disturbed for all frequ-
encies. The difference in the link 2. DATA ANALYSIS
terminal heights above the sea level
is 12 m. 2.1. Fading in hydrometeors

The measurements at 11.5 and 19.3 The most serious fading at the links
GHz have been carried out during # 1 and 4 has been caused by rains,
1983 - 1990 (up to 1985 - circular, and these data have been used to get
after that - vertical polarization), some empirical relations and to test
The measurements at 29.3 GHz -have some prediction models for rain
been carried out in 1986 - 1990. only. In a winter time the fading
The dynamic ranges were about 40 dB. at the-link # 4 has been usually

1.5 - 2.0 dB in snowfalls with peaks
The radio wave attenuation statis- no more than 5 dB.
tics had been recorded during 66240
hours (97.5 % from the total period) The fading at the link # 2 can be
at 11.5 GHz, during 62780 hours considered equal (very roughly) for
(92.4 %) at 19.3 GHz and during both major phenomena and only sepa-
40997 hours ( 93.6 % ) at 29.3 GHz. rated parts of the total statistics
The main sources of fading were: can be used for the purposes men-
hydrometeors (rain, snowfall, fog), tioned above. In a winter time the
multipath propagation, reflection fading in wet snowfalls has arisen
from layers arising between the link up to 25 dB. The connection between
terminal heights, ducting due to the the equiprobable attenuation values
negative gradients.Both total atte- at 18.6 and 11.5 GHz in rains has
nuation statistics and statistics been confirmed as:
due to the different phenomena are a /1
presented at Tables 3, 4 and 5. A F = K2 ( AF / K) 1

2 1
Besides the rain rate measurements
the air refractive index gradient where the coefficients K , K ,

between the two heights at 2 and 30 a are used for the spec fic 2 attnu-
m had been measured in Dubna at the aiion calculations at the given
link terminal during one summer. frequencies.
The strong time correlation between
the large gradient values and the The fading at the link # 3 had been
radio wave attenuation has been investigated thoroughly with statis-
observed and these data have been tics separation due to the different
used to test the prediction models. phenomena. The ratio of the equi-

probable attenuation values has
1.4. Link # 4 (Russia) been found as:

d
The hop length is 0.7 km and the AF /A = c AF
link is located in Dubna close to 2 1

the link # 3. Frequency is 19.2 GHz
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Table 3.

Proba- Attenuation, dB (frequency: 11.5 GHz, polar.: vert.)
ba- 1983 - 1990 1986 - 1990

bility, total rains no total rains multipath

statist. atten. rain statist. atten. fading
year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. w.m. year w.m.

1.0 4.4 7.4 4.6 4.4 4.6 3.8 70 4.8 3.8 3.6
0.5 5.6 11.1 5.9 5.1 6.9 5.0 10.4 3.1 6.2 8.9 5.0
0.3 6.7 14.4 3.6 7.1 6.3 9.4 6.3 13.3 3.8 7.4 13.5 6.4
0.2 7.9 17.5 4.2 8.2 7.3 11.7 7.6 16.4 4.4 8.4 15.7 3.2 7.6
0.1 10.3 22.4 5.2 10.1 10.1 14.5 10.1 21.8 6.2 10.2 19.8 4.7 10.4
0.05 13.9 25.7 6.6 12.3 13.6 17.4 13.2 25.2 7.7 12.0 24.1 6.6 13.7
0.03 16.5 27.2 7.8 14.3 16.0 19.2 15.6 26.2 8.4 13.7 26.4 8.3 16.4
0.02 18.9 28.7 8.8 16.1 18.4 20.7 18.2 27.0 9.0 15.2 27.7 9.7 18.1
0.01 22.9 31.4 10.7 20.6 22.4 23.5 22.4 28.7 10.8 18.8 30.1 12.1 20.7
0.005 24.8 34.6 12.7 25.6 25.6 26.1 25.4 31.4 12.7 25.1 33.6 15.0 23.2
0.003 27.5 37.5 14.6 29.0 27.0 27.8 26.5 33.9 14.4 27.8 38.0 17.4 25.2
0.002 29.0 38.7 16.3 30.8 28.4 29.2 27.5 37.0 15.9 30.1 18.8 26.8
0.001 31.9 20.3 35.0 31.0 31.8 29.4 19.9 35.0 21.4 28.7
0.0005 35.0 24.6 38.4 33.9 33.8 33.0 24.5 39.0 23.8 31.5
0.0003 37.0 28.0 37.0 35.0 35.0 27.0 25.4 '33.0
0.0002 39.0 30.2 39.0 35.7 39.0 29.1 26.7 33.7
0.0001 34.4 37.0 34.2 28.8 35.0

Table 4.

SAttenuation, dB (frequency: 19.3 GHz, polar.: vert.)
ba- 1983 - 1990 1986 - 1990

bility, total rains no total rains D multipath

statist. atten. rain C statist. atten. fading
year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. year w.m. w.m. year w.m.

1.0 5.8 9.2 3.8 6.8 4.8 5.9 4.9 8.7 3.8 6.7 4.3
0.5 7.2 13.3 4.9 9.0 6.1 8.8 6.6 13.5 5.0 8.6 7.3 6.6
0.3 8.7 16.4 6.0 11.5 7.2 10.7 8.2 17.5 6.2 10.5 14.3 2.8 9.0
0.2 10.1 20.1 7.1 14.3 '8.3 12.6 9.6 20.3 7.1 13.3 18.3 3.7 10.7
0.1 13.3 24.9 9.1 20.6 10.6 16.1 13.0 25.0 9.1 19.5 23.6 5.9 13.6
0.05 17.5 30.8 12.0 28.2 14.0 19.5 17.4 29.9 11.9 27.3 27.6 8.4 16.3
0.03 20.8 36.6 15.1 34.4 16.9 21.7 20.7 35.4 14.9 34.0 29.7 10.6 19.0
0.02 23.4 >40. 18.0 39.0 19.0 23.5 23.4 >40. 17.7 >40. 31.3 12.2 21.1
0.01. 28.1 24.2 >40. 22.5 26.7 27.8 23.6 34.0 14.5 25.2
0.005 33.5 30.6 25.5 30.4 32.5 30.2 36.8 17.6 29.4
0.003 37.5 35.3 27.5 32.7 36.-5 36.6 38.3 20.2 32.1
0.002 >40. 39.0 29.2 34.2 >40. 38.8 >40. 22.6 33.7
0-.001 >40. 32.5 37.0 >40. 26.5-36.2
0.0005 35.0 38.5 30.6 38.3
0.0003 37.0 >40. 33.3 >40.
0.0002 37.7 34.8
0.0001 39.0 37.0

Note: C means the multipath fading, D means fading due to the shielding
layer between the heights of the link terminals (1988-1990 only).
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Table 5. Table 6.

Attenuation, dB (frequency: 29.3 GHz, polar.: vert.) Attenu-
Probabi- 1986 - 1990 ation, dB
lity, % total stat. rain atten. C D

year wor.m. year wor.m. year wor.m. worst month year w.m.
1.0 6.7 13.6 5.5 12.7 4.7 1.6 2.5
0.5 9.6 19.4 7.8 16.5 6.6 9.5 2.0 3.-
0.3 12.0 26.1 10.1 20.6 3.2 8.3 15.8 2.4 3.5
0.2 14.3 34.6 12.2 24.2 4.0 9.7 19.8 2.7 3.7
0.1 19.2 >40. 15.9 36.6 5.6 12.0 25.5 3.2 4.2
0.05 26.0 21.1 >40. 7.7 14.3 30.0 3.9 4.7
0.03 33,0 26.2 9.5 16.0 32.8 4.1 5.1
0.02 39.0 31.8 11.0 17.3 34.1 4.3 5.5
0.01 >40. >40. 13.0 19.0 37.5 4.7 6.4
0.005 15.0 21.2 >40. 5.2 7.6
0.003 16.8 23.1 5.6 8.3
0.002 17.9 24.5 5.9 8.7
0.001 19.7 27.0 6.7 9.2
0.0005 21.9 29.3 7.7 9.6
0.0003 23.7 30.3 8.3 9.9
0.0002 24.8 31.0 8.6 10.1
0.0001 27.6 33.0 9.2

Note: Abbreviations C and D are the same as in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 7.

Proba- Rain rate to be exceeded, mm/hours

bility, Dubna Warshaw Sofia
year w.month year w.month year w.month

1.0 4.6 3.7 3.4
0.5 3.0 7.4 2.5 5.2 1.8 5.2
0.3 3.9 9.9 3.4 7.3 3.1 8.2
0.2 4.6 13.4 4.2 9.6 4.1 10.6
0.1 7.3 22.1 6.0 15.3 7.4 18.8
0.05 10.8 33.8 9.0 25.0 11.6 31.1
0.03 15.1 42.7 12.5 33.8 14.4 40.0
0.02 19.8 49.2 15.9 42.0 18.0 46.5
0.01 31.0 62.9 24.2 60.1 27-.5 61.6
0.005 41.6 82.7 34.9 77.0 38.1 91.7
0.003 49.0 94.0 43.3 97.1 47.8 109.0
0.002 56.0 101.0 50.3 104.0 52.8 144.0
0.001 70.0 110.0 64.1 70.0 . 163.6
0.0005 88.0 75.0 90.0
0.0003 97.5 88.1 116.6
0.0002 101.0 100.0" 140.0

where c and d are: 1.29 and 0.18 (Ref.2).
for the pair 19.3/11.5 GHz and 1.84
and 0.25 for the pair 29.3/11.5 GHz
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2.2. Fading in the clear air The probability distribution for the
air refractive index gradient, mea-

The fading in these conditions is sured from April till November, can
coused by the abnormal air refrac- be divided on the two parts and be
tive index profiles, which can be approximated as (Ref.4):
divided into four groups: the large
positive gra'ient, the large nega- P(g)=0.47.exp(-0.024g) for g>+20 , %
ive gradient, the reflecting layer P(g)=0.89.exp(O.0091g) for g<-140 ,%
above the link, the reflecting layer
between the heights of the both where g is the gradient in N-unit/km.
terminals. The propagation phenomena The prediction models for the worst
considered are ducting, multipath month attenuation statistics in this
propagation and "shielding" of one case have been tested by the compa-
link terminal (Ref.3). rison with the experimental statis-

tics only for Dubna (Ref 3,4).
The worst-month attenuation statis-
tics at the link # 2 due to multi- As a result of this investigations
path propagation can be approximated the computer program for the attenu-
as: ation statistics prediction om the

-o.1A terrestrial link has been developed.
P(A) = 1.25.10 ,%
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BT1IACT Place between the Asian continent and the Pacific
ocean, such investigations' have incomplete

The necessary of Providing VHF Propagation under character. Only separate information concerning
different physico - climatic conditions of the this Problem in the coastal regions of the
globe demands scrupulous study of Far-East can be got from worRs of BR.Bean and
radiometeorological Parameters of atmosphere, It E.G,Dutton,
concerns also vast territories of the Pacific
Ocean's coast scantily explored from this Point -of
view, IADIORMKIOlOLOGICAL PFANIRATS
Investigations of the lowest atmospheric layer
values for refraction coefficient N and its The region of the Far East under investigation is
vertical gradients Gn (to the height 3000 m above characterised by large spectra of
the station level) have been Performed according radiometeorological conditions and it's situated
to the average data during 10 years 11961-19TO) in the area from subartic latitudes to moderate
for 21 stations of aerological radioexploring. Ones, In order to have characteristics of space -
Besides, integral statistic distributions N and Gn time distribution of radiometeorological
have been constructed according to direct data of Parameters of troposphere, lowest atmospheric
the aerological radioexploring, layer values for refractive coefficient N and Its
Types of seasonal and "daily variations N and Gn vertical gradients Gn have been found by virtue of
have been revealed, statistic-m6ments have been data of hydro-meteorological statons and
calculatedsuperrefractive conditions have been aerological exploring ones situated in different
discovered and there have been shown mechanismes latitudes of the coast zone.
of its formation during the investigation. Both the lowest atmospheric layer values of

refractive index and its vertical gradients have
leivords: Refracton Coefficient, Signal, Vertical been obtained according to averaged data for 10
Gradient, Tropospheric years (1961 - 1970),adiometeorological Parameters

under consideration have been calculated according
to data of more than 20 stations of aerological

lMDO0CTIOI radiosounding,
As'a result, seasonal variations of

The increase of effectivity and reliability of radiometeorological Parameters and also daily
radioelectronic means for different Purpose causes allowance variations N and Gn have been Plotted
the necessity of investigation of atmosphere's for different seasons of a year,
refractive characteristics, On the other hand in During analysis of obtained results we have
recent Years the interest towards results of these revealed two types of seasonal variations N in
investigations has greatly increased because of regions under consideration, The- first type is
the necessity of providing electromagnetic with 2 maximums (in winter and in summer) and two
compatibility with radioelectronic means (EMC PET) minimums (in spring and autumn) and coincides with
just in quite different physicoclimatic conditions seasonal variations N in sharply continental
of the globe. regions of moderate latitudes. UnliKe the
If radiometeorological Parameters of the variation N in continental regions, the Principal
troposphere in moderate climatic conditions are maximum in the coast zone is observed in summer.
studied in detail, where seasonal variations N The second type has maximum in summer and one
have simple motion with one maximum in summer and minimum in winter and so it's appropriate to the
one minimum in winter,then in the regions, atmosphere of moderate climatic zone.
subjected to the atmospheric processes ta~ing In these regions seasonal variations of th
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vertical gradient Gn are characterized by two intensive evaporation at day. In addition data of
types The first type is with two maximums (in statistic moments of the second, third aud forth
winter and in summer) and two minimums (in spring order are given,
and in autumn) and so it's analogous to the These values obtained from integral distributions
variation N of the first type. The second type is of values Gn in layer 2-200 m, that -were
with two maximums (in spring and in autumn) and constructed separately for every month for jour
two minimums, (in winter and in sumer), This type stations of investigated region - Gyzhiga , Anadyr,
of the seasonal variation seem to be opposite in Marcovo, Magadan. It is revealed the changing
Phase to the variation Gn, observed in sharply values range of refraction coefficients gradients
continental regions, I Gn (I - 997). In winter median values Gn of
Two types of dai!y variations have been revealed, subarctic Marcovo station according to absolute
Summer and winter daily and nightly maximums in values are essentialy higher than analogous values
spring and autumn are characteristic of the for other seasons. The median absolute values for
subarctic climatic zone, in other seasons summer this station exceed the gradient value for
morning maximums and nightly maximums are standart atmosphere. On the coastal subarctic
characteristic of the subarctic climatic zone, in stations Anadyr and Gyzhiga the winter median
other seasons summer morning maximums and nightly value 7n is less then on the continental Marcovo
maximums are characteristic of the moderate station. The median values of Gn for these
climatic zone. stations are slightly exceed the normal atmosphere
At the same time for obtaining principal statistic gradient, The south further the cyclone activity
characteristics, integral distributions N and Gn is became stronger and situation transformed, For
have been Plotted in virtue of direct data of Magadan station the absolute values. of winter
aerological radiosounding performed during a Year. median Gn is less then -summer one. All median
Statistic integral distribuiions for stations of values of Gn for this station are close to value
the subarctic climatic zone are submitted to the for standart radioatmosphere.
normal law of the distribution of accidental
values.
As a result of this research, supperrefractive SIGIAL FLUCTUATIO1I CRAAC'TUISTICS
conditions have been discovered at the station
Marcovo, It has been observed in lowest Investigation of the transhorizdn tropospheric
atmospheric layer of the atmosphere of 100 metres signal level are made on the 205 Km radioline
wide and with probability of 107, and the same was passed through the coast of OKhotsK sea, The-
for the level of 200 metres wide and with equivalent distance for the normal refraction
probability of 4V. Super-refractive conditions are calculated by more Precise methods, is equal 167
occured mainly at night but there were cases when Km. The standart apparatus 'Horizont - M' are used
they are observed at day. It follows from the for measurements,
study of the mechanism of formation of The average signal level on given radioline has
syper-refractive conditions in lowest atmospheric the seasonal variations with two maximums (in
layer that atmospheric processes taKing Place winter and in summer) and two minimums ( is spring
under the influence of boundary land-sea have and in autumn). This is in good agreement with
dominating character for this formation and also seasonal variations of radiometeorological
intensive freezing of earth surface at nigt and Parameters for mentioned region.
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ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS

OF EM WAVES IN A SPHERICALLY STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE

V.A.Parshkov', A.Yu.ZrazhevsIy 2 , Ye.P.Novichikhin3

1,2,3-IRE, Mokhovaya St., 11, Moscow, 103907,Russia
Tel. : (095)202-50-49, Fax: (095)203-84-14, E-mil: <root@ire.msk. su>

ABSTRACT layers with a constant gradient of
the refractive index within. each

The algorithm for computing trajec- layer.
tory parameters of RM wves between Our method implies a bending of the
transmitter and receiver (departure ray within each layer, without any
and arrival angles, total angular refraction at the boundaries be-
refraction,' geometric and apparent tween the layers. The angular char-
range) serves to determine all the acteristics of the ray path are de-
possible paths between two points termined with the use of the geo-
with any specified coordinates and metrical optics ray-tracing tech-
under any profiles of the atmo- nique.
spheric refractive index n(H). The trajectory of ray i within the

layer starting from level k is com-
puted in accordance with Table 1,

Keywords: Refraction Effects and is characterized by the follow-
ing parameters:
1. Angles of ray departure from the

i. INTRODUCTION respective level 8e e or e
(elevation angles). k-i

Analysis shows that profile n(H) 2. Total angular refraction r k or
within the atmospheric border layer T .
may run through strata with differ- 3. -agular distance P, or , (an-
ent gradients of the refractive in- gle at the earth's center).
dex (g>0, g=0...-40 N units/km,, g=- 4. Geometric distance along the ray
40...-157 N units/kmn, and g-5-157 N path Sk or
units/kin) characterizing diverse 5. Apparent d~lnstnce L,, or Iý_.
types of refraction, and these The trajectory depends on the value
strata may be located in a differ- of this expression (Snell's law for-
ent order. In such an environment, a spherically stratified atmo-
there may be' no connecting path be- sphere):
tween two points (transmitter and
receiver), the ray path may change
its direction vertically, and the n k (+ H k )cos ek
two points may be connected by se-
veral paths as a result of refrac- Yk+i =
tion. The proposed method has been n k±i ( + Hk
developed for these and any other
conditions.

where a is the earth's radius, and
H is the height of the respective

2. ALGORITHM level; the k+1 subscript refers to
the upward ray path, and the k-i

The input data are profile n(H), subscript, to the downward ray
the true coordinates of the receiv- path.
er, and the true or apparent coor- The expressions in Lines 1, 2 and 3
dinates of the transmitter. The at- of Table 1 are given in (Ref.1,2).
mosphere is divided into spherical The formula in Line 4 of Table 1
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was obtained on the assumption that vertical direction of the ray path.
the ray trajectory within a layer The turning ponts are marked by
constitutes an arc. additional Hk+: levels, whose

heights were de~ermined by means of
the technique given in (Ref. 2)-for

Table 1: Algorithm for Computing calculating the duct penetration
Trajectory Parameters (j=k for up- angle (y +1=1). The parameters of
ward path, j=k-i for downward path) the addiional levels are deter-

mined in accordance with Lines 6-9
of Table 1.

yk_+< 1 The parameters of each entire path
connecting the two points are cmn-

1. e arccos puted layer by layer, fron the low-
i ,c Yk er to the upper point (transnitter

or receiver). In order to detect
2- (n .- n j+) all the paths connecting the

2. = points, use was made of elevation-
tg e + tg e. angle scanning of the area around

tg ,+ t ,j+: the upper point.
In mathematical terms, the task is
to find the solutions of an equa-

. ,j = ,j - j + ,j+i tion of the form F(x)=O, which as-

sunes the equality of two total an-
T., (4 + H. )-sin &, gular distances. One of these is

4. S.. + determined -through path ccmputa-
SJ 2" sin(T•/ 2)'cos e•,j -tion, and the other-through thei(c specified coordinates of the two

points.
5. L S. (n + n )/2 A comparison of total angular re-

5 )/2fraction computed by means of our

algorithm with that coanptedy_ 1 through the refraction integral
(Ref. 2) shows that the accuracy of

computations for the algorithm is
iok approximately 1 sec of arc through-

6.b jout the entire refracting atmo-
,k 2 [g. / n +1 + Hsphere and across the whole range

J k +k of elevation angles.

7. H k±1 = H k ± b ,k

3. COMPUTATION EXAMPLE
8. nk+= n + g "

k k g3 bkk To illustrate the potentialities of

9-_+ 0 the algorithm, let us calculate the
-= apparent elevation angles to the

transmitter under the following
conditions: receiver height - 60 m,
transmitter height - 70 m, the dis-

Total angular refraction and the tance between them - 10 km along
angular, geometric and apparent the earth's surface, the earth's
distance between the two points are average radius - 6,371 km. Table 2
computed by sumiing up the respec- shows the refractive index profile
tive values for each layer, constructed for this example, and
The condition y > 1 means that the Table 3, the results of computa-
ray cannot reach the next level, tions.
and that there is a change in the Table 3 shows that in the given
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conditions there are nine possible Table 3: Apparent elevation angles
ray paths between the transnitter to transmitter
and the receiver.
Our method makes it possible to
solve the problem of communication Ray Angle Ray-turning
between two points under any condi- number height
tions in a spherically stratifi-I (min) Wm)
atmosphere. Refractive index pro-
files obtained from standard weath- 1 1.43 -

er observations made on meteorolo- 2 5.76 72.79
gical rests, from radiosonde data, 3 8.28 74.41
or from various atmosphere refrac- 4 29.05 95.06
tivity models may be used in the 5 38.38 102.37
ccmputaticns. 6 -3.15 59.41

7 -6.60 57.39
8 -30.09 33.39

Table 2: Refractive Index Profile 9 -37.49 27.60

Height above the N (n-l)" 0 4. REFERENCES
surface (i) (N units)

2 182.0 1. Schulkin M. 1952, Average ra-

30 280.0 dio-ray refraction in the low-

40 315.0 er atmosphere, Proc.IRE, 40,

60 326.0 5, pp.554-561.
2. Bean B.R., Dutton E.J. 1966,

70 325.6 Radio Meteorology, Boulder,

105 247.0 National Bureau of Standards.
105 247.0
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STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RADIO

REFRACTIVITY IN CAIRO

Ainany K.Farrag1 and Ahmned A.Hassan2

1-National Telecommunication Institute
Tel: +202 2636849, Fax: +202 2636802, E-mail: Amany@NTI.EG

2-Egyptian Meteorology Authority
Tel: +202 830053

ABSTRACT Marsa Matrouh. This study shows that

Marsa Matrouh suffers from large

This °paper, presents some of the refractive index variation. This is mainly
obtained results describing the due to the location of this city. It is
behaviour, of the surface radio bounded from the north by the sea
refreactivity in Cairo. Average,mininmum (Medetirenian) and from the south by
and maximum monthly values of Ns for the desert (West Desert).
two consecutive years are presented. On the other hand multipath fading
Cummulativeprobability distribution -of phenomena on microwave links in
Ns for the four seasons of each year are Egypt has been investigated in Egypt
also presented. [2,3]. From the obtaind results it has

been concluded, that the dynamic
behaviour of the refrative index in

1.INTRODUCTION Egypt must be investigated.
Based on the above given conclusion,

The gaseous , constituents of the wve decided to continue the study of the
atmosphere influence the propagation of dynamic aspect of the refractive index
radio waves by varying the refractive started in 1984.
index in time and space causing
refraction, reflection and guiding or
scattering of the waves. This variation 2.THE -RADIO REFRACTIVITY
of the refrative index at a point in space FORMULA
is mainly due to the variation in
temperature and water vapour It is well known that the atmosphere can
concentration. It may occur on a short- be described by the radio refrative index
term scale causing small-scale n. As n is close to -orie, it is more
irregularities or turbulent fluctuations or convinient to utilize radio refractivity N,
on a longer time scale causing for which can be expressed by [CCIR Rec.
example ducting, As these variations 453-3]
depend on the climatic condition one
can not neglect the effect of N (n - 1)106

topographical condition. Therefore, it is 77.6 e ]
important to study the dynamic behavior p4810 (
of the refractive index all over the T L TJ

world.
In 1984 H.N Kheirallah et al. [1] where

presented a preliminary investigation of p • atmospheric pressure (h Pa)

the behaviour of refractive index in e • water vapour pressure (h Pa)
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T absolute temperature (K) Fig.2 and4 we see that for the summer
The relation ship between water vapour and autumn season about 50 % of the
pressure e and relative humidity H is value of N. is greater than (340-N unit).
given by Diurnal distribution of the data shows

that NS reaches its maximum value
He, during,midnight or in the early morning.
-100 From Fig.5and 6 it is clear that the

with diffence between the maximum and
minimum values of Ns during the winter

eb = a exp (2) monflts ismuch smaller than for summer
cj months

where, 5.CONCLUSION
H :relative humidity (%)
t Celsius temperature(OC) The dynamic behaviour of the'surface
es : saturation vapour pressure in hPa at radio refractivity for two calandar years
the temperature t and the coefficients (1989-1990) in Cairo is presented.
are(a= 6 .1121, b= 17.502, c=240.97) The obtained results indicates thatNs

reaches its minimum value during- the
winter season and the maximum value

3.DESCREPTION OF THE DATA during the summer season. These results
agree with those obtained previously

The results presented in this paper are [1]
based on data collected by one weather
station in Cairo. The station is located
to the north of Cairo. The station is 6.REFERENCES
lying within the desert, but not far from
the Nile valley. The data was collected I. H.N. Keirallah et al. 1984,
each hour by using weather measuring Refractive Index Statistics for
instruments located on the ground of Mersa Matrouh, 21111 National
the station. Radio Science Symposium,

Cairo, March 1984, pp. 64-70
4.NUMERICAL RESULTS

2. et al., Multipath fading
The surface radio refractivity Ns were Phenomena on Microwave
calculated for two calender year 1989 LO.S., 1st workshop Cairo
and 1990. Samples from the obtained 1988
results are presented in this section. In
Fig.land3 the minimum, maximum and 3. O.L.El-Sayed et al., Multipath
average value N for each month for the Fading Phenomena L.O.S. 2 nd

two years is given. From this figure it is workshop Cairo 19.89
clear that the refractive index reaches its
maximum value during the summer
season (June, July, August) where the
maximum value (N, = 381.25 N unit)
occured in July and the minimum value
(Ns =287.5 N unit) occured in May.
Following the cumulative probability
distribution for the four seasons given in
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G. S, ZhamsuYeva, DD, Darizhapov

Buryat Nature Sciences Institute of Siberian Department of the RussiaAcademy of Sciences, 6 SaRhyanoVa,
670042 Ulan-Ude, Russia
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ABSMIACT 1000 m have been obtained accordine to the data of
aerological radioexploring during 3 years,
Measurements are Performed at two stations

This Paper deals with the investigation of situated in extreme climatic regions(Ya~utsK,
super-refractive conditions of VHF-propagation in Ver~hoyansK). It was founded that in sharply
hiqh and moderate latitudes of the troposphere. continental and extreme climatic regions
For these regions expression describing radio duct super-refractive conditions appear in winter owing
occurrence is derived. It is necessary for the to intensive inversions influenced by Asian
Prediction of anomal hiqh signal levels, anticyclone, A duct occurrence probability of
Quantitive model of atmosphere's radio refractive super-refractive conditions in atmosphere's land
index in time reqion is constructed. Also layer is greater than in elevated one, decreases
radiometeorological maps of effective earth's with the rise of its Power and the height of lover
radius. maps of Year's variations of radio boundary. At st.YaKutsK occurrence sum of radio
refractive index and vertical qradients of radio duct in summer and winter is 25Z from the total
refractive index over Russia region are given in number of measurements. Maximum of radio duct
this Paper, occurrence is observed in February and is UlZ from

the number of winter measurements. Accordingly it
Ieyvmrds: Atmosphere, Refractive. Wave, Propagation was 6.27 and 3.8Z in December and Jantary, At the

Ver~hoyansK maximum of radio duct occurrence Is
observed in February and is 8,6Z from the number

IlTNODUCTIOI of winter measurments. Super- refractive
conditions of VHF-propagation often are observed
at night time. Besides surface atmospheric radio

Investigation of physical regularities -of the duct there are elevated radio duct. For example
formation of anomalous conditions and the study of radio duct occurrence is observed in December
troposphere signal fluctuation characteristics are about 2 Persent for the total winter measurements.
closely connected with the Problem of The distribution function for refractive index
electromagnetic compatibility. Further worh on F(g.) can be approximated by exponential function
this Problem is, however,badly needed, especially both for upper layer and for atmosphere land layer
in the case of high latitudes. Refraction (Refs. 1,2)
influence on VHF-propagation is not significant in
the troposphere similar to standard one, In
regions with sharply continental climate F(gl):gexp(4(g - gn)1 361, -- g(
considerable inversions can be appeared so that F(g,): erfc(- - g,)lF , g g +.O
high values of the refraction coefficient will be g

observed. Therefore the refraction influence on where g•: g,y- 1.486, g.:A,, (:( / i/"7"
VHF-propagation significantly increases. It was
found that in sharply continental and extreme 6N,- average monthly values of refractive index
climatic conditions the winter season is the worst and standard derivation for I-Xm layer, above
from the standpoint of electromaqnetic terrestrial surface, Ah - thickness of the layer
compatibility. under consideration.

Radio duct occurrence probability can be denoted
S -I9IFACTI ODITIlOIS as the Percentage of time that refractive index g

is less than-4570•' 1/m, or refractivity gradient
is less than 0 MU/Km. Therefore, distribution

Statistical vertical gradient distributions of the function for refractive index F(g,,) oi.( 0 is
,refractive index in atmosphere's land layer up to given by the following exponential function:
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P : ep Z ..... ------- -.. Each realisation of the function Nit) has the
-3  ergodic Property, Under the fulfilment of

As a result of total analysis of super-refractive ergodicity conditions, coefficients in the Eq,1
occurence following expression describing the are determined over a isolated realisation Nit)
radio duct occurence in extreme climatic regions with time averaging. The suggested Procedure
is: allows to get in analitic form Eq.1 seasonal

, • • variations of statistic characteristics of the
P : exp(----------------., refractive index of air at the earth surface.

3G Having solved the Problem of an approximate
where N h N + 157 (1/RM) representation of seasonal variations of N by
According to this expression one can determine the trigonometric polynomial we find the coefficients
radio duct occurence for arbitrarily choosed value and for each station. In the expansion of Nit) in
h when4l and 6,are given. The probability can be an infinite Fourier series only two first
calculated for an arbitrarily selected gjvalue, harmonics are of great importance. Then the
Also radiometeorological maps describing regions Fourier's series Eq.) gets a form as following:
with super-refractive conditions are given in this f vT, r,

The amplitude of seasonal variations, the
QJAUnTIVE KOBEL coefficients a., a,, a., bf, bdepend on the

meteorological and climatic conditions of a region
under investigation.

Numerical modelling of the conditions of As a result of the substitution of the specific
electromagnetic wave propagation in the atmosphere value of t in the equations mentioned above we can
is the most effective research method of obtain mean values of N for a given month on the
particularities of radiowave propagation in the examined region. The calculation error of N is 1-2
specific radiometeorological conditions. In the N-units,
most broad outline the structure of the model Such a form of representation of N(t) corresponds
includes initial meteorological data • and to an analytical expression of region-seasonal
fundamental equations describing physical model of the refractive index in boundary layer of
processes realised as computer programs, atmosphere. The region-seasonal model of the
For mathematical description of seasonal refractive index in boundary layer of atmosphere
variations of the radio-refractive index of air N may be used for prediction of VHF propagation
at the earth surface actual data of 146 Russia conditions on near-earth Paths, as well as in
stations of aerological radiosonding covering different automated design and control systems,
different Physico-climatic zones and embracing using tropospheric radio-channels.
ten-year period are used. Values of refractive
index N for each station and each month are
calculated by the averaged values of IF EKISIS
metheorological elements. Seasonal variations of N
by amplitude and by nature of curve of the annual
variations differ highly all over the territory of 1. Osami SasaKi and Tadashi AKiyama, In: ]EEE
the Russia. This article is an attempt to Trans. Antennas Propagat., AP-3011982), p.853
generalize analitically particularities of VHF 2. Tadashi AKiyama, In: Review of the Electrical
refraction in atmosphere's boundary layer which Communication laboratories, 2511977), P.79
concern seasonal variations .of physical processes
in It, e.g. to construct a model satisfying
seasonal and climatic fluctuations of the mean
structure of atmosphere refractive index.
Probability characteristics of atmosphere
refractive index depend periodically upon the time
with the period T : 12 months. Because of seasonal
variations mean values of N (averaged for ten
Years) are periodic functions of time with the
period of 12 vonths. Therefore they may be
represented as Fourier's series.
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TRANSHORIZON WAVE SCATTERING AND THE PROBLEM OF PREDICTION

OF FIELD NONENERGY CHARACTERISTICS

Ju.P.Akulinichev, V.A. But'ko, M.E.Rovkin

TACSR, 40, Lenin av.,Tomsk,634050,Russia,
"Tel:+7(3822)496488, Fax: +7(3822)223262, E-mail:root@orts.tiasur.tomsk.su

ABSTRACT Second, it's important to know the values of the
correlation intervals corresponding the temporal

The problem of prediction ofthe electromagnetic diversity to, the frequency diversity F0 and the
field nonenergy parameters (such as fading depth, horizontal crosspath diversity 0. Each ofthisinter-
spatial, frequency and temporal correlation vals is usually determined as diversity which gives
intervals, cross-correlation function maximum the received signals correlation coefficient equal
shift) along transhorizon troposphere paths by to 1/e,0.37.
length of 200-500 km over 100-3000 MHz fre- Third, when complex diversity is used it's ness-
quency range are discussed. There are used both esaryto find the formula for the multi-dimension-
radiosonde and electrromagnetic field measure- al correlation function. The simplest case is when
ments data. multi-dimensional correlation function is equal
There was discovered thatthe most useful informa- to the product of correlation functions describing
tion for the field parameters prediction is con- the particular diversities. Forexample,forspatial-
tained in the results of the crosspath wind velocity temporal diversity:
measurements in the scattering volume.

R(At,Ax) = R,(At) R,(Ax). (2)
Keywords: Beyond-the-Horizon Wave Scatter-
ing, Prediction, Field Coherence. Obviously, that formula (2) can be true only in the

absence of wind. The theoretical and experimental
data show that there are shifts of two received

1.INTRODUCTION signals cross-correlation function maximum, that
depend on crosspath wind velocity.

The principal peculiarity of the transhorizon trop- It's clear, that nonenergy field parameters influ-
osphere channel is that the field E(t,r) in point r, ence the efficiency and even the possibility of
caused by the harmonic oscillation source with spatial-temporal coherence method of signal re-
frequency o placed in point rs, is random and ception. These parameters change intime random-
depends on all variables: t, co, r, rs. The most ly due to variations of the radiowave propagation
important characteristic of the channel is attenua- conditions.
tion coefficient VT. In experimental researche it is The possibility of prediction of the expected values
evaluated as of this field parameters for frequencies 100-3000

+T MHz over transhorizon sea paths by length of 200
Vl=10 lg[ JIE(t,,r)I2dt/AE 0 (t,r),21, (1) - 500 kin is discussed in this paper.

St Two ways of prediction are considered. The first
where E0 is the free space field under the same is founded by using of radiosonde measurements.
conditions. The second way is based on using measurements of
In practice the problem of transhorizon wave some transhorizon source field parameters. Then
scattering conditions prognosis are usually under- some interpolation and extrapolation methods
stood as the estimation of the attenuation coeffi- can be used for evaluation of expected parameter
cient. On the other hand there are lot of other values.
parameters, which describe the spatial-frequency-
temporal scattered field coherence and influence
the efficiency of radioengeneering systems using 2. FADING DEPTH
beyond-the-horizon radiowave propagation.
First, it's the parameter a , which is numerically The joint measurements of electromagnetic field
equal to r.m.s. fluctuations of the signal magnitude magnitude and troposphere characteristicsbymeans
logarithm in temporal interval T. The value of a, ofradiosondes had been carried out over the period
depends on the signal fading depth. of May, 1983 - December, 1984 over the paths by

'length of 440-495km( X -10cm) and 495km
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X.-- 185 cm) over the Okhotsk Sea. All receivers 1.0
were placed on the western coast of the Iturup
Island. Receiving and transmitting antennas
heights above the sea level were equal to 25 and 36
m respectively. 2

0.5Radiosonde measurementswere made in four points -
which were placed 100 - 200 km from the path 0

ends. There had been made measurements of the
refractive index, it's gradient and wind velocity at 0 I
different heights. 0
The maximum values of correlation coefficient 0 1 2 3 4
c2 with the *best* meteoparameter (the best ones Time (hours)
appeared to be refractive index over the sea
surface) are equal to 0.41, 0.52 and 0.56 for T =5 Rgwre 2.• Autocorelation function of the
mrin, 30 min and 3 hours respectively. These values attenuation coefficient (1) and rm.s, signal level
are too small for a. prediction based on radiosonde variations (2), 2 = 1615 cm, T= 30 min
measurements, i.e. the error of prediction isn't less
than 83%. It can be noted for the comparison that
the r.m.s. prediction error of the attenuation coef- was not investigated. The measurements of the
ficient based on the same radiosonde data can be temporal correlation intervals for wavelength
about 50 %. Probably this is caused by the fact %--10cm, ?.,=35cm, ,3--185cm were made over
that r.m.s. variations of a. were only 1.3 - 1.5 dB. the the beyond-the-horizon 495-km path over the
Autocorrelation functions of VT and ax variations Sea of Okhotsk in July-August 1985. The good
are given in Figures 1 - 2 for both wave ranges (T approximation for empirical distribution function
= 30 min ). One can see that if a have been is
measured in some temporal point the prediction of
theexpectedvalueofthisparameter a witherrorof F(-0) = - exp (-tdm), O >_ 0, (3)
50 % is possible in 0.5-hour interval only in
meterwave range. where m=0.6, 1.28 and 16.1 s for X1, X and X,

. (T = 3-5 mrin). The empirical distribution of the
S1.0 • quotient of t0() and c0(?,) for the different

wavelengths .Land X, are given in Figures 3 - 5
where N is &e number of experimental points.
The mean value of this quotient corresponds to

02 the formula0.5
S~(4)

This fact is in agreement with the conclusion given
0 i 4by theory of wave multiple scattering from the

0 1 2 3 4 small-scale tropospheric inhomogeneities
Time (hours) (Refs. 1,2) and with the experimental results ob-

tained over the the 225-km path over Black Sea for
17gwre 1, Autocormlation function of the the same operating frequencies (Ref.3).
attenuation coefficient (1) and r.m.s. signal level The spread in values of the quotient is rather
variations (2), 2 = 10 cm, T = 30 min large due to significant frequency diversity so it

is impossible to point out now what is the accuracy
The dependence of a% on other field parameters of the %0 extrapolation in the frequency domain.
(attenuation coefficient, correlation intervals) had Estimates of the spatial correlation intervals have
not been detected. been also made during the experiment andwe can

repeat the above mentioned conclusion with
respect to 10. The features of the frequency corre-

3. CORRELATION INTERVALS lation interval were studied worse.

The experimental by found dependence between
the field correlation intervals and radiosonde data
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over the Sea of Okhotsk. The crosspath spatial

0.2 diversity of two transmitters was d,=d and the
similar diversity of two receivers was di=±d. The
first observations have shown that a lot of
information can be derived when d=90 m for

0.1 X= 185cm.
0.l The empirical distribution funr dons of the corre-

lation coefficient of two signals over the parallel,
divergent (convergent) and crossed path are given

0'- in Figure 6 for T=5min. It is seen clearly that the
0 2 4 6 8 propagation conditions varied during the period of

I10(X2)/10(XI) observation.
The empirical distribution function of the value

igure 3." Empirical dStribution afthe quotient oft(
()and 2), Ocm, A235cm,N73 y= I , (5)

where I and l are the estimates of the spatial

0.2 correlation intervals over the the parallel (dl=d 2)
and crossed (d1= -d2) paths which have been made
at the same moment, is shown in Figure 7.

0.1 1.0

0.= 0.5

0 4 8- 12 16 20 24 28 .
1 0 (X)/10Q.2)3

Figure 4: Empiricaldistribution ofthe quotient of ro in
(t2) and ro(AJ ), 22 =35rcm, A. = 185cm, N=28 0

0 0.5

0.2 Correlation coefficient

Fipre 6& Distribution functions of the cormlation
coe.ficient ofsignals over the crossed (1), divergent

0o.1 (2) -and parallel (3) paths

1.0

0 .
0 16 24 32 40 48

r 0.5
0

liApie 5. Empirical distribution ofthe quotient ofto"
(2,) and ro(A2), A, =Ocm, A,- 185cm, N-66

4. PARAMETERS OF THE
MULTIDIMENSIONAL CORRELATION 0i
FUNCTIONS 0 0.5 1.0

Parametery

4.1 Joint spatial diversity of the transmitters
and receivers igrre Z"D&tbutionfunctons

ofpammeter y =144/l
The experiments of such type have been made in
period July-August 1985 over the the 495-km path
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The analysis of multiscatter problem in tropospheric path appears to be more difficult task
Markov's random process approximation (Ref.2) compared with the attenuation coefficient predic-
gave the restriction y< I and showed that there was tion. Two reasons can be named among the others.
shift of the maximum of the mutual correlation First, experiments show that values of nonenergy
function R(d2,d1), i.e. correlation coefficient of parameters are less stable in the frequency-tempo-
two received signals was maximal when the ral domaift compared with the stability of the
diversity of receivers was eqp'. attenuation coefficient.

Second, the usual radiosonde measurements give
d; = -dj[( 1 -y2)/(l +y2) 1. (6) very few information suitable for the prediction of

nonenergy parameters. The exception is the cross-
There had been noticed that y grew little when the path wind velocity data. It is quite possible that
signal was strong. The comparison of d2', y and there would be more useful the measurements of
radiosonde data wasn't carried out. short-living smallscale refractive index inhomoge-

neities in the scattering volume including charac-
4.2 Joint spatial-temporary diversity teristics in the horizontal plane.

The three-dimensional correlation function
R(d,,d 2,At) must be used for the description of the 6.REFERENCES
field fluctuations. It depends on y and crosspath
wind velocity V (Ref.2). The last dependence is 1. Ishimaru A 1978, Wave Pmpagation and
very strong. The best illustration of this conclu- Scatterng in Random Media, New York,
sion is the data of joint measurements of wind San Francisco, London, Academic Press
velocity by two methods.
The first is based on analysis of correlation 2. AkulinichevJuP etal. 1990, The limit form
function of two signals over the parallel paths, the of the field coherence function in stratified
second is the usual radiosonde method which gives inhomogeneous medium, Optikaatraosph-
the wind velocity at different heights. The largest ery, 3, 10, pp. 1060 -1063 (in Russian)
value of correlation coefficient of two estimates is
equal 0.88 and corresponds to the height of 4 km. 3. Sharygin G S 1983, Statiticalstnucture of

UHF field beyond the horizon, Moscow,
Radio i Svjaz' (in Russian)

5.CONCLUSION

The problem of prediction the nonenergy field
parameters over the the beyond-the-horizon
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PREDICTION OF ATTENUATION FACTOR HOUR MEDIAN FOR UHF WAVE

TROPOSPHERIC OVER SEA PROPAGATION USING METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS

Kiselev 0. N., Dudko B. P., Kovalev V. N., Sharygin G. S.

TACSR, 40 Lenin av., Tomsk, 634050, Russia
"Fax: +7-3822-224302,E-mail:root@tiasur.tomsk.su

ABSTRACT vals, because there are the essential season
differences of meteorological condition. In such

Improved method to estimate the attenuation factor case one can not use methods,based on the classi-

for overthe sea beyond the horizon UHF signals is cal liner model. To get more reliable statistical
described. This method allows to predict hour conclusion about the attenuation factor it is
median using several measured meteorological better to use not any parametersthemselves, but
parameters deviations from their average value. their relative deviations, called in meteorology
Results of the experimental test are given, norms (Ref.2).

KEYWORDS: Prediction, Sea, Meteoparameter,
Norm, Hour Median. 3.PREDICTION MODEL

Attenuation factor F, when described statistically,
1.INTRODUCTION maybe represented as a sum ofthe regular compo-

nent (norm) Fo and the random component with

There are some well-known methods for attenua- the zero average and some variance. Characteristics
tion factor prediction. Many of them use empirica- of the random signal component are caused by
ly observed correlation signal month median with several mechanisms of the refractivity field and
some macroscale radiometeorological characteric- therefore depend on several radiometeorological
tics as refractive index, vertical refractive index tropospheric parameters. They can be found using
gradient (Ref.1). regression analysis. In this case the attenuation
But to detect real correlation some parameters and factor at the time t over the path range D can be

signal it is necessary to exclude so called trends - described as follows:
regular functions. In case mentioned above it may N

be changing signal and refractivity monthmedians FO~,D)=FftD)+LF,,* {Mm(t)-Mm(t}+• (/,
as functions of month medians. So to improve of m=1
prediction it is necessary to search statistic not N

signal and some meteoparameter but deviation =NFtD)+y.
every of them about its year function. m1l

where Km - regression index; AMm=Mm(t)-Mm(t)
R.SCALES OF - deviaton of the m-th meteoparameter from its
RADIOMETEOROLOGICAL PROCESSES regular season behaviour; ý(t) - perturbation, de-

scribing random deviation from the regression
There is a certain minimum time interval wicth line.
allowesto detect a relationship between signal level The regression index Km could be found using the
median and meteoparameters. Usually the me- results of the training samples treatment for cone-

teomeasurements are made in one site near radio- sponding average per hour sequence of AF and

path. It is generally agreed that by some meaning AM. These training sar ples are meant to find

the measurements rather well characterze radi- experimentally unknown trace parameters of the
opath environments.If take into account the range regression equation. For this purpose in Tomsk
of the path, average of the wind velocity,it can Institute of ACS and Radioelectronics there were

* be proved that hour median has some relationship organized special experiments in 10 cm band over
with any meteoparameters.Therefore, there is a the stationary sea trace 495 km long in the
possibility to make the meteorology prediction any Southern part of the Ochotsk sea. There were
parameters of the signal. On the other hand, it is received results for all the year seasons from 1983
necessary to investigate raidometeorological till 1986, on a whole 3580 hour session1s.

correlation on annual and more prolonged inter-
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Meteorolgical datawere measured simultaneously Table 1
in both points: one point near the transmitter, Error of the average per hour attenuation factor
another near the aerological station <<Urup*. prediction
Regression equations for two groups of meteoro- Quantity of Without using
logical parameters are: meteoparam. meteoparamet. 2 4 _9

F/-=Fo+ 0,18 (Ns-N) -0, 54( V- [dB], aF dB 8.7 6.6 5.6 4.5

F2--Fo+ 0,14(Ns-NV)- 0,56( Vs-V-
5.CONCLUSIONS

-0,11(V,,e-..,)-0,18(AN-AA) [dBj
Results of the radiomdeteorological experiments

The first equation contains parameters, based on allow to make some conclusions.
data measured over-the-ground (over-the-sea): Ns 1. The opinion about the opportunity to estimate
- refraction index, Vs - wind speed; the second the beyond the horizon troposphere signals level in
equation - parameters, based on meteorological limits of only- month medians is the result of
and aerological data: Ns, Vs, Vs8 0 - wind speed in noncorrect processing ofradiometeorological long
the layer where pressure is 850 mB, AN - refraction series data samples. If the method could be
index gradient in the lower one kilometer thick changed one can expect better results and can
troposphere layer. estimate connections between meteorological

data and radiosignals on averaging periods
Meteoparameter and signal norm values ( Ns, Vs, shorter than a month periods.

2. Using norms in regression equations shows
V8--,. AN, F0 ) may be found in Atlases and new meaning of the extended radiometeoro-
Handbooks as (Ref.3,4). logical experimental data accumulated in maps
There was a version of the regression equation, and in season plots of different parameters. The
which took into consideration characteristics of the information could be more effectively used for
troposphere stratified inhomogeneities and based prediction based on meteoparameters.
on small quantity of experimental data. 3. It looks fruitful to go on with investigation of

beyond the horizon troposphere effects, especially
in regions not enough investigated, in order to get

4.TEST OF MODEL statistically supported attenuation factor norms
and to define available now radiometeorological

Test of the predicting equations was made on maps.
independent experiments along sea traces. Dis-
tances between the transmitter and the receiver
varietied from 100 to 450 km. In the process of 6.REFERENCES
motion there were measured signal level, meteor-
ological and aerological data, which allowed to 1. B. R. Bean, E. J. Dutton. Radiometeorolo-
count the attenuation factor and to compare it with Ay. - Central Radio Propagation Laborato-
the really observed signal attenuation. Efficiency ry, NBS, Boulder, Colorado, 1966.
of the suggested method for the attenuation factor
hour median estimation is illustrated in fig. 1, 2. H. A. Panovsky, G. V. Brier. Statistical
where we show the fields correlation of measured methods in meteoroogy. - 1972.
and predicted data for two groups of meteopa-
rameters. Numerical characteristics of the predic- 3. Rept 233. International Radio Consultive
tion error are shown in Table 1, where there Committee, Geneva, 1963.
are root-mean-square deviation of the predicted
values from the measured ones. In order to 4. Anmac xauiamuweccux xapa mepucmuic
compare the first column shows deviation of the memtnepamypoi, nwomiocmu u daeiieua6 8o0-
measured values from the month median, received dyxa, eempa u eeonomenquava emponocqoe-
by long-term averaging. pe u numcned cmpamocqoepe Ceeepaooo no-

#yudapuR. - M.: rRLtpoMeTeoH3naT, 1974.
(Atlas of temperature, air density and pres-
sure climatic characterFitics in troposphere
and low stratosphere of the Northem hemi-
sphere.)
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THE RESULTS OF NON-STOP MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
TEMPERATURE PROFILE BY USING 5 MM RADIOMETER

Khaikin M., Kadygrov E., Sorokin M.
Central Aerological Observatory, Russia

1993 Year and comparisons with time and space-
ABSTRACT coincident radiozond observations are given also.

The examples of grate variety profile of
"This report had described the method, equipment temperature within two-three hours had discussed.
and results of operational temperature profile
measurements of atmosphere in height range 0 -
600 m by using microwave radiometer with 2. DESCRIPTION OF METHOD AND
working frequency at 60 GHz. EQUIPMENT

Keywords: Microwave radiometer, temperature The techniques that we use for microwave remote
profile, atmospheric boundary layer. sensing of the atmospheric boundary layer

temperature have based on measuring thermal
radiation of atmosphere in the centre of the

1. INTRODUCTION molecular oxygen absorption band near 60 GHz,
where the skin depth is about 300 m (Refs. 1,2).

Many problems connected with radio wave Remote temperature sensing of the boundary layer
propagation it is very important to know real has conducted by measurements of the
temperature profile of atmospheric boundary layer. radiobrightness temperature at different zenith
There is extremely wide variety of possible angles from 00 to 900 (Refs.3-5). In this case depth
temperature profiles in the boundary layer: of the contributing radiation layer changes in a
adiabatic, isothermal, with inversion, with elevated range 0 to 300 m.
inversion. This important limit of atmosphere has For retrieval processing we use iteration method of
variety not only in type but in time also. For Chahine with original algorithm, permitting to
forecasting conditions of wave propagation in slant receive temperature profile in real time [Ref.5].
path it is need to have operational information on A block diagram of the equipment for boundary
variation of temperature profile. layer temperature profile determination using
Different methods had used for measurement of the microwave radiometric observation is shown in
boundary layer temperature profile, for example, in Fig. 1.
situ measurements: radiosond; tethered balloon;
meteorological tower, and remote sensing Atmospheric radiation
measurements: sodar and microwave radiometers. .
Radiosond impossible to use for continuous Scanner 5-mmRdm Control I ADC
measurements, tethered balloon and meteorological card

not give information about first hundred meter Meteoprotection

above Earth surface and have not good accuracy of
absolute temperature measurement.
In this report had described the method and
equipment for remote sensing of the boundary M' -

layer temperature profile by using microwave I I
radiometers with working frequency at 60 GHz, Software IBM-PCOAT
near the centre of oxygen absorption band.
Advantages of present system over other remote
radio or acoustic remote temperature sensors are in Figure 1: Block diagram of MTP-5
size, portability, reliability, raggedness, range of
environmental conditions under which it can The main part of Microwave Temperature Profiler
function, price, and simplicity of operation. MTP-5 is the high-sensitivity all solid state super
Clouds, fog and week rain have not influence on heterodyne receiver (5-mm Radiometer) at the
measurements of temperature profile of atmosphere central frequency 60 GHz. The sensitivity of this
by means this method. radiometer (without cooling) is 0,040 K with an
The results of measurements of temperature profile integration time 1 sec.. The antenna is a scalar
received in May-June and September-Decetmber horn with beam width of about 30 or 61 and has a
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small scattering coefficient outside the main lobe 200 mn, and the negative one equalled 1.00 C/100 m
(less than 1%). higher 200 m.
The calibration of the receiver has conducted by
the internal noise generator. This noise generator HeIght [m

produces the reference temperature step, which 0 .. He.i.. M.S.. R
determine the scale of the instrument. For the M C C
absolute radiation measurements at least one soo. _ -oo -0.xo.0CS.....500 -0.1' 0.o

additional point must be known. This known point 0.0 -0.0 .4
was the emission temperature at horizontal 300 200 o.1 0.4

direction, which equals to the air temperature near - 00 0.1 0 .1

the earth surface. 0 0.0 0.0
For beam scanning we use rotating mirror in 300 -----------------..

discrete scanning mode with variable reflection
angle. The duration of temperature measurement
cycle is about 2 minutes in complete automatic 200 .........
mode. The main characteristic of MTP-5 has
shown in Table 1.

Table 1
0 ... ----- ---...--.--- ---

-2.00 -1.00 -0.00 1.00 2.00
Altitude range 0 - 600 m Degrees C

Height resolution 30 - 60 m Figure 2: Results of the comparison between
Sensitivity 0.040 K radiosond and MTP-5 data (71 set).
Antenna beam width 3' or 60
Time of one profile 120 s At 12:00 GMT May 13 according radiozond data
measurement the temperature profile has corresponded to dry
Accuracy of temperature 0.3 - 0.50 C adiabatic profile with gradient 1.00 C/100 m. At
profile retrieval 00:00 GMT May 14 it has observed inversion
Mass of hardware 10 kg again close that observed at 00:00 GMT May 13.
Power consumption < 60 W (28V) The change of temperature profile from adiabatic
Outside temperature range -40 0 C - +400 C to inversion has observed about 1,5 hour before the

sunset (Fig.3). At 4:30 Moscow local time (MLT)
the temperature profile has closed to isothermal.

"-3. MEASUREMENTS The conversion of temperature profile from
inversion too adiabatic has observed for about 1

The discussed in these report measurements had hour from 7:30 to 8:30 MLT about 3 hours after
carried out in May-October 1993 in Central sunrise (Fig.4). The available experimental data
Aerological Observatory (Dolgoprudny, Moscow shows that the strong changes of temperature
region). The radiometric system MTP-5 has profile of atmosphere boundary layer had observed
installed on the top of six-floor building on height as rule for time sunrise, sunset and time before and
22 m over the ground. A set of temperature profile after that. And in this time it can be wait a great
measurements had carried out for comparison with change of radio wave propagation conditions on
time and space coincident radiozond observations. slant path.
Fig.2 shows the results of these comparisons. The
available experimental evidence shows that the
discrepancy of retrieval -temperature profile with 3. CONCLUSIONS
that received by radiozond for flat profile equals
0.2-0.3* C, and 0.4-0.5' C for profiles with The results obtained by mean's microwave
temperature inversion in height. The difference temperature profile MTP-5 was showed that the
between data of two simultaneously operating developed method and equipment allow:
radiometers was less than 0.1 K. - to carry out sounding of temperature
As an example of strong changing temperature profile of atmospheric boundary layer up
profile connected with the' sunrise and sunset has to 600 m with vertical resolution 30-60 m
shown in Fig.3: continuous measurements from 19 and retrieval error not greater 0,5' C
Moscow local time (MLT) May 12 to 9 MLT May to record immediately and reliably the
13, and in Fig.4, continuous measurements from main features of temperature profiles and
19 MLT May 13 to 9 MLT May 14. their dynamics
Radiozond data received at 00:00 GMT May 13 to use data received by MTP-5 for
shows the presence of temperature inversion with forecasting- of radiowave propagation
mean positive gradient 1.50 C/100 m at the first conditions change.
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Figure 3: The variation in temperature profile of atmosphere boundary layer as a function of time on MTP-5
data (May 12-13)
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Figure 4: The same as in Fig. 3, but for May 13-14.
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THE ESTIMATION OF REFRACTIVITY STRUCTURE FUNCTION BY THE OPTICAL
PROPAGATION ALONG THE SLANT PATH NEAR THE GROUND

T.I.Arsenyan', N.N.Fedotov', P.V.Korolenkol, E.A.Kuliaginal

1 - Moscow State University, Physics faculty; Lenin Hills, Moscow, 119899 Russia
Tel: (095) 939-1586; Fax: (095) 932-8820.

to search more reliable ways for this
ABSTRACT characteristic estimations under the condi-
New method of the structure characteristic tions of real paths. That is why the
of the air refractivity Cn2 estimation is experimental results of Cn2 measurements
suggested. It is based on the analysis of on different paths are of especial interest.
the interferometric pattern containing There are different methods of Cn2 esti-
helical dislocations of the wave front. mations based on radio- and optical soun-

ding of the troposphere. These methods
are either connected with the estimation of

I.INTRODUCTION intensity fluctuations or based on
densitometric analysis of interference or

Electromagnetic signal fluctuations on a diffraction patterns. The first of these
slant path near the ground are defined by methods enables to determine Cn2 by
the altitude profile of the meteorological measuring of the intensity fluctuations'
parameters of the path. The structure logarithm according to the relation:
characteristic of the refractive index Cn 2 is
one of -them. &ln I = A Cn2 k7/0 L"' 6  (1)

The necessity of taking into account the
turbulent motions when reckoning the where k is the wave number; L is the

paths of radio- and optical propagation path's length; A is determined by the

both near the ground and in space initi- beam's shape.

ated lately a lot of investigations for the The comparison of the meteorological data

purpose of measurement of the tropo- obtained at the receiving and transmitting
spheric turbulent motions (Ref.1). Theo- points enables to get Cn2 as a function of

retical approach allowing to calculate the the Richardson's number, average path's

practical applications is limited by the height and temperature gradient in height.
analytical expression defining the relation This method is rather simple for the
between the statistical characteristics of technical realization. But it's practical

the atmospheric 'turbulence and the usage is defined by the conditions of "the

fluctuations of the refractive index, weak intensity fluctuations", that is why
Limitations of "the 2V3 law" by the scope it's accuracy and field of applications have
of the inertial interval as well as subse- been limited.

quent calculations with unavoidable using Methods of Cn2 estimations based on the

of approximate relations in the each stage interferometric measurements seemed to

of them give at present only be more accurate (Ref.2). The analysis of

semiquantitative estimation of the main the interferometric pattern obtained by

characteristic of the turbulent inhomo- means of two-ray interferometer with a

geneities of the refractive index - Cn2  large base enables to determine Cn2eff
according to the relation between the visi-
bility of the interferometric pattern and the

2".METHODS OF ESTIMATION structure function of phase fluctuations:

Analysis shows that the Cn2 modeling at V= (Imax-min) / (Imax+Imin) =

the atmospheric paths may be performed
only approximately and that it is necessary = exp(-D /2) (2)
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which in it's turn happens to be connected estimation. The evaluation of this method
with Cn 2 by the relationship: was carried out on a slant path near the

ground. The receiving and transmitting

Dq(l) = A Cn2 k2 L i5/3  (3) devices were placed at a height of 40 m.
The distance between the point of their

where I is the beams' separation. location and the reflecting mirror (placed

Accuracy-and high sensitivity of the in- aL -i height of 160 m) was about 320 m.

terferometric methods are well known but The angle of inclination was about 29 with

they don't allow to perform estimations for respect to the horizon. The Values of the

the long paths because of unwanted over- wind velocity and temperature obtained at

lapping of rays before their incidence on the ground level (at the MSU Observatory)

the second mirror of the interferometer and at the heights of 40 m and 160 m have

due to diffractive divergence of the beams. been taken simultaneously with the

In this case the measurements encounter measurements of the electromagnetic wave

difficulties because of side interferometric fluctuations. The number of helical

effects. Besides the interference pattern dislocations was defined from the

gives information on total action of space interferometric pattern obtained by the use

disphasing and angle of arrival fluctu- of a shift interferometer.

ations. To separate these two effects the Depending on the weather conditions of

application of shadow schemes was put the path different regimes of turbulence

forward (Ref.2). have been realized. Conditions of "the

But the . methods connected with the strong fluctuations" on the path

analysis of the intensity distribution in the described took place under Cn 2 equal to

Fraunhofer diffraction pattern seem to be 10-16-]015 m-2/ 3. In such-cases the radius

- more warranted. In this case of the phase correlations of phase

fluctuations happens to be smaller then
<AExZU) 2> the beam radius and helical dislocations

of the phase appear on the wave front

=2B1 (1-cos T7) cos(2Ur1 ) e-'n di1" (4) (Ref.3). The number of dislocations in
0 interference pattern is determined with

where 1q is the separation of the good approximation by the relation:

observation points ý and 2; U =-(ka 2/2)

sinO; B = A 2 S E02 is the value N = r2 (Cn2 k 2 L)6/ 5  (5)

proportional to E0
2 - the intensity in the

maximum of the interferometric pattern; S where rb is the beam radius.

is the aperture; 0' = 2.3 k 2 L Cn2 -5/3. As it transpires from this formula, N is
determined by the relationship between

This expression holds for the inertial the beam cross-section and the area of
interval 10 _<[ý1-«21<<L0 under the condition' the correlation zone. So the possibility of

] •i--XL. Cn 2 experimental estimation follows with

The methods of Cn2 determination de- the help of relationship:

scribed above hold true for the case of (N/rb2 )5/5 k 2 L 1

"the weak fluctuations". Such conditions Cn2 ' (6)

are not feasible even on comparatively

short paths (a few hundred meters length).

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

3. Cn 2 AND HELICAL DISLOCATIONS
Several sets of observations have been

A method based on the analysis of the carried out to study the behaviour of Cn2

interferometric pattern containing the in different conditions. Some of the results

helical dislocations-is more preferable and are listed in the table 1. They allow to

allows to improve the possibilities of Cn2 conclude that the difference between the
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Figure 1: Behaviour of the structure characteristic of refractivity during the daytime
(2 7.11.92 and 17.09.93).
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values of Cn 2 got from meteorological data Analysis of different methods of Cn 2

and from optical propagation experiments definition leads to the same result.
is rather small. As it is obvious from the The method suggested allows to trace the
table 1 practically always the effective time behaviour of Cn2. The examples are
value of Cn2 obtained from the optical presented in fig.1.
measurements appears to be greater than
that obtained from meteorological data.

Table 1.
Number of dislocations N and the structure characteristics of refractivity

Average optical meteo Average optical meteo
number of n number of Cn Cn

dislocations dislocations
1 2 10 14 1 10-14  3 4 10-14 6 10-15

2 3 10-14 4 10-15 4 3 10-14 1 10-15

2 4 10-14  2 10-14  4 2 10-14 1 10c15

2 2 10-14  1 10 -14 4 7 10-14 2 10-4

2 4 10-14 1 10"15 4 2 10.14 7 10.16

2 6 10.15 8 I0"17  5 3 I0"14 2 10-14

2 7 1015 3 I0-15  5 3 10-"14 3 10.15

2 1 10"14 2 10.14 5 9 ic10s 8 10-16

3 8 10"14 3 10"14 5 1 10.14 7 10-14

3 1 10-14 8 10.16 6 3 10.14 1 10-13

3 2 10.14 2 10-i 5  7 3 10.14 2 10.15

3 4 10"14 7 10.16 7 3 10.14 7 10.16

3 3 10.14 2 10-14  7 3 10-14 4 10.15

5. DISCUSSION •6. REFERENCES

It is simple to carry out the 1. Kravtsov Yu.A. 1992, Progress in
experiments using the method Physics, 55, No 1.
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MILLIMETER-WAVE SCATTERING DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC
TURBULENT INHOMOGENEITIES

G.A.Andreyev, E.V.Frolova

IRE RAS,Mokhovaya Str.11,Moscow,103907,Russia,
Tel.:(7095)202-15-91',Fax:(7095)203-84-14,
E-mail:L112GIREUUCP.free.msk.su

ABSTRACT turbulent inhomogeneities.
In the millimetre waveband

The results of calculations when fluctuations of the air
and analysis of the differe- refraction" index are low
ntial cross section and scat- (A n<<1), scattered field is
tering indicatrices of turbu- small as compared with the
lent atmosphere inhomogeneit- field of initial wave, that
ies are given, is why the method of small

perturbations [Ref.2] is used
Keywords : Millimeter - Wave for its description. In the
Scattering, Energetic Potent- approximation of the method
ial. the differential scattering

cross section of a unit of
volume a•(pA,fA) is expressed

Beam amplitude, phase and through spectral density-of
direction fluctuations during the refraction index fluctu-
millimeter- wave propagation ations 1 as [Ref.2]:
in troposphere arise due to
its natural turbulence. As
distinct from optical wave- 02(jA ,A )= o (O,(P)=
band, the radius of the first

Fresnel zone -vA-L in the MMW 14
band on paths with length L = l k4f( K9 ) (1),
is comparable with the ex-
ternal scale of turbulence L
which amounts to several met 2  where
res in the lower level of the k = - - wave number,
atmosphere above h the ground A and -A - directions of
In that case the caracterist- inc"ident •nd scattered waves,
ics -of wave fluctuations de- 1,,c -polar and azimuth angles
pend not only on structural corresponding to direction s

characteristic of air refrac- Kt=k( -A)-vector of scatter-
tion index fluctuations C ing, Il=k sin 10/2 .
but on the size of inhomoge- The spectrum corected for
neities Lo'[Ref.1]. Two types the external scale of turbu-
of measurements are necessary lence [Ref.2] is given by
to evaluate structural charac-
teristic C :the depth of chao- 2 -i/s
tic amplitude modulation and (ka)=e 0,033 (
mean square fluctuations of (2)
the phase difference.

The task was to evaluate 211
the possibilities of determi- where a = --- spatial freque-
nation of structural cha- ncy corroesý8nding to external
racteristics,path-averaged on scale of inhomogeneities Lo.
accepted MMW scatering by The formula of the diffe-
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rential scattering cross -2a O ( mI

section (1) with spectrum (2) 1o
is brought in the following 2M=io-312X1 -2/3-

form: o =,- M
-4 r210

0,033 Co_ k 1

?gSi -)2_11/45 110* [1+( sin •) 2-o __"-_----_

o (3) 10
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

,0, degrees

The angular function of
scattering is characterized Fig 1. Differential scat-
by indicatrice G (0)= aY (,)/a tering cross sections as
determinated as9 differentialv functions of angle.
section a (0) normalized on
full scattering section of As follows from Eq.3 when
a unit of volume a the angles -of scattering 0

wider then the width of the
21•' indicatric "0.=X/Lothe section

o = 2% $oO(•)sinO d0 (4) a (,0) does ot depend on
v o the external scale of inhomo-

geneities Lo and is definded
only by wavelength X and

Using (1) and (4) for section structural characteristi On.
a" and indicatrice G ('0) the At the approximation ->> 1
following formulae have been for angles 0 >X/jo Eq..3 is
derived: transformed into

vy0,033 C2C ktl 3 ae51' "y
V2 0 n 0 ( 5 ) = 0 0 3 I 2 k1 1 / ( 2 s 1(0) = =0,330 O 3 2si-) (7

8 nný (7)

2 2k 'd 2 The scattered power P caught
=• ()[ 1+(-si ) 'by the receiving antenna is

o o (6) conected with the cross
section Cy ('d) and determined
on the baNis of radio commu-

The analysis of the equat- nication equation with the
ion (6) demonstrates that the angular separation of direc-
width of the indicatrice tional diagrams of receiving
forms the estimate '0= - and transmitting antennae
which in theMM wavebod [Ref.31:
constitutes 10 rad.

The section a ('0) as func-
tion of the aiýgle of scat- P =P f
tering 0 is calculated on the 0 (410) 3r, r

formula (3) it wa~yleplh r (8)
X=8*10 m for C = 10 m
at different Lo are presented * a• (,) dV
at Fig.1 (1 - Lo = 5 m, 2 -

- Lo= 2 m, 3 - Lo = m i).
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where shown on Fig.2.
P - transmitting power,
Go - gain of transmitting P_ ,dB
and receiving antennae, 200

r1 2 -distances from the scat- _--a o--
tefring volume element dV to
the transmitter and the too
receiver. With narrow direc- 1--

tional diagrams and their
Gaussian approximation the 60-
Eq.8 is transform into

0 2 4 6 a 10

P = 0,068 P*° Fig.2. Energetic poten-
* ) s_-inT2 (9) tial as function of pah

le th (- Cn=0,5*10- ~~C,'=1,0"1 0-'
where min2 ,.

2po - diameter of antennae
L 2r cos (0&/2) horizontal Signal/noise ratio was
distance between the trans- present at 10 dB. As follows
mitter and receiver, from the estimates, the requ-

The energetic potential of ired energetic potential of
the systefn P, is determined as the system for structural
the ratio of the transmitting characteristic mrsurgn)nts
power P to the noise power C = (0,5-1,0)*10- m on
brought °to the input of the the path length L=1Okm should
receiver.At the present level constitute (180-177) dB and
of signal/noise ratio at the (194-191) dB for observation
input of the reseiver thro- angles a = 50 and 100 corres-
ught the Eq.9 for energetic pondingly. For example , the
potential reduced to the transmitter with power output
following form: P = 130 mW provides energe-

tic potential P,=180dB in the
2 L sn •/2 bandwidth AF = 10 Hz at the

P*= 14,6 %; ---- ) (10) receiver_'s noise temperature
2 pcT= 10-- u K.

With the approximation (7)
for angle of scattering REFERENCES
t >A/Loenergetic potential P.
is given by 1. Andrey~v G.A. et al.

The 2" All-Union School-
P,=7,83*10 * Sympozium on MM and Sub-

MM Wave Propagation in
2 _ /a (sin ,,/2) Atmocphere, Frunze:

0 n e 2po (11) lllim,1986,p.34.
2. Rytov Y.M. et al. 1978,

Dependencies P * on the path Introduction to statis-
length L, calculated on the tical radiophyzic.,v.2,
basis of the .q.11 at wave Moscow: Science.
length X = 8*10- m with the 3. Ishimaru A. 1981, Wave
diameter of antennae 2po= Propagation and Sca-t-
0.45 m and observation tagles tering in random media,
a = 0/2, equal 50; 10 are v.1, Moscow: World.
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GLOBAL PRECIPITATION CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA BASE

Bruno Rudolf, Hubert Hauschild, Wolfgang Riuth and Udo Schneider

All - Deutscher Wetterdienst, GPCC, Postfach 10 04 65, D-63004 Offenbach, Germany
Tel: +49-69-80622981, Fax: +49-69-80622993

ABSTRACT 2. THE GPCP/GPCC

The purpose of the Global Precipitation Climato- The Global Precipitation Climatology Project
logy Project of the World Climate Research Pro- (GPCP) was initiated by the World Climate Re-
gramme is to provide global analyses of monthly search Programme in order to provide the investi-
precipitation based on all suitable observation gators of the global climate, especially the model-
techniques. As a central element of this project, lers with gridded monthly global precipitation da-
the GPCC is operated by the Deutscher Wetter- ta sets based on conventional as well as remotely
dienst (National Meteorological Service of Ger- sensed observations for the period 1986-1995. The
many). Up to now, the GPCC has prepared grid- main components of this project are the both sat-
ded global data sets for 24 months (1987/1988), ellite-orienfed groups evaluating infrared and mi-
and the process is going on. The GPCC has in- crowave images, several calibration/validation ac-
stalled a data bank for grid-related precipitation tivities and the Global Precipitation Climatology
dstimates containing also long-term means com- Centre (GPCC). -Within this framework, the
piled by other authors, as Schutz and Gates, GPCC is carrying out the following itemized
Jaeger, Legates, Hulme, and Schemm et al., nu- tasks:
merical weather prediction results, and estimates
derived by various algorithms from satellite data. Collection and storage of all available

conventionally measured precipitation da-
Keywords: Global Climate, Precipitation ta world-wide on a monthly basis.

Quality-control of the conventionally
measured data.

1. BACKGROUND Calculation of areal precipitation totals
on a 2.50 grid over land based on the

Climate change is one of the most important envi- conventionally- measured data using an
ronmental issues facing us. The element precipita- objective analysis method.
tion is especially important as its spatial distribu- - Correction of the analyses with regard to
tionidentifies the regions of maximum latent heat the systematic gauge measuring errors
release which is the major driving force of the at- depending on the instruments used.
mospheric circulation. Therefore, it is also a high- - Estimating the accuracy and error of the
ly sensitive indicator of global climate change. Be- gridded data.
sides, precipitation, is the main input quantity in - Intercomparison studies for the gridded
the water balance of the earth's surface, whereas data from different sources (raingauges,
evaporationand runoff repiesent the main losses, satellites, model results).

- Merging the results from the different
Global precipitation data sets are of general inter- gources to obtain complete global grid-
est. Especially, analyses derived from observed ded precipitation data sets.
data are necessary for the verification of global Publication of the results and dissemina-
climate or general circulation models, and conven- tion of the gridded data sets to the
tionally measured data are still inalienable to cali- ICSU-World Data Centres for Meteorol-
brate remotely sensed precipitation estimates. ogy A (Asheville, USA) and B (Obninsk,
Since the observed precipitation data are used for' Russia).
the assessment of the earth's energy and water
balances or for validation of satellite-based esti- These functions of the GPCC are already opera-
mates or verification of climate models, the data tional and permanent. Therefore, it is proposed
need to be temporarily and spatially integrated, that the GPCC will take the role of a specified
e.g. as monthly totals averaged over grid areas. global data centre for precipitation in the Global
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Climate Observing System (GCOS), but it will si- being most suitable for the GPCC application.
multaneously cover its present functions in the Following Willmott et al. (1985), who transferred
WCRP. The GPCC also contributes to hydrologi- the scheme to spherical coordinates, this method
cal projects of the World Climate Programme - avoids some deficiencies which are typical for a
Water and cooperates with the Global Runoff pure distance weighting, 1)"by using only the 4 to
Data Centre. 10 nearest stations, 2) by clustering near neigh-

bouring measurements (directional weighting),
The components of the operational data process- and 3) by the extrapolation of estimated gradients
ing system developed by the GPCC are summa- of the precipitation field to yield extrema being
rized as follows. A description of more detail is not covered by measurements. Using this code,
given by Rudolf (1993). the conventionally measured monthly precipitation

depths from stations are interpolated on a 0.50
2.1 Collection of in-situ data grid and areal means on a 2.50 grid are calculated

by averaging of 25 interpolated values (Rudolf et
Over the continental areas, conventional rain- al. 1992). This analysis is done for the anomalies,
gauge measurements are the main and most reli- too.
able data base. From CLIMAT and SYNOP re-
ports, regularly disseminated via the World 2.4 Error assessment
Weather Watch Global Telecommunication Sys-
tem (WWW-GTS), information from world-wide The GPCC is planning to provide the gridded
4,500 stations is available. Recognizing the high monthly precipitation with a supplement for the
spatial and temporal variability of precipitation, error size on each individual grid cell, whereby
station networks of high density are necessary also the total error has three components, the system-
for global-scale analyses. In order to derive atic raingauge-measuring error, the stochastic er-
monthly areal mean precipitation on a grid of 2.50 ror resulting from errors of the individual data,
latitude by longitude with an error of most proba- and the methodic analysis uncertainty. The me-
bly less than 10%, a number of 10 to 40 point thodic error mainly depends on the station densi-
measurements per grid is required (GPCC 1992). ty, but is also influenced by the climatic conditions
The required number of stations depends on cli- and the orographic structure of the individual grid
mate (precipitation types) and the topography of cell as well as by the analysis method used. This
the individual grid cell. This definition ends in the component has been investigated based on the da-
requirement of at least 40,000 stations for the to- ta from dense networks of Australia, Germany
tal continental areas. In order to fulfill the re- and the US (Rudolf et al. 1993). A study of the
quirements on the data density, the GPCC has other error components is in preparation.
undertaken all possible data acquisition. Up to
early 1994, the collection includes monthly precip- 2.5 Compiling the global product
itation data from more than 30,000 stations of na-
tional networks of about 70 countries and addi- In order to obtain complete global products, the
tional data of several international projects of the GPCC merges the data from different observation
FAO, UNESCO and UNEP. techniques.. Preliminary, a blending scheme is

used, whereby the grid values from the different
2.2 Quality-control data sources are selected by predefined priorities

depending on the geographical location: analyses
The quality-control of the gauge-measured month- from conventional gauge-measurements are exclu-
ly precipitation totals up to now has been per- sively used for all land grids, infrared-microwave-
formed only for the data included in the analyses. mixed estimates over tropical oceans, microwave-
An automatic quality-control of all gauge-mea- only estimates over the subtropical and mid-lati-
sured data is supplemented by a manual revision tude oceans and model results of the European
of the data indicated as questionable by the auto- Centre for Medium Range Weather, Forecasts
matic procedure. (ECMWF) over the high-latitude oceans, where

no observed data are available (GPCC 1992,
2.3 Spatial interpolation 1993). The satellite-based precipitation estimates

are provided by the GPCP components operated
Based on an intercomparison study on different at the NOAA (Janowiak 1993, GPI-approach
methods, Shepard's (1968) empirical weighting from Arkin 1979) and at the NASA (Chang,
scheme was chosen as the interpolation method method described by Wilheit et al. 1993).
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Up to now, the GPCC has prepared gridded glo- 3. INTERCOMPARISON STUDIES
bal data sets for 24 months (January 1987 to De-
cember 1988). An example is shown in Figure 1. The GPCC preliminary results are compared to
The gridded monthly precipitation is provided other gridded global and terrestrial climatologies
also in digital form on diskettes together with a provided by Schutz and Gates (1972), Jaeger
flag on the data source and the number of sta- (1976), Legates (1987), Leemans and Cramer
tions per the grid. This data set is still prelimi- (1990), Hulme (1991) and Schemm et al. (1992).
nary, since the continental results are based on a Additionally, the E,•MWF weather prediction
smaller raingauge data collection from about -model results (spectral model T106, daily 12-36h
6,700 stations only, and the simple blending forecasts accumulated to monthly totals) are in-
scheme described in 2.5 has been used to fit in cluded in this intercomparison.
the satellite data. The data from the 30,000 sta-
tions (cf. 2.1) are being prepared to be included The terrestrial results of all of the climatologies
in the re-analysis planned to be carried out soon. are based on conventional data measured by rain-

gauges. However, the estimates of the various au-
In order to derive results of highest possible reli- thors are derived from different data collections
ability, the concept is the simultaneous use of all and by different interpolation approaches. Also
available information and minimizing the errors. the goals of the authors differed in setting up
An optimum estimation model could be the best time series of analyses based on homogeneous but
method. As a precondition of the application of smaller input data sets (50 grid-size, data time se-
this approach, the error ranges have to be derived ries from ca. 4,000 stations, Hulme 1991) or pro-
separately for each observation technique consid- viding a gridded global long-term climatology of
ering the dependency on space and time. The de- highest possible spatial resolution (0.50 grid-size,
velopment of an advanced method for merging long-term means on dissimilar and partly un-
the results from different observation techniques known periods but of ca. 25,000 stations, Legates,
is ongoing (Adler et al., 1993).

S. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ai

GPCP Global Product, Uersion 001. Jan. 1988 GPMER001 January 1988
Merging Method: Blending by predefinition

------------------ 7ii -- - - - - - - - - - - -CI n 150 tin
continents rain-gauge analysis < 10 nM < 250 Mi

ocean 20N-40S IR sat. estinates < 25 Mn ( 400 Mn
ocean SOS-4OS/2ON-5Ol SSMI sat. estinates < 50 n < 600 Mnn
ocean 9OS-50S/50N-90H ECMWF nodel results < 75 nn < 900 mn

< .tOO n < 1300 nn

Figure 1: Example of the GPCP global product, as it is provided by the GPCC also in digital format on IBM-
compatible diskettes.
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1987). The IHASA data set prepared by Leemans zonal belts and for the seasons, shows that the
and Cramer is based on the time series of the systematic gauge-measuring error is estimated to
period 1931-1960 collected by Bradley et al. be highest and reaches its largest relative values
(1985). Hulme used the data compiled and quali- with about 70% (absolute 15 mm/month) in the
ty-controlled by Eischeid et al. (1990) to set up northern subpolar zone and more than 100% (ab-
monthly digital maps for the period 1951-1980. solute 30 mm/month) over Antarctica, in each
Both climatologies cover land areas only. case during the hemispheric winter season. In the

tropics, the absolute error can also reach more
The authors of global data sets have used differ- than 10 mm/month, however, but the relative er-
ent sources of information on precipitation over ror is generally less than 5%.
the oceans: The Jaeger product was assembled
from mean monthly precipitation maps for the pe- The highest total precipitation results from the
riod 1931-1960 from contemporary rainfall atlases forecast model and is about 8% larger than the
including the isohyetal maps from the U.S. Ma- highest value of the observed data, which have
rine Climatic Atlas. Legates included the esti- been corrected with regard to the systematic mea-
mates from ship weather observations published suring error. Arpe (1991) studied the characteris-
by Dorman and Bourke (1979, 1981), whereas tics of the ECMWF forecast model results and
Schemm et al. (1992) have based their oceanic da- found a tendency of the contemporary model to
ta on MSU satellite observations and the GPCP is overestimate convective rainfall.
using infrared and microwave satellite data as well
as numerical weather prediction results (Rudolf The similarity of the climatological data sets and
1993). the model defect mentioned can also be seen by

the comparison of the continental zonal means,
Legate's gridded data are provided as two sepa- plotted in Figure 2. For the northern summer as
rate versions, the non-corrected "nc" data set de- well as for the year, the ECMWF model yields
rived from the point measurements as reported, the broadest ITCZ with highest precipitation,
and the "c" data set from the station related data while the Hulme data indicate the lowest precipi-
which were corrected with regard to the systemat- tation amounts in the tropics. Furthermore, there
ic error from evaporation losses and rain drop is a small shift in the location of the ITCZ be-
and snow drift due to wind. The assessment of the tween the model and the observation-based esti-
size of this error (even if it can be done only mates in the northern winter season. In arid zones
roughly) is very important if the observed data are and in the northern hemisphere subtropics all re-
used for validation of satellite based estimates or sults are in good agreement. In general, the larg-
climate model results. est differences between the observation-based cli-

matologies are found in the southern hemisphere
An overall intercomparison is given by the annual extratropics, what might be due to the sparse cov-
global means, here derived from the monthly erage with measured data.
gridded data by yearly accumulation and grid-area
related averaging: the results are The intra-annual variation of area-averaged pre-

cipitation is evaluated separately for the continen-
Jaeger 985 mm, tal and oceanic areas. Figure 3 shows the climato-
Legates (nc) 1,034 mm, logical mean estimates periodically plotted versus
Legates (c) 1,140 mm, time series of the GPCC and ECMWF results for
GPCC for 1987 1,015 mm, the period of January 1987 to December 1988.
GPCC for 1988 1,025 mm, Over land, the seasonal characteristics are visible
ECMWF for 1987 1,205 mm, in all data sets.
ECMWF for 1988 1,230 mm.

Over ocean, the temporal variations are smoother,
If the systematic error is not considered, the an- only the Legates data indicate a pronounced max-
nual global means of the climatologies based on imum in November, December and January,
observational data are on the same level with rel- which seems to be artificial with regard to the da-
ative differences of less than 3% to the total ta used (mainly very rough estimates from ship
mean (1,015 mm). The overall mean of Legates' weather observations). Generally, the model re-
corrected data is about 10% larger than the result sults are higher than all other data sets, clearly
from his data as measured. A comparison of the higher than the GPCC analyses (over ocean main-
two Legates data sets, separately for the climatic ly based on satellite data).
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Figure 2: Latitudinalprofile of zonal-mean precipitation in mm/month exclusively for the continental areas, for
the climatological data sets of Hulme, Jaeger, Leemans/Cramer (IIASA) and Legates, and the 1988 analyses
of the GPCC and the ECMWF forecast results (upper panel annual mean, mid panel northern summer and
lower panel northern winter).
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Figure 3: Terrestrial and oceanic area-averaged precipitation (mm/month) for, the climatologies of Hulme,
Jaeger, Leemans/Cramer (IIASA), and Legates, as well as for the GPCC analyses and ECMWF model results
(years 1987 and 1988).
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Finally, the estimates from satellite infrared imag- Oceanic and polar estimates still are the most un-
es over land are gridwise compared to the GPCC certain part of the global precipitation climatolo-
results based on the in-situ measurements. In this gy. At present, precipitation over ocean can be es-
study, "complicated" grid-cells are not included, timated best by satellite observations, even if the
which are defined by high mountains (mean grid calibration is required. Further research on algo-
terrain level more than 1000( m msl), coastal belts rithms and intercomparison studies are necessary.
(water-covered grid area of 50% or more) and
very poor in-situ data (less than two stations). The
widely spread scattering as well as a strong bias is 5. REFERENCES
illustrated by Figure 4. Generally, IR-results over-

estimate the precipitation over the continents, and Arkin P A 1979: The relationship between frac-
underestimate it over the oceans (GPCC 1992). tional coverage of high cloud and rainfall accumu-
However, relationships diverging from this rule lation during GATE over the B-scale array.
are found over the eastern coasts of the contin- Month. Weath. Rev. 107, 1382-1387.
ents and over cold upwelling water, west of the
continental shelves. The structure of the spatial Adler R F, G J Huffman, P R Keehn, B Rudolf
distribution of differences will have to be analysed and U Schneider 1993: Global Precipitation Esti-
in more detail when the GPCC's data set will coy- mates Using a Combination of Satellite Data,
er a larger period and will be based on more Raingage Analysis and Model Precipitation Infor-
conventional data. mation. Contribution to the IAMAP/IAHS Joint

International Meeting, Yokohama, July 1993.

4. CONCLUSIONS Arpe K 1991: The hydrological cycle in the
ECMWF short range forecasts. Dynamics of At-

In order to produce reliable quantitative area- mospheres and Oceans 16, 33-60.
means of the terrestrial precipitation, the incorpo-
ration of a sufficient density of in-situ observa- Bradley R S, P M Kelly, P D Jones, H F Diaz
tions is necessary. Remotely sensed information and C Goodess 1985: A Climatic Data Bank for
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MAPPING OF SUPER-REFRACTIVE AND DUCTING LAYER STATISTICS

FROM RADIOSONDE DATA

K.H. Craig and T.G. Hayton

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, OXI1 0QX, U.K.
Tel: +44 235 445134, Fax: +44 235 446140, Email: ken.craig@rl.ac.uk

ABSTRACT National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
in the USA. The parameters available are pressure,

This paper reports preliminary results from a new temperature, dew point depression, geopotential
analysis of radiosonde data aimed at producing height, and wind speed and direction. Balloons are
maps of duct-related parameters for use in radio launched twice daily, nominally at 0000h and
wave propagation models. The sources, reduction 1200h UT.
and validation of the data are described. Boundary
layer modelling was used to investigate apparent All parameters are reported at mandatory levels:
anomalies in the data. fixed pressure levels agreed by the WMO. Only the

1000 mb and 850 mb levels are normally relevant to
Keywords: Radiosondes, Duct Statistics, Mapping,- terrestrial radio links, the lower pressures levels
Boundary Layer. being too high. Pressure, temperature and dew point

are also reported at significant levels: heights that
show significant features (such as changes of slope)

1. INTRODUCTION in the vertical profiles of temperature or dew point.
There may be several significant levels below a

The maps of clear-air climatological parameters height of 1000 m.
used by the current ITU-R recommended prediction
procedures for line-of-sight paths ahd for
interference between terrestrial stations are based Many stations also launch pilot balloons (PIBALS)

on analyses of radiosonde ascents [1] made in the to give information on upper air winds at the

early 1960s. The study involved 112 radiosonde intermediate'times of 0600h and 1800h; these have

stations with a time span of 5 years (with only 4 not been used in the analysis as refractive index can

months from each year included). -not be derived from them.

The station level values of pressure, temperatureIn collaboration with Norwegian Telecom Research a d d w p i t t m e au e ae as e otd
and CRC, Canada, a fresh statistical analysis of addwpittmeaueaeas eotdcalculation of the ground value of refractivity is
recent, more extensive, .radiosonde data has begun clearly very important for studies of ground-based
to look for new, physically-based parameters to layers and surface ducts. In this context, it is
characterise the atmosphere during anomalous important to note that the station values are
propagation conditions. The overall goal is to normally obtained from ground-based sensors, and
improve the prediction, accuracy of propagation not from the radiosonde itself This is discussed
models by incorporating these parameters and to
validate them using radio link data banks available
within the ITU and COST 235. One further piece of information is available in the

NCAR data. Each, parameter is marked with a
"flag" showing the result of consistency checks2. RADIOSONDE DATA SOURCES applied to the data; these flags have been used when

2.1 Low resolution data validating the refractivity profiles derived from the
radiosonde data.

The only source of radiosonde data with global 2.2 High resolution data
coverage and long time span is the WMO network
of upper air sounding stations. The data are The mandatory and significant level data reported
archived by several organisations. to the WMO are extracted from "raw" data

transmitted back to a ground receiver from the
All available radiosonde observation (RAOB) data rans e ac t as gond rer fromteradiosonde as it ascends. For modemn radiosondes,
for the ten years 1983-1992 were obtained from the the height resolution of this raw data is high; the
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Vaisala sondes currently used by the UK Met None of the current ITU-R prediction methods
Office send back data every' 2 seconds, giving a make use of duct or ducting layer'statistics: all the
height resolution of about 10 m.-In the UK, this clear-air climatological maps are based on surface
high resolution data is archived in digital form. values or surface-based gradient statistics. Since

ducts and reflecting layers are the main cause of
A complete year (1991) of high resolution data multipath and long range interference, a preliminary
from Hemsby iti the UK has been obtained in order study of duct parameter statistics has been made.
to compare radiometeorological statistics obtained
from the WMO-formatted data with those obtained Our results have been compared with duct statistics
from the raw data. from [2], based on 5 years' of radiosonde data from

the late 1960s and early 1970s.

3. DATA REDUCTION AND VALIDATION 4.1 Duct statistics

Reducing the low resolution RAOBS data to Monthly and annual statistics of the probability of
validated height-refractivity profiles is a major data occurrence, and median values of the duct strength,
processing task. The compressed and encoded thickness and height were obtained for surface and
WMO dataset amounts to over 6 Gb and is ordered elevated ducts.
by date, not by radiosonde station. Extracting and
unpacking individual station files, containing all the Figure 1 compares the monthly percentage of
ascents made in 10 years is a process equivalent to occurrence of surface ducts at Hemsby in the UK
rotating a 6 Gb matrix. The availability of 20 Gb of derived from the new low resolution data and from
disk space simplified this enormously. In all, there the Sylvania study. The incidence of ducting is
were over 4000 stations in the dataset, although less greater in the summer months as expected.
than 1000 contained a sufficient number of ascents However, it is noticeable that the new data shows a
for subsequent statistical analysis. higher incidence of ducting than the older data. This

was true of most of the radiosonde stations
The next stage is to reduce the station files of considered. (There was good agreement between
meteorological parameters to files of height- the two data sources for the statistics of duct height
refractivity profiles. The refractivity is obtained and strength).
from the pressure, temperature and dew point
depression. The height is obtained by integrating The reason for these differences is not yet clear. It
the hydrostatic equation and the equation of state of is more likely a result of the higher resolution,
the air from the ground up to the level of interest. In better accuracy and response times of the more
this process, validity checks are made: modern radiosonde sensors than a change in the

climate over the 20-year period between the
(i) only data that have passed the tightest NCAR date but the investigation i eqied.

consstecy ceck ar accpte; Idata'sets, but further investigation is required.consistency checks are accepted;

(ii) the heights calculated from the hydrostatic Figure 2 is a contour map of the annual percentage
equation can be compared with geopotential of occurrence of elevated ducts in Europe. The map
heights given in the WMO data at mandatory is based on only the 16 stations indicated, although
reporting levels (calculated by the radiosonde statistics from over 100 stations are available.
system from the hydrostatic equation using all
the "raw" ascent data). The difference between 4.2 Comparisons of the high and low resolution
the two gives an indication of the quality of the data
radiosonde data, and a criterion based on the
error distribution is used to reject ascents with Within the COST 235 framework, analyses of
poor height estimates. surface layer statistics (for example, the refractivity

gradient in the lowest 100 m, which is needed in the
calculation of the parameter 030) have been, made. It

4. RESULTS was found that different sources of radiosonde data
(of different height resolutions, although both

In this section we report preliminary results based classed as low resolution) gave 'different results.
on analyses of the height-refractivity profiles from a There is no ducting in the majority of ascents: rather
subset of the radiosonde stations available, mainly the refractivity profile in the first one or two
in Europe. kilometres is essentially linear, although with a

slope which differs from ascent to ascent. The
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differences in the statistics were caused by the meteorological instruments were at a height of 1'm
station height value of refractivity being offset from above ground level, and the potential temperature
the value that would be expected by simple and specific humidity fluxes were calculated from
extrapolation of the radiosonde data values to the the temperature and dew point values measured at
ground; this had a significant effect on the gradients these two heights. These fluxes were then used to
in the lowest 100 m which was different for the predict the full modified refractivity proeile between
different height resolutions, heights of I and 24 m, while the profile above this

surface layer was assumed to be correctly
The Hemsby high resolution data were used to represented by the low resolution data. The
investigate the surface layer in more detail: the continuous line in Figure 4b shows the
height resolution is about 10 m, and the first reconstructed profile. The values of modified
radiosonde point generally occurs at a height below refractivity measured by the high resolution
20 m. Three possibilities for the station value radiosonde data have been overlaid: the agreement
"offset" were considered: is excellent.

(i) calibration differences between the ground- Although much more work is required, it appearsbased sensors and the radiosonde sensors;Alhuhmcmoewriseqrdtapas
that the ground value offsets in the data may be

(ii) time lags and inadequate acclimatisation of the genuine and attributable to boundary layer effects.
radiosonde before launch;

(iii) boundary layer effects; 5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the difference Because of its global coverage and long time span,
between the reported ground value and the ground the WMO radiosonde network is at present the only
value derived by extrapolating the first few a be soure of iefativ e in e ofle

radosndeponfs Te istibtio i stonly available source of 'refractive index profile
radiosonde points s The distribution is strongly statistics. With modern computing resources, large
biased to positive values (i.e. higher refractivity scale statistical analyses are quite feasible, and
measured at the ,ground than would be expected by these can be used to draw maps of parameters that

extrapolating from the radiosonde data). This shows are candaes to dragatio f pr ameters.

thatthediffrenes re ulikly o bedue to are candidates for propagation prediction models.that the differences are unlikely to be due" to
calibration errors. However, further investigation of the accuracies and

The quality control at Hemsby is known to'be good. limitations of statistics based on radiosonde data is
nThe grealty maorityrof atHemb ascenos th 'be refra y required. In particular, any statistics derived fromIn the great majority of the ascents, the refractivity gradients in the first few hundred m-etres (including

profiles were close to linear right from the lowest grade incth f fe hnd metrs(ic luding
radiosonde point, with only the ground value offset, surface duct,' o and PL statistics) must be
so it seems unlikely that poor acclimatisation or interpreted with Caution due to the very higho
sensor time lags are the cause of the ground value gradients that can exist in the lowest few tens of
offsets. metres above the surface.

In the atmospheric boundary layer, the lowest 50 Mapping of super-refractive and ducting layer
100 m forms a surface layer in which the wind staItistics is only the first step in improving
structure is determined primarily by surface friction propagation prediction models. These parameters
and the vertical gradient of temperature. The have to be incorporated into the propagation models
vertical transport of momentum, heat and moisture and validated against measured radio link data. This

in this layer occurs by turbulent mixing, and the work is being carried out within COST 235 and the
vertical fluxes of these quantities are proportional to ITU.
the mean values of the gradients of wind velocity, 6. REFERENCES
potential temperature and specific humidity,
respectively [3]. The vertical profiles of these [1] B.R. Bean, ,B.A. Cahoon, C.A. Samson and
quantities are almost always logarithmic in the G.D. Thayer, A World Atlas of Atmospheric
lowest part of the surface layer. Radio Refractivity, ESSA Monograph 1, 1966.

To test whether this could explain the offsets in the [2] L.N. Ortenburger, Radiosonde Data Analysis II,

surface values, the low resolution ascent of GTE/Sylvania Incorporated, 1977.

Figure 4a was used. Only two points occurred [3] J.C. Kaimal and J.J. Finnigan, Atmospheric
below 100 m: the station height, and significant Boundary Layer Flows, OUP, 1994.
level data at 24 m. It was assumed that the station
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RAIN RATE DISTRIBUTIONS IN SPAIN RELATED TO ITS CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

L. Mercader' and A. Benarroch2

1- Public University of Navarra, ETSIT, 31006 Pamplona, Spain
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ABSTRACT 4) The Mediterranean Coast, out of the reach of the
Atlantic Ocean influence due to the Iberian range and

In order to obtain a rainfall rate map of Iberia based to the continuous Coastal ranges,
on local data, raingauge records from more than 65 5) The Ebro Valley, encircled by the Pyrenees at the
sites have been analyzed. As it is shown in this paper, north, the Iberian range at the west and south, and the
the results obtained agree with the very different Coastal range at the east, and,
climatic peculiarities of the regions of Iberia, which 6) The semideserts of Almeria in East Andalusia, the
are mostly due to the large amount of mountains and Monegros in Aragon, and the Birdenas Reales in the
to the diverse infuence of the Atlantic Ocean and the south of Navarra.
Mediterranean Sea.

Keywords: Atmospheric precipitation, Rainfall rate 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
"statistics, Spatial distribution, Spain, Europe.

2.1. The North and Northwest

1. INTRODUCTION Due to the blocking effect of the Azores Islands high
pressure system, low pressure systems forming in the

Raingauge records from over 65 meteorological North Atlantic Ocean move very often towards the
stations located in every region, with an average of european regions north of Spain, grazing the northern
ten years per station, have been analyzed in order coast up to the Cantabrian Mountains and the
to obtain a rainfall rate distributions map of Iberia. Pyrenees. Moreover, since rainy fronts usually enter
This map, which is based on local data, will provide Iberia from the west, it is in the northwest (Galicia)
the required tool to make accurate rain attenuation and the northern regions of Iberia where rainfalls are
predictions for satellite or terrestrial radiolinks. more frequent. After studying 10 years of raingauge
Moreover, the results obtained for Spain could help records from the meteorological stations in
to elaborate the future climatic map of Europe. Fuenterrabia, San Sebastian, Bilbao, Santander, Gijon
The extremely different climatic characteristics found and Avil~s (located along the northern coast), it has
throughout Iberia are due to the very different been found that their rain rate distributions are
influence of the Atlantic Ocean and the proportional to the CCIR distribution for zone G
Mediterranean Sea surrounding the Peninsula (Ref.2). The relative errors with respect to this
combined with the very complicated orography of distribution can be neglected provided a
the country (fig. 1). Moreover, the obstructing effect proportionality coefficient is considered in each case
of the Azores Islands high pressure system as well as (fig. 2). From these distributions, it is inferred that
the influence of the Sahara winds on the the intensity exceeded 0.01 % of an average year
Mediterranean Coast are determining climatic factors Ro.0 , % contour lines for 30, 35 and 40 mm/h must be
(Ref. 1). plotted as shown in fig. 3. The highest rainfall rates
Some of the more significant features of Iberia are: concentrate in the inner corner of the Bay of

1) The very rainy north coast from the frontier of Biscay, from San Sebastian to Biarritz, where R.0,,%
Portugal to the frontier of France separated from the > 40 mm/h.
interior by the Cantabrian range, Similar results have been achieved from the
2) The large and high Duero region, which the raingauge records collected in La Corufia, Santiago
Central range isolates from the lower Tajo and and Vigo (Coast of Galicia) (fig. 4) In consequence,
Guadiana bassins, the 30 mm/h contour line must return from the
3) The Guadalquivir Valley, wide open to the Atlantic Ocean towards the interior of Galicia (fig.3). The

Ocean but cut off from the Mediterranean Sea relative errors for Lugo and Orense, located in the
influence because of the very high Penibetic range, mountainous interior of this region, show that the
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orographic effect on the high rain rates is such that Therefore it is not feasible to define accurately the
the experimental distributions are closer to the H limits between one zone and another, or to determine
distribution for the lower probabilities and to the G with precission the corresponding contour lines.
distribution for the higher probabilities (fig. 5)

2.5. The South
2.2. The Duero Region

Because of the Azores Islands high pressure system,
As the chains of mountains in the north (Cantabrian most of the rain that falls in the Southwest oflberia
range, near the coast, the Pyrenees, in the frontier is due to the low pressure systems forming between
with France) act as barriers to the rain systems, the Bay -of Cadiz and the Canary Islands in
south of them the behaviour of rain rates changes Autumn. In consequence, the distributions obtained by
abruptly. The high plateau of Castilla-Leon, with processing the rainfall records from Huelva, Sevilla,
approximately 1000 m. of altitude, shows a central Cidiz, (in the Low Guadalquivir Valley) and Milaga
ring where the intensity for the 0.01 % of the year are proportional to the CCIR distribution for zone K
falls below 20 mm/h (fig. 3). The distributions (fig.9). Instead, the distributions for C6rdoba and
derived using the raingauge records from the stations Jaen, in the central part of Andalusia, and Badajoz
located in this region (Valladolid, Zamora, and Ciudad Real, in the Guadiana Bassin, are
Salamanca, Burgos, Soria) are proportional to the H approximately proportional to the H distribution (fig.
distribution, provided it is corrected both in 10). Therefore, higher intensities are observed for
R0.%= 8.5 mm/h and Rl 5 = 1.5 mm/h. The sites more open to the Atlantic Ocean influence.
corresponding relative errors are shown in fig. 6. The Completely different to the already described, and
influence of the mountains surrounding this region has also one from the other, are the distributions for
been considered when plotting the contour lines for Granada (at an altitude of 683 m, in a valley encircled
20, 30 and 35 mm/h in the map of fig. 3. by mountains) and Almerfa (semidesert area on the

Mediterranean Coast under the Sahara winds).
2.3. The Ebro Valley All the commented results have allowed plotting the

20, 25, 30 and 40 mm/h contour lines for the South
The Ebro bassin is even more strongly isolated from of Iberia (fig. 3).

the Atlantic Ocean low pressure systems due to the
Pyrenees and the Iberian range, which separates it 2.6. The Eastern Coast
from the Duero Bassin. Instead, the influence of the
Mediterranean Sea is clearly observed, even though The very peculiar results for the Eastern Coast can be
a mountain range near the coast reduces its effects. observed in fig. 11. While the distribution for the site
The distributions obtained from the sites investigated located more towards the north (Castellon) is
in this region (Logrofio, Zaragoza, Daroca, Lerida) approximately equal to the K distribution, a
are similar to the L distribution, considering the continuous decrease of rain intensities is noted for
corresponding proportionality coefficients (fig. 7). stations located moving south along the coast. The
The contour lines for this region, for 35, 30, 25 and effect of the Sahara winds is also perceptible in sites
20 mm/h have been plotted according to the results north of Almeria, such as Murcia and .San Javier,
obtained. The 20 mm/h line circles two semideserts whose distribution has been considered as a reference
(Los Monegros and Bdrdenas Reales) in the central for the southern part of this region. The errors
part of this region. relative to this distribution are plotted in fig. 12,

including the distributionfor Almerfa. The contour
2.4. The Orographic Effect lines corresponding to this region have been deduced

from these results (fig. 3).
The orographic effect is significant in several sites
located in mountainous areas in the above commented
regions. The rain rate distributions for Huesca (near 3. REFERENCES
the Pyrenees, north of the Ebro Bassin), Ponferrada,
Oviedo (north of the Cantabrian range), and Avila (at 1. Font I. 1985, Climatologfa de Espafla y
an altitude of 1131 m, near the Central range) (fig. 8) Portugal, INM, Madrid.
show a significant increase of high intensities for the
same probability levels with respect to other sites 2. CCIR Report 563-4, Radiometeorological
located in the same regions but farther away from the data, Reports of the CCIR, Annex to Vol. 5,
mountains. Unfortunately, meteorological stations Geneva 1990.
located in mountainous areas are very scarce.
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IADIOUMIOT)OLOGICAL DATABASK OF 7TH RSSIA WITH GRAPIC IAPPIUGS
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ABSACT IINODUCT11O

Radiometeorological database of the atmosphere The questions of plannig and control modern
over Russia territory has been obtained according telecommunication .and information systems directly
to averaged data of 146 stations of aerological are connected with the problems of prognosis of
radiosouding for 10 Years. Database is integrated tropospheric radio channel conditions. On this
into 'FrameworK' environment, It included the view the Problem of construction the base of
characteristics of a vertical gradient of the statistic characteristics of radiometeorological
atmosphere refractive index for different months Parameters of troposphere with dynamic and fle-
of Year and different hours of a day. xible systems is very actual. This system can be

easily transformed to another parameters, for a
example, first and second statistical moments of

leyvords: Radiorefraction, Propagation, Database, atmosphere's refractive index and it's vertical
Napping gradient.

6oo

Fig, 1 Map of isoplets of monthly mean values of ef-

fective radius of Earth a for i Km above the surfac
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IADIOBXTKOIOLOGICA. DATABASE vertical gradient. Also there is the Possibility
to Prepare the monthly maps showing isopleths of
refractive index for the layers between ground and

At present time creature atlas of radiorefractive 3000 m above sea level. For example map of
Parameters have been based on -306 stations of isoplets of monthly mean values of effective
world and do not give a clear Picture of radius of Earth a for I Km above the surface
radio-propagation conditions over Russia region, (Fig. l1. Figure t show that high mean v•iues a
because only 40 stations are Presented in are generally typical for sharp continental
Mentioned radiorefractive atlas (Ref.1), region,
The tables of vertical gradients of refractive The centre of high mean values a striKingly
index over Russia territory on the basis of reveals in extreme climatic zone of Russia (north
radiometeorological data of 51-station of Russia - east) out of influence siberian anticyclone and
are constructed by Method of approxilmate the strong cooling of surface air, Heridional
refractive index of the atmosphere by exponential distribution of a is observed in Europe part of
lodel ([Ref.2). So the present radiometeorological Russia, where effective radius of Earth increase
charts and tables (Ref.1,P) do not give satisfy from west to rast. Coast and island stations are
accuracy for practice, characterized by move low means values of a
in this Paper radiometeoroiogical database of the
atmosphere over Russia territory has been obtained
according to averaged data of 146 stations of
aerological radiosounding for 10 Year (from 1961 RXIKIKISIS
to MGW years) (Ref.3), Database is integrated
into 'FrameworK' environment,
it included the characteristics of- a vertical t. Bean BR. et al. 1966, A world atlas of
gradient of the. atmosphere refractive index for atmosphere radiorefractivity, Radio Science, 1, 9,
different months of Year and different hours of a 2, RuKina A.N. 1977, Index of refractivity in
day Radiometeorological database can be easily surface layer of air over USSR territory, 15 p. 3.
transformed to another parameters, for a example, New aeroclimatological reference booK of frontier
first and second statistical moments of layer of atmosphere over USSR, 1986, 1, 1-10, p.
atmosphere's refractive index and index and it's 1-1802,
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OCEANIC RAIN RATE PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM SSM/I

Long S. Chiu' and Alfred T. C. Chang

Hydrological Sciences Branch, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
'SAIC/General Sciences Corporation, Laurel, Maryland 20707 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
2. WCC TECHNIQUE

Oceanic monthly rain rate parameters such as rain
frequency, rain intensity, height of the rain column, The WCC technique uses a combination of
and the no rain microwave brightness temperature microwave brightness temperature M of twice the
threshold estimated for 50 by 50 latitude/longitude vertical polarization at 19 GHz minus that at 22 GHz
boxes from six and half years of SSM/I data are of the SSM/W to reduce the effect of water vapor on
examined. Analyses show that the rain intensity and the microwave signal. The histogram of T for a 50
frequency tend to vary in phase zonally in the by 50 latitude/longitude box is computed and matched
climatological mean pattern, whereas temporal iteratively to a theoretical microwave brightness
variations of these parameters tend to correlate temperature histogram which is derived from a mixed
negatively. The zonal average rain column height lognormal rain rate distribution (ref. 4). Wilheit et
shows a distinct seasonal cycle, with seasonal al.'s (ref. 5) rain rate (R) -microwave brightness
amplitude that increases with latitude. The rain temperature (R-T) relation is used in converting the
column is a maximum of about 4.7 km in the tropics, rain rate distribution to the brightness temperature
and decreases to about 3.2-3.8 km at latitudes of histogram. The mixed rain rate distribution consists of
about 500. a no rain probability of (l-p) and a rain probability of

p. The raining part of the mixed distribution is
Keywords: Rain frequency, rain intensity, rain assumed to follow a lognormal distribution, with
column height, SSM/I mean Ro, and variance S. The non-raining part of the

T histogram is modeled by a Gaussian distribution,
with mean To and standard deviation So. Altogether,

1. INTRODUCTION there are five relevant parameters that has to be
estimated, p, Ro, S, To, So. We shall refer to p as

Wilheit et al. (ref. 1) developed a technique (hereafter the rain frequency, Ro the rain intensity, and To the
referred as WCC technique) for estimating monthly background brightness temperature. The total monthly
oceanic rain rates over 50 by 50 latitude/longitude rainfall is RR = .p * Ro. In addition to these
boxes using microwave measurements taken by the parameters, the height of the rain column, Ho, is
Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) on board computed from the scattergram of 19 and 22 GHz
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) using multi-channel information from these channels.
satellites. Six and a half years (July 1987 - December A chi-square goodness-of-fit is computed for each
1993, with December 1987 omitted due to missing monthly 50 by 50 box using ten intervals, and boxes
data) of SSM/I data have been processed and monthly with chi-square values in excess of 5000 are flagged
rain rates generated. Preliminary comparison showed missing.
that these oceanic rain rates are in good agreement
with climatology and the GOES Precipitation Index
(GPI) (ref. 2). Comparison with rain gauge data 3. ZONAL MEANS
collected at the Pacific atoll stations showed a low
bias of 8% and a r.m.s. difference of about 50% (ref. Figure 1 shows the time averaged zonal mean rain
3). rates for the global ocean (A), the Atlantic (B),
In addition to oceanic monthly mean rain rates, the Pacific (C), and Indian (D) ocean, respectively. Time
WCC technique also computes other rain rate averaging is performed for each month overall the
parameters such as rain probabilities, rain intensities, years. Missing boxes are excluded from the zonal
heights of the rain column, and the no rain microwave averaging. In the global mean, the region of
brightness temperature thresholds. This paper maximum zonal mean precipitation appears in the
examines the various rain rate parameters in terms of tropics. A zonal maximum of 300 mm/month is found
the zonal average time mean rain pattern and how in the latitude belt of 5*-I00 N in August. The
temporal variabilities of these parameters may affect maximum in the southern hemisphere is less well
climate variations of the zonally average rain patterns, defined. Secondary maxima are found in the latitude
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belts between 400 - 500 in the winter season in both height of the rain column [<Ho>], and the background
hemispheres. (no rain threshold) brightness temperature [<To>].
The seasonal cycle is less pronounced in the south The pattern of [<p>] matches the total rain rate
Atlantic than the north Atlantic which shows a winter [<RR>] quite well, showing maximum [<p>] in
maximum in the high northern latitude belts. The belt excess of 0.45 in the latitude belts of 50-10ON in the
of maximum zonal precipitation near the equator northern winter and in latitude belts of 40°-50*S and
tracks the mean position of the Inter-Tropical 35 0-501N. The northern hemisphere displays a more
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) quite well and follows the pronounced seasonal cycle in p, compared to the
movement of thernial equator closely. The Atlantic southern hemisphere.
also sees the maximum latitudinal gradient of zonal The seasonal pattern of [<Ro>] is characterized by the
mean precipitation, from a maximum of about 275 maximum in July-August in the 50-10 belt of over 20
mm/month at the equatorial peak, dropping to mrm/day, and another maximum in the northern high
minimum of about 25 mm/month in the oceanic dry latitude in January-February. The position of
zones. maximum [<Ro>] coincides the [<p>] maximum ia
The pattern of the seasonal zonal mean precipitation the low latitude. If we examine the relative
in the Pacific is similar to that in the Atlantic. The contribution of the various terms in Eq. 1, the first
latitudinal zonal gradient is smaller. In the latitude term dominates. The second term is negative in the
belt between 50 - 150S, a seasonal amplitude of about high northern latitudes in the winter time, but
50 mm/month is seen. This seasonal feature is a becomes positive at the low southern latitudes for
manifestation of the South Pacific Convergence Zone most of the year. This indicates that the rain intensity
(SPCZ). A seasonal cycle in the south Atlantic in and frequency regions are out of phase at the high
these latitudes is lacking. northern latitudes. The third term is mostly negative,
The seasonal cycle in the Indian Ocean is and tends to be large in the northern high latitudes.
characterized by January (southern summer) The field of [<Ho>] shows a maximum of about 4.7
maximum in the latitude belt 50-100S, and a June km near the equator which decreases poleward to
(northern summer) peak at latitude belts between 100- about 4.2-4 km (3.8 km) in the northern (southern)
20*N. The June peak, which occurs in the Bay of summer hemispheres. The zonal average Ho shows
Bengal region, is indicative of the Indian summer a minimum of 3.2 km at 500 latitude during the
monsoon. winter in both hemispheres. The seasonal amplitude
The mean rain rate is given by the relation RR = p * of [<Ho>] increases poleward.
Ro. If we let < > denotes time average over the A fairly smooth varying seasonal cycle is also seen in
years and [ ] denotes zonal averaging, and primed ( [<To>]. The seasonal amplitude is less than 20K at
' ) and starred (* ) quantities represents the departure each latitude belts, whereas the equator to 500 latitude
from the time and zonal means, respectively, we can difference is about 10°K.
write

[<RR>] = [<p Ro>] 4. DISCUSSION

= [<p>][<Ro>] (term 1) Techniques have been proposed (ref. 6) to combine
"+ [<p>0<Ro>j (term 2) the GOES Precipitation Index (ref. 7) (GPI) and
"+ [<p'Ro'>] (term 3) microwave estimates to take advantage of the frequent

sampling of the geosynchronous satellites. We
(1) demonstrated that the rain frequency and the rain

intensity can be estimated independently to obtain the
The first term represents the product of the time mean total rain amount. Since the GPI works best for
zonal average rain frequency and rain intensity. The convective rain and the Wilheit et al. R-T relation has
second term is the covariance of zonal departure of been shown to satisfy stratiform rain conditions (ref.
the time mean p and Ro. At a given latitude belt, the 8), a combination of the GPI and the WCC method,
second term is positive if high rain frequency regions encompassing both convective and stratiform rain,
tend to coincide with regions of high rain intensity in may prove to be fruitful.
the time average p and Ro fields. The third term Wilheit et al. (Ref. 1) use an R-T relation which is
represents the zonal average of the temporal fitted empirically to radiative calculations involving
covariance of p and Ro, and arises because of the height of the rain column, Ho, and the no rain
interannual variations of the rain intensity and threshold, To. Our study shows (not presented here)
frequency. that the zonal and temporal variabilities of both To
Figure 2 shows the long term averaged zonal mean and Ho are small, and the [<To>] and [<Ho>] can be
rain frequency [<p>], the rain intensity [<Ro>], the fitted to simple analytical expressions. These relations
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can be applied to Wilheit et al.'s empirical R-T FIGURE CAPTIONS
relation to derive a simple emission-based oceanic
rain rate estimation method which may be applicable Figure 1. Climatological seasonal variations of the
to climate-scale rainfall. zonal mean rain rate, [<RR>], computed for the

period July 1987 - December 1993, for the global
ocean (top left panel), the Atlantic, the Pacific, and
the Indian Ocean. Units are in mm/month.
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MESOSCALE MODELLING OF REFRACTIVE INDEX

AND TROPOSPHERIC PATH-LOSS VARIATIONS

Kiselev O.N., Gosenchenko S.G., Mescheryakov A.A.

TACSR, 40 Lenin ev.,Tomsk 634050,Russia.
Fax:+7 3822 224302, E-mail: root@tiasur-tomsk.su.

ABSTRACT, mogeneities with assumption about Gaussian
correlatioln function for synoptical component.

Results of mezoscale refractivity index above the As for mesoscale component the fact was taken
ocean and their influence on UHF-radiosignal into account that regular structures appear only
long-term variations searching by using structural till some distance determined as coherent interval.
functions are offered. The modelling of refractivity Then they appear as random ones. So the offered
and path-loss variations is described. model is

KEYWORDS: Mesoscale, Long Term, Model, B(1)-2as 2{l-exp(-12/ls 2)}+

Ocean, Meteorology, Refractivity, Path Loss. +2AM2sin2(7tl/Lc)exp(-12/lCM 2)+ (1)
+2aM2{fl-exp(-12iCM2 ) }

I.INTRODUCTION were as2 - variance of refractive index because of
synoptic inhomogeneity, 1 - space scale ofsynop-

There are not numerous data on state and changing tic inhomogeneity, AM - a regular mesocomponent
of UHF-radiowave propagation conditions con- amplitude, Lc - a size of regular cell, lcM - a
cerned with mesoscale atmospheric processes and coherent mesocomponent interval, a M2 - variance
corresponding time radiowave variations. Analysis of refractive index because ofmesoinhomogeneity.
of signal level samples and refractive index fields
within macroscale (synoptical) inhomogeneities
has shown the presence of periodic components 3.PATH-LOSS VARIATIONS
with various typical periods. This fact allow
quasiperiodic model of nonstationary random The signal characteristic studies were carried out
mesoscale processes to propose with taking into on the base of processing half an hour medians
account both determinate and random derived from the data oftwo weeks experiment (for
components.The structural functions were used 3 hours 4 times a day) in the August 1988 over the
as a means of experimental samples analysis. As see 495 km tropospheric path in the south-east area
shown in (Ref. 1) structural function method for of Okhotsk Sea in the 180 cm wavelength. The
detecting process periods is preferable to signal time variation model includes: a)two
correlation-spectral one. random components because of microscale and

macroscale inhomogeneities, b) daily periodic
component and c) synoptical component with

2.REFRACTIVE INDEX quasiperiod of about 5 days:
INHOMOGENEITIES

B (,r)=2a 2{ 1 -exp(- - 2/t 2 ) } +2Ad2sin 2('rc/Tfd) +
A mesoscale structure.is a result of circulation cells +2As 2Sin 2(7rT/Ts) +2

arlt
2{ 1-exp(-t 2/r1 t2)} (2)

above ocean because of background surface tem-
perature variations. Mesoscale cells were detected where a P2, at 2 - variance of prolonged (some of
experimentaly with horizontal length about 100- hours) and large-term (some hundreds of hours)
200 of kilometers (Ref.2). Refractive index inho- variations correspondingly; Ad, As - amplitudes of
mogeneity field caracteristics were estimated by diurnal and synoptical variations, C, t, - correla-
using of searchship data. Measurements were tion intervals of corresponding random processes;
made by simultaneous radiosounding by means Td, Ts - periods of diurnal and synoptical varia-
two, three or four ships in some kilometers to 900 tions.
km spaced in south-west area of the Pacific
Ocean northzone. Structural functions were
represented as a sum of components with different
scale for macro- (synoptical) and mesoinho-
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4.RESULTS 5.CONCLUSION

The example of refractive index field modelling at The analysis of long-term radiosignal variations
1 km height both separate components and exper- and large-scale- refractivity inhomogeneities by
imental data is shown in Fig. 1. Analysis of calcu- using structural structural functions was carried
lated structural functions allow estimate compo- out. The quasiperiodic components in structural
nent parameters. So refractivity r.m.s. of functions were detected. The corresponding mod-
synoptical inhomogeneities changes from 6.1 to eling was offetcd and relative contribution of
17.3-N-units, size - from 670 km to 904 km some components was estimated. The time peri-
for heigts less of 5 kin. As for ods are in accordance with the size of
mesoscalinhomogeneities, refractivity amplitude corresponding mesoscale and macroscale inhomo-
changes from 3.8 to 5.2 N-units, cell size - from 92 geneities.
to 129 km, a coherent interval - from 141 to 246
km.
The studies of radiosignal has been carried out in 6.REFERENCES
the area of cyclone transmitting in the north the
direction of Pacific Ocean. So, it should be expect-, 1. CepreeB F.A., liwyrm A.A.,1973. Cma-
ed the time signal characteristics are determined by mucmuveccue memodbl uccAemoeanuw npu-
inhomogeneities crossing the propagation path.The podytrx odbexmo4. JIeHm-rpag. rHJapoMe-
level signal structuralfunction with its approxima- TeoH3gaT.
tion are shown in Fig. 2. The synoptical period of (Sergeev G.A.,Yanutsh D.A. The methods
109 hours has been found out reliably. The of statistical analysis of natural phenome-
intensity of this component is 1.8 dB in amplitude na).
that is twice diunal cycle amplitude (0.8 dB).
A global weather variation is due to atmospheric 2. 3BepeB A.C.,1968. Cuitonmu'ecxaumeme-
nonstable macrowhirl and has typical living time opoaoeug. JIeBHRrpaaFtApoMeTeoH3naaT
about 7 days. It agrees to our experiment. Part of (Zverev A.S. Synortical meteorology).
turbulences was destructing in research region.
That was a reason of rather intense random signal 3. HacuioB A.Il. 1966. Paduomemeopaooeu.
component with correlation interval about 1.8 Moclu3a, HayKa
hours. (Nasilov D.P. Radiometeorology).
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Data from Numerical Weather Forecast Systems - Useful Input for Propagation Predictions?
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"classical" systems.
ABSTRACT

An example of this situation is, for example, the lack
This paper summarizes results recently obtained for of reliable information in a wide scale for cloud
the prediction of attenuation in low availability attenuation, gaseous absorption and low rain rates.
systems using data from the ECMWF numerical
weather forecast system. In the past few years the European Space Agency has

put a considerable effort in developping models, tools
Keywords: Prediction Models, Attenuation, Low and data for modelling low availability propagation
Availability [Ref 1], [Ref.2] both in-house and through sponsoring

reasearch activities with research institutes and
universities.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper presents very recent results obtained

In the design of communication systems it is essential by the Technical University Helsinki (TKK) and the
to take into account the propagation losses. These Finnish Meteorological. Institute (Ilmatieten Laitos) in
have to be available before the actual design is carried the frame of an activity sponsored by ESA. The
out and for this purpose experimental campaigns of activity concentrated mainly in obtaining continental
several years have to be carried out well ahead of the or world -wide radiometeorological data and in
potential use-a frequency band. developping or validating prediction models for all

propagation effects.
It is not conceivable, due to its costs, to carry out these
campaigns wherever a communication link is to be 2. RADIOMETEOROLOGICAL DATA

-established. For this purpose prediction models are
used in the field of radio wave propagation where the In a previous activity 6 years of European radiosonde
propagation losses are calculated from available and ground-based radiometric data were compared and
statistics of meteorological variables that induce the' validated. In a further stage-these data were also
electromagnetic effects being calculated. compared with initialisation data from the ECMWF

(European Center for Medium Range Weather
Recent developments in telecommunication systems -Forecast) Global Circulation Model (GCM) in the
have increased the interest of low fade margin systems form of attenuation at several frequencies and as
due to their flexibility and lower cost. System meteorological variables (e.g. Liquid Water and Water
operators have come to realise that with the growth of Vapour Contents). The results obtained lead to the
digital systems, users can tolerate systems (due to their validation of the ECMWF data for yearly probabilities
lower cost) where non essential real-time between 0.1% and 100% [Ref. 1]. This work
communication can be delayed during a propagation concentrated on non precipitating phenomena in the
outage and sent forward when the system becomes European region.
again available.

In the present activity the effort was put on 1)
Currently available prediction models can not be obtaining a global non-precipitating
extended a priori to low availability probabilities radiometeorological data, 2) defining the rain
since they were never tested for these. Data for high climatology for the European region for high yearly
outage is also not readily available 'because they :are probabilities (bigger than 0 1%) and 3) developing and

Seither of secondary importance or of no interest for
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"Figure 1 - Integrated Water Vapour Content exceeded for 10% of the year. Labels are in mm.

validating the associated prediction models. Liquid Water Contents were calculated for 1, 5, 10,
20, 50, 80, 90, 95, 98 and 99% exceedance

For the purpose of the European rain climatology, 1 probabilities of the year. Figure 1 shows, as an
year (from 1989 to 1990) of ECMWF European data example, the Integrated Water Vapour Contents for
with a resolution of 1.50 in latitude and longitude were 10% of the average year in mm.
used. For the non-precipitating global climatology, Monthly rain amounts for convective and large-scale
ECMWF data from I July 1990 to 30 June 1991 with rain, as defined by the ECMWF GCM were also
a resolution of 3' was extracted for each analysis time derived as well as the cumulative distributions of 6
(00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC) at 14 pressure levels (1000, hour time step with 0. 1mm/h intervals for both types
850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, of rain.
30 and 10 hPa).

Monthly averages for the height of the 0' C isotherm
2.1 Global non-precipitating results were also calculated as well as the yearly mean 0°C

height weighted and unweighted with the rain amount
Using the data described in the previous section and of the GCM time interval 6h before and after the
the models described in [Ref. 1], [Ref.3], [Ref 4] and analysis time. Figure 2 shows the results for the latter
[Ref. 5] the Integrated Water Vapour and Integrated case.

MEAN HEIGHT OF 0 DEGREE ISOTHERM
during total rain
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Figure 2 - Mean unweighted 01C isotherm height during the occurrance of rain. Labels are in meters.
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Having in mind the application of these data also for and do not account for the higher rain intensities. This
the calculation of dry air(no water vapour) absorption, process loosely reproduces widespread rain.
zenith attenuation for 30, 40 and 50 GHz were also
calculated for the same probability levels as for the Convective rain is produced in the GCM in processes
Water Vapour. where a net inflow of humidity into a grid box occurs

either from the surface layers or from the confining
2.2 European Region results grid boxes. If the temperature structure of the grid box

is suitable, the condensation process is assumed to
Results already obtained in [Ref. 1] were recalculated occur and the humidity is released as convective rain.
to increase the statistical sample. The data in the The rainfall amount is proportional to the net inflow of
European regions covers now 3 years (from 1987 to humidity. This process does not however, represent
1990). mesoscale showers and as a consequence does not

represent the very heavy rainfalls.
Precipitation in the ECMWF model is not taken into
account as a model variable but as a diagnostic one. In However, the ECMWF GCM seems to represent
practice it means that precipitation is not analysed accurately enough the rainfalls associated with low
"correcting" the most recent six-hour forecast. The availablities even in terms of its integration time (6
forecast model physics produces precipitation within hours).
each time step from the symulated processes of the
atmosphere. The precipitation amounts in mm are For the rain climatology needed for low availability
produced 4 times per day divided in three precipitation systems, it was necessary to increase the probability
types: large scale rain, snowfall and convective rain. range of the data in the ESA Climatic Map [Ref.6]

(only 0. 1% to 0.01% of the average year) and thus
The large scale rain is mainly produced when humid cover also yearly probabilities higher than 0.1%. For
air ascends within a grid box and reaches the this purpose one year of rain amounts in 6 hour steps
saturation point. The water released from the of ECMWF data were used. Several methods, Rice-
atmosphere in this form is called large scale rain. This Holmberg [Ref.7], Moupfouma [Ref 8], [Ref 9] and
process is usually associated to cyclones and their Watson [Ref. 6] were tested to model the rain rate
frontal systems where air ascend and descends over distribution and it was concluded that the Rice-
large areas. large scale rain rates are usually moderate

Rainfall rate exceeded 1% of annual time
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Figure 3 - Rainfall rate exceeded for 1% of the year calculated using Rice-Hoimberg model and EC Mv data. Labels
are in mm/h.
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Figure 4 - The predicted distribution of the 30 GHz atmospheric attenuation for Jokioinen and the measured
29.3 GHz radiometer distribution (1985-1987) for Kirkkonummi.

Holmberg method may be used for low rainfall rates For this reason the rain intensities for yearly
while the Moupfouma method may be applied to probabilities higher than 0.1% were calculated directly
medium to high rain rates. A conversion of the rain the Rice-Holmberg model using the ECMWF data to
cumulative statistics from a 6 hour integration time to derive its parameters. Figure 3 shows, by way of
1 min integration time was carried out based on the example, the values in the European region for one of
Rice-Holmberg model however, due to the lack of these parameters.
measured rain data, the conversion method was only
tested with data from Jokioinen, Finland. 3. PROPAGATION PREDICTION MODELS

Because both the Rice-Hohnberg input parameters As already shown in [Ref. 1] the models for predicting
calculated from the ECMWF data and the six-hour the attenuation in a non precipitating atmosphere work
distribution have the same error sources, the extremelly well with the radiometeorological data
inaccuracy in the converted distribution may become obtained from the ECMWF analysis, Figure 4 is
larger than the one in the distribution computed shown as an example of this behaviour. However
directly from the Rice-Hohnberg model. mainly in the Mediterranean region the equiprobability

method to calculate the total attenuation due to all the

Total atten. to Olympus, f=30 GHz, p=1%

73 30' N

•-4•:..................

Z4* N
Z7* W 45* r

Figure 5 - Total attenuation for 1% of the year at 30 GHz for the Olympus satellite. Labels are in dB. The total
attenuation was calculated using the models and data described in this paper.
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effects introduces, in some cases, significant errors.
For this reason, the exceeded zenith attenuations at 12,
20, 30, 40 and 50 GHz were calculated for all the
European region and for 20, 50, 80, 90, 95, 98, 99 and
99.9% of the year using the original ECMWF dataset.
Reliable values of predicted attenuation can be
obtained for 1l1 the European region using the scaling
law,

A(P, f-). "_ _ Aoo(P, f,)
A q(P, f,)

a2 V(P) + b W 4(P) + A 2A(1-P), ~~. oh(P, fl)
at V(P) + bx,Wd(P) + A 1•,(1-P) ,(P 5.RF EN Sa. b, A,,J15. REFERENCES

/1/. Salonen, E. et al., 1992, Modelling and
where f, is the frequency of interest, f, is the nearest Calculation of Atmospheric Attenution for Low-
frequency where "coherent" results are available, P is Fade-Margin Satellite Communications, ESA
the probability level, k,. is the zenith attenuation due Journal, 92/3
to dry air at frequency n, W,, is the Integrated
Reduced Liquid Water and V is the Integrated Water /2/. Watson, P.A- et al., 1993, Statistic Fade

Vapour Content. The coefficients a1, a2, b, and b2 can Compensation, Interim Report ESA/ESTEC

be calculated from formula (8) of [Ref. 10]. A- are the Contract 10010/92/NL/PB

total attenuations calculated using the equiprobability
method where the attenuations due to each /3/. Salonen, E. et al., 1991, Study of Propagation
meteorological phenomenon are summed for equal Phenomena for Low Availability Satellite
probabilities. Systems, Final Report ESA/ESTEC Contract N.

9025/88/NL/PR
Regarding rain attenuation the Watson model was the /4/. Salonen et al., 1994, Study of Improved
best performer (in terms of accuracy, flexibility and Propagation Predictions, Final Report
complexity) in this activity as well as in the previous ESA/ESTEC Contract 9455/91/NL/LC(SC)
one.

/5/. Salonen, E. and Uppala, S., 1991, New
Figure 5 shows the total attenuation for 1% of the Prediction Method of Cloud Attenuation, Elec.
average year predicted using all the Letters, Vol. 27, N. 12, pp. 1106-1108.
radiometeorological data and models obtained during /6/. Watson, P.A. et al., 1987, Prediction of
the activity, attenuation on satellite-earth links in the

European region, LEE Proc., Part F, Vol. 137, N.-
A comparison of this results with Olympus measured 6.

data (Darmstadi-D, Albertslund-DK , Metsahovi-SF,

Martlesham-GB and Lessive-B) and with COST 205 /7/. Rice P.L., Holmberg N.R., 1973, Cumulative
data, gave good results. Comparison results in the form time statistics of surface-point rainfall rates,
used by ITU-R are in preparation. IEEE Trans. Vol. COM-21, N. 10, pp. 1131-

1136

/8/. Moupfouma F., 1987, More about rainfall rates
4. CONCLUSIONS and their prediction for radio systems

Models and associated radiometeorological data for the engineering, LEE Proc., Part H, Vol. 134, N. 6,

prediction of low availability communication systems

were developed with very positive results. /9/. Moupfouma F., Martin L., 1993, Point rainfall
rate cumulative distribution function valid at

The.ECMWF model data is a source of very useful various locations, Elec. Letters, Vol. 29, N. 17,
radiometeorological input. Even the variables pp. 1503-1505
associated with rain, even if they are not assimilated in /10/. Salonen E., Uppala S., 1992, Water vapour
the model, demonstrated to be very useful. attenuation on a slant path, Helsinki University

of Technology, Report S 196, ISBN 951-22-
1193-9
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PREDICTION OF ATTENUATION ON SATELLITE-EARTH LINKS FOR SYSTEMS OPERATING

WITH LOW FADE MARGINS
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ABSTRACT et al [2]). This prediction method was tested at
11/14 GHz against measurements obtained from

A new method for prediction of attenuation on OTS collected within the EEC COST 205
satellite-earth links is presented, for systems programme [3] giving excellent agreement (less
opeiating with low fade margins. The method is than 25% rms error in attenuation for all the COST
based on modelling the physical structure of stations). However this method related specifically
rainfall and includes, in order of importance, (i) an to the scenario of high availabilities and showery
improved approach to combining components of rain. Although the Leitao-Watson study [1]
fading, (ii) a non-uniform vertical on-average developed methods for prediction in rain for both
profile of rain specific-attenuation, (iii) the widespread and showery rain, at 11/14 GHz for the
differing frequency dependencies of melting zone exceedances in question, only the showery rain
and rain components and (iv) contributions from model was applied [2].
widespread and showery rain. The method has
been tested using 21 years of data covering the 11 A more recent study (Salonen et al [4]) have
to 30 GHz range and shows good agreement. examined the problem of prediction for low

availabilities (typically 90% to 99% of the average
year) for predictions at 20 and 30 GHz.

INTRODUCTION Methodologies were outlined for inclusion of
cloud, water vapour, melting zone and scintillation

In applications of the millimetre-wave bands in effects along with rainfall. For rainfall, Salonen et
satellite-earth telecommunications links, systems al have used the Leitao-Watson widespread rain
are often considered for operation with low fade model throughout the low availability range.
margins (ie < 10 dB). This may be achieved by
using fade-countermeasures such as adaptive time-
division multiple access, uplink power control, by APPROACHES TO PREDICTION FOR LOW
using time-diversity (in messaging systems) or by FADE MARGINS
accepting a modest grade of service, for example in
mobile systems. Components of fading

For whatever system circumstances may apply, Propagation factors contributing to fading at 20 and
when interest lies in fade margins < 10dB for 30 GHz include attenuation from rain, melting
frequencies at and above 20 GHz, a much greater particles and clouds, absorption from atmospheric
variety of contributory factors to attenuation must water vapour and scintillation from turbulence.
be considered than at 11/14 GHz. These include Absorption in the tail of the 60 GHz oxygen band is
absorption from atmospheric gases, scintillation small at 20 and 30 GHz in absolute terms, (< 0.06
from atmospheric turbulence, attenuation by rain dB at 20 GHz and <0.1 dB at 30 GHz for zenith
and attenuation from ice and water clouds.' values). , Summer to winter variability is also

negligible (<0.01 dB at 30 GHz).
This paper reports on a methodology for predicting
link attenuation exceedences for low fade-margin Combination of fading components
systems and gives an assessment of the
methodology using data from the Olympus satellite. Evidently the problem of prediction for low fade

margins or low link availabilities is much more
complex than that for high availabilities, purely in

BACKGROUND terms of the number of components to be included.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that

An earlier series of papers reported on a many of these fading processes can neither be
methodology for prediction of attenuation on earth- regarded as entirely correlated or completely
space radio links based on physical modelling of independent. The important question of how the
rain structure as interpreted from dual-polarisation contributions from each component are to be
radar data (see Leitao and Watson [1] and Watson combined must thus be addressed.
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In the 1990 study of Salonen et al [4] fading by:
components were added on an equi-probability
basis. This is unlikely to apply for all components, AT(P)=Awater vapour(P)+Acloud(P)+Ascint(P) (2a)
though it may be satisfactory for some. Overall it
represents a worst case approach, but it does allow
simple data processing to be applied. where (wher p=PAno~rai~a)(2b)

As a step towards a more rigorous combination of P(Anon-rain>a) can be rewrittenas:
components, we model rain and non-rain processes
as two disjoint sets, adding exceedances. Within P(Anon-rain>a)=P(AT>a~noni-rain)P(non-rain) (3)
the rain process we include rain, melting zone, rain-
cloud and water vapour contributions. For the It has also been assumed that:
latter we take a saturated water vapour contribution P(non-rain)=1-P(R>0) (4)
to the rain height and a melting zone thickness
based on equi-probability rain intensity. For rain- where R is rain intensity.
cloud contributions we use the empirical model of
Altshuler and Mart [5].

Data for prediction of exceedences for low fade
Within the non-rain processes, we model non- margins
precipitating cloud, water vapour and scintillation
effects as being highly correlated, adding This represents a significant problem area,
attenuations for equal exceedances. Table 1 especially in the context of rainfall data. Many of
summarizes the situation. the modem raingauges, designed with a focus on

intense rainfalls, are quite inaccurate for rainfall
There are thus two main parts to our total fading rates _< 5 mm/hr. We thus cannot rely on direct
model; the rain-fading component and the non-rain measurements taken at the ground for light rainfalls
component, ie: and have to fall back onto a model-based approach,

predicting low margin intensities from monthly and
P(AT>a)=P(Anonrain>a)+P(Arai,>a) (1) yearly figures such as used in the method

developed by Rice and Holmberg [6] and later
where AT is the total attenuation, Afair is the non- implemented by Dutton and Dougherty [7].
rain component and Arain is the rainy weather
component. Regarding other meteorological inputs than rainfall

intensity, here we have drawn on readily, available
The non-rain component consists of attenuation due meteorological database including the UK Met
to water vapour, cloud and scintillation. These three 0.856C data [8] and data from the European Centre
factors are combined on an equiprobable basis, for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (so calledThus, given non-raming conditions, AT(p) is gives SYNOP and TEMP reports) as collated and

presented by Salonen et al [4].

Table 1 Combination Of Fading Processes

rain attenuation added
Rain processes melting zone on added

saturated water vapour an as
(up to rain height) equi-probability disjoint
rain - cloud basis variables

(adding
Non-rain cloud added on an exceedances
processes scintillation equi-probability for equal fade

water vapour J basis thresholds)
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CHARACTERISATION OF COMPONENTS illustrate these tests for 4 European sites (Jokionen,
OF FADING Finland, Brindisi, Italy, Martlesham, UK and Graz,

Austria). Identical rain-heights (from our published
Component models rain height map [2]), have been taken for both

showery and widespread rains (in the absence of
For non-rain processes we have-used models and better data). These results thus need careful
data given in the published literature [4,11]. We interpretation.
will now describe in more detail our approach to
rain process modelling. The predicted cross-over points between the

dominance of showery and widespread rains occurs
Rain processes between 99.99% and 99.9% availabilities for 3 of

the 4 sites. For Brindisi, Italy, the cross-over is
Let the random variables A and R denote the rain close to 99.9% whereas for Martlesham it is'above
attenuation (due to both types of rain) and the point 99.99%. In all cases for availabilities !99%
rain rate respectively. The probability that A is widespread rain clearly dominates. Note, however,
greater than a given value a, is given by: that there is some local evidence in the case of

Martlesham that showery rain dominates
P(A > A) = P(A > aIS)P(S) + P(A > al W)P(W) (5) availabilities close to 99.99%.

where S -and W denote showery rain and Rain height
widespread rain respectively. The above equation
can bewritten as: The rain-height map published for the original

Watson et al [2] prediction method was based on

P(A > A) = P(A > aIS)P(S) + P(A > al W)P(W) (6) the 00 isotherm height plus seasonal and climatic
adjustments. The seasonal adjustments were made

where r, and r2 are values of the equiprobable by noting, for each station in the meteorological
point rain rate to give a for showery and data base, the month during which the most intense
widespread rain respectively. In the Rice-Holmberg rainfalls occurred (usually July/August in con-
rain rate prediction method, the probability that a tinental Europe, October in Mediterranean regions).
point rain rate, R, is greater than a given value r, is The appropriate mean monthly 0°isotherm heights
given by a combination of the rain rate probabilities were then deduced. Climatic corrections were then
due to the two types of rain: made to account for increase or decrease in rain

height associated with rain. For example in mari-
P(R > r) = P(R > r,S) + P(R > r, W) time climates with a preponderance of cold frontal

= P(R > rIS)P(S)+ P(R > rI W)P(W) ' (7) showers, rain height was corrected downwards, in
continental climates where intense rain is

qlt(R > rTit(r) + - (R'> r) T2 t(r) associated with strong convection, rain height was

8766 8766 corrected upwards.

where Tjt(r) and T2t(r) are the total number of The use of this rain height map in the original study

hours that there is more than 0.254 mm of rain in a is based on two observations, neither of which

t-min period due to showery and widespread rain entirely hold for low availabilities:

respectively. Also q1t(R > r) and q2t(R > r) are (i) that showery rain dominates rain outages
sthat the rainfall rate, R, is greater (ii) that the 00 isotherm height with seasonal and

the probabilities r, the show er climatic corrections represents the rain height for
widespread rain respectively. Substituting modelling purposes and includes a-region of melt-
equation(7) into (6)gives: ing particles (the melting zone) which can be

modelled as rain.

PA>a)= >r)Tpt(r ) Observation (i) is'evidently not correct below

)= > )876 (8) 99.9% availability. However, we do not have a

separate rain height map for widespread rain and it
Occurrence of showery and widespread rain is not an easy task to prepare one. In this aspect the

combination of showery and widespread rain
For availabilities near to 99.9% of the average year intensity components as observed at the ground (for
we expect that for many sites contributions will be example as shown in Figs la to d) is suspect, in that
made both from widespread and showery rain. on a slant path, if the widespread rain occurs
This hypothesis Was tested using the RH/DD mode mainly in the winter and the showery rain occurs
1 and mode 2 rains as the basis for weighting the mainly in the summer, too much emphasis is given
application of Leitao-Watson widespread and to widespread rain for the prediction of attenuation
showery rains (in Equation (8)). Figs la-ld owing to the lower rain height. This is believed to
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be the explanation for the discrepancy noted earlier irrespective of the type of rain. (It is assumed that
in relation to Martlesham. melting occurs somewhere, even though in showery

rain a well-defined melting band may not be seen.)
In the absence of suitable data we have had to use In addition, the attenuation due to a saturated water
the same rain height grid for both showery and vapour column up to the rain height is included.
widespread rains. This weakness could be Furthermore, the Leitao-Watson rain model over-
addressed in future studies. estimates the slant path attenuation in the rain

I region by 5%-10% [4] owing to the assumption of a
Observation (ii) includes a coincidence wnich uniform vertical profile of rain specific attenuation
applies at 11/14 GHz, but will not apply at 20/30 in the rain region. To compensate for this, a
GHz. Leitao and Watson observed from radar data correction factor, C (= 0.95) is applied to the
that there was an on-average tendency for specific predicted attenuation in the rain region. So for a
attenuation in rain to decrease with height in given point rain rate R, the attenuation, A, due to
agreement with observations by Foote and Du Toit either showery rain or widespread rain together
on the variation of raindrop terminal velocities with with the melting layer, a saturated water vapour
barometic pressure [9]. This can lead to a 5-10% column is:
overestimation of attenuation if rain is modelled
with a uniform vertical specific attenuation profile. A(p) Carain( HO - Hm, R)
On the other hand, if the melting zone occurring (9)
immediately below the 00 isotherm is modelled as a + Abb (HHm, R) + Awater vapour (Ho - Hra)

region of rain, then the attenuation for that region is
marginally underestimated. Leitao and Watson The CCIR water vapour model [10] is used to
found that at 11/14 GHz these two factors cancel obtain the attenuation of the saturated water vapour
out and by coincidence a good estimation of column. Finally, it is found that at 30 GHz and
attenuation is achieved by taking the (seasonally above, a correction for cloud attenuation,
and climatically adjusted) 0° isotherm height as the concurrent with rain, should be made.
rain height. Because of the markedly different
frequency dependence of specific attenuation in the VALIDATION AND TESTING OF
rain and melting regions, observation (ii) should be APPROACH
modified for application to 20 and 30 GHz.

Available records for testing
Rather than build in such empirical corrections to a
prediction model for 20/30 GHz, we prefer to take a We have searched out the largest available data
more physically based approach and model the rain records for 20/30 GHz fading, considering only
region and melting zone entirely separately. We those stations with at least 5 years data. This rules
thus take the rain height as the 0 °isotherm height out stations that have collected Olympus data alone
minus the thickness of the melting zone (a rain but includes those that ran extended radiometer
intensity-dependent thickness taken from campaigns prior to and alongside Olympus. A
Russchenberg and Lighthart [10]) and make a good example here is the database collected by
correction for the variation of specific attenuation Howell et al [14] at British Telecom, bringing
with height (an empirically determined factor of together satellite and radiometric measurements to
0.95 from Leitao's radar study [11]). give 21 years of extrapolated data for 20 and 30

GHz.
Melting zone attenuation

It is still early for many experimenters to have
Here we avoid using the excess zenith attenuation completed their data analysis for Olympus and as
concept, in view of errors that would be introduced yet we have not been able to obtain other records of
in the frequency-dependence of total rain substantial length.
attenuation model (see section on rain height).
Instead we calculate the melting zone attenuation Comparison of predictions with measurements
for a specific ground rainfall intensity, using the
model of Russchenberg and Lighthart [10]. The Martlesham data were gathered on all channels

whenever the 3 dB threshold was exceeded at 30

Total rain-process attenuation model GHz. It may thus be the case that the data should be
compared with our total attenuation prediction

For widespread rain, the rain height is taken up to model, rather than just rain attenuation. Figs 2a to
the bottom of the melting layer. The thickness of 2d show such comparisons.
the melting layer (Hm) and the absolute value of
the melting layer attenuation are obtained from the At 30 GHz predictions from our new approach are

Russenberg-Lighthart model and the melting layer in remarkedly good agreement with measurements

attenuation is then added to the rain attenuation, (errors < 0.5 dB over the whole availability range
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and no tendency to underestimate or overestimate).
The equi-probability approach overestimates [3] EEC COST 205. "Influence of the atmosphere on
attenuation by 3 dB (50% error), radio-propagation on satellite-earth paths at

frequencies above 10 GHz" EEC Report EUR9923,

At 20 GHz the agreement is quite good though 1984.

below 99.7% there is a tendency to overestimate, [4] Salonen E, Karhu S, Jokela P, Zhang W, Jppala 5,
increasing to 0.5 dB at 99% . The equi-probability Al o E a nd S ark ula P Z oarg s Bap tiS,

approach overestimates by 2 dB ( 60% error). - Aulamo H and Sarkkula S ~, Poiares Baptista,
J.P.V., "Modelling and Calculation of Atmospheric

h Attenuation for Low-Fade-Margin Satellite Corn-The agreement at 12 and 14 GHz is also quite good munications" ESA Journal 1992, .16. 3 pp 299-3 17.

though for 12 GHz at 99.9% there is still a

tendency to underestimate by 0.5 dB. (Note that theabsolute accuracy of the measurements at 11 GHz [5] Altshuler EE and Mart R A "Cloud Attenuation at
ammillimeter wavelengths". IEEE Trans Ant and Prop

below about 99.5% must be questioned, when the AP-37 (11), 1989, 1473-1479.
attenuation has fallen to <1dB.)

[6] Rice P L and Holmberg N R "Cumulative time
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS statistics of surface point rainfall rates", IEEE

Trans Comms COM-21 (10), 1973, 1131-1136.
An improved rain attenuation prediction method for
low availabilities has been developed, tested and [7] Dutton E J, Dougherty H T and Martin R F

used for predictions at 20 and 30 GHz. The method "Prediction of European rainfall and link
gains most of its improvements over previous work performance coefficients at 8 to 30 GHz" Tech

Report ACC-ACO-16-74, Institute for Tele-
in the following aspects (in descending order of communication Sciences, USA, Aug 1974.
importance):

[8] UK Meteorological Office, 'Tables of temperature,
(i) Rain and non-rain fading processes are relative humidity, precipitation and sunshine for

combined using a better statistical approach the world". Met 0.856C, 1972.
than that of adding equi-probability
attenuations [9] Foote GB and Du Toit PS "Terminal velocities of

(ii) The vertical on-average profile of rain specific raindrops aloft" J App Meteor. 1 1969, 249-253.
attenuation is taken into account(iii) The differing frequency dependencies of [10] Russchenberg H W J and Lighthart L P
(iii)hel ring f ueancy r mpendences of "Backscattering by and propagation through themelting zone and rain components omelting layer of precipitation" ESA/ESTEC
attenuation are included Contract Final Report P0122859, 1993.

(iv) Contributions from widespread and showery
rain are included separately [11] Leitao M J M "Propagation factors a4ffecting the

design of satellite communication systems" PhD
The method has been tested only on a single thesis, University of Bradford, 1985.
European station with a sufficiently long data
record of 20 and 30 GHz attenuation. Further [12] Liebe H J "MPM - An atmospheric millimetre-wave

comparisons with Olympus data should be made propagation model". Int-Jour. Infrared and
when these are available. The method also includes Millimeter W. j0, (6) 1989

a known deficiency in relation to the rain height [13] International Radio Consultative Committee
map used (that for showery rain only). Also the (CCIR) "Effects of tropospheric refraction on
model for attenuation in the melting zone may radiowave propagation". Report 718-3 XVrlth,

require further improvement. However at 20 and 30 Plenary Assembly, Dusseldorf 1990.
GHz these deficiencies appear to be of minor
significance. [14] Howell R G, Harris J W and Mehler M "Satellite

co-polar measurements at BT Laboratories" BT
REFERENCES Technology Journal IQ (4) 1992, 34-51.
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(a) Jokicinen, Finland (b) Brindisi, Italy
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Fig 1 (a-d) Cumulative statistics of rain attenuation at 20 GHz for four European locations predicted using combined
showery and widespread rain models (but excluding melting band, cloud and water vapour contributions).
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Fig,2(*-d) Comparison of predicted and measured cumulative statistics of total attenuation at 12.5, 14.3, 19.8 and 29.7 GHz
for Martlesham Heath, UK. The predictions use our total attenuation model including all rain and non-rain fading processes
(see text). Measured data are from Howell et al [18].
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RADIOCLIMATIC MAPS OF UHF RADIOWAVE OVER-SEA PROPAGATION

PARAMETERS FOR THE PACIFIC OCEAN

G.S.Sharygin, V.I.Slutski, B.P.Dudko, O.N.Kiselev, I.L.Korneev, M.V.Krutikov

TACSR, Lenin ave. 40, Tomsk, 634050, Russia
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ABSTRACT 2.1. Refractive index near sea surface, (8 maps)

The paper gives a description ofradioclimatic maps The maps of the mean value and standard deviation
of monthly average parameters of refractive index of the refractive index at a height of 10-15 m were
structure and radiowave characteristics for 3 cm - drawn up. The latitude and longitude resolution is
3 m band in the region of the Pacific Ocean. Maps 10 degrees, the interval between isolines of average
were formed using experiment results received at values is 10 N-units, of standard deviation - 4 N-
the sea prove ground and during research units. There were usedintegrated climatic data of
ships'services for many years. Methods of drawing temperature, moisture content, pressure (Refs.
up the maps are expounded. 1,2) and data measured by Soviet research ships

during 1961-80 years. Fragments of maps are
Keywords: Radioclimatic Maps, Refractive Index, shown in fig. 1 and 2.
Tropospheric Padiowave Propagation, Pacific
Ocean. 2.2. Evaporation ducts parameters (16 maps)

There were made up maps of the evaporation ducts
1. INTRODUCTION mean hights and deficit for the central months of

every season aswell as their standard deviation with
The atlas of radioclimatic maps for Pacific Ocean intervals between isolines 2 m, 1 M-unit, 1 m and
region (1:60000000 scale) is formed by the Tomsk 0.5 M-unit. Parameters were calculated using
State Academyof Control Systems and Radioelec- methods (Ref. 3) and data concerned water tem-
tronics with participation of the Tomsk State Uni- perature, air temperature, moisture, pressure and
versity and the Far-East Research Hidrometeoro- the wind speed. A fragment of one of these maps is
logical Institute. The atlas contains 58 maps with shown in fig. 3.
isolines of mean troposphere parameters affecting
UHFpropagation and 75 mapswith characteristics 2.3. Vertical profile of the refractive index
ofradiosignals for over-the-sea propagation up to (20 maps)
1000 kin. Mapping process includes the systema-
tization ofmany experimental data ofradiometeor- The first 8 maps of this division shows parameters
ological parameters, the determination of monthly of the exponential model's vertical profile:
average values of each 10-degrees or 5-degrees
latitudes and longitudes square, the calculation of N(h) = N(0) exp -(h/H),
deficit data of radiowave characteristics using fa-
miliar methods and tropospheric parameters. where N(0) - at the surface refractive index, H - the
For making maps there were used about 68,000 hightscale. ForfimdingN(0) and Htherewereused
meteorological, 10,000 aerological observations everage for many year data concerned the air
and radiosignal measurements during approxi- temperature, the watervapour elasticity, geopoten-
mately 20,000 hours in central and north-west tial and specific moisture at different isobar levels
regions of the Pacific Ocean. There were also used in the coordinate net knots with the 10-degrees
data of the published radiometeorological maps step. Isolines of N(0) are drawn with 5 N-units
and atlases. Nearly all the maps are made for the step, H - with 0.2 km step.
central months of the seasons: February, May, In addition to this the devision contains maps of the
August, November. standard deviation of the refractive index at 1 and

3 km hight (fig. 4 for instance) and the maximum
deviation of this index at the hights' interval 0-3

2. RADIOMETEOROLOGICAL km. Data were received in 1960-85 while Soviet
TROPOSPHERIC PARAMETERS research ships made aerological sounding.
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2.4. Layers of the high refraction (6 maps) to the free space) were calculated for horizontalpolarization, bands 3 and 10 cm. These calcula-
There were made calculations of the repetition tions were made after the intermediate estimation
frequency, mean hight, bottom boundary and the of the relfection from the sea surface index, taking
average power of the high refraction layersmwith the into consideration the waves hight and supposing
refractive index gradient g<- 80 N-units/km for the that this hight has gaussian distribution.
hight's interval 0.1-5.0 km. There were also calcu-
lated elevated layers of subrefraction with g>o. 3.5. Attenuation index in the diffraction zone

(4 maps)
2.5. The average wind speed (8maps)

There were made maps of the diffraction attenua-
There were made maps ofthe average wind speed at tion afthe sight-line bound and of the full attenu-
the sea surface and at the hight 1500 m using ationbeyondthis boundary. Isolinesofthisparam-
aerological sounding data and the results of mete- eters were calculated for the antennas hight 16 m,
orological measurements made by the research using approximate method, based on the well
ships. khown diffraction formulae V.A. Fok (Ref. 6).

There was used the Eath eguivalent model and
data about the reflection index gradient in the

3. RADIOWAVES PARAMETERS low atmosphere over the sea.
TROPOSPHERICALLY PROPOGATED
OVER-THE-SEA 3.6. Attenuation index in the zone of far

tropospheric propogation (13 maps)
3.1. Radiohorizon range (4 maps)

In the zone of far tropospheric propogation there
For different seasons there are given isolines ofthe exists the range interval, where' specific signal
radiohorizon range, calculated for different anten- attenuation much smaller than in the diffraction
na hights over the sea surface supposing the vertical zone. The border of this zone is 50-80 km beyond
profile of the refractive index linear and using the horizon. The maps allow to make interval (fig.

mean for month difference of this index at the sea 6) and point (fig. 7) estimation of the attenuation
surface and at the hight 0.2 km. index in the band of 10-200 cm when both anten-

nas (transmitting and receiving) are situated atthe
3.2. Attenuation index in rain (8 maps) hightof 15im, which means out ofthe evaporation

duct. There were taken, as called standard func-
Calculations were made for 3 and 10 cm bands tions of attenuation, average for the conditions
taking into consideration the mean quantity of over the whole ocean, to estimate longitudinal
precipitation, its average intensity and the tipical dependences. These curves were drawn using all
size of the precipitation zones. There were used experimental data with necessary correction,
data of precipitation observatonas in 60 points of connected with regions and time of observation.
the Pacific Ocean. The attenuation factor was Borders of intervals, put in every band according
calculated for only one-way propagation of the to histograms for different ocean regions and
signal from the range-sight to antenna put at 25 m seasons, were the basis for interval estimations.
hight, using method (Ref. 4). Isolines of month deviations from stanard curver

(for point estimations) and zones of the most
3.3. Frequency band of signals reflected from probable intervals are shown in the maps.
the sea surface (4 maps) Estimation of attenuation index deviation without

straight experimental data was done using month
The frequencybandwasfoundforthe band of3 cm, refraction index and refractive index gradient in
using data about the wind speed. The main wind the layer 0-1 km. It could be done after introduc-
speed isolines are given for the angles 1 and 90 tion of the special coefficients of validity. Borders
degrees. A fragment of one of these maps is shown of points for the interval estimation of the attenu-
in fig. 5. ationindex in different bands were chosen to make

apriory probability of the same points approxi-
3.4. Vertical antennas lobes (16 maps) mately equal. It allowed to make maps without

distributing according to frequences.
Parameters of the vertical antennas' lobes (the field In order to estimate slow variations of the attenu-
level of the first maximum and minimum relating ation index for the two north-west regions of the
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Pacific Ocean there were built up structure func- without prognosis; for instance standard deviation
tions, which turned out nearlythe same forthe time of the hour attenuation factor over paths 200-600
intervals up to 40-70 hours.- km long in 10-cm band changes from 13,8 dB to

8,7 dB after using prognosed data.
3.7. Coherence and correlation (16 maps)

Interval estimation of the coherence parameter 5. CONCLUSION
(relation of regular and dissipated signals in 5-
"minutes intervals), radius of time and space (cross) Radiometeorological and radiophysical maps of
correlation -and standard deviation of the quick the tropospheric atlas of the Pacific Ocean can be
fluctuations for different ocean regions in the cm- a basis for the long-term prognosis of characteris-
band andthe zone of far tropospheric propagation ties of board and ground radiosystems. More accu-
were represented as maps. rate definition of the prognosis and spreading it on
For each of these parameters and for different shorter periods (days, hours) can be done after
seasons in the maps are shown borders of intervals using some additions defined by specific meteo-
and isolines of their probability. While making the and radiomeasurements.
maps there were used experimenal data and if these
data were not enough productive there were done
calculation, using coefficients ofvalidity connect- 6. REFERENCES
edwith the hight gradient of the refractive index and
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ABSTRACT 2. FREEZING LEVEL STATISTICS

Statistical information on the variability of the Twice a day, all over the world, balloon-borne
freezing level in the atmosphere is useful in the radiosondes are released from the earth's surface to
development of interference prediction models for measure characteristics of the atmosphere.
hydrometeor-scatter. In this study, radiosonde data Currently, there are 32 stations that comprise
from eight stations across Canada were extracted Canada's upper air network . For this study, a
from the digital archive of the Canadian Climate subset of eight stations representing different
Centre for the period 1979-1990. Surface regions of the country were selected for freezing
observations were extracted for the hour before level analyses for the period 1979-1990. Full
and after each radiosonde release in order to periods of record observations were not available
e~amine freezing level height differences during for some stations. The specific stations, their
precipitating and non precipitating events. This latitudes and longitudes, elevation and period of
paper examines the seasonal, longitudinal, and record used in this work are summarized in Table
latitudinal variations of the freezing level height 1. The station locations are shown in Figure 1.
among arctic, maritime, and continental stations.

2.1 Data Preparation

Keywords: Freezing level height, interference The surface and upper air data used in the
prediction, precipitation. analyses of the freezing level were obtained from

the digital archive of Canadian Climatological
Data that is maintained by the Canadian Climate
Centre. Data tapes of hourly records indicating

1. INTRODUCTION the presence or absence of any type of
precipitation and the twice daily upper air

Statistical information on the variability of the soundings (at 00 GMT and 12 GMT) were
freezing level and rain height is useful in the requested for each of the stations from 1979 to
development of interference prediction models for 1990.
hydrometeor-scatter effects on communication
systems. One interference mechanism for which The upper air tapes contained records of each
prediction techniques are required is scattering radiosonde ascent, consisting of the station
from wet snow in the melting layer. identification number, date, time and element

number followed by the data, repeated for each
Measured values of the freezing level height have level, from the lowest level to the termination
been reported for tropical and equatorial regions of the ascent. For each ascent, the freezing
[1], [2], and for Europe [3]. This study will level was extracted by selecting the 0 deg
discuss the seasonal, longitudinal and latitudinal temperature measure, or determined by linear
variations of the freezing-level height among interpolation. If the surface temperature was
arctic, maritime, and continental stations in below freezing, a melting level was not
Canada. calculated and the record reflected the surface

temperature. This record was kept to determine
frequency of occurrence statistics.
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Surface precipitation observations were extracted the selected stations across Canada is shown in
for the hour before, during, and after each Figure 3. On an annual basis, the lowest
radiosonde release in order to examine freezing heights occur at Inuvik, NWT, at 1447 m above
level height differences during precipitating and ground level (AGL) and the highest occur at
non precipitating events. Precipitation can occur Shelburne, N.S. (2412 m AGL). An
in the form of liquid, freezing, frozen or examination of the seasonal variations in height
combinations of these. The simultaneous 3- indicates that, as expected, the heights peak in
hourly surface obt:ervations were combined with the summer months and are lower in the winter.
the file of freezing heights and sorted by month The spatial variability indicates that the freezing
into 3 broad categories; RAIN (liquid or !evels are generally higher in eastern Canada than
combinations with liquid), OTHER (freezing or in the western part of the country.
frozen) and NORAIN.

An examination of the freezing level heights
3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS during precipitating and non precipitating events

was conducted to determine if height differences
The annual distribution of the percentage existed in the presence of precipitation. The
frequency of occurrence of ascents with surface monthly average freezing level heights
temperatures above 0°C, indicative of when conditioned on the occurrence of
freezing level observations in the atmosphere rain/norain/other are presented in Figures 4
were possible, is shown in Figure 2. This through 10. (Lack of surface data for Vernon
figure shows a wide range of climate types. precluded this analysis for this location).

The mild, maritime climate of the western coast In general, when the melting level observations
of British Columbia is characterized by small were conditioned on the occurrence of freezing or
seasonal temperature differences 14]. During the frozen rain / norain surface observations (+/- 1 hr
winter season (Dec-Jan-Feb), the surface of ascent), the heights were significantly lower
temperature is above freezing at Port Hardy for during precipitation for most of the selected
about 85% of the time and from 90 to 100% stations. However, there were some observations
during tfýe rest of the year. where the opposite held true, namely, Inuvik

(Feb+Mar), and Manawaki (Dec+Jan).
Conversely, the climate of the Northwest
Territories is harsh. Temperatures are generally When the melting level observations were
below - 18C for 5 months or more, and the conditioned on the occurrence of rain / norain
annual range of temperatures is one of the surface observations (+/- 1 hr of ascent), the
greatest on the continent. Freezing levels height tendencies were again mixed. At Inuvik,
occurred above the surface for less than 3% of the Port Hardy, and Stony Plain (western Canada)
time from November to March at Inuvik. melting level heights were generally lower when
During the summer months (Jun-Jul-Aug), it was raining. At Shelburne, melting level
freezing levels could be determined over 90% of heights were higher when it was raining than
the time. when it was not. In Ontario and Quebec, there

were no significant height differences during the
Between these two extreme profiles the other summer (Jun-Jul-Aug). Heights were greater
stations from Vernon , B.C., to Shelburne, N.S., when it was raining between October and May in
exhibit similar seasonal variations in the Manawaki and between September to November
frequency of occurrence'of the freezing level. In and between January and May at Sept Isles.
the winter, measurable freezing levels occur
between 5-40% of the time. As the weather These data indicate that the mean freezing level is
begins to warm in the spring, the occurrence of not always lower during rainfall. Upper air
measurable freezing levels rises accordingly. By circulations and synoptic disturbances, notably
early summer, occurrences of over 95% are cyclones, account for the differences. Central and
reached and maintained until October. However, eastern Canada are often affected by tropical and
the occurrence of measurable freezing levels drops sub-tropical airstreams originating in the Gulf of
from around 75% to near 30% by the end of Mexico and the Atlantic.
November.

Seasonal and latitudinal variations among arctic,
The monthly average of all measured mean maritime and continental stations were examined
freezing level heights in the atmosphere (when and compared with the ITU-R expression [5].
the surface temperatures are above freezing) for The ITU-R empirical relationship for the mean
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Table 1: Summary of Upper Air Station Locations and Period of Record

Station Name Latitude Loneitude Station Elevation Period of Record
(de_=es) (degrees) (above MSL)

Inuvik, NWT 68 19 N 133 32 W 103 m 1979- 1990
Maniwaki, Que 46 23 75 58 170 1979 - 1990
Moosonee, Ont 51 16 80 39 10 1979 - 1989

Port Hardy, B.C. 5041 12722 22 1979- 1989
Sept-Isles, Que 50 13 66 15 52 1979- 1990
Shelbume, N.S. 43 43 65 15 28 1979 - 1988

Stony Plain, Alta 53 33 11406 766 1979- 1989
Vernon, B.C 50 14 119 17 555 1979- 1990

Table 2: Summary of seasonal average and annual average freezing level heights
(kmn AGL) across Canada.

Station Name Winter Spring Suimner Fall Annual ITU-R
(D-J-F) (M-A-M) (J-J-A) (S-O-N) equation

- Inuvik, NWT 1.26 1.12 2.13 1.27 1.45 1.60
Maniwaki, Que 1.44 1.82 3.22 2.20 2.17 3.25
Moosonee, Ont 0.84 1.61 2.86 1.62 1.73 2.88
Port Hardy, B.C. 1.25 1.43 2.83 2.18 ,1.92 2.92
Sept-Isles, Que 1.04 1.30 2.80 1.59 1.68 2.96
Shelburne, N.S. 1.43 1.61 3.67 2.61 2.41 3.45

. Stony Plain, Alta 1.10 1.27 2.37 1.57 1.58 2.71
Vernon, B.C 0.89 1.42 2.71 1.78 1.70 2.96
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Figure 2: The annual distribution of the
frequency Of occurrence of upper air ascents with

Figure 1: The locations oft.e radiosonde stations surface temperatures above 00C for selected
used in the study. stations across Canada.
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Figure 4: The monthly average freezing level
Figure 3: The monthly average freezing level height at Inuvik, Northwest Territories

heights in the atmosphere for selected stations conditioned on the occurrence of rain / norain /

across Canada. other surface observations (+/- I hr of ascent).
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Figure 5: Same as fig.4, but for Manawaki Figure 6: Same as fig.4, but for Moosonee,
Quebec. Ontario.
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Figure 7: Same as fig.4, but for Port Hardy, Figure 8: Same as fig.4, but for Sept Isles,
"British Columbia. Quebec.
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ABSTRACT result of determined component
filtering from initial noise. In

The maximum entropy method has emp- the case the estimation of power
loyed for determination of spectrum spectrum S{f] of process [1) is de-
and prognosis of temporal oscilla- termined by the relation [1]:
tion mutual content of atmospheric
ozone near Moscow. It was shown, 2at
that during 20-monthly interval S(f)=, ,_'(2)
of time maximum average square mis- P 2(
take of prognosis does not exceed I 1 + E akexp(2TifkAt)
10%. Temporal oscillations of mut- k=1

ual content of atmospheric ozone
near Moscow, in general, offered by where at - interval between initial
natural processes: the Earth's re- data countings. Formula t2) was
volution round the Sun and the Sun used for to calculate of power spe-
System revolution round the Local ctrum Stfl of temporal oscillations
center of stars. of the total amount of the atmo-

spheric ozone X tinf ml.atmosph.sm.]
during a 10-year interval 1973-1982

Keywords: Maximum entropy method, [5]. As initial series -of monthly
Prognosis of mutual content of at- averaged meanings of X we used the
mospheric ozone. data, received on the near Moscow

ozonometric testing area [f=55o45',
1=37o34'1. Methods of the value X

Authors have employed the maximum measuring and also employed equip-
entropy method in the form of avto- ment were described in [6]. In Tab-
regression model ( AR-model] to de- le 1 an experimental power spectrum
termine the spectrum and predict the Stf} of temporal oscillation X is
temporal oscillations of mutual given. It is calculated by the for-
amount of the atmospheric ozone mula {21 with P=23 and 30.
near Moscow [1-4]: In the first column there are peri-

ods Te of spectral components X inx = - a x + n ,( )n
n k n-a k k the Earth twenty-four hours, in the

where a -parameter of model, x - second column there are intensities
w n of these components I in relative

discrete series of numerical values units. In the third column there'
of analyzed process in the given are calculated values of spectral
temporal interval t. The succession components periods X, received by
[nnk} presents a realization of the formula [71:

white noise with zero mean quantity T 2

TT =T /n2, (3)and dispersion 2.Within the limits n 1
AR-model signal is considered as a
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Table 1 Table 2

TeI~e TT
Te Irel. T n' X, ml. X ,ml.

days units days e P
atm. cm. atm. cm.

2970 732 2905 2 410 396
1127 833 1291 3 370 369
680 1482 726 4 338 366600 2093 465 53233
366 211867 323 6 313 321
242 751 237 7 323 311
184 1419 182 8 315 327
144 291 143 9 350 347
127 231 116 10 357 370

407 394
426 423
397 433where T1=31,8 years-the basic peri- 399 388

od of.value X oscillations, n=1,2, 382 376
3,...-the whole numbers, given in 347 354
the fourth column of Table 1. T is 333 340

303 329
one of compbnents of oscillations 299 311
spectrum of the Sun system paramet- 293 315
ers, caused by its revolution ro-, 304 341
und the Local center of stars with
the period T=371 thous. years [7].
The spectrum X analysis shows, that
temporal oscillations offered, in natural process parameters.The ma-
general, by natural reasons. Annual ximum average mistake-of prognosis
changes X offered by the Earth's does not exceed 10% during 20-mon-
revolution round the Sun. Values X, thly interval of time. We shall do
on the average, during the examin- brief deduction in conclusion:
ation period are maximum in March- 1.The maximum entropy method was
April, when Earth's orbital speed first applied for prognosis of mon-
is directed to the Galaxy center, thly oscillations of total content
and they are minimum in October-No- of atmospheric ozone near Moscow.
vember,when the Earth's orbital 2.Temporal oscillations of total
speed is directed to opposite side. content of atmospheric ozone near
Between annual changes X are deter- Moscow, in general, effered by na-
mined by the Sun system movement tural processes: the Earth's revo-
round the Local center of stars. lution round the Sun and the Sun
Prognosis oscillations X near Mos- system revolution round the Local
cow fulfilled by the formula (i} center of stars.
with P=23 during 20 months forward 3.Proposed in this work method of
by 100-monthly initial massive of prognosis can by used for any natu-
data and then was compared with me- ral-processes,having sufficient se-
asured values. In the first column ries experimental data.
of Table 2 measured values X is
given, in the second column predic-
ted values X, calculated by the REFERENCES
formula ti is given.
Table 2 shows,that maximum entropy
method in the form of AR-model pre- 1. Marple S L 1987, Digital spec-
sents effective way of prognosis of tral analysis, New Jersey,
temporal oscillations of different Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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ABSTRACT tre wave radar operating at 94 GHz such that under
consideration by the the UK GEWEX Forum (Ref.

The potential of a spaceborne cloud radar to 1).

aid global climate modelling via identification and
quantification of the liquid water content of various
multi-layered cloud structures is examined. Atten- 2. CLOUD PARTICLE SIZES AND CON-
uation [dB] and reflectivity [dBZ] profiles are given CENTRATIONS
for a wide collection of ice and water clouds, as-
suming a nadir-pointing radar configuration with A wide collection of data and models for concen-

sensitivity -30 dBZ in the presence of 5 dB of two- trations and size distributions of ice and water par-
way atmospheric attenuation. ticles in clouds have been considered. Of particular

interest and value are the general models of Feigel-
son (Ref. 6), AFGL (Ref. 2), the UK Met Office

1. INTRODUCTION FIRE/ICE data for Cirrus (Ref. 9), the case stud-
ies of Foot (Ref. 7) and Nicholls (Ref. 8) for St and

The effect of cl.vuds on the large scale circulation Sc, the studies of Bennets and Ouldridge (Ref. 12)
of thý atmosphere is one of the major sources of -for winter maritime Cb and those of Magono and
uncertainty, in predicting the climate change that Lee (Ref. 13) for snow clouds. Table II summarizes
will result from increased greenhouse gases. The the data sources considered.

vertical distribution of clouds, which is particularly The size spectra of water droplets in clouds are

poorly observed, affects the surface radiation bal- given by the following general formulae:
ance and the profile of heat absorption and re-
radiation through the depth of the atmosphere. A(7), 0.1pm < r < r..,
These have important impacts on the hydrological
and carbon cycles and on the climate both globally mN M
and regionally. Better global observation of clouds, r(m+1)r+
especially on the vertical distribution, are required n(r) =I

to improve understanding of the climate system and A r r 1 r. <- r < rmax

to develop and validate the general circulation mod-
els (GCM) used in climate description. It is gener- 0, r > r,...
ally believed that there is cooling from low level (1)
clouds such as the extensive areas of stratocumu- where the constants and parameters in Eq. 1 are
lus over the oceans whereas high level clouds result given in Ref. 6.
in heating. Millimetre-wave radars can be designed The size spectra of ice particles in Ci clouds were
to detect most clouds. Unlike the optical radiation studied by the Met Office C-130 aircraft during the
generated by lidars, millimetre-wave radiation can ICE project. The collected data were analyzed and
penetrate most non-precipitating clouds to give es- found to be best represented by the exponential
timates of vertical cloud profiles. Millimetre-wave N(D) = Noe0p(-D/D•). It must be noted how-
radar is thus the best available tool for measuring - ever, that the probe used for these results could
multiple cloud layers which are either not detected only size ice particles up to 800 arm in diameter.
or identified ambiguoisly by other techniques. Another auxiliary device, suggested that the den-
In the following,-we give attenuation and reflectiv- sity of the ice particles was 0.9 gcm- 3 for sizes less
ity profiles resulting fromvarious cloud structures than 100 pm, but fell to 0.1 gcm- 3 for particles 1
which apply to a fixed beam nadir-pointing millime- mm in diameter. The values of IWC (ice water con-

tent) inferred in the Ci clouds penetrated, ranged
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Author [Date I Cloud Type

Silverman and Sprague 1970 Mid-latitude water clouds
(adapted later by AFGL) - Ref. 2 (St, Sc, As, Ns, Cu, various Cb)
Carrier et al (from various s6urces) 1967 Mid-latitude water clouds (St/Sc, As, various Cu)
-Ref. 3

Ajvazyan (from various sources) 1991 Water clouds containing super-large drops
-.Refs. 4-5 (St, Sc, Ac, As; various Cu, Cb)
Feigelson (reviews Russian authors) 1984 Water clouds (detailed description of typical
- Ref. 6 stratiform and convective cloud forms)
Foot - Ref. 7 1988 Detailed study of a Sc sheet
Nicholls - Ref. 8 1984 Detailed study of a marine Sc cloud
UK Met. Office - Ref. 9 1993 International Cirrus Experiment (ICE)
Foot - Ref. 10 1988 Detailed studies of a Cirrus coud
Paltridge and Platt - Ref 11 1981 Detailed studies of several Cirrus decks
Bennetts and Oultridge - Ref. 12 1985 Study of an anvil of winter maritime Cb
Magono and Lee - Ref. 13 1967 Case studies of snow clouds

Table II: Data sources for various ice and water cloud models and other detailed case studies.

from 0.1 gm- 3 down to 0.001 gmi-, but were re- given by:
stricted to mid-latitude clouds and did not include
the anvils from tropical storms. It is possible that A = 2. kciear air + kc:o.d + krain ds (4)

much higher values up to 0.4 gm- 3 can occur in the

anvils of tropical Ci, but there are few data.

The zenith two-way clear air attenuation ranges
typically from 1.1 dB to 3.0fdB for typical mid-

3. APPROACH TO CALCULATION OF latitude winter and summer atmospheres, respec-
CLOUD ATTENUATION AND REFLEC- tivefy (results obtained from APM, see Ref. 14).
TIVITY PROFILES

3.1 Particle scattering calculations
For our calculations we have assumed a monostatic,

nadir-pointing radar with its beam uniformly filled. Mie scattering calculations have been used through-
The range incrementation is taken 25 m for calcu- out. Cloud particles, either water droplets or ice
lation purposes only. The conventional radar equa- crystals, have thus been modelled as spheres. For
tion for volume scattering has been applied, includ- the prediction of attenuation and reflectivity result-
ing various components of atmospheric attenuation ing from water clouds, Mie scattering is an excellent
(clear air, cloud and rain), viz: approximation. For ice clouds, where very irregu-

lar shapes are encountered, the Mie scattering ap-
Pr 2- e .f0 k(s)d, (2) proach using equi-volume spheres should normally

r2 provide a reasonable estimation of attenuation and

where Pr is the back-scattered power, C the radar reflectivity for ice crystals less than 200 pjm in di-
constant, Ze the radar equivalent reflectivity, k(s) ameter. The temperature has been taken 5 *C for
the attenuation coefficient in dB per unit length and water droplets and -15 'C for ice crystals.
r is the mid-point of the pulse volume. K is the as- Comparisons between Rayleigh and Mie scatter-
sociated dielectric factor of the scattering medium ing for ice and water spheres showed the Rayleigh
(At 94 GHz JKJ is 0.74 for water and 0.176 for ice approximation to be valid for water droplets less
at 5 *C and -15 0C , respectively). The calculati- than 70 jam in radius and for ice spheres less than
ons presented here refer to the equivalent radar re- 145 pjm. Hence, for large ice particles and super-
flectivity Z, which is defined as: large drops an exact method for the calculation of

the extinction and back-scattering cross sections is
Z - K f (n) N(D) dn (3) needed. Nevertheless, for most water clouds wa-

Z 1K12 ter droplets rarely exceed 40 pm in radius and the

Rayleigh approximation can be used.
where ob(D) is the radar cross section of a polydis- The importance of multiple scattering effects in
persive medium described by a particle size distri- clouds at millimetre wavelengths has been qualita-
bution N(D) reduced by the two-way attenuation tively investigated in Ref. 15. At 94 GHz it Was
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found that multiple scattering is negligible in wa- mm/hour is 5, 10 and 16 dB, respectively. It is
ter clouds. For thin Ci and ice forms'of stratiform therefore sensible not to expect to take accurate
clouds without significant growth, multiple scatter- cloud measurements when the precipitation rain
ing -although present- is not expected to cause sig- rate exceeds 5 mm/hour.
nificant error in attenuation or reflectivity calcula- An analysis of the observed droplet spectra from a
tions. However, in convectiye clouds where ice par- C-130 aircraft during 3200 km of cloud penetrations
ticles and concentrations are-much larger, multiple during ASTEX (Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition
scattering is expect.d to be much more severe, but Experiment) suggested the relationship (Ref. 16):
only a rigorous approach may provide quantitative
results for both back-scattering and extinction. Ze = 0.02. (LWC) 1

.
2  (6)

The scattering properties of the larger ice parti-
cles found in Ci clouds, typically single or clustered between the observed liquid water content and the
hollow prisms ranging from 200 pm to 1 mm in resultant reflectivity, assuming Rayleigh scattering.

length, have been modelled as bubble-like spheres Consequently, if the minimum Z. value detected by

(air core, ice shell) and approximated by solid ice the cloud radar was -30 dBZ then this would be

spheres which exhibit similar scattering properties equivalent to a LWC of about 0.08 gm- 3 . Other

according to the relations: computations related the effective cloud radius to
the radar reflectivity according to the following em-

= --8.28 x 0-4 l + 0.73 1c• + 32.7 (5.a) pirical formula (Ref. 16):

rce= -5.42 x 10- li• + 0.64 Ici + 40.6 (5.b) Z, = -61 + 37 log(rf ) (7)

where lci is half the length of the Ci ice crystal where the reflectivity Ze is given in dBZ and the
in pm and r., and rcet are the radii of an equiva- effective cloud radius reff in Am.
lent solid ice sphere with same radar and extinction Attenuation and reflectivity profiles using Mie the-
cross section in am, respectively. ory including the effect of super-large drops in

clouds have been calculated and graphically illus-
3.2 Modelling of cloud spatial inhomogene- trated along the cloud depth in Ref. 17. Here we
ity summarize the results in Table III, below.

In certain types of cloud the particle concentra- Cloud type Attenuation Reflectivity
tion, liquid or ice water content, size distribution [ I (dB/km) (dBZ)
and type of particles may vary significantly along St 0.7 to 2.2 -17 to -32
the path of observation. In order to represent these large drops 10% increase +20 dBZ
variations, multi-layer models have been adopted Sc 1.0 to 2.7 -16 to -24
with a single segmentation rule, namely that a lin- large drops 10% increase +17 dBZ
,ear relationship holds between the cloud parameters Precipitation 2.5 to 5 0 to 20
and the cloud depth. Thus, typical St/Sc and Cu rain rate 2-5 mm/hour
are best represented by a two layer model whereas
other more complex vertically extensive structures

may require three or more layers. As an extreme Ns 1.4 to 4.7 -12 to -15

example, we mention the case of the snow cloud de- large drops 10% increase + 19 dBZ

scribed in Ref. 13 where 5 layers were considered. Cu (various) 0.6 to 8.5 -9 to -33
large drops 5 % increase +13 dBZ

Cb 7 to 31 0 to +20

4. ATTENUATION AND REFLECTIVITY large drops 40% increase + 20 dBZ

PROFILES FOR VARIOUS CLOUDS Table III: Range of values of attenuation and radar
reflectivity resulting from various water clouds.

4.1 Water clouds
4.2 Ice clouds

Generally attenuation from water clouds is sim-
ple to calculate. Since the cloud droplets are so For Ci clouds, models from the UK Met Office (Ref.
small, the Rayleigh approximation is applicable and 9) along with special case studies from Refs. '10
the attenuation is directly proportional to the to- and 11 have been considered. Detailed calculations
tal mass of the cloud. Attenuation is weakly only and graphical illustrations for selected Cirrus cloud
affected by -temperature variations, but increases models have been given in Ref. 15. Generally,
rapidly with the onset of precipitation. Typically these calculations gave reassuringly low values for
the two-way attenuation for rain rates 2,5 and 10 the resultant attenuation (< 0.3 dB/km even for
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Ci with large IWC) and reflectivity values ranging
from -15 to 15 dBZ for clouds bearing IWC be- 2.5 2 .

tween 0.025 and 0.377 gm- , respectively. Obser-
vations of Ci particle spectra during the ICE project
predict the following empirical relationship between 2 ..........

IWC and reflectivity (Ref. 16):

IWC -0.07.OZ
0 .7 (gm-3 ) (8) " ".

over the range of IWC from 0.001 to 0.1 gm- 3 . ..

Other ice clouds considered here include the study
by Bennetts and Oulridge (Ref. 12) of an anvil of
winter maritime cumulonimbus and the studies of 0.5. ....... ........ 0.5...... 0.5 .....
snow clouds of Magono and Lee (Ref. 13).
A detailed description of the microphysical and
thermodynamic structure of the anvil as recorded C0 0.'0 0.02 0.03 0.0 0.05 5s 0 s is
by the MRF C-130 aircraft is given in Ref. 12. asenuafon Ir] refMty [dBZ]

Here, in Fig. 1 we give the corresponding attenu-
ation and reflectivity profiles resulting from radar Fig. 2. Attenuation and reflectivity profiles for the

sampling along selected paths of the anvil. High re- snow cloud of Magono and Lee during the decaying

flectivity values are observed along the path cross- phase.

ing the core of the anvil, starting from -3 dBZ near
the cloud edges and reaching 27 dBZ in the centre The results are now summarized in table IV.
of the core. A similar pattern is observed for path
BB' where at 4 km altitude, Z, = 17 dBZ. At the Cloud type Attenuation Reflectivity
right-hand edge of the anvil (CC') Z, varies from (dB/km) (dBZ)
-10 dBZ at the edges to 0 dBZ in the centre. Ci < 0.3 -15 to 15

Cb ice anvil 0.1 to 0.7 -10 to 27
5.4 5.4 Snow (dry) < 0.1 -3 to 13

5.2 S.2- Table IV: Range of values of attenuation and radar

5 5 : reflectivity resulting from various ice clouds.

4.8 4.8 B

4.6- 5. DETECTION OF CLOUD LAYERS
"�"4AND VERTICAL MAPPING

S C C

4.2 4.2 .. The most important objective of the spaceborne
4 4 millimetre-wave radar is the detection and identi-

fication of multiple cloud layers. Particularly im-
3.8 3.8-
36..... . 3.6 portant, from a radiative point of view are exten-
3.6 .? : -L . 3. sive horizontal structures of St/Sc systems which

3 , A 3., A , may be not detected by other IR or VIS instru-1 0.25 0.5 0.75 .25 -10 0 10 20 30
attenuation [riB] reflectMty [tBZ] ments when Ci clouds are present. From the pre-

vious analysis it is obvious that the radar should
Fig. 1. Attenuation and reflectivity profiles for the be able to "see" through Ci other cloud layers ly-
maritime Cb anvil of Bennets and Ouldridge along ing underneath. Most of the radiatevely impor-
vertical paths AA' (core), BB' (off-core) and CC' tant St/Sc clouds should be identifiable, although in
(right-hand edge) of the anvil, some cases the sensitivity of the radar may just not

be enough to detect the cloud base. Nevertheless, it
The multi-layer snow cloud model abstracted from is evident that vertical mapping will be constrained
the data of Magono and Lee has been used to calcu- here by the gate width. It might be important to
late the attenuation and reflectivity profiles plotted reduce this below 450 m, though sensitivity trade
in Fig. 2. As expected, attenuation is low, but re- offs are involved and gate-width diversity might be
flectivity is consistently above 5 dBZ. The unusual considered.
fluctuation observed at 1.5 km is related to the very Other stratiform clouds such as As and Ns can be
small ice water content reported by the autlhors at more easily mapped in their vertical extent, since
this altitude. . the Associated reflectivity lies above the sensitivity
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limit for most of the time. 1. UK GEWEX Forum, 1993, "A contribution
Mapping of clouds with significant Vertical extent to the World Climate Research Programme's
can be problematic. The high attenuation usually Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment -
associated with these clouds, reduces dramatically (GEWEX)", The Royal Society, UK.
the observed reflectivity and will not allow the base
of the cloud to be observed. Typically, reflectivity 2. Silverman B A, and Sprague E D, 1970, "Air-

is -30 dBZ for a 2 km deep cumuliform cloud, borne measurements of In-Cloud visibility",

Ice anvils can be very well mapped in the horizontal National Conference on Weather Modification

as well as in their vertical extent. Furthermore, the of the American Meteorological Society, April

resultant low attenuation (less than 0.75 dB/km), 6-9, Santa Barbara, California.

means that information about the'underlying cloud 3. Carrier L W, Cato G A and Essen von K J,
layers should be obtainable. Snow clouds should 1967, "The back-,scattering and extinction of
likewise be penetrable to the point where melt- visible and infrared radiation by selected major
ing occurs. The relatively high reflectivity of these cloud models",Applied Optics, Vol 6, No 7, pp.
structures should also help in identification. 1209-1261.

5.1 Cloud identification 4. Ajvazyan H M, 1991, "Extinction and radar re-
flection coefficients for mm and sub-mm waves

Knowledge of the reflectivity height profile should in clouds", International Journal of Infrared
provide enough information to be able to identify and Millimetre Waves, Vol 12, No 2, pp. 177-
many types of clouds from the radar alone. Am- 190.
biguities are introduced when attenuation becomes
excessive or when reflectivities may become unsu-
ally high owing to the presence of super-large drops nction and radar reflection coefficients for mm

or drizzle drops. More information is needed on the and sub-mm waves in clouds",International

frequency of occurence of such drops in clouds. Journal of Infrared and Millimetre Waves, Vol

The presence of precipitation under St/Sc can be 12, No 2, pp. 157-175.

easily detected, through enhanced reflectivity, pro- 6. Feigelson E M, 1984, Radiation in a cloudy
vided that attenuation remains sufficiently low and atmosphere, Atmospheric Sciences Library, D
the range gate is sufficiently narrow. Only the pres- Reidel Publishing Company.
ence of very light precipitation under the cloud and
the presence of super-large drops in the cloud vol- 7. Foot J S, 1988, "Some observations of the
ume can then confuse the detection of the cloud optical properties of clouds. I: Stratocumu-
base. lus",QJR Meteorol Soc, Vol 114, pp. 129-144.

8. Nicholls S, 1984, "The dynamics of Stratocu-
6. CONCLUSIONS mulus aircraft observations and comparisons

with a mixed layer model", QJR Meteorol Soc,

Attenuation and reflectivity profiles for a wide col- Vol 110, pp. 783-820.

lection of ice and water clouds at 94 GHz have been 9 Illingwoth A J, 1992, Ice spectra from the
given. Various important associated problems such FIRE/ICE studies, Private Communication.
as multiple scattering and spectra of super-large
drops have been examined and assessed in the con- 10. Foot J S, 1988, "Some observations of the opti-
text of a -spaceborne cloud radar operating at 94 cal properties of clouds. II: Cirrus", QJR Me-
GHz. The -30 dBZ sensitivity limit implied by teoro4 Soc, Vol 114, pp. 145-164.
the preliminary specification, appears to be just ad-
equate for the mapping of the vertical distribution 11. Paltridge G W and Platt C M R, 1981, "Air-

of most important cloud structures. Nevertheless, craft measurements of solar and infrared radi-

the analysis clearly revealed the desirability of in- ation and the microphysics of Cirrus cloud",

creasing sensitivity ideally by a further 10 dBZ or QJR Meteorol Soc, Vol 107, pp. 367-380.

more realistically by 5 dBZ, in order to reduce un- 12. Bennetts D A and Oultridge M, 1984, "An
certainties related to the detection of cloud bases observational study of the anvil of a winter
and improve the penetration capability, maritime Cumulonimbus cloud", QJR Meteo-

rol Soc, Vol 110, pp. 85-103.
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SATELLITE PROBING OF EARTH'S OZONE LAYER

AT MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS

G.M.Strelkov

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics of Russian
Academy of Sciences, Vvedensky sq., 1, Fryazino,
Moscow region, 141120, Russia. Fax: (095) 2038414

ABSTRACT, hensive understanding of glo-
bal ecological situation (Ref.

The goal of the report is to 1).For this -reason forecasting
propose a new method of acti- of layer behavior in near fu-
ye remote sensing of Earth's ture turns now not only aca-
ozone layer which offers a, demic task but practical one.
possibility of institute con- For reliable description of
trolling over layer state on ozonosphere state trends it
a global scale. The method is is needed to have as far as
based on using two satelli- possible accurate data on its
tes. One of them carries characteristics all over the
transmitter and receiver is Earth's surface and on their
on the other.The frequency of correlation with both geohe-
emitting signal coinsides liophysical and anthropogenic
with that of one of strong factors. Information on ozo-
ozone absorption lines loca- ne layer characteristics is
ted in millimeter-wave range. received by different methods
In process of setting one of of remote sensing. However
satellites under horizon pro- available methods do not per-
pagation path's optical mit to receive necessary ext-
depth as a function of short- ent of data owing to a number
est distance of the path to of reasons. Nowadays, balloon
Earth's surface is measured. platforme-based (Refs.2,3)and
The following- reducing the surface-based (Ref.4) radio-
data of measurements together physical investigations of
with ballistic ones and the ozonosphere give the data
height distributions of tem- on its local parameters
peraturepressure and oxygen regarding 'to a region which
and water vapour contents in is directly over the measure-
the atmosphere enables to ment point. It is, impossible
find ozone molecule consen- -to cover the Earth's surface
tration as a function of by radiometric measuring
height.The method proposed is points, in particular because
free of shortcomings peculiar of very high absorption of
to existing ones of ozone the thermal radioemission by
layer remote sensing both atmosphere in the large 'humi-
radiophysical and optical. dity regions (in tropics and

so on). Optical methods both
Keywords: Atmospheric ozone, ground-based and satellite-
Active sensing, Millimeter based have also a number of
waves, Absorption line. principal shortcomings. For

example they are not all-wea-
ther,cirrus and silver'clouds

Studying of the Earth's or stratospheric aerosols in-
ozone layer is -now constitu- fluence on precision of opti-
ent part of investigations cal measurements (Refs.5,6).
which are directed to compre- As a consequence it does not
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permit finding of correlation Earth's surface.
of ozone layer characteris- The quantity T consists of
tics with events of natural partial optical depths caused
and man-made catastrophes by radiation absorption in
(vulcan eruption, big fire oxygen, water vapour and ozo-
and so on), what is inde- ne so that
pendent and major p'-oblem.'

So one can say that it is ¶ = ¶0 + rH20+ T0 -(2)
necessary to find alternative 2 2 3
effective means of the global
and correct control of diffe- Further the indicated depend-
rential and integral ence P r(p) is processed toge-
characteristics of ozone ther with ballistic data and
layer in real time. In thewoerk it i l dsibed. n nhew height distributions of tem-
work it is described a newand
method of active remote a
sensing of the layer -on Ja 02 and H 20 conpentrations
global scale which is free of (contents) in2 h2 atmosphere

cshortcomings peculiar ti a
that are known from standard

g methods both models of different Earth's
radiophysical and optical. regions. As result a height

The method proposed is regins. As resul a hit
based on active layer radio- d o
translucence using two-Earhsluartificial satei of the path optical depth canEarth's artificial satelli- befud
tes. A transmitter is mounted befon.c
on the one satellite and a Taking into account the
receiver is on another. The path geometry (configuration)

transmitter emits a signal the T03quantity may be

power Pt at a frequency sented by

coincided with the central
one of a rotary absorption C0 (r)(r+R)dr
line of ozone in millimeter [ 3
wave band. The receiver indi- (0 - (
cates a signal when one of (r+R)2-(p+R)2

the satellites sinks under
the horizon. The received where R -Earth's radius;
power P is equal 10 -absorption coefficient of

3
PtGoA ozone at working frequency.

P (r)= D X exp(-¶(p)).(1) The'last is defined by follo-
r 2 -0

47U D wing

3where 8371 m N(r) 1
G -gain coefficient of trans- Yo3(r)=

0 3 3hc G(T).
mitting antenna;
A - effective area of recei-
ving antenna;
D - distance between trans- -E 1 /kT -Em/kT
mitter and receiver; C e - e
X - refractory attenuation;
S- optical depth of path de-
pended on sight distance p, 12 1
the same as the shortest Kin!m ,()
distance from the path to m AViM(Pa T)
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where N-concentration of ozo- great extent depend on the
one molecules; G(T) - rotary reliability of standard atmo-
sum of ozone molecule; sphere models and ballistic
V - resonance transition data used in processing the

results of measurements.
frequency of zone molecule
(carrier frequency);

-ll squared matrix ele- REFERENCES

ment of zone molecule for 1. Zurer P.S. Ozone Depleti-
transition'at frequency Vlm; on's Recurring Surprises

AVlm- halfwidth of the line; Challenge Atmospheric Sci-
E aeentiests. News focus.1993.

Em and E - enery levels May,24, p.p.8-l8.

(upper and lower) of reso-
resonance transition at fre- 2. Gibbins C.J., Dawkins A.W.
quency Vlm; h-Plank constant; J., Maddison B.M. 1988,

c - velocity of light;' Microwave remote sensing

k - Boltzmann constant. measurements of upper at-

Using Abel transform of mospheric water vapour and

(3) with taking into account ozone from balloon-borne

(4)gives a dependence of ozo- platform. Planet. Space

ne molecule concentration in Sot., 36, 6, p.p.607-620.

the atmosphere upon height: 3. Kadygrov E.N., Sorokin M.

1_[ 3 -E /kT G., Vlasov A.A. 1993, Ozo-

8N3 Pi1 lm (e 1 ne concentration determi-
nation by microwave measu-

31hc G(T) rements from balloons in

-E /kT the stratosphere, Earth
-e/k I,1tm research from space, n.3,

-e ip.p.102-106.(In Russian).
'1EAV l(Pa.T]R+p

0 4. Solomonov S.V., Kropotkina
d 0 3 E.P.. Lukin A.M., Ponoma-

S(5) renko M.I., Rozanov S.B.,
dp 2 )2 Ellder J. 1991, Some

p features of Vertical
ozone dstrlibutiLon from

Preliminary estimations millimeter wave measure-
show that within atmospheric ments at Push4tno and On-
transparency windows at 2 and sala obser'vattons. Moscow:
3 mm the T0 quantity runs Physical Institute of Rus-

3 sian Academy of Sciences.
into a few nepers and is by Preprint N.1O1, 32p.
orders of magnitude greater,
then oxygen and water vapour 5. Khrgian A.Kh. 1973,Phystcs
parts of T. Therefore the me- of atmospheric ozone. Le-
thod proposed is to be' expec- ningrad, Gidrometeoizdat.
ted to enable reliable measu- -291p. (In Russian).
rements of ozone concentrati-
on in the atmosphere more 6. Khrgian A.Kh., Kuznetsov
over at any time of day and G.I. 1981, Problems of ob-
weather conditions.It is nee- servations and investiga-
ded to say that method's ac- ttons of atmospheric ozone.
curacy and resolving ability Moscow, Moscow State Uni-
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ANALYSIS OF RAIN RATE STATISTICS IN THE
.NORTH COAST OF SPAIN

I.F. Anitzine1, C.S. Yoldi 2, A. Benarroch 3, L. Mercader 4

I - UPV Basque Country University
2 - UPV Basque Country r iniversity
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ABSTRACT Rin intensity Percetage .f t tal

In this paper, the rainfall rate statistics of Bilbao 0 6.8
are studied. The results suggest that Bilbao and 5 0.47
other places in the North coast of Spain, belong to i0 0.11
G Zone instead of E .Zone. A new coefficient is 20 0,024
included here referred to hydrometeorological 30 0.009
zones. 40 3.4 10-3

50 1.8 10-3
Keywords: Rainfall Rate Statistics. Hydrome- 50 1.8 10-
teorological Zones, Cumulative Distribution. 60 1.2 10-470 9.4 10-4

80 5.3 10-4

1. INTRODUCTION 90 2.6 10-4

Until now, UIT-R climatic maps have been used to Table I
calculate the effect of rain on the design of
radiolinks, in the North of Spain. As the number of Table II shows some values of the cumulative
radiolinks working at frequencies higher than 10 distribution Ty(R1), corresponding to the average
Glz is increasing, more accurate knowledge of year of Sondika airport.
rain attenuation is required.

2. RAIN RATE STATISTICS OF BILBAO 0.001 75.4

0.003 47.3
The data rain corresponding to the eight last years 0.010 31.8
period (1985-1993) stored in Sondika, airport of 0.030 20.6
Bilbao, have been analized. After sampling each 5 0.100 12.3
minutes time, digitalizing data, and carrying out a 6.8
statistical study, the results obtained are shown in 000 3.1
Table I. This table presents the percentage of time
of the period for which the corresponding rain rate
has been superated. Table II
Nevertheless CCIR suggests that rain rate data
with an integration time of at least I minute R1  Both figures la and lb show this cumulative
should be employed to calculate attenuation. distribution. On the one hand, figuresl compare
Therefore conversion factors published by Fedi the experimental distribution with the ones of E
(Ref. 1) in 1979 have been used here, to convert and G hydrometeorological zones, proposed by
rain rate data with an integration time of 5 minutes UIT-R. It can be easily noticed, looking at the
R,, in rain rate data with an integration time of I figure, that the experimental distribution and the
minute R1, at the same probability. one of E zone are very different. Nevertheless it's

very similar to that of G zone.
Figure lb on the other hand, shows the same
distributions but a semilog scale has been used
now. We can conclude then that Bilbao (and the
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North Coast of Spain) belongs to G Similar results were obtained 'figure 4) for La
hydronieteorological zone. Corufia, Santiago de Compostela and Vigo, in the
In figure 2, relative errors between these two coast of Galicia.
distributions are shown.
A very important fact to remark is that although
these results have been obtained in Basque Country 3.-CONCLUSIONS
University with independence from the ones
obtained in Polytechnics University of Madrid, Fror.- the results obtained we can conclude that
both are in complete accordance. In Basque North coast of Spain presents a cunmulative
Ctuntry University, rain data of Sondika were distribution of rain rate similar to the one of G
obtained from- a tipping-bucket raingauge. zone, proposed by UIT-R.
However in Madrid, rain data from syphon These .results also seem to be very efficient,
raingauges located in Igeldo (San Sebastidn), because although have been obtained in different
Fuenterrabia, Santander, Gij6n, and Asturias ways, are in good accordance.
airport., were studied. Moreover, register papers
from the locations and workers who processed data
were also different. Figure 3 shows-relative errors 4. REFERENCES
between the distributions corresponding to these
locations and G zone, multiplied by its 1. Fedi F. 1979, Rainfall characteristics across
corresponding coefficents. Europe, Alta Frequenza, English Issue; 2,

Vol. LXVI, No. 4,. pp 158-166.
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16, Kazakova str., 103064 Moscow, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
2R +7(095) 975 22 48, Fax +7(095) 261 00 90, Telex (064) 41160lRubin

STRATEGY, SYSTEMS, SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY
IN TELECOMMUNICATION AND EMC TECHNOLOGY

The Radio Research Institute (NIIR) was created in 1949 as an independent
scientific research institute and was the main analytical scientific center of the
USSR Telecommunication Administration in the field of telecommunications.
Now NIIR is the major analytical and system development center of the Russian
Telecommunication Administration and became the same for the , Regional
Communication Collaboration (RCC), which are involved Telecom
Administrations of practically all CIS countries. Additionally NIIR was granted by
Russian government the status of main radiocommunication type approval and
certification center of Russia. NIIR has gained a wide experience in

- applying analytical' solution of communication and information theories to
radiocommunication problems;

- planning telecommunication networks;
solving EMC compatibility problems between different applications radio

equipment in both theoretical and practical fields;
- conducting frequency planning of telecommunication networks;
- managing radio spectrum and GSO both at the national and international levels;
- developing a wide-range of radio facilities for microwave links, satellite -

communication and radio broadcasting systems as well as for - the other
radiocommunicaton systems.

The most specific features of NIIR is that it is very familiar with different aspects
of ITU, IFRB and, in particular, of the CCIR's activities as NIIR is the main
consultative and executive body of the Russian Telecommunication
Administration and provides all scientific and technical preparatory work for
Administrative Radio Conferences, Plenary Assemblies of the CCIR and
Plenipotentiary Conferences of -the ITU. NIIR actively participates in the work
of CCIR Study Groups, has provided many contributions and takes part in the
Study Groups meetings. All Russian Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of CCIR Study
Groups were or are NIIR's staff members. Also, a large number of NIIR's experts are
Chairmen and active participants of national preparatory groups for CCIR.

Within the above fields, NIIR is well prepared for providing a wide range of
consultancy services, such as:

- tackling different, including science-intense, problems involving communication
and information theories in the context of telecommunication;

- designing standard acts on type approval and certification for
radiocommunication and broadcasting systems;

- planning national, regional and local telecommunication networks;
- designing and testing different equipment for line-of-sight and,

tropospheric scatter microwave links, satellite radiocommunication, broadcasting
and other terrestrial radiocommunidation and broadcasting systems, designing
relevant links and networks (a detailed list of the equipment can also be provided
additionally);

-experimental investigation of the potential for allocating additional TV and
Sound broadcasting channels for areas with specific terrain problems;

- designing special-purpose monitoring and test equipment required for the
development, adjustment and operation of above radiocommunication and
broadcasting systems and the appropriate networks;

-development of specialized facilities for processing and generating speech signals,
such as vocoders, solid-state speech answer-back systems, etc;



clearing up various organizational, methodological and technical difficulties of
spectrum management, including the establishment of national spectrum management
systems together with their hardware and software support;

-developing procedures for the EMC analysis of radio facilities to any degree
of complexity defined by the customer's request, and also appropriate models
for representing equipment and propagation parameters, together with software
support. for both main frame and personal computers;

developing, installing and putting into operation fixed monitoring centers, using
small earth stations, which are used for monitoring the emissions from space stations;

- statistical measurements of radiowave propagation conditions in different
climatic zones, including complex statistical treatment of the measurement results.

As a result of the activities conducted by NIIR, integrated networks for
terrestrial and satellite radiocommunication and broadcasting have been established
and which are now in operation in Russia, their efficiency and quality is filly
compatible with investment made in establishing them. Without going into detail
concerning the main radiocommunication and broadcasting systems developed and
introduced by NIIR, it is sufficient to mention such well-known systems as MOLNIYA,
ORBITA which were the world's first and were put into operation in 1963 and 1967
respectively, also advanced systems such as LUTCH, and GORISONT (used by the
INTERSPUTNIK international organization), and also EKRAN, MOSKVA and a
complex of unified versatile microwave links KURS, etc.

NIIR's activities have made it possible to establish a highly-effective national
frequency management system which makes extensive use of computer technology,
and to provide bilateral and multilateral international coordination of frequency
assignments of radio facilities in different services covering, among other aspects,
the problems of frequency assignment notification in the IFRB. The work carried out
by NIIR formed a basis for standardized procedures of analyzing EMC between radio
facilities of various services. These are recommended for use within the, country by
the Russian Telecommunication Administration and may be applied both to the
analysis of mutual interferences between individual radio facilities and to frequency
planning of radiocommunication and broadcasting networks. These procedures are
helpful in tackling problems of frequency sharing by radio facilities in different services.
Frequency plans for various radiocommunication and broadcasting networks
have been developed and put into services; these plans are being steadily improved.

Having extensive experience in international cooperation, NIIR has rendered support
to a great number of developing and East-European countries concerning to the
development and modification of equipment and networks intended for the
terrestrial and satellite radiocommunication and broadcasting. Among major projects,
the establishment of earth station networks in the INTERSPUTNIK member-
countries, and the design and implementation of microwave links in some other
countries, are worthy of notice.

As for radio spectrum management issues, the assistance provided to Sudan in the
introduction, - to Bulgaria in the modification, - and to Cuba in the automation of
their national frequency management systems, should be mentioned. The aid has also
given to Nicaragua and Cuba in developing frequency plans for the TV and sound
broadcasting networks.

If you are interested obtaining cooperation in any of the above fields of expertise,
please contact:

Dr. Alexandre Koushtouev
First Deputy Director
Radio Research Institute (NIIR)
16, Kazakova str.,
103 064 Moscow, Russia
Telex: 411601 RUBIN
Fax: 7095 261-00-90
Tel: 7095 975-22-48


